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PREFACE 

This thesis contains ten papers on the electronic properties of semiconductors .ind 

semiconductor heterostructures. Preliminary results from another study is reported in an 

appendix since the conclusions reached relate directly to important questions raised in the 

papers. In addition a paper on the statistical mechanics problem of interacting magnetic 

spins on a triangular lattice is printed in a second appendix. Although this paper departs 

from the main topic of the thesis, it is included since the work was done during my dr.ing.-

studies. 

The papers and appendices are preceded by an introduction to the field of semicon

ductor heterostructures with special emphasis on the areas which are focused on in this 

thesis report. This serves two purposes. One is to give newcomers an introduction to the 
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SUMMARY 

Ten papers on the electronic properties of semiconductors and semiconductor het-

erostructures constitute the backbone of this thesis. Even though they relate to experiment, 

the reported work is theoretical. The papers are: 

Paper I: J. Thomsen, G.T. EinevoU, and P.C. Hemmer: "Operator ordering in effective-

mass theory", Phys. Rev. B 39 , 12783 (1989), 

Paper H: G.T. Einevoli and P.C. Hemmer: "The effective-mass Hamiltonian for abrupt 

heterostructures", J. Phys. C 2 1 , L1193 (1988), 

Paper III: G.T. EinevoU, J. Thomsen, and P.C. Hemmer: "Operator ordering in effective-

mass theory for heterostructures: I. Comparison with exact results for superlattices. quan

tum wells and localized potent ia ls 1 , Phys. Re \ . B 42 , 3485 (1990), 

Paper IV: G.T. EinevoU: "Operator ordering in effective-mass theory for heterostructures: 

II. Strained systems", Phys. Rev. B 42, 3497 (1990), 

Paper V: G.T. Einevoli and P.C. Hemmer: "Superlattice minibands: Explicit formulas for 

band gaps and effective masses", Semiconductor Science and Technology (in press). 

Paper VI: G.T. Einevoll and Yia-Chung Chang: "Effective bond-orbital model for acceptor 

states in semiconductors and quantum dots", Phys. Rev. B 40. 9GS3 (1989). 

Paper VII: G.T. Einevoll and Yia-Chung Chang: "Effective bond-orbital model for shallow 

acceptors in GaAs-Ga^Ali-rAs quantum wells and superlattices", Phys. Rev. B 4 1 . 1447 

(1990), 
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Paper VIII: G.T. Einevoll and Yia-Chung Chang: "Energies of acceptors states in GaAs-

Gao.3Alo.7As quantum wells", 

Paper IX: G.T. Einevoll, D.S. Citrin, and Yia-Chung Chang, "Theory of bound excitons 

in Te doped ZnSe quantum wells", 

Paper X: G.T. Einevoll, "Confinement of excitons in quantum dots". 

Preliminary results from a study of a one-dimensional analogy to T-X mixing are re

ported in Appendix 1. In addition, 

Paper XI: G. Einevoll and P.C. Hemmer: "The triangular antiferromagnet with infinite 

nearest-neighbour coupling", J. Phys. C 2 1 , L615 (1988), 

is printed in Appendix 2. In this paper properties of interacting magnetic spins located on 

a triangular lattice are studied using methods from statistical mechanics. 

The papers and appendices are preceded by an introduction to the field of semiconduc

tor heterostructures with special emphasis on the areas which is focused on in my thesis 

work. 

Papers I-IV address the form and validity of the single-band effective-mass approxima

tion for semiconductor heterostructures. In Paper I a wide class of Hermitian kinetic oper

ators for pos it ion-dependent effective masses m is considered. By requiring the eigenvalues 

of the Hamiltonian to be finite in an exact model calculation, the set of possible kinetic 

operators is narrowed down to Hkm — m a p m * 3 p m ° / 2 with the requirement 2a + J = — I. 

A consistency argument in favor of a = 0,tf = —1 is also presented. In Papers II and III 

we compare exact results for one-dimensional microscopic models of superlattices, quan-

v 
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turn wells, and localized potentials with abrupt material interfaces with corresponding 

effective-mass results parametrized by a and 0. For abrupt interfaces the form of the 

kinetic operator, i.e. the values of a and 0, is reflected in the boundary conditions to 

impose on the envelope function <b at interfaces. It is shown that when effective-mass the

ory is applicable, a = 0 and 0 = — 1. In all cases considered the effective-mass theory is 

found to have the s ta tus of an asymptotically exact theory, except for strained heterostruc-

tures. In Paper IV the conventional effective-mass theory is extended to describe strained 

systems where the lattice constant a is position dependent. A new class of kinetic opera

tors. Hkin = maaspm'3a~26pmaas/2, is introduced, and values of a,0, and 6 which ensure 

asymptotic agreement between effective-mass results and exact results for exactly solvable 

model heterostructures, are obtained. As before Q = 0 and 3 — — 1. The appropriate value 

for 6 is found to be either 0 or -1 depending on the symmetry of the Bloch function at 

the band edge in question. Based on qualitative similarities with realistic semiconductor 

systems, the boundary conditions &ja = continuous and a&'/m = continuous are proposed 

for conduction-band states in strained systems. When a one-band effective-mass theory is 

applicable to hole states, however, it is proposed that the continuity of 6 and e'/m should 

be imposed instead. 

In Paper V we assume the single-band effective-mass theory to be a valid description, 

and use it as a starting point. Explicit formulas for superlattice subband energies and effec

tive masses in terms of the layer widths and effective masses of the constitutent materials 

and the band offset are derived perturbatively. 

In Papers VI-VIII properties of acceptor states in bulk semiconductors and semiconduc

tor heterostructures are studied using the novel effective bond-orbital model (EBOM). In 

Paper VI energies and wave functions of acceptor states in bulk Si, bulk GaAs. and GaAs-

Al r C!ai_ r As spherical quantum dots are calculated. In Papers VII and VI]I the method 

vi 



is used to study acceptor states in GaAs-Al. cGa l_ J-As quantum wells and superlattices. 

Our theoretical results generally agree very well with available experimental data. When 

comparing with results from calculations within the k • p formalism, the EBOM results are 

found to be equally good or better. The studies demonstrate that the EBOM is a powerful 

and versatile tool for describing localized states in semiconductor heterostructures. 

In Papers IX and X we focus on localized excitons. In Paper IX we study excitons 

bound to isoelectronic hole-attractive Te impurities in bulk ZnSe and centered in 44Å wide 

ZnSe-Zni - jMn r Se strained quantum wells for which photo luminescence data recently has 

been reported. The hole is described with the EBOM while the electron is described with 

the single-band (spherical) effective-mass approximation. The mutual at tractive Coulomb 

potential is included, and the two-body system is solved for in an iterative Hartree scheme. 

Energies of bound excitons and bound holes, extensions of wave functions, and oscillator 

strengths are calculated. Our theoretical results are compared with available experimental 

data. The same formalism is used in Paper X to study exciton confinement in quantum 

dots. Energies of excitons localized in, or in the immediate vicinity of, CdS and ZnS 

quantum dots are calculated. The results are compared with experimental data and other 

theoretical results. 
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1 Introduction 

The invention of the transistor in 19471 initiated a large activity in the field of semi

conductor physics. Throughout the 50's and 60's numerous experimental and theoretical 

studies clearifæd many of the most important aspects of the electronic and optical proper

ties of bulk semiconductors. Both intrinsic properties, i.e. properties of pure semiconductor 

crystals, and extrinsic properties due to impurities and defects, were investigated. The ex

tensive basic research was paralleled by a rapid technological development. As an example, 

improvement of silicon-based electronic components incrtased the speed and capacity of 

computers with many orders of magnitude during the period. 

The pioneeiing work of Esaki and Tsu* in 1969, in which "engineered*' semiconductor 

superlattices were proposed, started a new era in semiconductor science. In anticipation 

of advancement in epitaxy techniques, they envisioned two types of superlattices with al

ternating ultrathin layers, namely compositional superlattices built up of two types of 

semiconductor materials (see Figure 1), and modulation-doped superlattices where doping 

impurities are deposited periodically. For superlattice periods comparable to typical elec

tron mean-free paths (~ 10— 100 rim), they predicted that novel quantum effects could be 

observed. They proposed to measure current-volt age (/ — V) characteristics perpendicular 

to the superlattice layers, since a quantum-mechanical treatment of this system predicts a 

characteristic negative differential resistance {dV/dl < 0) for certain voltages. 3 The idea 

was easier to put forward than to implement. The task of engineering these ultrasmall 

structures, called alternatively microstructures, nanost met ares, or keterostntctures, with 

the required accuracy and quality was formidable. Nevertheless, advances in crystal-growth 

techniques like molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposi

tion (MOCVD) made the fabrication of superlattices of a sufficiently high quality possible. 

Already in 1972 Esaki et a l . 4 reported that an MBE-grown GaAs-AlGaAs superlattice had 
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Figure 1: Example of a compositional superlattice consisting of thin layers of gallium-

arsenide (GaAs) and aluminiumarsenide (AIAs). 

exhibited negative differential resistance. Two years later Dingle et a l . 5 reported results 

from an optical study on heterostructures which revealed further proof of the presence of 

rovel quantum effects. They had observed in the optical absorption spectrum pronounced 

structures due to quantum-confined states in Ga.-Y -AI T Gai_jAs super/lattices. 

Since then, the field of layered semiconductor heterostructures has developed rapidly, 

both basic research and applications. The most intriguing new phenomenon discovered so 

far is the quantum Hall effect. In 19S0 von Klitzing et al." discovered that Hall experiments 

on effectively two-dimensional electron systems show unexpected quantization of the Hall 

resistivity at values k/i/t3, where v is an integer. In the fractional quantum Hall effect, 

discovered two years later by Tsui et al. . 7 quantization of the Hall resistivity was observed 

for rational fractions of v. Observation of i hi» latter requires a very pure electron gas with 
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high mobility, and this has most commonly been realized in GaAs-Al r Gai_ r As impurity-

doped heteroj unctions. 

The first generation of semiconductor heterostructures consisted of stacks of thin layers 

of different semiconductor materials, i.e, superlattices, or single thin layers of one material 

embedded between thick layers of another semiconductor material. The latter s tructure is 

called a quantum well (see Figure 2). In a quantum well the charge carriers are localized 

GaAs AlAs 

Figure 2: Example of a quantum well consisting of a thin layer of well material (GaAs) 

embedded between two thick slabs of barrier material (AlAs). 

in, or in the immediate vicinity of, the thin layer, called well material, and can only 

move in the layer plane. Electrons in an effectively two-dimensional world can thus be 

realized experimentally. A natural extension is to confine carriers in two or even three 

dimensions and thus effectively create one-dimensional ( ID) structures (quantum wires) 

or zero-dimensional (OD) structures (quantum boxes, quantum dots). In these structures 
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the number of adjustable parameters available for creating physically interesting systems 

and for tailoring electronic and optical properties for device applications, is increased. 

Although progress has been made, the development for these structures has been slower 

than for layered heterostructures (2D) due to serious difficulties involved in the fabrication 

of ID- and OD-structures of sufficiently high quality. 8 

In the present thesis I first give a review of some important aspects of semiconductor 

heterostructures. This will serve two purposes. The first is to give readers who are un

familiar with the field, a necessary introduction. 9 The other is to explain the background 

for my own contributions to the field (Paper I -Paper X) and put them in their proper 

context. In section 2 I discuss the very important effective-mass approximation for bulk 

semiconductors. In section 3 the application of this approximation to semiconductor het

erostructures is dicussed, aud some basic features of quantum wells and superlattices are 

outlined. In section 4 I discuss the novel effective bond-orbital rnodol with special emphasis 

on the application to localized states in semiconductors and semiconductor heterostruc

tures. The controlled addition of doping impurities is crucial in conventional semiconductor 

technology. Section 5 deals with the properties of so-called acceptor impurities in bulk semi

conductors. In section 6 I discuss some of the new features which emerge when impurites 

are embedded in semiconductor heterostiuctures. Excitons. which are spatially correlated 

electron-hole pairs, play a dominant role in optical experiments and have at tracted consid

erable interest. The topic of section 7 is localized, or alternatively, bound excitons. More 

specifically I focus on excitons bound to isoelectronic impurities and excitons confined in 

quantum dots. Both types are of experimental relevance. 



2 Effect i ve-mass approximation in bulk semiconductors 

2.1 Background 

Most semiconductors of practical interest, e.g., silicon (Si), germanium (Ge), gallium-

arsenide (GaAs), and aluminiumarsenide (AlAs), consist of two interpenetrating face-

centered-cubic (fee) lattices. For the group IV semiconductors (Si,Ge) this corresponds 

to the diamond structure. For the two-component HI-V semiconductors the two types of 

atoms are located at separate lattices, and the structure, shown in Figure 3, is commonly 

called a zinc blende (or sphalerite) structure. Both the diamond and zinc blende structures 

Figure 3: Spatial arrangement of atoms in a zinc blende structure. 

have the fcc-lattice as underlying Bravais lattice. The corresponding reciprocal lattice is 

a body-centered-cubic (bec) lattice. The first Brillouin zone is shown in Figure 4. S'-^eral 

high-symmetry points and high-symmetry lines have been given specific names, e.g., the 

T, X, and L points. In the primitive unit cell there are two atoms and altogether eight 

valence electrons. These electrons, which bind the semiconductor crystal, are commonly 
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Figure 4: The Brillouin zone of the face-centered-cubic lattice with special symmetry points 

(T, X, K, L, U, W) and symmetry lines (A, S,AJ marked. 

described in terms of the band structure which gives electron energies in terms of the 

crystal wave vector. As an example the band structure of GaAs, taken from Ref. 10, 

is shown in Figure 5. Here the wave vector k follows a certain path between symmetry 

points and on symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone. Including spin-degeneracy each band 

has 2N electron states where N is the number of primitive unit cells in the crystal. Thus at 

zeio temperature (T = 0) the four lowest bands in Figure 5 wilJ be filled while the higher 

bands will be empty. The filled bands are called valence bands while the empty bands 

are called conduction bands. Ignoring a trivial spin-degeneracy, the conduction-band min

imum in GaAs is non-degenerate, while two different valence bands, labeled light-hole and 

heavy-hole, are degenerate at the valence-band top (T-point). Completely filled bands do 

not contribute to the conduction of electrical current, and therefore pure semiconductor 

crystals are perfect isolators at T = 0. An electron in a valence band can be excited to 



Wave vector k 

Figure 5: The band structure of GaAs [rom pseudopotential calculations (taken from 

Ref. 10.) 

the conduction band, either thermally at finite temperatures, or by means of applying 

an external perturbation like exposure to light. In the conduction band the electrons are 

free to move and will give the material non-zero electrical conductivity. The absence of 

an electron from the otherwise completely filled valence band will also contribute to the 

conductivity, since the "dd (or hole) in the sea of valence electrons effectively carries a 

positive charge and is free to move. The region of forbidden energies between the valence 

band and the conduction band, called the fundamental energy gap, as well as the energy 

bands themselves, are typically a few eV's wide, much larger than a typical thermal energy 



s 
(0.026 eV for T = 300 A"). Therefore most of the interesting physics of semiconductors are 

due to electrons energetically close to the fundamental band gap. The electrons deep down 

in the valence bands are essentially "frozen*1 in their states and will not contribute to the 

most important electronic and optical properties. This feature suggests a simplified the

oretical description of semiconductors which takes into account only the electronic states 

at the top of the topmost valence bands and at the bottom of the lowest conduction band. 

This approach is realized in the effective-mass approximation ( E M A ) 1 1 - 1 3 which has been 

the dominant framework in which perturbed semiconductor crystals have been described. 

There exist many versions of the EMA which describe different physical situations and are 

of different mathematical complexity. 

In section 2/2 I give an example of the application of the simplest, and most com

monly used, version ot the EMA. This version, called single-band EMA, is appropriate for 

describing electron states close to the conduction-band edge. To illustrate the method I 

focus on electrons bound to donor impurities in GaAs, since for this system the mathe

matical t reatment is straightforward. Section 2.3 deals with the mathematically involved 

multi-band EMA required for a quantitatively accurate description of states close to the 

valence-band edge. For illustration purposes I discuss the application of the method to 

localized impurity states (so-called acceptor states). 

2.2 S ingle -band effect ive-mass approximat ion 

When in GaAs a Ga atom (group III) is replaced with a Si a tom (group IV), say. 

a positive nucleus with an extra electron is effectively added to the s y s t e m . N At low 

temperatures the extra electron is bound to the nucleus. However, the energy needed lo 

excite this bound electron to the conduction band is small (~ 6 m e l ) , and at moderate 

temperatures it is quite probable that this extra electron is excited to the conduction band 

where it contributes to the electrical conductivity. The Si impurity in GaAs is called a 
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donor because of this ability to donate an electron to the conduction band. The single-

particle Schrodinger equation which describes the possible states of the donor electron 

is 

- ^ - V * ( r ) + V„„(r)</>(r) + Uim,(r)<Hr) = £0(r) . (1) 
Zmo 

where m 0 is the free-electron mass, VJ,er(r) is the periodic potential due to the lattice of 

positive ions and the electrons in the valence bands, and Uimp{r) is the additional potential 

due to the Si impurity. In GaAs the bottom of the conduction band is at the T-point 

(k = 0) and has a simple parabolic form, 

£„(k) ~ E* + | ^ k 2 , (2) 

around the minimum. The parameter m, which gives the curvature of the dispersion 

relation at the minimum, is called the (spherical) effective mass. It can be shown15 that 

if ty'imp(r) is slowly varying on the scale of the lattice constant a, and the strength (or 

depth) of the potential is small compared to the fundamental band gap, the system is well 

described by the following effective-mass equation: 

- | ^ V 2 F ( r ) + £W(r)F(r) = (E - £o)F(r) . (3) 

This version of the EMA is called the single-band, or alternatively, the one-band EMA, 

since it relies on the impurity state to be energetically close to one band and far from 

all the others. In the effective-mass equation all effects from the periodic potential are 

absorbed into the effective-mass parameter m. The effective-mass wave function F(r) 

should be slowly varying on the atomic scale. The "total" wave function tf'(r) is, as a first 

appoximation, related to the effective-mass wave function F(r) via 1 5 

«/•(r ) -F(r) U c 0 ( r ) , (4) 



where iiKj(r) is the Bloch function at the bottom of the conduction band. Since F(r) varies 

on a longer length scale than Uco(r), which has the periodicity of the lattice (a ^ 5 - fi A). 

it is often called an envelope junction. The Coulombic form" 1 V,mp[r) = — f 2 /< | r | , where 

t is the static dielectric constant, is commonly assumed for the impurity potential. With 

this reasonable choice, Eq.(3) becomes identical to the equation for the hydrogen atom 

which is solved exactly in any introductory quantum mechanics textbook. The energies of 

the bound donor states, measured from the conduction-baud edge, are thus 

Ed = -lX6eV-—^~ ,n = l , 2 . 3 , . . . (5) 
m o r n 2 

Insertion of appropriate values for the material paramelers for GaAs {m ~ 0.067mn.< ^ 

12..V) in (5) gives a predicted value for the binding energy EM — £ j of -^ (i rrn 1' for f he 

donor ground state, and this in accordance with experimental results . 1 . The ground-slate 

envelope function has an exponential form, i.e. 

m 

when- a0 is the (atomic) Bohr radius. The length scale for spatial variation of F ( r ) is 

giivertied by the effective Bohr radius a'. In GaAs a* is ~ 100 Å. The small binding energy 

of the donor electron compared to the fundamental energy gap ( ~ 1500 7iteY') and the 

dilferenl length scales for spatial variation for F{r) and u^v) imply that both criteria for 

the validity of the EM A is well fulfilled and explain the good agreement with experiments. 

2.3 Mult i -band effect ive-mass approximat ion 

When a Si atom replaces an As atom (group V) instead of a Ga atom, a negatively 

«barged impurity centre and a hole in the sea of valence electrons are effectively added to 

the crystal. At low temperatures this hole will be bound in a localized state in the vicinity 

of (lie Si atom. At higher temperatures an electron may occupy this localized state, ant] 
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the hole will then be free to move around in the crystal. This free hole effectively carries 

a positive charge and can contribute to the conduction of electricity in the crystal. This 

ability to ""accept*1 an electron explains the name accepforgiven to this kind of impurities. 

The binding of the hole to the acceptor can be described in an effective-mass theory 

analogous to the theory for donors. Instead of including all electrons in the valence band 

in a very complicated many-body problem, it is much easier to construct an equation for 

the single hole. 

The valence-band structures of most semiconductors of practical interest have the same 

qualitative form, namely two bands, heavy-hole and light-hole, which merge at the valence-

band maximum at the F-point, and a split-off band with its maximum an energy A, termed 

the spin-orbit splitting, below. The typical valence-band structure is schematically illus

trated in Figure 6. Including double spin-degeneracy, there are four degenerate states at 

tlie topmost valence-band edge. The top of the split-off band is merely doubly degenerate. 

In group theory notation for the point group Tj of zinc blende crystals, the four degenerate 

states are said to have Tg symmetry while the doubly degenerate states at the top of the 

split-olf band are said to have TT symmetry. While states close to the conduction-band 

edge can be described with a single-band EM A. a description of states close to the valence-

band edge, e.g. acceptor states, is more demanding because of the degenerate valence-band 

edges. An appropriate franipwork for describing such states came with the introduction of 

a multi-band effective-mass approximation, called the k • p approximation, by Luttinger 

and Kolin. I S To have a quantitative description the spin-orbit coupling between spin and 

/j-like spatial orbitals is incorporated in the theory. In the most general case, the k • p 

description of the acceptor problem requires the solution of a set of six coupled dilferential 

equations. Kor large spin-orbit splittings A. however, the contributions front the split-utf 

bands become small. In the limit A —» oc two of the equations decouple and the number 

uf equations reduces to four. For, e.g.. (!«*. (!a.-\s and AlAs where A — 0.3 - Q.:\a t\'.1* 
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Figure 6: A schematic representation of Ike valence-band structure of a semiconductor in 

the vicinity of the V-point (k-0). The heavy-hole (HH). light-hole (LH}, and split-off bands 

(SO) are shown. A is the so called spin-orbit splitting. 

this decoupling can, in many cases of practical interest, be assumed as an approximation. 

To illustrate the complexity of the k • p approximation, the coupled set of equations which 

gives the energy E of localized states around acceptor impurities in, e.g, GaAs, Ge. or 

AlAs is shown below 1 9 : 

A- + ( ' . „ - E B C 

B- A+ + {•'„« - E 0 

C" 0 A + + (/„„ 

0 C" -B-

0 

c 
• E -B 

A. + ('„« - £ 

IT få 
1 

F,> 
i 

Fl] 
= 0 (7) 
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where 

— 2mQ \ 1\ dy dz dz dx J 

C s -pLUH^-f^^i'f). (8, 
2 m 0 V 7i dy2 dx1 71 dxdyj 

Here the r-axis is arbitrarily chosen along one of the cube edges in Figure 3. The Fj^'s 

are envelope functions, and the parameters 71,72, and 73 are generalized effective-mass 

parameters called Luttinger parameters. Uacc represents the potential from the acceptor 

impurity. The energy scr.Ie is inverted (hole picture), and the energy is measured from the 

topmost valence-band edge (Eyo). The total wave function tp(r) is approximatively given 

b y 1 5 

^ ( r ) = £ F%(r)ur

m<(r> . (9) 

where the u^ s ' s , m = 2 , 1 , —I, —| are Bloch functions at the valence-band edge . 2 0 For. e.g.. 

acceptor states in Si where A is 0.044 eV,xs the split-off band is not completely decoupled, 

and the full set of six coupled equations should be retained. In any case it seems impossible 

to obtain closed-form solutions of v he coupled k - p equation sets. Much wor' * as therefore 

gone into finding approximate solutions of these effective-mass equations. 

In addition to the application to acceptor s t a t e s 2 1 " 2 3 (see section 5), the method has 

also been applied to describe other systems like. e.g. excitons. 2" 1 When comparing with 

experiments, a good agreement has commonly been observed, and this has increased the 

confidence to effective-mass theories. 

After the advent of k-p-theory, Kane 2 5 presented a model to describe semiconductors 

with a small fundamental energy gap (e.g.. InSb and InAs with Eg — 0.5 f l ' i K ) . In 

this model, later called the Kane model, the conduction and valence bands are treated 
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simultaneously with the coupling between them included explicitly, and the implementation 

in actual calculations is mathematically complicated. 

3 Effective-mass approximation for semiconductor heterostruc-
tures 

After the advent of semiconductor heterostructures the EMA was immediately applied 

to these novel systems. The generalized version of the single-band EMA has become the 

most popular theoretical method for describing heterost.uctures and has been successful in 

explaining many important experimental observations. The main reason for its popularity, 

however, is the conceptual and calculational simplicity of the metnod. 

3.1 Introductory examples: Quantum well and superlattice 

For pedagogical reasons I start with a concrete example of how the EMA is applied 

to semiconductor heterostructures. Let us consider a quantum well consisting of a thin 

GaAs slab of width L embedded between two thick slabs of an AlGaAs-alloy (Al rGa|_ xAs. 

j ; < 0.4), as shown in Figure 7. In both GaAs and Al rGaj_xAs with x < 0.4 the bottom 

of the conduction band is at the T-point, and the Bloch functions at the minima have the 

same symmetry in the two materials. For the moment let us, for simplicity, assume the 

effective masses m in the two materials to be equal. The conduction-band edges of the 

two materials are not energetically aligned. The conduction-band edge in GaAs is lower in 

energy than in the AlrGai_*As alloy, and the electrons prefer to reside in the GaAs layer. 

Thus the GaAs layer and the Al rGai_ rAs slabs are denoted welt and haiTier. respectively. 

The form of Eq.(3) suggests the following effective-mass equation f'.r the heterostructure. 

- £-V'Flr) = {E - E«>\x))F{r). (10) 

where EL-Q[X) is th^ now position-dependent conduction-band edge, shown schematically m 
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Figure 7: A quantum well consisting of a thin slab of GaAs well material (W) embedded 

between two thick slabs of AlxGa\_xA$ barrier material (B). The solid line in the lowest 

section of the figure represents the posi Hon-dependent conduction-band edge Eco(x). 

Figure 7. It should be noted that the notion of a position-dependent conduction-band edge 

refers to bulk properties of the constituent materials and not to the (new) conduction-band 

edge of the heterostructure (which per definition is independent of position). The electron 

is free to move in the yi-plane, and this implies the following form of the wave function 

F(r) = e'k»u+,'"z<i>{x), 

which inserted into Eq.(lO) gives 

h2 d2^ ( h2 

(^(k2 + *J) + Ecoix)) <p(x) = EQ{X) . 

(11 ) 

(12) 2m dx'1 

This is identical to the equation for a particle in a one-dimensional square potential well 

which implies a discrete set of bound states for energies below the barrier band edge. The 
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wave function of these bound states are localized in, or in the imn ediate vicinity of, the 

well material. 

An obvious extension of the quantum well is the superlattice consisting of a periodic 

arrangement of thin slabs of well and barrier material. The periodic conduction-band 

profile, Eco{x), for a binary superlattice is schematically shown in Figure 8. Here Eco(x) is a 

E c 0 (x) 

Figure 8: The conduction-band profile Eeo(s) (solid line) for a binary superlattice. The 

slabs of well and Carrier material are marked with (W) and (B), respectively. 

periodic function with period d, and the wave vector in the j-direction, kc> becomes a good 

quantum number. Instead of the boundary conditions for localized states, Iimj x |_ 0 0o = 0. 

the Bloch requirement, 

<t>{x + d)=eik>dé{x) (13) 

must be fulfilled. The discrete levels in the quantum well broaden into bands. Due to 

the large superlaltice period, the Brillouin zone is small in the j-direction (k™ai = ir/rf). 

Therefore, these bands span a narrow energy region (with fixed values of hy and A\) and 

are called immbands or, alternatively, tubbands. 
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The valence-band edges, Evo, of GaAs and AlyGai-^As are not aligned either, and, just 

as for the electrons, the holes like to reside in the GaAs slabs. The conduction-band and 

valence-band edges of a GaAs-Al r Gai_rAs [x < 0.4) superlattice is shown schematically 

in Figure 9(a). Note that holes prefer to stay in the region with highest valence-band edge. 

Superlattices with this type of alignment pattern is said to be of type I. Other types of 

superlattices (type II - staggered, type II - misaligned, and type III) are shown in Figures 

9(b), 9(c), and 9(d). 

The conduction-band offset AECQ and valence-band offset AEvo are input parameters 

in effective-mass theories for heterostructures. The sum, AEco + A i ? ^ , must equal the 

difference in the fundamental band gaps between the two constituent materials, but how 

the offset is divided between conduction and valence bands must be decided by other 

means. For the GaAs-Alj-Ga^^As heterostructures the so-called band-edge coefficient. 

Q - A£CQ 
V " AÆco + A Æ V 

is accepted to be around 0.65. 2 7 

3.2 S ing le -band effect ive-mass approximat ion 

While effective-mass theory for bulk semiconductors is on a solid footing, the situation 

for semiconductor heterostructures is less satisfactory. For quantum wells with abrupt 

material interfaces the confining well potential changes significantly over one or a few 

lattice constants, and this raises questions about the validity of the EMA. One should 

notify, however, that the typical size of the perturbing potentials due to band offset is 

small compared to the widths of the conduction and valence bands. With small potential 

steps, even abrupt ones, it is not unreasonable to hope that the EMA could be applicable. 

Although more or less convincing arguments have been given, it is fair to say that to 

date no firm and clean derivation of the effective-mass theorv for heterostructures from 
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E M I " I 

E.C.W 

Type II - s taggered 

(b) 

Type II - misa l igned 

(c) 

Figure 9: Different types of band-edge misalignment in superlattices. In superlattices of 

type II - misaligned (c) the valence-band edge of one material is above the conduction-band 

edge of the other. In type HI superlattices (d) one of the constituent materials is a ztro-gap 

semiconductor. 
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first principles exists. This has not precluded a wide-spread use of the EMA to make 

predictions and explain experimental data. The agreement with experiments has generally 

been good, sometimes even better than expected, 2 8 and this has given incitements to 

further applications of the method. 

While the comments above about the (lacking) foundations of the EMA refer to both 

single-band and multi-band theory, the rest of section 3.2 is devoted solely to single-band 

EMA. Section 3.2.1 addresses the form of the kinetic operator in the presence of position-

dependent material parameters like effective mass and lattice constant. This operator-

ordering problem relates directly to the boundary conditions to impose on the envelope 

function at material interfaces. While section 3.2.1.1 deals with unstrained heterostruc-

tures, i.e. het eros tructu res where the bulk lattice constants of the constituent materials 

are equal, section 3.2.T 2 addresses the operator ordering for the strained case where the 

lattice constant of the constituent materials are different. Some additional remarks on the 

operator-ordering question are given in section 3.2.1.3. In section 3.2.2 the single-band 

EMA is used to derive explicit formulas for superlattice effective-masses and niiniband 

edges. The range of applicabilty of the single-band EMA is discussed in section 3.2.3. 

3.2.1 Operator ordering 

3 .2 .1 .1 Unstra ined s y s t e m s 

In realistic heterostructures the effective mass has different values in the constituent 

materials. A problem of both practical and principal interest is therefore: What is I he 

correct form of the kinetic operator in the effective-mass equation when the effective mass 

varies with position? When m = m(r ) , different choices of ordering of the V-operator 

and l/m[r) give different results. For heterostructures with abrupt material interfaces 

the choice of ordering is reflected in the boundary conditions to impose on the envelope 

function F(r) at the interfaces. In the earliest calculations on helerostruttures the "usual" 
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boundary conditions, namely continuity of F ( r ) and V F ( R ) , were used . 3 9 In 1981 Bastard 

pointed out that these boundary conditions are incompatible with continuity of probability 

current at material interfaces (also called heterointerfaces) when there are jumps in the 

effective mass, and therefore should be discarded. 3 0 Instead he proposed the boundary 

conditions, 

F = continuous, - V F = continuous, (15) 
m 

which ensures conservation of probability current. These boundary conditions were appar

ently first used by BenDaniel and Duke. 3 1 

In a paper from 1384 Morrow and Brownstein 3 3 considered a wider class of Hermitian 

kinetic operators, namely 

Hkin = J ( m ° p m V H m 7 p m V ° ) , a + ø + ~t = -I , (16) 

where p is the momentum operator. The requirement Q + ( 3 + 7 = — 1 must be fulfilled 

to have correspondence with the well-known operator in bulk effective-mass theory. Using 

general, but not completely convincing, arguments they arrived at the conclusion that only 

the reduced class of operators, 

1 •> 

Hkm = - m a p m " p m ' , 2c* + 3= - 1 , (17) 

is physically acceptable. This ruled out for instance the operator 

Hkin = \(m-1p2 + p1m-1), (IS) 

4 

suggested in the lit terat u r e . 3 3 Unable to accept the arguments in Ref. 32 completely, we 

applied the operator in (16) to a concrete, exactly solvable, problem. The results of this 

study are reported <n Paper I. The main conclusion from this work is that the argument 

of Morrow and Brownstein is flawed but that their conclusion, namely that only operators 
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of the form in (17) are acceptable, remains correct. We also found the class of many-term 

operators 

Hkin = i V c i ( m ° ' p m A p m ^ + m-»pm°'pma'), (19) 
4 ; 

where 

a,+A + 7. = -l> S > = 1 ' ( 2 0 > 

to be equivalent to the two-term operator in (16), so that the conclusion applies also to 

operators of this larger class. A consistency argument in favor of the values a = 0 , 0 = —1 

in (17) was also presented. 

With a kinetic operator of the restricted one-parameter class in (17), the effective-mass 

equation for a quantum well or a superlattice (with ky = kt = 0 for notational simplici ty 3 4 ) 

takes the form 

" i 1 " ' ? ' ? ' * 1 " ^ " * * " * 1 • ( 2 1 ) 

Since Eco(x) has step discontinuities (at most), the boundary conditions at abrupt het-

erointerfaces associated with this equation is 

3 d 

mad> = continuous, mr~ma4> = continuous. (22) 
ax 

It is straightforward to show that the probability current corresponding to the operator in 

Eq.(21) is 

j = hma+0Im(<pm^-maip). (23) 
ax 

Thus, the boundary conditions in (22) ensure conservation of probability current at het-

erointerfaces for all choices of a and $ (which fulfills 2a -f 0 = - 1 , of course). Therefore, 

arguments based on current conservation cannot settle the operator-ordering question. Bas

tard 's choice of boundary conditions (15), which corresponds to Q = 0 and 0 = — 1 in (22), 
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is just one of the one-parameter class of choices which satisfies this requirement. Accord

ing to Morrow's analysis 3 5 this choice corresponds also to the works of White and S h a m 3 6 

and Kahen and Lebui ton , 3 7 while the works of Zhu and Kroemer 3 8 and Ando and Mor i 3 9 

correspond to the choice a = — i and ft = 0. In a model calculation Morrow himself 3 5 

estimated a ^ — ~ and ^ ^ 0 for GaAs-Alj-Gai-^As heterojunctions. 

The diverging results and absence of solid arguments gave us the incentive to start an in

vestigation of the correct form of the effective-mass equation, if any. Two natural questions 

arose: To what extent is the effective-mass approximation applicable to heterostructures? 

If applicable, what is the correct form of the kinetic operator? It is natural to believe 

that the operator ordering is universal. If so, the values of o and 3 can be determined 

}>y comparing, for a test case, effective-mass results parametrized by j3 with exact results. 

Following this strategy, we have considered simple one-dimensional models for semiconduc

tor heterostructures with abrupt material interfaces. The periodic semiconductor crystals 

are modelled as Kronig- Penney materials each consisting of a periodic array of fi-function 

wells. With the use of transfer-matrix techniques exact closed-form solutions for superlat-

tices, quantum wells and localized "'impurity*' potentials near heterointerfaces are obtained. 

These results are then compared analytically with the corresponding effective-mass results 

for states energetically close to the conduction-band edges. This is described in Paper II 

and Paper III ( the former is an earlier letter version with results for the localized potential 

at heterointerfaces). The conclusions reached in the papers can be summarized as follows: 

For superlattices and quantum wells asymptotic agreement between effective-mass results 

and exact results is obtained in the limit of vanishing conduction-band offset between ihe 

two materials if, and only if, a = 0 and .1 = - 1 . Similarly, for the localized potentials at 

the heicrointerfaces, asymptotic agreement in the limit of infinitely shallow potentials can 

only be achieved with zero (mud-offset and a = 0, J = —1 These conclusions apply for 
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all choices of effective masses and linear dimensions of the heterostructures, but only as 

long as the two materials have equal lattice constants, i.e. for unstrained heterostructures. 

With different lattice constants, i.e. for strained materials, asymptotic agreement cannot 

be achieved generally with any choice of a and (3 (see below). The boundary conditions 

(for unstrained systems) deduced in Papers II and III turn out to be identical to the choice 

of Bastard, Eq.(15). 

The conclusions were based on results from models on heterostructures with abrupt 

heterointerfaces. A more gradual interface stretching over a few unit cells can be imagined 

instead. The belief in universality suggests that the kinetic operator in (17) with the 

pa rane te r values a — Ot0 = —I, should be used for heterostructures with non-abrupt 

interfaces. Young"1 0 recently studied the case of slowly varying inhomogeneities and arrived 

at the same conclusion. 

Some approaches for determining a and 3 have involved utilization of experimental 

data. Galbraith and Duggan 4 1 compared effective-mass results parametrized by 3 with 

photoluminescence excitation spectra from GaAs-Alo.35Gao.65As quantum wells and ob

tained the best fit for 3 ~ —1 (a -ZL 0). In the same spirit Fu and Cliao 4 2 tried to determine 

J using da ta from a set of G a A s - A l r G a ( _ r A s superlattices. but found the effective-mass 

results to be too insensitive to the value of J to give a conclusive answer. 

3 .2 .1 .2 S t r a i n e d s y s t e m s 

Up till today most experimental work has concentrated on GaAs-AlxGai_ r As het

erostructures. The main reason for this is the close agreement between the values for the 

lattice constants in these materials. This eases the production of heterostructures with 

defect-free interfaces. Thus the deficiencies discovered for the EMA treatment of strained 

helerostructures do not affect the application of the EMA to heterostructures made of these 

materials. If one accepts unequal lattice constants, the number of possible candidates for 

http://GaAs-Alo.35Gao.65As
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superlattice materials is greatly extended. The advances in crystal-growth technology have 

in the recent years allowed for growth of strained materials without interface defects if the 

layers are sufficiently t h i n . 4 3 The effects of strain are most often described in terms of 

deformation potential theory in which additional strain-induced potentials are added to 

the effective-mass Hamiltonian. '" These potentials may have significant influence on the 

predicted electronic properties. Strain changes the fundamental band gap and splits the 

degenerate heavy-hole and light-hole valence-band states at the zone center. For a review 

of the properties of strained superlattices we refer to Refs. 43 and 45. 

Although the dominating effect of strain presumably is due to these strain-induced 

potentials, possible strain-induced changes in the effective-mass boundary conditions may 

also play a non- negligible role. As far as we know, studies of this complicated problem have 

hardly been reported in literature, and progress is overdue. In strained heterostructures 

the lattice constant a is a function of position, i.e. a = a ( r ) (the term lattice constant may 

be slightly misleading in this case!}. The form of the "unstrained" kinetic operator in (17) 

led me to consider the following two-parameter class of Hermitian operators for strained 

heterostructures 

Hkm = -a6mapa-26m>}pasma , 2a + 3 = - J . (24) 

With this form //*,„ reduces to the right form in bulk when a and m do not depend on 

position. In a strained heterostructure with abrupt helerointerfaces. a ( r ) is a piecewise con

tinuous function with abrupt steps at the material interfaces. In this case the Schrodinger 

equation decides the following boundary conditio» at the heterointerfaces: 

a6m°4> — continuous. a~2S mJ-—a6 ma ø = continuous. (*J5) 
di 

A new feature of these boundary conditions is the presence of the latticp constant a. Mv 

approach to determine appropriate values of a . J , and b is the same as in the work reported 
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in Papers II and III: Compare, for exactly solvable heterostructure models, exact results 

with effective-mass results based on the kinetic operator (24) . The outcome of this study 

is reported in Paper IV. The conclusion reached is that the asymptotic agreement observed 

in Papers II and III for the unstrained case, also is present in the strained models provided 

a = 0 , /? = - l , 8 = - 1 , (26) 

for half of the conduction-band edges, and 

Q = 0 , £ = - 1 , 6 = 0 , (27) 

for the other half. Thus <5 is universal in the sense that 8 is the same for different situations 

(different choices of lattice constants, effective masses and linear dimensions) as long as 

the same bands are involved. But 8 is not generally universal, and this is worrysome since 

it is not clear how to generalize to realistic situations. A heuristic argument in Paper IV 

suggests Lhat the value of 6 is governed by the properties of the band-edge Bloch functions. 

Based on qualitative similarities between realistic band-edge Bloch functions and the Bloch 

functions in the test models, the following boundary conditions for the envelope function 

F in realistic heterostructures with abrupt heterointerfaces are proposed: 

-F — continuous, — V F = continuous, (28) 
a m 

for electron states, i.e. states close to the conduction-band edges, and 

F = continuous, —V F = continuous. (2!)) 
171 

for hole states (when a single-band theory is applicable for holes). It should be stressed 

that while the results for the lest models are firm and solid, the generalization to realistic 

t t ructurcs is naturally more speculative and uncertain. 
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3.2 .1 .3 S o m e r e m a r k s 

In two papers from 1988, published simultaneously with our Paper II, Trzeciakowski 

studied a general one-dirr.snsional model for an abrupt heterointerface and arrived at 

boundary conditions given in terms of elements of the transfer matrices of the constituent 

ma te r i a l s . 4 6 , 4 7 He claimed that these matrix elements are not related to the elFective masses 

of the materials and concluded that a t tempts to make an effective-mass theory for abrupt 

hetero junctions should be abandoned. From Paper II, III, and IV we firmly know that 

his conclusions do not apply to Kronig-Penney materials with Å-wells. In fact, insertion 

of the proper transfer-matrix elements into the boundary conditions proposed by Trze

ciakowski, gives the conditions we have obtained. So his conclusions are definitely nol 

generally correct. 

It should also be pointed out that one does not necessarily need to observe perfect 

asymptotic agreement between effective-mass and exact results in order to acknowledge the 

EMA as a practical tool for the description of heterostructures. Even without asymptotic 

agreement the EMA may give quantitatively reasonable results. If one, for a wide range 

of situations, could identify a set of values for a , / i , and S which gives the best agreement 

with exact results, this would certainly be very useful also. 

At tempts on generalization from one dimension to the three dimensions of the realistic 

world must always be done with great care. For the present quantum well and superiattice 

heterostructures this generalization intuitively seems less questionable since the important 

physical phenomena are in essence one-dimensional. The observed agreement between 

our purely theoretical result for J and the experimentally determined value for (J.iAs-

Alo.3sCWtisAs quantum wells 4 1 lends support to this view. Therefore, until boundary 

conditions can be extracted from detailed calculations in realistic systems. I suggest lliat 

the boundary conditions (2$) and (29) are used. 



3.2 .2 Formulas for super iat t ice effect ive-masses and min iband edges 

In Paper V we accept the single-band effective-mass equation For superlattices and 

quantum wells, namely 

_ L.asm

aVa~iSm0Vasm°F(r) = [E - E^)]f{r) , (30) 

as our starting point, and derive explicit formulas for important quantities like, for example, 

miniband edges and miniband effective masses in binary superlattices. Although these 

quantities are straightforward to derive numerically, we find these formulas, which show 

dependencies on, e.g., linear dimensions and effective masses of the constituent materials 

explicitly, to be neat and potentially useful. Our strategy is to perform perturbation 

expansions of the transcendental equations which determine the energies of the superiattice 

and quantum well states. The perturbation expansions rely on the smallness of 

, . 2m/ 2 

where m is a typical (bulk) effective mass, / is a typical linear dimension (well or barrier 

width), and V„g is the band offset between the constituent materials (e.g.,SE(o). Since 

K j . in principle, can be chosen arbitrarily small when making heterostructures, the per

turbation expansion is valid for many systems of practical interest. 

Two examples of the kind of explicit formulas which are derived in Paper V are 

l\ h 
mL = ?ni + ———m2 (M) 

(i + h h + (2 

and 
1 /, 1 /, 1 

mj| (| + l2 mt (| + l2 m2 

Here nij, and /ri|| are the superiattice effective masses normal and parallel to the material 

interfaces, respectively, m, is the (spherical) effective mass in material /. and /, is the width 
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of the layers of material i. I hus both the transversal effective mass and the inverse parallel 

mass arise as averages with the layer width fractions. The above formulas a iply for the 

lowest miniband in unstrained superlattices only. 

3 .2 .3 R a n g e of appl icabi l i ty 

The single-band EMA presented above is generally believed to give a reasonably ac

curate description of electron states energetically close to conduction-band edges in het-

erostructures where the constituent materials have non-degenerate conduction-band min

ima at the same high-symmetry point in the Brillouin zone. The GaAs-Al T Gai_ r As and the 

GaAs- In r Gai_ T As heterostructures are examples of unstrained and strained, respectively, 

heterostructures of this kind, since all constituent materials have their conduction-band 

minima at the T-point. The single-band EMA also describes heavy-hole states in quantum 

wells and superlattices when the in-plane wave vector is 0 (kx=0) . ' 1 8 It has also been suc

cessfully applied to more exotic systems like, e.g., type III HgTe-CdTe superlattices (see 

Figure 9(d)). CdTe is a ""ordinary*1 semiconductor with the same band-ordering as GaAs 

around the fundamental band gap. HgTe is a zero-gap semiconductor with the zero-gap 

located close to the CdTe valence-band edge. The interesting feature is that the special 

band alignment couples bands with effective masses or opposite signs. This, with the use of 

the boundary conditions in (15), implies the existence of interface s ta tes . A 9 This prediction 

has been confirmed by more elaborate calculat ions. s n ' 5 1 

3 .3 M u l t i - b a n d effect ive-mass approximat ion 

A two-band effective-mass theory including the lowest conduction-band and the light-

hole va lence-band 3 0 , 3 6 represented the first a t tempt to go beyond the single-band effect ivp-

mass approximation. Bas ta rd 3 0 used this model, which corresponds to a reduced version 

of the Kane mode l , i h to calculate the miniband structure of InAs-GaSb superlattices. In 

these superlaltices the valence-band top of GaSb lies higher than the bottom of the InAs 
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conduction band. Such structures are commonly called type II - misaligned (see Figure 

9(c)). The significant band mixing which occurs between the conduction band in InAs and 

the light-hole band in GaSb, prohibits a description by the single-band EMA. Although 

useful, 5 2 the two-band model can only describe superlattice dispersion relations when k is 

directed along the growth direction, i.e. kj_ = 0. While the model explicitly couples the 

electrons and the light holes, the heavy holes do not mix with the other and are t i n t e d 

independently in the single-band EMA. 

The main limitation of the two-band model, namely the unability to describe dispersion 

normal to the growth-direction in superlattices, was overcome by Altarelli and co-workers 5 3 

with generalizations of the multi-band effective-mass theories for bulk semiconductors. One 

version accounts for mixing between the topmost valence-bands and is a generalization of 

the k • p approximation in bulk. The most extensive version which incorporates the three 

lopmost valence bands and the lowest conduction band, is a generalization of the Kane 

model. 

With the difficulties encountered in establishing the proper boundary conditions for the 

single-band EMA in mind, it is not surprising that reliable boundary conditions are absent 

in the multi-band theories. In practice the choice of the boundary conditions has been done 

with little or no justification. M More recently at tempts have been made on making more 

rigorous multi-band effective-mass theories for heteros t ructures , 4 S , S 5 but these studies did 

not yield a concrete set of boundary conditions to use in actual calculations. Also it should 

be noted that even if the boundary conditions were known with certainty, the incorporation 

of these in the calculational scheme would be difficult in most cases of practical interest. 

Despite of this caveat, the multi-band EMA has. not without success, been applied to 

a wide range of physically important systems. , t o This illustrates that in many cases of 

practical interest the results are more sensitive to other parameters like, e.g., the band 
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offsets A£Vo a ' l c i A^-vOi than to tlie choice of boundary conditions. On the other hand 

there exist physical systems in which the predicted EMA results depend crucially on I he 

choice of boundary conditions. One obvious example is the interface states in the C'dTe-

HgTe sijperlattices mentioned in section 3.2.3. 

3.4 T-X m i x i n g 

A se rous limitation of the EMA when applied to heterostructures is its inability to 

deal with structures where the well and barrier materials have band minima at dilFerent 

points in the Briliouin zone. For example, pure A/As has the conduction-band rniniimmi 

at. the X-point, and GaAs-AlAs heterustructures can generally not be described by anv 

of the effective-mass theories outlined above. Attempts have been made on extending 

the EMA to t.ike into account mixing between the T and X conduction-band valleys by 

selecting appropriate boundary conditions at the material interfaces/" r' ! t So far this lias 

been at the expense of introducing additional parameters to the theory. In Appendix I 

a preliminary study of the analogy to I'-X mixing for the oue-dimenional Kronig-IVnuev 

materials is reported. Here I study model .siiperlattices where the well and bairirr mate

rials have conduction-band minima at different points, V and X, in the HrilUmiu zone. 1 

deduce boundary conditions for an effective-mass theorv including a singtr envelope func

tion which ensures asymptotic agreement between effective-mass results and exact results 

for the snperlatlice models considered. These boundary conditions, which connect the 

envelop*- fuii'tion on one side of the material interface with the derivative of I he envelope 

function on the other side, cannot be expressed solely in terms of directly measurable ijiiiiu 

tines like effective masses and lattice constants. The n suits thus indicate that extended 

versions of the KMA van account fur I'-X coupling, but only if new parameters are added 

to the theory. These new parameters must presumably be found from realistic cal» illations 

of bulk properties of the constituent materials. 
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3.5 Other approaches 

Even if the EMA has been the most popular method for describing electronic properties 

of heterostructures, other calculational schemes have been used as well. In the empirical 

tight-binding scheme the wave function is built up of atomic orbitals. The interaction 

parameters between the atomic orbitals are fitted to reproduce the band structure in bulk. 

It has been used as an a posteriori argument for the validity of the EMA that the effective-

mass results are in good agreement with results from the more extensive tight-binding 

me thods . 2 8 Unlike the EMA, the tight-binding method is able to cope with mixing of 

states from different points in the Brillouin zone and has been used to describe T-X mixing 

in AIGaAs heterostructures . 6 0 In the empirical pseudopotential method the atoms are 

represented by the i r so-called pseudopotentials determined from bulk properties of the 

constituents. For a review of the advantages and disadvantages of these two methods 

we refer to Refs. 4-5 and 61. Recently, Chang developed a bond-orbital model, later 

called the efftctive bond-orbital model, which combines virtues of the tight-binding method 

and the E M A . 6 2 In Paper VI, VII, VIII, IX, and X this model is applied to problems 

involving acceptor impurities and localized excitons in semiconductors and semiconductor 

heterostructures. 

The EMA, the empirical tight-binding method, the empirical pseudopotential method, 

and the effective bond-orbital model are empirical models in the sense that the param

eters in the models are determined by fitting observed bulk properties. This has raised 

questions about the ability of these methods to describe interfaces accurately since signifi

cant deviations from bulk behaviour are expected to occur in the vicinity of interfaces. The 

local density functional method provides a first-principle method for describing heteroslruc-

tures . , i 3 The method, which is computationally extensive, has been restricted to studies of 

interfaces and very thin superlattices. and only ground-state properties (i.e. valence-band 
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properties) have been calculated. This method will presumably find its main application 

in the calculation of material parameters which are used to fit model parameters in the 

empirical methods. 

The discussion above has been restricted to compositional superlattices built up of two 

different constituent materials. In the other type of superlattices envisioned by Esaki and 

Tsu, namely modulation-doped superlattices, doping impurities are deposited periodically 

to produce a significant numbers of free carriers and charged impurity centers. Such systems 

must be treated in self-consistent calculations where coupled Schrodinger and Poisson 

equations are solved. 6 4 To my knowledge all self-consistent calculations of modulation-

doped structures have been within the EMA. 

4 Effective bond-orbital model 

In 1988 C h a n g 6 2 introduced a bond-orbital model to describe electronic states in semi

conductor heterostructures. Unlike in the original bond-orbital model, presented by Har

rison," 5 in which the interaction parameters are obtained from atomic properties and the 

dielectric screening, the interaction parameters in Chang's bond-orbital model are fitted 

to the experimentally observed bulk band structure around the zone centre. This model, 

later termed the effective-bond orbital model ( E B O M ) , 6 6 thus represents a link between the 

multi-band EMA and the tight-binding method and, in many ways, combines the virtues 

of the two. The complicated matching of envelope functions at heteroin ter faces character

istic for tiie multi-band EMA calculational scheme and the tedious fitting of interaction 

parameters in the tight-binding method are avoided. The first application of the EBOM 

was to calculate miniband structures of superlatt ices. 6 2 Soon afterwards the method was 

used to describe electronic states of strained quantum wells. 6 7 In my thesis work I have 

used the EBOM to describe localized hole states accurately. In Papers VI-VIII properties 
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of acceptor states in bulk semiconductors and semiconductor heterostructures are studied 

while in Papers IX and X the EBOM is used to describe the hole in localized excitons. 

The basic idea behind the EBOM is to apply a minimum number of bond orbitals. 

as opposed to atomic orbitals, to describe the relevant parts of the bulk band structure 

as accurately as possible. Different versions of the EBOM are tailored to treat different 

systems. For example, to describe the valence miniband structure for GaAs-Al jGai- jAs 

superlattices only the four topmost bulk valence bands are relevant, and correspondingly 

only four types of bond orbitals (made of p-like orbitals coupled to spin) are needed in the 

EBOM. In systems where the split-off band is of importance (e.g., in Si) two additional 

bond orbitals must be included. For narrow-gap semiconductors two s-like bond orbitals 

must also be included to account for the two lowest conduction bands (including spin-

degeneracy). 

To illustrate the method we will consider the simplest version of EBOM which describes 

valence bands. In this version, where the spin-orbit splitting A is assumed to be zero, only 

the top three valence bands are included. Correspondingly, only three p-\'ike bond orbitals 

for each site in the face-centered-cubic Bravais lattice are included. Here the p-like bond 

orbitals, labeled x,y and z, are defined as the proper linear combinations of atomic orbilals 

which best describe the valence-band structure close to the zone center. An a-like bond 

orbital located at the lattice site R is denoted | R , o > (o — x.y.z). The bond orbitals 

are assumed orthonormal, i.e. 

< R ' , n ' | R . Q > = 6RM'6a.a.. |.j:{) 

and sufficiently localized so that only nearest-neighbour interactions have to be taken into 

account. The general form of the nearest-neighbour (and on-site) interactions follows fmni 
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symmetry considerations62: 

< R, a\ H |R', a' > = Ep6R,R,6a,a. 

+ E*H'-R.r{ £-»'-» r«'( 1 - *«.«') + l £ « T » + £ » d - ^ ) ] « M - } , (34) 

where EQ,ft» is the interaction energy between an a-Hke bond orbital located at the origin 

and an o/-like bond orbital located at (l,l,0)a/2, respectively, Ep, Exx, £ r y , and Exz are 

four unknown interaction parameters, and the sum over r covers the 12 nearest-neighbour 

position vectors. In units of a/2 these are 

r = [ ± l , ± l , 0 ] , ( ± l , 0 , ± l ] , [ 0 , ± l , ± l ] . (35) 

ra denotes the a-component of r in units of a/2. In accordance with the conventional 

tight-binding scheme,68 the bond-orbital Bloch states are given by 

| k , a > = C ^ e , k R | R , a > , 
R 

(36) 

where C is a normalization constant. With normalized Bloch states the tight-binding 

Hamiltonian is given by 

ff„,„.(k) = <fc,c | /Y|k,a ' >=£• ,*„• 

+ £ e l l " ' ( i V a v ( l - « „ , ) + [ £ „ r = + r:„(l -*?)]&.*•} 

Taylor expansion and omission of terms higher than second order in k gives 

' £ « , - A , i 2 - A 2 F -AjAvt» -A 3 M\- \ 

tf„.».(k) = -X^kfky £ \ .Q — A|K B — X%k — X^kykf 

-A^k^Kt —X^kykj EvQ — \\kz — Xjk 

(37) 

(38) 

where 

EM = £•„ + «£•„ + 4 E„ 
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A, = ( £ „ - £ „ ) a 2 / 2 , 

M = {E„ + E„)a2/2, 

A3 = E„a2 . (39) 

The bond-orbital Hamiltonian in Eq.(38) can now be compared with the corresponding 

k • p Hamiltonian, namely69 

' EM - Lkl - M{kl + kl) -NKk, -NKK 

tf„,.(k) = -Nk,k„ EM - Lkl ~ M(kl + *?) -Nkrk, 

K -NKK ~Nk,k, EM - Lkl - M(kl + kl) } 
(40) 

By inspection it follows that a one-to-one correspondence between the bond-orbital Hamil

tonian (to second order in k) in Eq.(38) and the k • p Hamiltonian (40) is obtained with 

A, =L-M, A2 = A/, A3 = JV. (41) 

The parameters L,\l and N are directly related to the Luttinger parameters, 71,721 and 

73 7 0 (see section 2.3), and using Eq.(39) one finds the following relations between the 

bond-orbital interaction parameters and the Luttinger parameters, 

E„ = 673% , 

E„ = (71+4^1/4,, 

E„ = (7l -°72)f t j . 

£•„ = Evo-WfiRo, (42) 

where RQ = A2/(2moa3). The formulas above give the EBOM interaction parameters in 

terms of Luttinger parameters for which good values exist for most semiconductors of 

practical interest.71 
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The bulk valence-band structure inherent in the EBOM is found by diagonalizing the 

Hamiltonian (37). Figure 10, taken from Ref. 62, shows a comparison of the bulk valence-

band structure of GaAs obtained from EBOM and k - p theory, respectively. The band 

WAVE VECTOR, k ( 2 T T / O ) ' 
A 

Figure 10: Valence-band structure of bulk GaAs obtained in the EBOM (solid line) and in 

the k ' p theory (dashed line). The figure is taken from Ref 62. The symmetry point X is 

marked. 

structures are seen to be nearly identical for small values of k, as they should. For large 

values of k the results deviate somewhat, and the curvature of the EBOM results has some 

qualitative resemblance to the realistic band structure (see Figure o). 

When applying EBOM to heterostructures, the interaction between any two bond or

bital» located in the same material is taken to be the same as the bulk values. For two 

bond orbital» in different materials, i.e. on each side of an interface, the interaction has. 
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in the calculations done so far, been set to the arithmetic average of the bulk interactions 

of the two constituent materials. Work is in progress to check the validity of this choice of 

interface interactions on simple one-dimensional test models.72 

In EBOM the wave function is built up as a linear combination of bond orbitals located 

at lattice sites, and in variational calculations the matrix elements between basis functions 

are calculated according to Eq.(34). When EBOM is applied to localized states, the number 

of bond orbitals which must be included in the calculation, is governed by the spatial 

extension of -he wave function. For acceptor ground states the wave functions typically 

extend over 105 — 106 lattice sites, and even more sites must be included when excited 

acceptor states are considered. The EBOM can be viewed as a discretized version of the k-p 

approximation which is a continuum theory. The k-p equations are invariant under changes 

of length scales when they are accompanied by appropriate redefinitions of the energies 

and potentials (see Paper VII). This scaling property reflects the absence of a microscopic 

length (i.e. lattice constant) in the theory. In EBOM, where the lattice constant is explicit, 

scaling is not an exact property b.tt may be assumed as an approximation. In the scaling 

approximation a larger (and unphysical) lattice constant than the actual lattice constant 

is used to reduce the size of the computation. The wave function is then built up of bond-

orbitals located at lattice sites in the coarser (scaled) lattice. The interactions between 

these bond orbitals are scaled correspondingly. Application of scaling will increase the 

deviations from parabolicity for large k in the band structure shown in Figure 10. If 

anything, this improves rather than reduces the agreement with the realistic band structure 

in Figure o. The scaling approximation, introduced in Paper VI. has proven to be accurate 

and has dramatically increased the feasibility of the EBOM. It has been utilized in the 

calculations on acceptor states in bulk semiconductors and semiconductor heterostruclures 

and in recent calculations on quantum wires.73 
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How does EBOM compare to the multi-band effective-mass methods? One advantage 

with EBOM is the straightforward generalization to heterostructures in contrast to the 

effective-mass methods where the matching of envelope functions at material interfaces are 

troublesome. The slightly more realistic band structure for large k in EBOM may sug

gest that EBOM is better than effective-mass theories for states which involve large wave 

vectors, e.g., strongly localized acceptor states. The main advantage of EBOM, however, 

is the ability to include very complicated basis functions in variational calculations. In 

effective-mass theory the variational schemes involve analytical evaluation of matrix ele

ments between basis functions, and this puts restrictions on the choice of basis functions. 

Thus errors in effective-mass calculations often stem from the necessary simplifications 

involved in solving the set of effective-mass equations, not to inherent shortcomings of 

effective-mass theory. In EBOM all matrix elements are calculated numerically, and basis 

functions of arbitrary shape and complexity can be included. 

5 Acceptor impurities in bulk semiconductors 

The possibility of incorporating doping impurities in semiconductor crystals to increase 

the electrical conductivity is of paramount importance. Without this possibility, semicon

ductors would have been useless as building blocks when constructing electronic devices 

like, for instance, the transistor. In addition to having important technological applica

tions, the impurity-doped semiconductors display many interesting physical phenomena, 

and this makes the studies of these systems rewarding in themselves. The field is well 

developed, and I refer to the review article of Pantelides 7 4 and the book by Stoueham 7 * 

for a more thorough introduction. 

Both atomic impurities, which I will focus on, and lattice defects give rise to localized 

states in the fundamental energy gap. While the states due to lattice defects most often 
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are located deep in the forbidden gap, i.e. far away from the band edges, the impurity 

states are spread all over the gap. One distinguishes between shallow and deep impurities. 

Traditionally the distinction between these two types of impurities has been based on the 

position of their s tate energy: Shallow impurities have states close to band edges, deep 

impurities have states deep in the g a p . 7 6 More recently, the at tachment to band edges 

has been suggested as a better criterion: Shallow impurity states follow their adjacent 

band edges when these are shifted (by, e.g. applied pressure or change in temperature) , 

deep impuri ty states do no t . 7 7 Presently I focus on shallow impurities (in both definitions 

above) and also restrict myself to shallow acceptors which I have studied in my thesis. 

Addition of an acceptor impurity to a semiconductor crystal corresponds to effectively 

adding a hole and a negatively charged impurity centre to the system, and results in 

the creation of localized states above the valence-band edge. The inclusion of a single 

substitutional atomic impurity in a zinc blende crystal does not reduce the point symmetry. 

The system still transforms according to the point group Tj , and this implies that there 

is a series of acceptor states, among them the ground states, that are four-fold degenerate 

and transform like the T& representation. In addition, there are doubly degenerate states 

which transform either like Fe or like €7. 

5.1 k-p approximat ion for shallow acceptors 

As mentioned in section 2.3, the k • p approximation has been the mjst frcnii.itly 

used framework for describing acceptor states. In. e.g, GaAs. Ge, and AIAs, where the 

spin-orbit splitting A is large, the set of four coupled equations describing acceptor states 

is given in Eq.(7). For acceptors in Si, where A is not large, a set of six coupled equations 

should be solved to get quantitative results. 

Exact solution» of the k p equation sets seem impossible to derive, and approximate 

solution schomrs have been pursued instead. An early example of this approach is a s tudy ' 1 
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of acceptors in Ge and Si in which variational calculations using symmetry-adapted trial 

wave functions were performed on the coupled equation sets to obtain estimates of binding 

energies, In 1970 Lipari and Baldereschi 2 2 rewrote the k • p Hamiltonian as a sum of a 

a term with spherical symmetry and a correction term with cubic symmetry. For many 

semiconductors they found the spherical part of the Hamiltonian to be dominant and ar

gued that the correction term could be neglected. Although the spherical problem still had 

to be solved variationally, the reformulation suggested a new set of parameters to describe 

the valence band which" allowed for a tabulation of energies of acceptor states, assuming 

a Coulombic impurity potential , for any semiconductor with a zinc blende oi diamond 

structure. This model, called the spherical model, predicts a binding energy of ~- 26 meV 

for acceptors in GaAs in good agreement with experiment . 7 8 The spherical model fails to 

explain the acceptor spectra of Si for numerous reasons, however (see comment near the 

end of this section). To get quantitative agreement for acceptors in Si. Lipari et a l . ' 9 had 

to keep the full k p Hamiltonian. In addition they included in the description spatially 

dependent dielectric screening, i.e. t = t ( r ) , and a phenomenological short-range potential 

which distinguishes between different acceptor species. The numerical work involved in 

solving the corresponding equation set was extensive and included very complicated trial 

wave functions. The depth of the short-range potential was fitted with experimental data 

for the ground-state energy, and energies of excited acceptor states were then predicted. 

Overall a good agreement between the predicted energies and experimental values was ob

served, and this showed that the extended effectivp-mass theory accounted for important 

fråluren of the acceptor spectra in Si. 

5-2 Effective bond-orbital mode l for shallow acceptors 

Although conventional tight-binding calculations have been performed on deep level> 

where the wave function w strongly localized around the defect," 0 this approach has. until 
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now, not been used to describe shallow impurities. The reason is obvious: For impurity 

states the tight-binding scheme requires solutions of matrix eigenvalue problems where the 

matrix dimension typically is proportional to the number of atoms included in the model. 

This number is governed by the extension of the impurity wave function, and a simple 

estimate show that for shallow acceptor states with effective Bohr radii on the order of 

20-50 A, typically 10 5 — 10 7 atoms must be included. A decade ago the largest defect 

calculation reported included clusters of 2400 a toms . 8 1 and although present computers 

are more powerful, a conventional tight-binding technique is still not feasible. 

In Paper VI the, to my knowledge, first theoretical study of shallow impurity states 

using a tight-binding method is reported. Here the EBOM is used to calculate energies and 

wave functions of acceptors in bulk GaAs and Si. The spatial extensions of the ground-

state acceptor wave functions necessitate that up to 5 • 10 s lattice sites are included in 

the calculation (when the scaling approximation is not used). With four bond orbitals 

per lattice site, as in GaAs. one would, in a conventional tight-binding scheme, have to 

tind eigenvalues of a generalized eigenvalue system with typical matrix dimensions of order 

2 10". This cannot be handled with present-day computers. The large symmetry of the 

system suggests application of group theory, and a reduction by a factor 12 is achieved 

by introducing symmetry-adapted basis functions. This reduction scheme is tiact and 

dues not in I rod ure any errors. The size of the computation is still too large, and an 

approximation is called for. Since the acceptor wave function is expected to be smooth and 

slowly varying far away from the impurity, the long-range part of the "envelope function", 

which puts appropriate weight to each bond orbital, is expanded in terms of so-called 

cubic liarriumu•» I , J multiplied by decaying radial exponentials. For acceptor» in Si up to 

*JS different ruble harmonien are included in *) *> calculation. The basis functions are thus 

of two types: "Kx.ut" symmetry-adapted basis functions for the burd orbital* located at 
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sites close to the impurity and long-range functions built up of cubic harmonics and radial 

exponentials. The use of group theory is crucial also in making efficient algorithms for 

calculating matrix elements between the basis functions. The necessary computer time is 

typically a few minutes on a CRAY X-MP/48. 

The potential from an acceptor impurity with a single negative charge, called a single 

acceptor, is assumed to have the form 

where e( |r |) is the dielectric constant which in general depends on position. In the EBOM 

the impurity matrix element is assumed to be 

< R ' o | - « | Q ' R , > = - ^ ^ " ' ' ! ' , 4 4 ) 

between bond orbitals which are not located on the impurity site. The impurity matrix 

elements between two identical bond orbitals on the impurity site, I 'y. is not known a priori. 

ll depends on both impurity species and host material and is determined from experiment, 

f o, which is the only fitting parameter in the model, accounts for the chemical shift, i.e. 

the deviations in ground-state energies between different acceptors with the same charge, 

due to different potentials in the central-cell region. 8 3 The fitting of I'Q is analogous to 

titling in the k p approximation a short-range phenomenological potential to account for 

the observed chemical shift . ' 9 

For acceptors in Si, ('# is fitted to the experimentally observed ground-state energies 

(with I'rt symmetry) of boron (B), aluminium (Al), gallium ( d a ) , indium (hi) , and 11 

(thallium) single acceptors. The energies of the lowest-lying F? states are then predicted. 

Fur B where the Fg ground states have a binding energy of |.r> S nn V, a transition energy 

between this ground stale and the lowest lying FT state of '2.1.1 mt \ has been measured in 
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Raman exper iments . 8 4 Our EBOM study in Paper VI predicts 23.S meV, only 0.4 meV 

off. 

For single acceptors in GaAs, (Jo is fitted to the experimentally observed ground-state 

ener^i'-s for a set of different acceptor species, and the energies of excited states (with V& 

symmetry) are then predicted. Overall a good agreement between our EBOM results and 

available experimental data is observed. Our study of acceptors in GaAs in Paper VI also 

includes a so-called double acceptor, i.e. an acceptor with charge —2e and ability to bind 

two holes, for which experimental data recently have been repor ted . 8 5 For this acceptor 

the ground state of a single bound hole has a binding energy of 203 meV, i.e. the state is 

rather high up in the gap, and Raman experiments 8 5 have revealed another s tate 159 meV 

above the ground state. This state has been interpreted as due to a single hole in the lowest 

excited s ta te with the same parity as the ground state. The EBOM predicts this excited 

state to be 161 meV above the ground state. The good agreement with the experimental 

value supports the suggested interpretation of the experimental data and indicates that 

the EBOM also is applicable for strongly bound acceptor states. 

In Paper VI we also compute selected acceptor wave functions and comment on quali

tative differences between acceptor states in GaAs and Si. The wave functions of acceptors 

in Si are seen to be much more anisotropic, and this illustrates why the spherical model 

introduced by Li pari and Baldereschi breaks down for Si. 

6 Shallow impurities in semiconductor heterostructures 
The possible incorporation of impurities in semiconductor heleroatructures is of both 

principal and practical interest. In my thesis I have only considered impurity systems with 

low impurity concentrations so that interactions between adjacent impurities and effects 

due to charge transfer of free carriers can be neglected. 
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6.1 D o n o r s in q u a n t u m wells 

To get a qualitative idea about possible effects on impurity states from surrounding 

heterogeneities, let us consider the ground state of a single donor impurity located in the 

middle of a quantum well as shown in Figure 11. Two characteristic lengths in the system 

A / / \ 
V 

L » a" L = a* L«a* 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure ' 1: Qualitative sketches of the envelope function along the growth direction for the 

donor ground state in a quantum well for different ratios between the well width L and tin 

effective Bohr radius a'. 

are the well width L and the effective Bohr radius a' of the liydrogenic ground stale for 

donors in bulk. Typically the effective Bohr radius ranges between :J0A and 100A. When 

/. 3> a' (scenario (a) in Fig. 11) the donor electron does not feel the barrier walls. Thus 

I lie energy corresponds to the value in a bulk sample of well material, ami (lie envelope 

function has the form of a decaying exponential (F — e - , / ' *" ) . When /„ <£ a' (scenario (c) 

in Fig 11) the confinement imposed by the welt potential donrnates the Coulomb attraction 

in the ionized donor impurity, and the envelope function ri-semblo the envelope function 
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of an impurity-free quantum well. In the limit Lja" —* 0 the wave function penetrates 

more and more into the barrier, and the donor energy approaches the bulk value for the 

barrier material. For L ~ a' (scenario (b) in F ig . l l ) the effects of the confinement and the 

Coulomb attraction are comparable, and the envelope function has features characteristic 

of both limiting cases. In experiments one measures the energy difference between an 

electron bound to the impurity and an electron feeling the confining well potential only. A 

qualitative sketch of these two energies as functions of the well width is shown in Figure 

12. The corresponding energy difference, which is termed the binding energy, with a 

characteristic maximum at a certain finite well width is also plotted in Figure 12. For the 

well width corresponding to the maximum, the confinement energy for the (pure) quantum 

well is substantial, while the impurity manages to localize the wave function, to a large 

extent, within the well material. 

The first calculation on donors in quantum wells was done by Bas t a rd 8 6 in 1981 who 

considered infinite barrier heights. This model predicts the binding energy of a centered 

impurity to increase monotonically with decreasing well width and hence does not account 

for tlie maximum seen in Figure 12. This deficiency was healed by Mailhiot et a l . 8 7 and 

Greene and B a j a j 3 8 who independently studied donor impurities in GaAs-Al x Gai_ T As 

quantum wells including finite barrier heights in the model. For these systems the binding 

energy was found to have a maximum for well widths between 20 and 50 A. In their 

calculation MailliioL et al. also accounted for the difference in effective masses and dielectric 

constants in the well and barrier materials. Later calculations have been refined *.o include 

the effect of deviation from the simple Coulombic form of the impur i ty , 8 9 non-parabolicity 

of the conduction band, , J 0 and penetration of the wave function into adjacent wells it) 

multiple quantum well s tructures. 9 1 A more complete account of the subject is found in the 

review article of Chang . 9 2 Theoretical studies of donor impurities in quasi one-dimensional 
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Figure 12: Qualitative sketches of the ground-state energy in a pure quantum well (dotted 

line) and in a quantum well with a centered donor impurity (dashed line) as functions 

of the well width. These energies are measured from the band edge of the well material 

(marked with " 0 " on the energy axis). The binding energy, which is the difference between 

these two energies, is shown with a solid line. The well widths marked with (a),(b), and 

(c) refer to the three different situations depicted in Figure 11. 
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structures, i.e. quantum wires, have also been reported. 9 3 

All studies mentioned above have involved the solution of the one-band effective-mass 

approximation where the potential has two contributions: a confining potential from the 

heterostructure and an attractive potential due to the impurity. Since exact solutions of 

the equation is possible only in limiting cases, variational schemes have most often been 

pursued. Theoretical studies of acceptors in semiconductor heterostructures are much 

harder because of the degeneracy of the bulk valence-band edges which must be taken into 

account to get quantitatively accurate results. Only studies on acceptors in quantum wells 

have been reported, and they only count a handful (see below). 

6.2 A c c e p t o r s t a t e s in q u a n t u m dots 

The first application of the EBOM to acceptor states in semiconductor heterostruct ures 

is a study of acceptors in atormcally small spheres of well material (GaAs) embedded 

in a matrix of barrier material (AI.rGai_.rAs), reported in the last section of Paper VI. 

These quasi zero-dimensional structures, called quantum dots, are not solely of academic 

interest. They can currently be fabricated 9 - ' and have, for example, been suggested as 

possible building blocks in future lasers. 9 5 In Paper VI we calculate ground-state energies 

of GaAs-Alj-Gaj.^As quantum dots with and without acceptors in the center for quantum 

dots with radii (RQD) up to 200 Å. The bi nding energy, defined as the difference between 

these two energies, as function of the radius exhibit a maximum for RQQ C_ 2_A. We also 

observe that for radii less than — 15Å the pure quantum dot does not bind a hole. Zhu : M l 

obtained numerically exact solutions of the much simpler analogous problem of electrons 

hound to a (donor-free) quantum dot. These states, which are close to the conduction 

hand, are described by a one-band effective-mass theory. The results are qualitatively 

similar to our results for a hole bound to a (pure) quantum dot. 

http://AI.rGai_.rAs
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6.3 A c c e p t o r s in q u a n t u m wells and super lat t ices 

The energies of acceptor states in quantum wells are for different reasons easier to mea

sure experimentally than donor s ta tes , 9 2 and this further increases the interest in obtaining 

theoretical values. Masselink et a l . 1 9 applied the k-p approximation and symmetry-adapted 

basis functions in variational calculations to find energies of acceptor ground and excited 

states in GaAs-AUGai-xAs quantum wells, Due to the calculational complexity of the 

method, the position dependence of the material parameters was accounted for in an ap

proximate way only. Nevertheless, a very good agreement with experimental data for the 

ground-state binding energies of carbon (C) and beryllium (Be) acceptors was obtained. In 

very recent studies on the same quantum well system by Pasquarello et a l . 9 7 and Fraizzoli 

and Pasquarel lo, 9 8 the acceptor wave function was expanded in a basis set consisting of 

products of eigenfunctions of the pure quantum well (with kj.=0) and two-dimensional 

functions in the plane of the quantum well. The so-called axial approximat ion , 9 9 which 

assumes cylindrical symmetry in the quantum-well plane, was applied, and the position 

dependence o( the Luttinger parameters and the dielectric constants of the well and barrier 

materials were taken into account. 

In Paper VII we use the EBOM to calculate energies of C and Be acceptors in GaAs-

Alj-Ga^j-As quantum wells and superlattices. Symmetry-adapted basis functions, appro

priate for the point group D-^ of the system, are used in variational calculations on clusters 

containing up to — 2 • 10 s sites. The acceptor states come in two symmetry classes: T r t 

I heavy-hole-like) and r 7 (light-hole-like). In quantum well structures the acceptor ground 

state generally has Tg symmetry. Our results for the ground-state binding energies of 

centered acceptors in quantum wells agree very well with results from the previous k • p 

calculations by Masselink et al. and with experimental data. For the excited acceptor 

states a substantial discrepancy between the two sets of theoretical results is observed. 
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Comparison with recent experiments by Holtz et a l . , 1 0 0 in which two different experimen

tal techniques were used to obtain two independent measurements of the excited-state 

energies, definitely favors the EBOM results. Possible reasons for the deviations of the 

k • p results by Masselink et al. are commented on in Paper VII. We also plot selected hole 

probability densities for the ground and txcited states to illustrate how the wave functions 

are squeezed by the barrier walls. Qualitative differences between Tg and r 7 wave functions 

are commented on. 

The EBOM is also applied to acceptors centered in the well material of superlattices. 

For thick wells and barriers the results correspond to the results from a single quantum 

well, as expected. When the widths of the layers decrease, the wave function starts to 

penetrate ii.to the adjacent wells. For the superlattice with the shortest periods, up to 11 

wells are included in the calculations (without adding to the technical difficulties in the 

numerics). In the k • p formalism it is very difficult to go beyond the single quantum well 

case, and such studies of acceptors in multiple quantum wells have not been reported. 

Recently. Skromme et al. did photoluminescence experiments on a series of superlattice 

samples with thin barr iers . 1 0 1 In the spectra they saw peaks peaks which they interpreted 

as due to transitions involving holes bound to residual C acceptors centered in the well 

and barrier materials, respectively. In Paper VII the EBOM is used to calculate binding 

energies of these acceptor states in superlattices with the prescribed specifica'ions, For the 

well-centered acceptors the agreement with experiment is found to be excellent. For the 

barrier-centered states the agreement is good, although not as good as for the well-centered 

slates. However, it is known that due to the growth technique employed (MO( 'VD). 

tin* superlattice parameters used may be inaccurate. For the barrier-centered acceptors 

the results are quite sensitive to the width of the barriers, and this may influence the 

comparison. Work to measure the .sample parameters more ac i i ia te ly are in progress to 
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allow for determination of more accurate theoretical binding energies . 1 0 2 

At the same time as Paper VII was published, Holtz et al. published new experime.. ' i 

da ta for transition energies between ground an excited acceptor states for Be acceptors 

centered in GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As quantum wel ls . 1 0 3 Using two independent experimental 

techniques, two-hole transitions in photo luminescence and resonant Raman scattering, the 

transition energies between the TQ ground state ( lT^) and the first even-parity excited 

states (2rg" and 2 ^ ) were measured. After the publication of these two studies, Fraizzoli 

and Pasquare l lo 9 8 renorted results for these transition energies from a new calculation 

within the k • p formalism. In Paper VIII we compare our EBOM results, the two sets of 

k - p results in Masselink et a l . 1 9 and in Fraizzoli and Pasquarel lo, 9 8 and the experimental 

results by H o l t z . 1 0 0 - 1 0 3 Generally speaking, we observe a very good agreement between 

experiment, the EBOM results, and the results of the k • p calculations by Fraizzoli and 

Pasquarello. The k • p results by Masselink et al., however, are seen to overestimate the 

transition energies substantially. This discrepancy must be due to the approximations used 

in their variational calculational scheme rather than to inherent errors in the k-p equation 

set. For the transitions between the lTg and the 2 ^ state the EBOM results and the 

results in Fraizzoli and Pasquarello agree equally well with experiments. For the IT^-ST* 

transitions, however, the EBOM results are in better agreement with experiments. 

The main conclusion of the studies reported in Papers VI, VII. and VIII is that the 

EBOM represents a powerful and versatile tool todesc . ibc ! >calized states in bulk semi-

ronductors and semiconductor heterostructures. When comparing with experimental data. 

the EBOM is seen to give as good or better results than the k p approximation (WIMMI 

such results exint). The positive experiences from the use of the scaling approximation 

are especially encouraging amcc this approximation substantially increases the feasibiltv 

of thr nwlhod. An important advantage of the EBOM is its hVxibilty in dealing with 

http://GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As
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complicated heterostructure geometries. As long as the symmetry of the system is unal

tered, the core in the computer program is the same. For example, the computer program 

for impurities centered in quantum wells was easily modified to include well-centered and 

barrier-centered acceptors in superlattices. Likewise, this computer program can readily 

be modified to describe acceptor states in, e.g., square or circular quantum wires, cubic 

quantum dots or parabolic quantum wells. Such studies are planned as soon as relevant 

experimental data become available. 

7 Localized excitons 
Optical spectra from pure semiconductor crystals often show structures just below the 

energy gap where one would expect pure crystals to be t ransparent . 1 0 4 These structures 

are due to electron-hole pairs, called excitons, which because of their mutual Coulomb 

attraction have lower energies than independent pairs. Excitons have no net charge. The 

electron-hole pair is most often weakly bound with binding energies in the range 0—20 mcV. 

Fur these excituns, railed Wannier-Mott exci tons , ' 0 5 the wave function extends over many 

unit cells of the crystal structure, and effective-mass theory offers a good description. They 

are free to move and are thus termed free excitons. A review of the theory for free excitons 

is given in Ref. 106. 

The topic of this section is localized, or alternatively, bound excitons which are spatially 

localized electron-hole pairs. In section 7.1 excitons bound to isoelectronic impurities are 

discussed, while section 7.2 deals with excitons localized at quantum dots. 

7.1 Exc i tons bound to isoelectronic impurit ies 

In realistic crystal» there are always imperfections present. Tfwsr imperfections, which 

may he impurities, vacancies or lattice defects, may bind an electron-hole pair to form a 

hound exciton. A revirw article disruMing the wide variety of impurity-bound exeiinns 
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can be found in Ref. 105. Here I will focus on excitons bound to impurities with the same 

valence-electron structure as the atom it replaces, but different core-electron structure. 

Such impurities are termed isoelectronic impurities. Since an isoelectronic impurity does 

not provide a charged particle (electron or hole), the binding of the exciton is only a 

two-particle process (one electron and one hole). 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy has been very important in the studies of bound ex

citons. When the bound electron-hole pair recombine radiatively, light with an energy 

characteristic of the bound exciton is emitted. An experimentally important isoelectronic 

impurity system is gallium phosphide doped with nitrogen (GaP:N). In this system the N 

impurity is at tractive for electrons, and the binding of the exciton is often visualized as 

follows: The electron is trapped in a short-range potential from the impurity and the hole 

is bound in the Coulomb field from the electron. Although appealing in its simplicity, this 

picture has its limitations. It suggests that an exciton cannot be bound to the impurity 

unless the electron is bound by itself. A detailed theoretical study of this system by Mas-

selink and C h a n g 1 0 7 showed, however, that the bound-exciton binding energy is 28 me\', 

which is 8 meV more than the free-exciton binding energy, even though the electron in 

itself is bound with less than 1 meV. The study further indicated that systems may exisi 

in which bound excitons occur even if the primary particle (the electron) is not bound by 

itself. 

Since the N impurity in GaP attracts electrons, the impurity is said to be electron-

attractive. In my thesis (Paper IX) I have studied a hole-attractive impurity, namely tel

lurium (Te) in zinc selenide (ZnSe). ZnSe is a wide-gap II- VI semiconductor [E3 zi 2.S t\) 

which has zinc blende crystal structure. For small Te concentrations the phololumines-

cmce spectra reveal isolated peaks, red-shifted compared to the free-exdton peak These 

are interpreted as due to recombination of exnloris bound to cluster» of Te atoms x m ' " 
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Heterostructures based on ZnSe and Z n i _ r \ f n r S e have attracted considerable interest in 

the last y e a r s , 1 1 2 and recently Fu et a l . 1 1 1 reported results from a spectrocopic study a 44Å 

wide strained ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21 Se quantum well with a layer of Te impurities in the center. 

Two peaks, interpreted as due to localization of bound excitons around single Te atoms and 

pairs of Te atoms, respectively, dominated the spectra. Luminescence s tud ies , 1 1 1 involving 

the application of external magnetic fields, indicated that the hole is strongly localized 

near the Te impurity. 

Paper [X is a theoretical study of the experimentally relevant situations, viz. excitons 

bound to single Te impurities in bulk ZnSe and centered in a 44A wide ZnSe-Zno.7aMno.21Se 

quantum well. To accurately account for the complicated valence-band structure, the 

EBOM is used to describe the hole. The single-band (spherical) effective-mass approxima

tion is used to describe the electron. The attractive Coulomb potential is included, and 

solutions for the two-body system are found in an iterative Hartree scheme. The short-

range hole-attractive potential from the Te impurity is assumed to be non-zero only on 

the impurity site where the interaction between two (identical) bond orbitals is lit To 

calculate the energy of the bound exciton in a quantum well, the band-misalign merit must 

be known. Since the quantum well is strained, assumptions about how the strain is acco

modated also have to be made. Our (assumed) values for the band offsets and additional 

strain-induced potpn'ials (using standard deformation potential theory 4 4 ) are supported 

by experimental data on the shift in the free exciton energy (due to confinement from the 

quantum well) and the splitting between the light-hole and heavy-hole excitons 

Energies of bound exciton» in bulk and in the quantum well are calculated for a wide 

range of *hort-rauge interactions depths \'0. In addition several other quantities like the 

energy of a bound (isolated) hole, extension of the wave function, probability for tin* hole 

to be on the impurity -tile, and oscillator strength are determined The oscillator *lrerigth. 

http://ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21
http://ZnSe-Zno.7aMno.21Se
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which is proportional to the square of the overlap of the electron and hole wave functions, 

can be used to calculate the bound-exciton recombination lifetime. For comparison of 

the bound-exciton energy with experiment, the value for the free-exciton binding energy is 

needed, and this is provided separately by a calculational scheme within the k - p formalism. 

The values of VQ which fit the experimental data for the bulk case and for the quantum 

well case, respectively, differ somewhat. In Paper IX possible reasons for the discrepancy 

are commented on. and a new experiment to clarify the issue is proposed. 

We typically find the hole to be, on the average, 5-6 A away from the impurity site. In 

the quantum well case, where the barrier walls are 22 A away from the impurity, the hole 

hardly feels any confinement effect. The average electron distance is. on the other hand, 

typically 45-50 A in the bulk case and -*30 A in the quantum well case. The results thus 

unequivocally support the qualitative picture of the hole being strongly bound to the Te 

impurity while the electron is weaker bound in the Coulomb field from the hole. 

7.2 E x c i t o n s conf ined in q u a n t u m d o t s 

The binding of an exciton to a quantum dot is governed by a competition between the 

electron and hole confinement due to the quantum dot potential and the at tract ive electron-

hole interaction. There are two limiting situations depending upon the ratio between the 

characteristic size R of the quantum dot and the Bohr radius of the bulk exciton a'.Ui 

For Rja* > 1, in the so-called weak-confinement regime, the bound excitons can '•«' 

envisioned a» a quasiparticle feeling only a small confinement effect. In the opposite limit, 

i.e Rfa* < 1. effects from confinement dominate and the electron and hole are onI> 

weakly Hpatially ror related by their Coulomb attraction This regime is therefore called 

the strong-confinement regime 

On ihe experimental side a wide variety of quantum dot systems have been s t u d i e d . , M 

In particular, optical absorption measurement» have been performed on CdS quantum dm>. 
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also called crystallites, embedded in silicate glasses 1 1 5 and in organic materials. 1"* Blue-

shifts in the excitonic absorption, attributed to exciton confinement, have been observed. 

Most theoretical studies of excitons confined in quantum dots have considered spheriral 

quantum dots in a single-band effective-mass d e s c r i p t i o n . 1 1 3 - n , - l i y Commonly, infinite bar

rier heights, i.e. hard-walls at the dot boundary, have been assumed, and exciton energies 

have been found variat ionals with different choices of trial wave functions. Comparison 

with experimental data for CdS crystallites has indicated that the approximation of assum

ing infinite barrier heights may be too severe for the smallest quantum doLs. and in a recent 

theoretical s t u d y 1 1 7 finite barrier-heights were included in the effective-mass description. 

Due to the degenerate valence-band edges in bulk semiconductors, a single-band effective 

mass description of the hole is in general not sufficient to give quantitatively accurate re 

.•ills. As discussed in sections 2.3 and 3.3 a multi-band effective-mass treatment | k p ) is 

required. Due to the mathematical difficulties encountered when implementing the multi 

band theory in actual calculations, a single-band theory has been used instead, although 

justification for this is larking. 

In Paper X I go beyond the previous effective-mass treatments of confined excitons and 

account for the valence-hand degeneracy by describing the hole in the excitou with the 

KHOM The electron is described with the single-band effective-mass approximation. I'lie 

(untitling dot potential, both for the electron and the hole, is modelled as a spherical )>»> 

tential well with (mite barrier height. The al tract iveCoulomb interact ion between electron 

and hole is im hided, ami, as in Paper IX, excilou energies are calculated variational^ in 

an iterative Hart ret' M heme. Knergjes of excttons in CdS quantum dot» are cal* ulated Un 

radii up in 10 A winch correspond» to the Htruug-cimtiiiement regime lit' (he results .ire 

• ornp.ired with experimental data and prewou* theoretical re^iilu With I u r n e r height-* 

in .ii i ordain e with e*ii tmate* of the fundamental baud gap in militate gI.-v.*.i-H.lJI 1 he exprr 
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imental da ta for CdS crystallites in g lass 1 1 5 can be accounted for. The data for the CdS 

crystallites in organic mate r ia l s 1 1 6 correspond to lower barrier heights. 

With a carefully chosen value for the spherical hole mass, one observes, in the infinite-

barrier-height case, a very good agreement between the results obtained with a single-band 

effective-mass description for the hole and results from the present, more elaborate, scheme. 

At present, however, no simple formula for the "appropriate" spherical hole mass exists, 

with Luttinger parameters as input. 

The calculated exciton energies are also compared with results from a recent tight-

binding calculation of single-particle electron and hole energies in quantum d o t s . 1 2 2 This 

calculation corresponds to inhnite barrier heights. The single-particle confinement energies 

obtained in the tight-binding scheme are observed to be lower than in the EBOM and in 

the effective-mass approximation. This is attributed to the different bulk band structures 

tin. .erent in the different descriptions. 

For finite barrier heights the exciton binding energy, i.e. the difference between ".he 

I'xciton energy and the single-particle energies, is found to have a maximum for a finite 

value of the quantum dot radius. This phenomenon is analogous to the observed maximum 

in the binding energy at a finite well width for donors in quantum wells, which was discussed 

in section ti.l (see Figure 12). 
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Operator ordering in effective-mass theory 
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We study the problem of operator ordering in the effective-mass Hamiltonian with kinetic energy 
operator j ( m "pmapmr + m rpmBpma), for a position-dependent effective mass m. Here 
a + / 3 + r = ~ L We use merely the inherent criterion that the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 
should correspot i to finite and uniquely determined energies. Through exact model calculations we 
show first that divergences occur unless a = y, and second thai a = y = 0 , / ? = — 1 is the only univer
sal set of operator ordering parameters which gives unique results. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The effective-mass approximation1 is an extremely use
ful method in semiconductor physics, by means of which 
dynamic and static properties of charge carriers can be 
studied free of complexities due to the lattice potential of 
(he material. The effective-mass treatment rests on a firm 
basis for homogeneous semiconductors.2 It becomes in 
fact asymptotically exact when the perturbations of the 
periodic Hamiltonian, for instance in the form of a shal
low impunly potential, become sufficiently gentle. 

In its simplest form the effective-mass wave function 
(envelope function) for the conduction band, say, obeys 
the Schrddinger equation with a Hamiltonian 

* j 

H-- r-V* + Et + t/(r> . (II 

Here m is the effective mass, Et the (simple) minimum of 
the energy dispersion £(k>, and Uit) is the perturbing 
potential m is considered scalar since complications 
arising from tcnsonal effective masses are not germane to 
the issue io be discussed here. 

The effective-mass approach has also been used exten
sively as a computational method to deal with 
nonuniform crystals, in particular because of the increas
ing attention paid to man-made hcterosiructures like 
quantum well» and tupcrlaiticcs.' The molecular-beam 
epitaxy technique makes it possible to produce abrupt in
terfaces between materials and in these application» the 
effecitvc-ma» parameters become position dependent. 
The mosi *tiaightforward gencraluation of Eq. * i» use» 
ihe now ptniiKm-dcpcndeni conduction-band edge E,ir> 
in the potentlal-encrgy pan of the Maimltonian Since, 
however J petition-dependent effective mam nir> and 
i he momentum upvraior do not uommule, the quotum 
j i i i o of ih< correct form for the kinciw energy opera
tor ' ' 

The bune requirement w. ut court*, that the Hamil-
toman n lUimi iun The operator ordering* 

ft - ^m'Vm^m * m Vm^Vm'' * £ <r> * f i r - . 

>2) 

w 

with 

a+0+y=-l , 13) 

secures Hcrmiticity, and includes special cases that have 
appeared in the literature,4 viz., 

f n - ' V ^ + J - V 2 » ! - 1 , m-i/2V3m-m. Vm"'V (4) 

for the kinetic energy (omitting the constant —A 2/2l. 
The question of the actual values of a, 0, and y 

remains, and the present article addresses this issue in a 
limited sense. Wc do not discuss the relation of (2) to a 
more complete treatment of the underlying crystal struc
ture, nor the question of whether an effective-mass 
description of the simple type (2) can be justified at all. 
Our objective here is different. We stay completely 
within the framework of effective-mass theory, i.e., we ac
cept Eq. (2) as our starting point. The point of interest is 
possible inherent limitations on the values of a, 0. and y 
It is perhaps surprising that there are any limitations on 
the operator ordering beyond Hermmcity As we shall 
see. however, unacceptable physical consequences occur 
unless specific choices are made. 

II. EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 

We will in Sec. Ill study (he eigenvalue problem 

tf*-£V 5i 

For that purpose reformulations of the operator '2 ' will 
be useful An obvious possibility is to let the petition-
dependence m a u dependence take ihe form of j n 
effect»c-potcniial term Introducing 

émm ' :tf >6' 

j n d carrying out jll differentiation* in Eq <5> we end up 
with 

- V " ^ ~ I : A •{£ - f i r i | m i - ' - / i r : / > r i 

- I' r -ar-fYVir:* 

Here 

II TU ' I'M* Th* Ara iKM Pb?«uJ l o o n , 
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Vir) = Ee(T)+U{T) 

/(r)=ilnmlr> . (8) 

From the form (7) it is seen that applications to abrupt 
heterojunctions, i.e. to discontinuous effective-mass varia
tions, apparently result in two types of singularities in \t 
effective potential: derivatives of 5 functions and squares 
of 5 functions, both ominous signs. This observation is 
superficial, however, since we will see later on that be
cause of cancellation effects it may not necessarily be 
disastrous to have both types of singularities present 
simultaneously. 

A second useful reformulation employs the wave func
tion 

X=m" (91 

In this case the new wave function satisfies 

A* 
T[V2X + WWWX 

+ iy-a)2iVl)2x] + y<T)i( = Ex . 

ftX=Ex '10) 
This is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the variational 
functional 

«<* ' = 
fdrm^^'ftx 

fdrm'-Yx 
to be stationary. Inserting the explicit form of H, we ob
tain, after a partial integration. 

R\\\-
^fi2fdrm0['Vx2~*y-aii\Vl)i<x^+2fi-2mir)ViTVX2) 

/ r f r * ' * " * ! 1 

In particular, we will make u-" of the Rayleigh-Ritz in
equality 

£ „ < * ! * > 113) 

for (he ground-Male energy 

III. NECESSITY O P a - r 

heterostructure with no conduction-band offset between 
material I and material 2. and with a third surrounding 
material that the electron cannot penetrate. The physical 
relevance of the model is, however, nol crucial for the 
conclusions we draw 

In order to tame the singularities we consider the 
discontinuous effective-mass variation above as the limit 
of the continuous mass-dependence 'Fig 2). 

As a test taw we wive the simplest possible eigenvalue 
problem, a particle in a one-dimensional box whose inte
rior consuls of two materials with effective masses m, 
and m:, respectively iFig. II. For dcfiniteness wc assume 
m: > m,. This could represent transverse motion in a 

«notarial I 

mix) 

It» 

L CL O. 

\n jfttup* h«t«rmifuclur« if* J t u t Th» *Hfcl)*« 
nu«x^ -tr* "i JIH! " FIG 1 \ hiTnitnuuw *iftiii*f fnj« ' 
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lm, for — L<x<—eL , (14a) 

mlxl= L , m . ) l ' ' : ( m , / W | l , / M for | jc |<eL, (14b) 

m : for eL <x <L . (14c) 

when f—0. This choice secures for finite e a piecewise 
linear variation of the function / ( * ) , Eq. (8), thai enters 
the effective potential. 

With the natation 

2fi-2E=E , 

Eq. 17) now lakes the form 

|-£m,<6 for -L<x < -eL , 

<t>"= A -£mf.Tl + A].* for -eL <x <eL , 

— Em .d for eL <x <L . 

Here & is a constant potential, 

A = IV/4ÉL r ln-(m : /»i | ' • 

with the abbreviation 

v : ~IJ: - i }--«)-=( l+2a)l l+2yt 

The boundary and matching conditions are 

6\ -Li=6iLi = Q . 

(15) 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

H9) 

continuity of <A Jt x = ttL, plus definite disconlinuities 
±6' in the slope ii- JI I = ztL. The discontinuities in (he 
derivative occur because the vW term in 17) produces 6 
functions at x - ~tL. Integrating the one-dimensional 
vcmon of Eq. i7i across \ = 'tL we obtain 

[•Wli -.L = ~-W**L ' l n i f n ; / / n , ><*! * ( £ ' . «20! 

For - L < Å •- - <L the relevant solution of I l6a> i* 

6iJt" A %m\im,ÉiK : n + Li) , 121> 

while for tL < x < L we have 

4 < x i - 0 M n [ i n i ; £ i ' ; u -D\ i22) 

In (he narrow intermediate range the solution M leu ele
mentary By introduction of the new variable 

.- -4iLtm,m, i' *É '^m./m, >* UL/lnim,/m, > '2J> 

Eq. < 16bJ takes the form 

Be^elS equation Hence 

J t < 1 . j j ^ . j . • * ! / . < . " *25' 

m ihii r-inge 
It remain* m <filwe ih« *4ve funvhun j | < - «/. 

(..murium of J together \*>rb the ilupe tlrHonhnuitt rr 
>(titrvnirnl '!>' »tvUK jt * ?/. 

• V k i - 0 . '241 

ay;(2-)+År:ig_) 
e/„(z_) + 6r\.(2_) ,*~ 

= \ml$)i/2cot[HmtÉ)l'itl-e)]+Øc , (26) 

and, at x =e£, 

aJ'riz,) + bY[.lz.) 

~~ aJvlz+) + bYviz. ) " ' 

= lm,£) I / 2 cot[Z.(m ; ^) l / 3 ( l -F)]- j3c (27) 

Here 

c=n/4e£.) ln(m 3 /m,) '28) 

2_=z(±fL) = ( m 1 / n I )
l / 4 é 1 / 2 c ' 1 ( m ; / m , ) - 1 ' 

(29) 

The ratic b/a is determined both by (26) and by (271. 
Equating these two expressions for b/a, we obtain the 
final equation to determine the energy eigenvalues E. 

First, we solve this eigenvalue equation numerically for 
the ground state En as function of e. for some values of 
a,0,y I Fig 3). The crucial feature thai emerges is that 
the eigenvalue becomes negative for e less than a critical 
width parameter fø, except when a = y. 

The width * 0 at which the ground-state energy goes 
negative can be found exactly. This is useful as a check 
on the numerics, but we refrain from giving the explicit 
formula. We show, however, in Fig. 4 the variation of 
this critical width with a — y 'for fixed 0)- The 
influence of the mass ratio m: /m , is also apparent in the 
figure-

In the abrupt limit * - * 0 the ground-state energy does 
not merely become negative when a * y , n also diverges. 
This can be shown rigorously by means of the Rayleigh-
Rvtz inequality \ \ it 

u a» 

Mil 1 f he fnmat)-*UI« «n*tg> j i •uru.iwn »r ih# «Un* 
• lilth « »f the HC-JIM* U>»i for w>»rjl vtlur> ••» -i t* W 
hj*« Uhen ••• * J«» FiwtgHr* t»v «w-Mtired in unn» . 
* lm i * ti \ fit 
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FIG- 4 The width t„ fer which the ground-stale energy van
ishes, as J function nf n " . and for three differ en I mass ratios 
m./m. The value fi- ~ 1 is used 

Since m, 
inequality 

, we can form from I12J Ihe weaker 

7 w 

For y~a, however, we can always choose Å so large 
land independent of ei that the second term in 0 3 >, of 
0<A~]), dominates the first term, of 0 ( ? . _ : t We may 
presuppose that c is chosen in advance so small thai thi.s 
/. is within the range 02 i . Hence the upper bound can be 
made negative and proportional to e ~, We conclude 
that for a hete restructure 'i.e.. mt * m,K and tor a - •;/. 
the ground-stale energy diverges towards minus infinity 
in the abrupt limit, a useless and unphysical result 

Morrow and Brownstein 4 consider the same class • 2.1 of 
effective-mass Hamiltonians, and obtain also the result 
that a must equal y. They conclude, however, that the 
junction acts as an impenetrable barrier, forcing the wave 
function to vanish at the boundary. The reality is. as we 
have just seen, rather different. The wave function is con
centrated at the junction which acts as an extremely 
singular attractive well. 

In conclusion, application of the effective-mass equa-
lion to abrupt heterost rue lures requires 

This still Ieairs the value of a = y. or. equtvalcnth. of fi. 
undetermined In the next section we shall argue thai 
overall consistency can only be had if a and j ' vanish 

for a | ihat vanishes ai \ • t. A convenient trial func
tion is 

i) lor i -tf.L . 
V X " t> L x' for i • *AL ' " ' 

*ith J variational parameter A in ll.e range 

I- >. • t • 02» 

Insertion into • U)i >telds 

£'„ ' [hJA < m m, 

• In m m •] 

«then- »f hjvr IJM'IJ ihji 

IV. ARGUMENT FOR a = r = n 

With a =y the stationary Sehnidinger equation takes 
the form 

- H!m T m " V m ^ + [ £ , ' r i - t ' i r 1 i l ' = f i / ' Jh< 

As long as the potential U is everywhere linile. one sees 
immediately I hat unless' 

m 'if continuous, mJVm 'i/' continuous . .'"*> 

the first term in Oo) will contain stronger singularities 
than the other two terms. 

We will now j rgue lhat consistency requires n - • =<). 
ot, equttalenllv, 0 = - 1 Again J simple lesi model will 
he used, in this • ase a one-dtmensi«nal 6 well 

*.' '»! " lit» f I IN-

lt differs from ihc standard t e n book example in thai the 
well is surrounded by different materials, with effective 
masses m, and m., on Ihe left-hand and Ihe right-hand 
vide, respectively (Fig 5iai) For simplicity we jssume 
tttn band-edge discontinuity. F. * '* 

W r approach the l ingular potential in 4 m t i i r n H r d 

m a n w i hs loHMdet ing ihe H » r l l J > the « - I ) limit <l the 

«quj r r « H I r * ' f r n i i j l in f-ig < h s i / 

i M I : > .. 
ihv j» . 

fin 1 ** ' nd rprn j i i .1 thtf 
\h. 

< t£v * n h Thi \<ft>mtwtv rtnii. p i ' lvniui i >'• 

^<nnti.tr> 4-tHJiih-r»s i f * unpK'Wcm.Hk. 

* ( .«f»k N-itn** .U les m the •*> well W i t h 1 

fn-sk-^t-w . t i i U f i i pi 'K'ntial ihe «'Imi*-») 

http://nnti.tr
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V(x> V(x) 
t t 

- Q x 

sriol 1 I material 1 I material 3 

•»6<x) 

FIG. 5 'ai The 6 well. <bi Square-well approximation to the 
6 well 

Schrodingcr equation hai the form 

! .-I. exp< - q, x i «well ex tenr r i . 

"/'= » -i • ^ .. 1401 
i a , cos iy .e -x <-Cr i ' well interior) . 

Here the subscripts r = 1,2 refer to maleria! r, while Ar, 
Br. and C, arr constant* Moreover. 

Q, = \2m.[t£ - n / i < i i ' t i ; ' /« (42) 

Connecting the wave function anil its derivative at the 
three boundaries * - -utt, I), and u:€. in accordance 
with I he matching conditions '37i. we obtain the follow
ing implicit equation for the bound-slate energy E 

'• t. 0,* ' "lantu,*1 "O, ' 

. , Q, -t '<i,titnaff
 mQ, i 

In the limit t •() this simplifies to 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have in the present article explored the conse
quences of the different ways of ordering the momentum 
and the mass operators in the effective-mass Hamiltonian 
(21. Assuming the values of a, 0, and y to be universal, 
we have through exactly solvable test cases shown that 
only for a = y = 0 , 0——\ are results finite and self-
consistent. For a more general starting point than the 
operator i2>, which leads to the same conclusion, see the 
Appendix. 

The resulting kinetic operator 

ifi :Vr* 1471 

was apparently first used by BenDaniel and Duke." 
It is interesting thai a very recent studs" finds that 

photoluminescence spectra for GaAs/ 'Al .GaiAs quan
tum wells are best fitted with a value of/? in the neighbor
hood of — I. 

The remaining question is of course the relation of 
effective-mass theory to a more complete treatment of the 
underlying crystal lattice. Needless to say. the applica
tion to heterostructures must at least hase the same re
strictions as for homogeneous materials. It is also 
known 1 0 that for heterosiructures the validity is more re
stricted. However, exact model calculations have 
shown 1 0 thai when the effective-mass approximation is 
valid, the operator ordering is given by the values 
or = y = O , 0 = - l . 

APPENDIX 

In this appendix we consider a more general starting 
point than Eq 2>. For a Hermilian kinetic operator one 
may take 

i 2 * , I »i p*n pm pm pm AJ ' 

where a, *0 - y - - I and where the coefficients i sum 
to unity Introducing the wave function (v we are again 
led lo the clfcclise potential equation "•. but with new 
coefficient» (hat are given by the replacements 

ø-2'.ø. A:> 

2" ' . i i '< / . ~ifi.m. J , *•**'.' * I*"1* -45i 

usinn i he i •») limn version >>f Fq 4J 
Inserting thr m n n c u i " » 41 hriwern </. jnd E u r 

Dnallv obijin ihv *wtiy\ i-i1;vnv.ilue 

, -> •"'' " J" 
4 m • ,n j - u 

HI ih* s v*,-tl >n mv r>.>ni"'ijetH-i>ui l imit m >•» this 

rviJtui^ I . th« •»••!] k i>. '*» rt-sull t » •» 4 in 

. k T v n i k » ! ••fit wt i l . ' l >t * 

tl i* I ' I K I . * 1 ifsstirv.ituin 'i thai fof t h « t * r o s i r u k l u t r 

• n "i irt* trrwrus I w v l t is nnii | t iv t * m i f e p s n i J v m 

•( .4 imJ.* if W -mh it H ~ I 

'a - -tf-S'l" /M AJ. 

Th« demomiiatrs thai the man v term orxralnf AI is in 
fat identical lit a two-term operator .•( the foim studied 
in the main ie*l The equations \ . ' and A^ together 
s»tlh ii • 0 ' " I determine the 'VftYime values of 
it 0 and Ihe i<nlv new fi-afurr thai mas possihlv 
' S i u i is thai ihe .iwfftsicni .» whuh plav* ^oih j 
i»u*.ial m k in th* Jisvussiim ID W III . an (IM< K* r u ; J 
l » r Thus, lh«cffrs1i>c v.iluvs .<( i *n*J trr nt-i nrvr> 
sjjilv '*al f"« •> 'K-tf.ttivf thv iunt,tt*>n 4»ii m jn 

impvnrifabk i/pui*ti* hi»rrwr raihvr ih.«n i >m/ul.ti 41 
t(a«tivr w*lt I h n «itujiMm is fu»i ts unphvsihjl jno . j n 
o n b h» asuKkd >t t »s Nrf.trt 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

The effective-mass Hamiltonian for abrupt 
heterostructures 

G T Einevoll and P C Hemmer 
Inslitult for Fysikk. Universitetet i Trondheim. N-7034 Trondheim NTH. Norway 

Received 23 September I9fl8 

Abstract. The effective-mass Hamiltonian H = im , ,/»mf)p»i'' + v\ +• c for non-homogeneous 
semiconductors is studied. Here m is the position-dependent effective mass. 2a •*• fl = - 1, 
V. is the position-dependent conduction hand edge and v is i localised potential Through 
an exact model calculation we show that when effective-mass theorv i> applicable, a = U and 
11= -\ 

Effective-muss theory is an important and extensively used tool for the determination 
of electronic properties of semiconductors. The theory is well established [I] for homo
geneous materials with small perturbations—such as a shallow impurity potential v(r)— 
added. With the recent interest in superlattices and quantum wells, effective-mass theory 
has also been applied lo non-uniform materials in which the carrier effective mass 
depends on position. Examples include determination of electronic levels in hetero-
junctions |2). superluttices [3] and quantum wells [4|. determination of band offsets 
across heterojunctions [5|. and treatments of exciton binding energies [6| Immediately 
two questions arise: Is effective-mass theory applicable in these situations? And if so. 
what is the effective-mass Hamiltonian? 

The effective-mass Hamillonian must clearly incorporate the spatial variation of the 
conduction band edge Vjr). More intriguing is the question of the kinetic-energy term 
since the momentum operator p and the effective mass mir) do not commute. We 
consider effective-mass Humiltoniansof the general form [7| 

H,t = '/"'>m''/7/M'' + V'Jr). (I) 
With2# + fi = - I .thisconstitutesaone-parameterclassof Herminan Hamilrnnians 

for the inhomogeneous material. 
In applications, the spatial variation of mis either neglected [S|. or. mosicommonl\. 

the form (I) with a = U and/J = -1 is postulated (Mj The choice a = -'•. fi - II is also 
seen [ I0|. ;is well as (11J ip:m ' + \m *p: for the kinetic term, a choice outside 11) and 
with inherent difficulties |7|. No fundamental derivation of (l).specif>ingo. exists 112). 

In slowly graded crystals the distinction between the different operators (1) is rather 
unimportant, and we therefore focus on abrupt heterostructures For an abrupt hetero-
structure. the electron uuvefunction tf(rl must satisfy the conditions 

mx !>'(/•) = continuous «' fV(/n' y) - continuous (2) 

(N)22-37|'><HS,3f>IW3 + 06S02.50© 1»>HK IOP Publishing Ltd L1193 

CM 
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at the boundary between two homogeneous regions [7]. It is easy to see that (1.) is 
consistent with the Schrodinger equation based on (1). 

It is natural to believe that the value of fi is universal. If so. one strategy to determine 
its value could be via a well selected experiment. Our strategy is different. We determine 
fi by comparing, for a test case, exact results with effective-mass results, parametrised 
by fi. The questions of the validity of effective-mass theory, and of the universality of 
the result, can to some extent be looked into by varying the parameters of the model. 

As a test case we use a heterostructure consisting of two homogeneous regions 1 and 
2( figure 1), and we consider energy levels for an electron bound in a potential well <>(.v) 
localised near the boundary between material 1 and material 2 (figure 1). For analytic 
convenience, each of the homogeneous materials is a one-dimensional Kronig-Penney 
lattice and the local potential is taken to be a square well: 

H = 7 S *<«)<*(. 
2m ma „ = - „ 

x - na) + V^ix) + Vztt{-x) + vix) (3) 

"V 
Material 2 

Figure. I. A liH'jhsk'd poicnn.il in J hetenMim-tun: 

r 

where Mix > is the Heaviside step function 

Ha. i i ; ) tor n = I) 

for n - 0 

i ' ( r ) = 
- V ' . , for -<s:a ** \ * \ta 

otherwise 
with integer well width parameters i , a n d * : The lattice constant isu 

Each of the homogeneous materials has two independent parameters (he dimcn 
sionless strength parameter a, and an adjustable encrg> constant V, 

The exact evaluation proceeds bv standard iransler-mainx techniques Lei v„ and 
tp\ retcr to the wavcfunciton and its dem. imc immcduteK to the right ot the «th iV 
well Since the potential is constant between the i>*ue!N the transfer matrix T is ol the 
usual Kroni(!-Pcnnev l o rm f l . 1 ! 

X., = T.V„ , 

http://poicnn.il
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with 

x„ = 

and 

/ cosQ 

Trø = 
\-QsinQ- 2a(n)cosQ 

f2" 'sing » 

cosQ-2a(n)Q~' sinQ> 

Here Q is determined by the energy E and the constant potential: 

o, ^ [2ma2{£- V,)/A']"2 forn=>j, 

Q = 
Q, « [2ma 2 (£ -

(? : s [2ma :(£ -

- V, + V„) /* : ] ' - f o r l s n ^ j , 

- l/ : + V„)/ft :]' ' : for-*, < n s O 

a, • [2ma ; ( i ; - V2)/h-\'2 f o r n s - s , . 

Transforming to the right we have 

/A? 0 

'o 
X„ . „=T"(< J l )T ' . (O l )X„ = s ( ' . )S 'T''(<2,)X„ 

Ml *1 ' 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where T{q\) has been diagonalised with eigenvalues A, and A;. The wavefunction 
vanishes for n—* * if and only if the energy is in a forbidden gap of material 1. Then 
one eigenvalue (A :. say) is less than unity in magnitude, and the initial vector X„ must 
be chosen so that there is no increasing part. With |Atl > I the upper component of 
S ^ T ' I C )XU must vanish, i.e. 

This determines y»./V<i in terms of Sand f{Q\). 
Transforming towards « = - * instead, an analogous condition on v,', y„ is 

obtained Finally the difference iv». ~ VV )/'y» ' s g'ven by the strength of the d-
fu net ion well at the origin. 

The resulting condition for the bound states can. after considerable algebra, be 
written in the following compact form [ 14|: 

2 Q, r—zr t a n<*'U, + d,)*U (Id) 

. - i sin Q, 

where 

a. sin(?, sinhn, 
tan d, « - -r ——- (II» 

sin q, Q, sin V, 

Here V, and u, are positive auxiliary variables defined through 

cost/, = QOSQ, - (<>,/(>,) sin (>,: (12) 
co%hu, • 'cos*/, - (a,/f/,)sinu,i 113) 

Note (hat when i, - T : - (>. V» drops out of the equation, as it must, leaving a 
condition for Tamm states at the interface. Another special case is (he homogeneous 

file:///-QsinQ-
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limit (or, = a2. V\ = V2). Then (10) depends upon st and s2 only through the combin
ation Si + s2. and can be written as 

tan( i |6 ' + s2U + 2d) = 0 tand = 
q sin Q sinh u 

(14) 
sin q Q sin U 

We now turn to the effective-mass treatment. We denote the conduction band edges 
and the effective masses of the materials by V^, V^. and ml.m2. respectively. Since the 
potential energy is piece-wise constant the effective-mass Schrodinger equation 

-Kh'-(m{x)Y{dldx)i,m(K))l'{dldx)(m(x))"\f = (E - Vc(x) - t>{x))y 

is satisfied bv 

V(x) • 

explq2x/a) 

cos(Q2x/a + cz) 

cos(()|j:/a + C|) 

e.xpl -</,.r,«) 

x < -s2a 

-sza < x < 0 

0<x<s,a 

s i a < x 

Here 

q, = [2/M,<i:l l\, Ehfi- Q, = \2m,a:(E - V„ + V„),h:\,: (151 

Connecting the wavefunction and its derivative at.* = - v :a. (land.v ,inn accordance with 
the hnundar> condition (2). we readily obtain the following implicit equation for the 
bound-state energies E 

2 m.''Q. ' lantv .y , - ; / , ) = II I !(•>» 

Ian >i. = Qr q, I P ) 

When the actual values for the effective masses m. and hand edges I',, .ire inserted 
the Iwo results f III) and 112) of the exact and the etfective-mass calculations can be 
compared They are clearly different equations lor the hound-state energies, hut the 
question is whether there are conditions under which thev are essentially in agreement 
For homtntettfinf, materials the effective-mass approximation becomes accurate tor a 
sufficiently shallow local potential r and consequently uc wilier sidet this limiting case 
of the exact expression 110) 

It is well known thai the conduction hand edge tor the 'Mh tjp in a homogeneous 
Kronig-Pennev lattice is located at (/' = /i.-r. corresponding to the energy 

V , ' n-.Th~ ~m * I'. tr = I I isi 

The other inputs in the effective-mass theory. the effective masses m. at the bottom ot 
the conduction bands are determined by the expansion ol the dispersion relation 
cox|A * W.T) - cos*/ • Irt, t/tsinqaround</ • q' 

Eiqt • h:k: 2u:m, * o l * ; ) llsll 
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Since the auxiliary variable ur, equation (13). vanishes at the band edge, we can 
expand the energy in «,; and the similarity between (13) and the dispersion relation 
shows that the quadratic contribution is governed by the effective mass: 

E - V„ -h'-u;/2a-mr. (20) 

The factor sin q, in the exact expression (11) also vanishes at the band edge, and a similar 
expansion yields 

sing, = (-[)""u-m/2rmm,. (21) 

Take first the case with no offset, i.e. V( = V2. and consequently qt = q:. (?, = Q:-
For small V„, the bound-state energies are close to the band edge and the expansions 
(20) and (21) apply. Moreover, since Q: - q2 = V„. Q and q differ only slightly for 
the case where V„ is small and consequently U, can also be considered to be small. 
Comparison between (12) and (13) then yields an expansion 

sin Qr =•{-!)"U-m/2n.im, (22) 

near the band edge. We now insert (21) and (22) into the exact condition (10) and (II). 
and take u, and U, (but not necessarily s,U.) to be small quantities. The result is 

2 m,U;' tan(i,(/, + o,) = 0 (23) 

FI|Hr«2. A «imp-drnufnit lhr NmJtnf <ncry>o/-.,. f... tkwimirwd YMihrcllrtutr HUM 
hjltfuljlHirwqudtKinf Inlwilhø * I jMjmihrrvjtimrllfcid ri|U4ti*intltM tcMKcmrh 
Wcvi>fl*Mkfthctowc%lfj<M'< - I) jitajluttuhcna * 11 * j • ) I rtwroullintifllrttnr 
mj f tMt j rc i . - Itt&mjntlm - 0 IMI \ ThctqtMfc«clln«tiiuneltM:.illt MltulfUlt * i * 
il.wiihiitkpthtilkrtcnlah* V. * :» i lwlMh>Khh(ifccnclvtinrNniniJ«ijlo Djuptnnl* 
sui i expanding to» * V J 1 jiolfcntn Pott»wiJl«i«f|i«t jrc p*«n in tinth •>! t > w 
A «uhott*!***., - I' - " < > . B withmil iiftei 11 * t > 
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with 

\an 6, = U,lu,. (24) 

This condition for the bound-state energies is. except for notation (U r —* Q„ it, —* qt. 
b, — r\,). exactly the effective-mass relation (16) with, most importantly, p = - 1 . 

With a non-.iegligible offset present, a bound-state energy cannot be close to the 
conduction band edge of both materials, and the asymptotic analysis given above cannot 
be carried through. As a consequence, effective-mass theory will not be asymptotically 
exact ( fo ra shallow local potential) in such cases. (This does not of course exclude the 
possibility that the effective-mass approximation may give a qualitatively correct and 
quantitatively reasonable description.) Figure 2 shows explicitly that in the presence of 
an offset. the ratio of the effective-mass binding energy to the exact binding energy does 
not approach unitv in the shallow-potential l imit, in contrast to the zero-offset case with 
fi=-\. 

In conclusion we have shown that when the effective-mass treatment is applicable. 
the Hamiltonian ( I ) with a = II and fi = - 1 should be used. 
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Operator ordering in effective-mass theory for heterostructures. 
I . Comparison with exact results for superlattices, quantum wells, and localized potentials 
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Wc study, for heterostructures wilh abrupt interfaces, the problem of operator ordering in the 
effective-mass Hamilrønian with kinelic-energy operator jmapm°pma. for a position-dependent 
effective mass. Here, 2a+0=-l. Through exact model calculations on superlattices, quantum 
wells, and localized potentials we show that when effective-mass theory is applicable, a = 0 and 
0= — I. In all cases the effective-mass theory has the status of an asymptotically exact treatment. 
except For strained lattices. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A simple and extensively used method for determining 
electronic state» and other properties in semiconductor 
physics is the effective-mas* approximation, by means of 
which the complexities due to the periodic potential are 
hidden in ihe effective-mass tensor The effective-mass 
theory was originally developed* lo treat impurities in an 
otherwise perfect crystal, and ihe treatment has been 
shown to be asymptotically exact when the variations of 
the perturbations of an otherwise perfect crystal are 
sufficiently small over a unit cell. 

In its simplest form the one-electron wave function (en
velope function' for impurity «utcsclose to the conduc
tion band obeys the Schrodingcr equation with a Hamil-
tonian 

« - - ~ V J ~ £ ' * t / i r i Hi 
lm 

Here, m n the effective mo» (considered a scalar here», 
£ ' is the smgte minimum of the energy dispersion func
tion £lk>, <iml V't) is the perturbation of the periodic 
crystal. 

As a mul l of ibe recent development of crystal-growth 
technique* for ihe production of nonuniform seimeon-
ductor specimen*, the «ffcetive-maw method ha* «JM> 
been used eateiMivery a» a computational tool fot tech 
hetarotiruciur**.* It » possible to produce, by M M » of 
the motecuJar-beanvepaajiy technique, for f u a t p k . 
abrupt interfaces between materials, and for such layered 
system» the conduction-band edge £' and the- iHecirve 
mam m become pawnor» dependent The mort ttraifhf-
forward geneialwwioit of Eq, »l> we» the OOMIMHV 
dependent band edgo £"( r > in ihe powniwt-energj pan ot 
the llamiliontan. Stnee, however, * powujw-dipendeiil 
elfevttvf rrwM « i r > and the momentum «peraMr p do not 
tiommttt*, * tUMMwn «onterntng ihe correct fors» fot the 
kinetic energy operator <irMe*.' ' ' 

The natne rvctuiremeni w. of course. iha* the ttaieur* 
toman m Merrmtian. The «turn nf operator* 

"».« "* t 2 *• "** P" I"" * "* 9"* f* '& 

where a, +0, +y,= ~ ' a nd where the coefficients c, sum 
lo unity, are all Hermitian quantum-mechanical opera
tors corresponding to the classical kinetic-energy expres
sion/>J /2m. 

Equation 42) includes special cases that have appeared 
in the literature.' viz.. 

}m ~lpi + ±pim "'; ^m l'!pim ~ ' ' : ; i p m " 'p - I3I 

In order to apply the effeciive-mass method, one has to 
know the values of the parameters occurring in (2) One 
can contemplate several ways of accomplishing this 

As a first question, one can ask whether there are any 
inherent limitations on the kinetic operators (2) In a re
cent irliclc." we investigated ihe Schrodinger equation 
with (2) as the kinetic operator, and showed that the 
many-term operator <2l is equivalent to a two-term opera
tor 1 ' 

" * » " i ' " ' J p w t i V J , ' ' "*• iw'pwi^pw" . '•*' 

and. in a model calculation, we demonstrated lhai a*y 
gives dtt*r%*nt energy eigenvalues for heterostruciure* 
with abrupt interfaces, on physical grounds an unaccept
able result One t* ihu» led to consider the restricted 
form 

W - \m*^m*pm- - £, ir» - C n tji 

a» a pawMe candidate for an effective-mas* Hamiltonian 
for beterattructnm. It m a one-parameter family of 
operator*, SUM* 2a*ffm - I 

According to Morrow'» anaryvM,4 the works of While 
and Skam" and of Kahets and LcbunW'* correspond to 
the caw with a ~ 0 * m * £ * - I, while the work.* of 2hu 
and Kroenwr'* and of Ando and MorV* ..ormpond to 
the caw* wtth u * - • a w d f l - 0 

In Ref 11 w« aho presented • comMiency argument in 
favor of the «antes a**y "**. or. «nunahmtr». I 
The argsiniewi «at fcwsed «pot» an appiwamm it Eit >5' to 
a lesl taw. a o-rwiwrw* potential f t * < swuared ai the in 
teffaee belweet* two mMefMR The o fkwKtiaw mm mm 
«Htffed a* i M hum of «arrow M d deep staure wefl*. «nd 
the bound-***** eneip luenvd nut to be «depend**» of 

Mt l • two Ih * Aawrwaa rlvwaf h u m 
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the actual limiting procedure if and only if 0 = — 1. This 
type of argument remains in (he class of criteria inherent 
to the effective-mass Hamiltonian. Since it is based on a 
rather special situation involving a singular potential, it 
may not be completely convincing. We therefore keep an 
open mind, and accepi at this stage all possible parameter 
values for/Jin Eq. (5). 

A second approach for determining the value of P is to 
compare, for a solvable test case, exact results with 
effective-mass results, parametrized by p. This is the 
strategy of ihe present article. The strategy is based upon 
a belief thai the value of 0 is universal. If P were not 
universal, the usefulness of an effective-mass equation 
would be severely limited. We will icst to some extent 
the universality of the results by varying the parameters 
of the model, and also by considering different physical 
situations. In Sec. II we [real model super Ian ices, in Sec. 
Ill we specialize to a single quantum well, and in Sec. IV 
we consider a local impurity potential in a heterostruc-
ture. A short note on the impurity potential case has al
ready appeared. r 

We select as test models binary helcrostructures with 
an abrupt interface, since this is ihe case usually encoun
tered in practice. For analytic convenience, the homo
geneous materials are one-dimensional Kromg-Penney 
lal (ices. 

Il is a distinct possibility that for no values of the pa
rameter* will the Hamiltoman '5) yield results in agree
ment with the enact solutions If so, we must conclude 
that effective-mass theory—ai least in the form con
sidered here—is noi a valid description As will be 
demonstrated below, the effective-mass treatment does 
not always have the status of an asymptotically exact 
ihcory. but we shew ihat when it is applicable, the Ham-
iltontan i5> with 

o-O. 0 * - I i6) 

should be used 
The prescription K»J has been used previously, often 

with no justification beyond ncrmmciiy Derivations in 
the literature have been based upon assumption» too tev 
trie it vt far applications u hcterostructurc* with abrupt 
interfaces Sometimes cur-em <. unser val Km is used1 as an 
argument for some definite operator ordering. We want 
lo point out t*a4 a conclusive argument for hetcrostruc-
turn with abrupt interlaces v anno» he cased oa current 
conservation, I w strii|htforward to «how lhat ihe 
probability current ^ or responding to ihe Hamiltomaa • >> 

At a» (jd'upf interface I Jtween two homogeneous mater» 
ah 1 «ml .', the requirement uf current comervalMm 
reduces to 

>n, m. 

»ut*p*ini»*t ut 4 . 0 Hence irguments bused up*w» 
current uMnxervtMiort mnnut ««tile the operate» »rue*>r*c 
question 

II. SUPERLATTICES 

A. Exact solution of the microscopic problem 

Our test model of a super lattice is a binary heterostruc-
ture consisting of alternating regions of materials 1 and 
material 2 (Fig. 1). The widths of the material 1 <2> re
gions are pta; lp;fl;K where a, <a:) is the lattice con
stant in material I <2), and l h e p / s are integers. 

For analytic convenience each of the homogeneous re
gions is a one-dimensional Kronig-Penney lattice, with a 
6-funclion well placed in the center of the unit cells of t ix 
separate materials. The potential level in between the 
wells is denoted by Vt i C , l in material 1 (material 2) 
The periodic potential V\x) is sketched in Fig. 2 

We parametrize the potential by dimensionless 
strength parameters a, as follows: 

vt y su- i f l - i t f l ,» 

">0a1 , - • 

for 0 < x <PiQ\ 

" " > - * „ . '.• 
V- T bKx -in - i 'a. -p,a. J 

for piti, < x -P|tf i * P z a : 

in the first lupcrlalticc unit cell '0./?,u, + p*a:i The on-
gin is chosen arbitrarily at ihe left-hand side of a 
material-1 layer Here, m,t denotes the free-electron 
mass 

The exaci solution for the microscopic Sch r (Klinger 
equation proceeds by standard transfer main» tech
niques We introduce dimensionless transfer matrices £ 
which connect ihe wave function tf and its d e m a m e 
u, f al a position a distance .u. on the left-hand side of a 
Muncnon well m material i with the same quantities JI J 
position a on ihe right-hand side of ihe same ^-function 
well For esample 

| * f i ' j 1 tft0> i 

Fm Krortif-Penaes materials ihcs* irjmfrt mairH-e* 
have a simple form 

; Q ' V 0 o| o jo 

fr 

tH* V fh« ItlfttMl ntppfhlfl^» 
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X, 19,1 = 
cosq, —a,q, sin ,̂ q, sin?, — alqi''+a,q,~~cosql 

-q,s\nq,— a, — a.cosg, cos?, —a.^'sin?, j 

Here (he dimension less quantity q, is determined by the 
energy eigenvalue f through 

fr 
~i ~1 = E-V, 110) 

and may be real or imaginary. We have used a, il>' as the 
lower component of (he state vector in order to have 
completely dimensionless transfer matrices. There is a 
price to pay for this. At the boundary between material I 
and material 2 we must transform from one type of slate 
vector to another: 

\a,ii?' 

I 0 

0 a,/a, \aé' Ul ) 

This defines ihe boundary transfer matrices £ , , and Xu-
In the special case of equal lattice constants they reduce 
to the unit maim, ol count. 

In terms of (he transfer matrices now defined, the 
transfer maim £, for the complete superlanice unit cell 
Maning at the origin) takes the form 

<12l 

Allowed band* in ihe tuperlattice correspond to com pic 1 
eigenvalues of £ , , which requires 

i r j , <2 UJi 

We must, therefore, evaluate the trace of < 12) 
To prepare for this, we introduce a convenient parame-

tn/aiion of the transfer matrices i°> Since 

t'ir.fi in f: 

in.- •ttfut, a q, «n*v, > >I4, 

th« ««prcMton in par minesc» n lew than or equal to unity 
in absolute value in a band ol bulk nwirrul 1 For an en» 
ngy thai correspond* 10 a band in pure material 1 we in-
troduci a positive aujunary variable u, via 

cony, * cow, -a,qt '«i*», . 0 * u, * » /J , H3> 

and aho for notaiional purp«ne* thr off-diagonal element 

6, =(X, .'- = <)," 51110,-0,^, " + a,q, "cosa, . Mbi 

Since each transfer matrix £ has determinant 1, we may 
write (material-type label i now omitted) 

r= 
where 

I TJ COSU b I 

-& ~'sin:u r/cosu 1 ' 

1 = s g n l l " ) = = 1 . »18i 

The two eigenvalues of Jare readily found to be 

iU = »*"'" '19) 

The variable u will be useful later on, in the comparison 
between the exact microscopic results and the effective-
mass result. We note thai band edges in a homogeneous 
bulk material correspond to u =0. And the sign variable 
T) distinguishes whether the band edge corresponds to the 
center or the boundary of the Bnllouin zone From the 
dispersion-relation connection between the Bloch wave 
vector k and the energy, 

cosUa*" TirT^ijcosa . '20* 

we sec thai ! * • I corresponds to a band edge at k =kf " 0 
and tjm - 1 corresponds to a band edge ai k =•*' • :tr/o 
in the bulk material». In both cases. 

cost, - c o s j i * -k'ut] '21 

For multiplicative purpose» we neeJ 10 diagonah/c (he 
transfer ma lm • 1 *> li M eas* to *how ihit 

\k. 01 

s- i7«uu« - i i i tui i t I 

Wwf 

Ljm L n 
e ' V 

A simtbf parameiwanon «id be imful for raefgie* 
thai correspond to a git? m purr bulk nuierul * In th» 
cane the n u t at [, rwenh I m nMgMiuu* *nd in*inid of 
>l>) «e imrodoce MMKunjr) «anable 1 <u 

tanlm * ttmq, -a « 'time. 

the #>g«nvtilue<* *#f n*Mt r*i»t 

*$»•* «HMttvnf the mtMvfwirtf» to*** 1. *m> the pnvim» 

http://'ir.fi
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relations (I7)-I22) hold under the re cement u—*—iv. 
For notational simplicity we use he u variables 
throughout, and make this replacement -vhen necessary. 

It is now a straightforward matter to evaluate the trace 
of the superlatttce transfer matrix (12). The most in
teresting energy regions are those which correspond to a 
band in one material and to a g.ip in the other material. 

trf, = 2cosip|U, Jcos lp ; u : )~ 7 / i 'J : s ' n , / ' i u i isinlp2u:> 

In these energy regions superlattice minibands are ex
pected to occur. If, to be definite, we assume that the en
ergy corresponds to a band in homogeneous material 1 
and to a gap in homogeneous material 2, then the vari
able H; will be imaginary below. Inserting (he now diag* 
onalized matrices into U2), it is a matter of straightfor
ward algebra to verify the result-

I (j^-.sinu, a,6.&inu* I 
a ^ s i n u , u :6.sinu 

The band structure for the super latt ice now follows from 
this exact expression. Bands exist for those energies 
where the lrace '241 does noi exceed 2 in absolute value. 

We return to this relation for comparison after we have 
earned through the effective-mass treat ment of the same 
model. 

D. 5olBiJ<<»oftlMcffecll*t-MW«4MliMi 

For the superlative problem ihe effective-mass station
ary Schrodinger equation i5) takes the form 

. i t uA. <23) 

Here, f ' U i denotes the local conduction-band edge for 
the material at position x iwe have electrons tn mind: for 
holes the valence-band edge would be relevant) For the 
preseni model boih E'< t> and the effective mass mix> arc 
piece*nc-coniinmitu function* The band edge takes ihc 
values E', jnd E. iTig J>. white (he effective mass is m, 
jnd m. rrvpcclivel> in ;he two materials Both band 
edges jnd effective masses van be ««pressed in terms of 
i he microscopic parameter* of the model 'sec below» 

The boundary tundiiion* jssociatcd »ilh the 
Schrodingcr cquaium 23 • are 

lential is constant. Hence the state vector 

I 6 I 
I 2 7 I 

transfers across the layer with the previous transfer ma
trix 19), with a, =0. Since the width of the layer is p,a, 
rather than a,. the transfer matrix now takes the form 

cosip,?, i 

-Sf,un>p,if,' 

0, smip.if, i 

cost p. if, i 

Here the dinwnsionless H, 'real or imaginary ts defined 
by 

—^-rd * - £ - £ , • •:<»' 
2m,a~ 

We note that the eigenvalues are timpl> 

a, 'r *" W. 

in this case The transfer mains 2*> can be written in 
Ihe suggfstite form 

a é 

Unless these conditions iti mel. the tcfMiand tide of '25i 
will contain «Monger ungttlaritie* than the ngJii-liamJ 
*ide 

The transfer-mam* technique is once more ihe JC-
propriate (not Atfniss 4 *mgle layer «if material * the pu

lt*!»» 

O O O ffl: G <£r. 

PM (orn » tugjesme because ) I > etprcsscs the 
effeclise-enss iiansfcr main* in maienaJ - of *kllh p 
umi cettu as the p in itetaie tif jnufber mains We ' 
turn to tbet m tec IIC 

In J«MMMH> ike fcwwmjjf* «.«mUilKm» It» musi be uk 
rn into jcsmnei fftes 4»e iwm*nt*nil> «sptessed ** * 
iransfmnMinn» «if the ttaie »ecl«i ** j%ru*M eiwh •met 
face The bwuiHtwv tinkltlMma «tituire iba» • «tau m i n i 
m material * mmt Re m*ltipketJ *> wi >at«rf<K« maim 

f hi- i'ntl>Ktntit- nnmt prolltv X 
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and it is, once more, necessary to evaluate the trace of 
(his unit-cell transfer matrix. Direct matrix multiplica
tion yields the trace 

— simpel )5in(/J;^;» 
nj ?, a, „ f ? l 

The main question is now 10 what extent the effective-
mass condition for allowed energies, 

trf, <2 . i3o) 

based on the expression f35». is equivalent to the exact 
microscopic condition < ] 3> 

C. Cowpaf ito* 

In order to compare the exact microscopic expression 
I24I with the corresponding effective-mass resui. <:3), we 
must determine the quantities thai enter the latter, viz., 
the conduction-band edges £' and the effective masses m, 
of the bulk materials. 

The effective m m « u t a band minimum at k mk' is 
denned by the expjiuion of the dispewon relation 

E<k<-£- i3T» 

The properties of * homogeneous Kronig-Pcnncy mod
el j r r well known Band minima iwnuf for 

Since our strategy is to test the effective-mass pro
cedure in the simplest possible situation, we restrict our
selves 10 the case n > 0, and to energies in the neighbor
hood of the same conduction-band edge in both materials 
(i.e., the same n). 

Both the exact treaiment and the effective-mass pro
cedure contains a matrix that is iterated p, times. The ei
genvalues of this matrix are : e " ' and e ' , respectively 
(Eqs. (19) and i30l]. It is natural to suppose that agree
ment can only be obtained if u, — g, . It is nol difficult, 
however, to see that this is not fulfilled. In the effective-
mass treatment q, is related to the energy via 

-mi°~ 

while in the exact treatment u, is defined by 

cosu, = cosq, -ag, 'sin?, , '431 

where the energy u related to q, via 

tl ml 

E _ y * ^ L _ ^ - £ < . «. - i _ ^ - r r . '44. 
2m ofl," 2m,,a; 

It is obvious that for a general energy. £. u, will be 
different from if. However, near a band rt/g*. u will be 
asymptotically equal to if, This is easily thown by ex
pansion of i43> and «441 in 19, - n m to fim order, and el
imination of q, More elegantly, one can use that since 
(i, • « , k -k' , Eq. '21>. the expansion <37> of the energ) 
in 1* - * ' >» equivalent to the expansion 

E~E'+ ~~u~ 4V 

l l 11 rusily uren ihal llw iriwr of the transfer mains <9> 
«quul* J< I'" in ihesc c a w The corresponding enrfgies 

*„4 
.w» 

In 4dUitM>n. lh«re m s l«w«*i bund •* *(to with 4 b*fld 
minimum £ , • V whivh cannot be «sprmed mexpnc 
illy 

By f «ponding ilw U»p«mtift rtlulioft 

«:i»ii 4tf > - vowf (44 timj 401 

jrauntt th* rwm> minimum- 41 * - » 4fi*l 4f ound 9 * * ». 
on* And» the ritam* mm**** 

By compartwM between '42' and 4}. one concludes irui 
•«. /f l , •- -J «hen tne ban4 fdgc 1* ,ipproa«,-h<d 

the feci ifc*t ih« ts*«ta>««-m*v» itfjiment »*» «w>l> h* 
asymptotically cornel for encrgm in the neighborhood 
of a band edge 'if J I alb »omc* ** no «urprn* wrwc f«« 
taMnøgvjwoui nwuruH ibis 1 » » W i will bonwnjuenil* 
restrict 'ur fanner conudeiaiion to this limiting caw 

Near ih* band edge in* »lf<diagoful oulru eWmcni » 
EH- • loi, n f w H 10 luwnl nontannhing ofdrt ia w 
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rounding material (Fig. 6). The well can support bound 
states with discrete energy eigenvalues (for the transverse 
motion). Determination of these energy values can also 
be used to test the validity and form of the effective-mass 
equation. 

However, this does not really constitute an indepen
dent tes:, since the quantum well can be considered as a 
limiting case of a superlattice when the width of the bar
rier increases. Let us consider the />;—»» limit of the 
effective-mass inequality (501. First we specialize to ener
gies in the interval of interest, i.e., E\ <E<E%, which 
implies that q2 is purely imaginary. We let 9 2

= ' ? 2 
(i?2 > 0), and divide both sides by cosh(/>;£2). The result 

\2co%iplqx J-sinl/J]^] Itanhl/N^' 

| f l i «2 h coshl/J3£z) 

The limit p :—oc is now straightforward and turns the 
inequality into an equality: 

2coi[p1qt) = 154) 

FIG. 7. The quantum-well ground-stale energy computed ex
actly (solid) for an odd-n (« =1) band and an even-« in =2) 
band, and approximately using effective-mass theory (dashed) 
w h h # = - l . Here, a,/a, = 1.05 and V,^ = 8Qfr/2mnp\a\. For 
simplicity we have chosen a, =0.5,a>= I for n =\ and 
a ] = 2 , a . = 4 forn = 2 to have the same effective masses in both 
cases. Here, P,rt=2mnaiV<l6/& is a dimensionless offset. The 
ground-state energies are measured from the band edge of ma
terial 2 (barrier). Only for n = 1 do the effective-mass results 
agree with the exact results in the zero-offset limit. Data points 
corresponding to p t = 6 , 7 , 8 , . . . are shown. 

We recall that qt and ^ 2 are related to the energy 
through 

E = EC

} + — ^ = £ 2 -
2m[<jf Zm^a^ 

(55) 

The presence of the lattice constants 0\,a3 is only ap
parent. By using qx/ai and Az^i as variables, one sees 
that only the total well width atpf enters the equations. 

In precisely the same way the p2 —- <x> limit of the exact 
condition (13) can be taken. From Eq. (24) we obtain (for 

b2 sin«t a j b\ sinhui 
b, sinhu, a, 6 2 sina, 2cotl/>|U] ) = (56) 

It is clear that the effective-mass version (54) and the 
exact condition (56) can only coincide under precisely the 
same conditions that we found in the superlattice case, 
viz., for 0= — 1 and for energies close to both band edges. 

For equal lattice constants this asymptotic equivalence 
always holds; for unequal lattice constants it holds only 
in odd-indexed bands (of the bulk materials). 

As an explicit illustration we show in Fig. 7 how the 
exact and the effective-mass ground-state energy (relative 
to the barrier band edge) varies with the offset Voir. 

When M is even, the effective-mass approximation is 
asymptotically correct only when both materials have the 
same lattice constant. We make this explicit in Fig. 8 by 
showing the ratio of the effective-mass result to the exact 
result (for the ground-state energy) as a function of the 
lattice constant ratio a2/at for both an odd-n and an 
even-n band. 

FIG. 6. A quantum well. 

FIG. 8. The ratio of the effective-mass ground-state energy to 
the exact value for a quantum well, as function of the lattice 
constant ratio. Here, (3= — I, /?t = 10, and 
Vae={%Q/p\)[fr/2mf,a\ I. In order to have the same effective 
masses for both bands we have used a, =0.5. a ; = I for n — 1 
and a i = 2 , a ; = 4 for n=l. Energies are measured from the 
band edge of material 2 (barrier). The n = I results agree well 
for all lattice constant ratios. For n =2 . however, the results 
agree only fora ; » o ( . 
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Here. 

Q, =[2m,a,hE-E?+ Va\/tf\1' 173) 

and t ' | , c . are constants. Connecting the wave function 
and its derivative at x=~slal, 0, and stat in accor
dance with the boundary conditions (26), we readily ob
tain the following implicit equation for the bound-state 
energies E: 

174) 2 m/ *— tantes, + S, 1 = 0 , 

tan5, = -?,/£, 

C. Comparison 

The exact and the effective-mass results do not coin
cide, but once more we want to investigate whether con
ditions exist so that they are essentially in agreement. As 
in the superlattice case we expect that only for energies in 
the neighborhood of a band edge can the effective-mass 
treatment be asymptotically correct, if at all. Thus both 
the offset and the potential strength V0 are assumed 
small. 

This motivates an expansion in the auxiliary variables 
v,, which vanish at the appropriate band edges. The ex
act relation 

Q~~q; = 2mQa-*~:V0 \lb) 

shows that Qt is close to q, when Vn is small. It follows 
(hat U, is close to v, and can consequently also be con
sidered small in this limiting case. We have already ob
tained in Eqs. 146) and 14?) Ihe expansion of the off-
diagonal elements b,. and in complete analogy we obtain 
to lowest order in V, 

2r-n:m, 

The positive integer n is the band index, assumed to be 
the same in each material. Thus the sign variables T/, . fj, 
are the same in both materials. 

By use of (46) and 1771 the enact relation »66i lakes, for 
odd n, the asymptotic form 

: V, 
T tsuHs.C, +•&, 1 = 0 , 1781 

, =1 a : m , 

with 

tan&, = ~ei/i'i . i79) 
We also recall the connection between the energy param
eter and the auxiliary variables i\,U,. Equivalent to Eq. 
(451. we have 

rt2 

2m. a: 

The set of equations '78)-(80l is, except for notation 
f Ul ~*Q,t v, — ? t , 6, — 5 , ) , exactly the effective-mass con
ditions (73)-(75). with, most importantly, 

£ = - ! . (81) 

We note, however, from Eq. (80) that only when the offset 
Ec

2 — E\ vanishes can one obtain exact asymptotic 
equivalence for K n — 0 . This is illustrated in Fig. 10. The 
figure shows clearly that in the presence of an offset, the 
ratio of the effective-mass binding energy to the exact 
binding energy does not approach unity in the shallow-
potential limit, in contrast to the zero-offset case with 
0 = - l . 

This was for an odd-n band. For even n, the off-
diagonal matrix elements b1 vanish at band edges. By use 
of expansion 147). and similarly of <77) for Bt, the exact 
relation takes the asymptotic form 

t 77r t a n l is, 6', - 6 , 1 = 0 (82) 

By taking the inverse of '82) a more convenient form i 
obtained: 

: a.U. 
2 - J —^tanl^C ' , ~K. i = 0 (84 

FIG 10 A comparison of ihe ground-stale energies £ ,„ .£ ,„ 
for a localized potential determined wa ihe effective-mass equa
tion <74) with 0= - 1. and b> the exact relation <6b>. respective
ly We consider ihe lowest gap m = I» and ha*e taken 
u ,=0 . 5,« ; = 1 The iquare potential is symmetrically situated 
is, = 1 , = f.a- =ti: ~n> with J depth chosen to he I' - Htfi: 

2m.iJ : s : Data points corresponding to < = 3.4.5. are 
shown Here V = 2m,u I' • fi; is a dimensionless potential 
depth. Gtound,-suie energies are measured from ihe lower 
hand eige. -•(. »uh offset ' £ - £ • . = 0 5fi: '2m,.j:<; B. without 
offset *£'. = £ : i 
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tarw, - ( ' , / [ / , . 185) 

This is precisely the same relation as obtained in the 
add-'! ease, with one small difference. The difference is 
(hat the lattice constants a. that occur in ihe denomina
tor in (78) now appear in the numerator in <84i. 

In tht ease of equal lattice constants the conclusion is 
the same as above: With zero offset and with fi= — I the 
effective-mass treatment is asymptotically exact. 

In the case of unequal lattice constants, however, this is 
no longer true. We illustrate this in Fig. 11 for a lattice-
constant ratio of 1.25. The shallow-potential limit V,)— 0 
produces asymptotic equivalence in the n = I case, not 
for n =2. 

The strength of ihe interface 6-function well has been 
chosen as the average of the potential strengths in the 
two materials. 

The effective-mass treatment is of course the same as 
before, hut the exact calculation gives a different result. 
In this case it is natural to use a transfer matrix that 
transfers ihe state vector from one o well to the neighbor
ing 6 well (since the derivative is discontinuous at the S 
well we use the derivative on the right-hand side of each 
well). The transfer matrix 

cos^, a, stnq, . 

-q,sinq, — la^osq, cosql — 2a,q~ 'sing, J 

(87) 

r,w,'= 

D. Another interface setup 

In order to check, at least to some extent, whether the 
conclusions are dependent upon the details of the model, 
we have also investigated a different setup. (The results 
for this- case, with equal lattice constants, have already 
been reported. 1 i 

In this alternative version the interface is at a 6-
function well instead of between two wells: 

fl'a 

HG. II. The ground-state energy of a localized potential 
computed via ihe exact relation 1661 (solid) and via the 
effective-mass equation 1741 (dashedi with /?= — 1, respectively. 
Here u . / a , = I 25 and s, =*, = *, and the depth is chosen to he 
f„=20fi1/2'n.,ais: We have chosen «, = l).5.«, = 1 for n =\ 
and (i| = 2 . ( i : - 4 for n ~2 in order to have Ihe Name effective 
masses foi both bands The offset is adjusted to zero Data 
points correspondning to v = 3.4. 5. are shown Here. 
V„ =lm„a\V„/fi: is a dimensionless potential depth. Ground-
state energies are measured from the band edges. One obtains 
asymptotic agreement in the zero-offset limit only for n = I. 

does the job. The trace of the previous transfer matrix (9) 
and the new one <87» is ihe same, of course. 

The procedure for determining bound state is essential
ly the same as before. One starts with a state vector ,V„" 
at the interface <at x =0-*-1. and selects the initial condi
tion that secures a decreasing wave function when trans
forming x = + -x Transforming towards x = — -x . one 
finds a similar condition on the state vector ,V(I at 
x = 0 . Finally the difference iti1,',. - i!\, •/V',, is given by 
the strength of the b function at the interface. 

After some algebra this yields the following exact con
dition *ar bound slates: 

Q, sin L-r, 

a. sin<2, 
r.C/, - * . ' = ( > . (88) 

tanff, : 
</, sin(?, sinhr. 

sing, Qt sini," 

Condition (881 is analogous to Eq. ibb) for ihe previous 
setup. Although the two expressions are different, the ex
pansion of (88) in terms of deviations from ihe 'essentially 
coinciding J band edges yields, to lowest order, precisely 
ihe result 182), obtained previously for even n. 

The conclusion, therefore is now for all band indices n, 
Ihe same .is for the previous even-n case: For equal lat
tice constants the effective-mass treatment is asymptoti
cally exact (in the vanishing offset limit l. With unequal 
lattice constants this asymptotic agreement does not 
hold. Figure 12 corresponds to Fig. 10 for the previous 
setup, and one sees that the qualitative aspects are identi
cal and the quantitative results similar. 

V. SUMMARY AND DISCISSION 

In the present article we have compared exact model 
calculations with resulls ba.>cd upon the etreetive-mass 
Hamiltonian (5) 

One main result is ihal ihe effective-mass equation 
yields, under certain conditions, asymptotically exact re
sults, provided ihe parameters take Ihe values a=0. 
0= - I. Assuming ihe parameter values to he universal, 
this selects uniqueh the following form for the kinetic 
operator: 
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Although the second condition is often well fulfilled in 
practical circumstances i' remains to construct an 
effective-mass type theory fcr strained heterostructures. 
As is shown in an accompanying ar t ic le , 1 9 the present re
sults suggest how a modified effective-mass treatment, 
with asymptotic validity, may be constructed. 

FIG. 12. A comparison of ground-Slate energies Era,EtK Tor 
a localized potential determined via the effective-mass equation 
174) with B= — 1, and by the exact relation (88) for the new in
terface setup, respectively. We consider the lowtst gap tn = 11 
and have laken a | = 0 . 5 , a ; = l . The square potential is symme
trically situated (j, = J , =s ,di =01=01 with a depth chosen to 
be Vo = 20fii/2moa

2s2. Data points corresponding to s =3,4,5 
are shown. Here, P0 = lmQa

2Va/ft
1 is a dimenstonless potential 

depth. Ground-state energies are measured from the lower 
Und edge. A, with offset iE\ -El=O.Sfr/2m0a

:); B, without 
offset! £ ^ = £ 5 ) . 

(90) 

This form was apparently first used by BenDanie! and 
D u k e . 1 8 

While most efforts on deciding the form of the kinetic 
operator have been purely theoretical, some approaches 
have also involved the utilization of experimental data. 
Galbraith and Duggan" compared effective-mass results 
parametrized by 0 with photoluminescence excitation 
spectra from GaAs-Al 0 , jGao (,5As quantum wells and 
found 0 » - 1 to give the best fit. In the same spirit, Fu 
and C h a o 9 tried to determine B using optical data for a 
set of G a A s - A I , G a , _ ( A s superlattices but found for 
these cases the effective-mass results to be too insensitive 
to the value of/? to give a conclusive answer. 

One condition for the effective-mass theory to work is 
that the energies in question are close to both band edges. 
A second condition is equality of the lattice constants. 

[n evaluating expression (65), we must raise the 
transfer matrix to an arbitrary power s: 

r 5fQ) = 

=V 

T}COSU B 

- f l _ l 5 u r £ / T?COS£/ | 

cosIi.'O T}Bsin(sU)/sinU I 

- T)B ~ ' s i n U t / ^ i n t / cosisU) \ 

This is shown in a straightforward manner by first di-
agonalizing T\Q), as in Eq. 122). We have used the ab
breviation (69) for the upper nondiagonal element, and 
have omitted the material type label. 

Multiplication by £ _ t , Eq. (62), and insertion into 165) 
yields 

a 1 ^ / ø 0 = / t f l ) , 

with 

—sinf/, sinhu, +b]t}1 ^lB'i'
ls'm2Ul tmis]U[) 

sinh((J| )r}lBl tanls,f/ , ) + blr]lsinU] 

This may be written 

TJisint/, 
A l l ) = — — — L t a n ( i | f / , +6 , ) , 

where 

tan6 ,= 
fjjfijsinhu, 

r}]b]sinU] 

Transforming towards x = — x instead, we must obtain 
by symmetry the equivalent result in material 2, except 
for an overall sign. Continuity of i!r0 and é'0 at the inter
face leads to 

Ml ) , M2) 
=0 . 

which is the condition (66) for the discrete energy eigen
values. 
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A new kineiic-encrgy operaior -kfvm"a' 'Vm B a ~lbVm"ab suitable for effective-mass treatment 
of strained heterostructures is introduced. Here, /nlrl is the local effective mass and air) is the lo
cal lattice constani. By comparison of exact resulls with effective-mass results for solvable test mod
els, values of a. {j, and 6, which ensure asymptotic agreement, arc determined. Based on qualitative 
similarities between the lest models considered and realistic systems, the boundary conditions 
[11 /a)é = continuous], [lu/mlé' = continuous] are proposed for abrupt heterointerfaces for 
conduction-band states in strained systems. When a single-band effective-mass equation is applic
able to hole slates, however, we propose that the continuity of 4> and 11 /m W should be imposed in
stead. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the preceding paper, 1 the problem of operator or
dering in effective-mass theory for semiconductor hetero
structures was addressed. The approach was to compare 
exact results for solvable test cases with the correspond
ing results from different candidates of effective-mass 
equations in order to sort out the right candidate, if any. 
The one-parameter family of kinetic-energy operators 
considered was 

"km = v f n " p m ; , p m " . (II 

where mir) is, in general, a position-dependent effective 
mass. It is a one-parameter family since 2a+0=-\. 
The operator (1) fulfills by construction the basic require
ment of hermiticity. Binary heterostructures with abrupt 
interfaces were chosen as test models, and for analytic 
convenience the component materials were modeled as 
one-dimensional Kronig-Penney lattices. Close-J-lbrm 
conditions, both for extended miniband states in superlat-
tices und for bound states in quantum wells and in local 
potentials at heterointerfaces, were obtained exactly and 
compared with the corresponding conditions found from 
effective-mass theory. It was demonstrated that asymp
totic agreement between effective-mass results and exact 
results can only be achieved with o = 0 and 0= — I. For 
heterostructures involving materials with equal lattice 
constants, asymptotic agreement for, e.g., the lowest sub-
band edge and the quantum-well ground-state energy was 
explicitly shown in the limit of zero band offset between 
the two materials. For unequal lattice constants, howev
er, no such asymptotic agreement existed in the general 
case. In many practical applications the condition of 
equality of lattice constants is well fulfilled. However, 
strained heterostructures have recently attracted much 
attention because of possible applications and interesting 
physics. 2 An effective-mass description that takes into 
account effects of spatially dependent lattice constants is 
thus called for. Also, as a matter of principle, the ab
sence of asymptotic agreement is unsatisfactory and 
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makes one wonder whether this could be cuied by an al
ternative effective-mass treatment. 

In this paper a natural generalization of the kinetic-
energy operator 11) is proposed to deal with strained hel-
erostructures, viz., 

H k i n = | m " a V " / , a ':bpm"ah . *2l 

It is Hermitian by construction and reduces to the opera
tor ill when the lattice constant a is the same throughout 
the heterost rue ture. However, for a spatially varying lat
tice constant a l r l the effect of the additional f a d e s will 
be felt. With the operator )2), the new effective-mass 
equation describing states close to a conduction-band 
edge, say, has the form 

-^ftW'a^Vm^a :t>Vm"af'6 = [E - £ f l r ) - C/frltø . 

Here, £'"(r) is the position-dependent conduction-band 
edge, and U( r l is a possible extrinsic potential ifor exam
ple due to impurities). 

In order for the left-hand side of (3) to have, for hetero
structures with abrupt interfaces, no stronger singulari
ties than the right-hand side, the boundary conditions 

m"as<fi = contii\uous; m'^^a ~ "A'= continuous 141 

must be satisfied at heterointerfaces. To determine a. 8. 
and 6 we use the same strategy as in Ref. I and compare 
exact resulls for solvable test cases (with abrupt heteroin
terfaces) with effective-mass results obtained via the new 
boundary cond i t i on 14). It will be demonstrated ihai 
asymptotic agreement in the zero-offset limit only can be 
achieved with 

a = 0. / ? = - ] . 6 = 0 o r - 1 . i5> 

The appropriate value of 6 i0 or - I ) depends on the 
properties of the conduction-band edges in question. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec II 
we consider models for superlattices. quantum wells, and 
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local potentials at heterointerfaces and show how the pa
rameter values (5) are determined. In Sec. I l l , a hand-
waving argument, which makes the conclusions reached 
in Sec. II plausible, is presented. The application to real
istic strained heterostructures is discussed in Sec. IV. A 
short summary is given in Sec. V. 

n . DETERMINATION 
OF BOUNDARY-CONDITION PARAMETERS 

In this section the form of the boundary conditions 
will, for solvable test cases, be determined by comparison 
between exact results and results from effective-mass 
theory. For definiteness and analytic convenience we 
only consider states energetically close to conduction-
band edges. The exact solutions are identical to the ones 
in Ref. I, while the effective-mass solutions are only 
slightly altered due to the new and more general bound
ary conditions (4). Details in the mathematical deriva
tions will therefore be omitted in the presentation given 
below. 

A. Superlattices 

The superlattice is modeled as alternating layers of 
different Kronig-Penney materials. The layer widths of 
the layers a re / ? , a , andp2a2 for material 1 and 2, respec

tively, where /7 , , / J 2 are integers and a\,a2 are lattice con
stants. The Schrddinger equation to solve is 

_JL£±+V{x)yl)=Ex!;i ( 6 1 
2m0 dx2 

Vy

 L £ 6U-<n-{)o,) 

# a 2 

2 °U 

f o r O £ x < p , a , , 

~Vai~P\a\' 

for /J]0] < x ^ P | f l | +Pz°2' 

Vix+p]al+p1a1)=V(x) . (8) 

a , and a2 are dimensionless strength parameters, and 
m 0 is the free-electron mass. In between the 6-function 
wells in material 1 (2) the potential is set to the constant 
value V\ ( V 2 ) . The solution of (6)-(8) proceeds by stan
dard transfer-matrix technique. Minibands exist for ener
gies that satisfy the condition (Ref. I) 

2cos(/j |U, )cos{pzu2)—Virt2s^Piui )sin(/>2«2) 
a2b2sinu[ aiblsinu2 

aybisinu2 a1b1smul 

where we have defined the auxiliary variables q,, u,-, b,, 
and q, as follows: 

* ,qf = E-Vt , (10) 

2m 0 f l" 

cosu, = |cosg, — a ^ ^ ' s h i g j , 0 5 a, 5 rr/2 (11) 

bl=q~]sinql—a,qi~1 + aiq,'1cosql , (12) 

Tj,=sgn(cos9 (— a,q, lsinq,)—±l . (13) 

The definition of u, (11) is only appropriate for energiss 
that correspond to a band in pure bulk material i. Mini-
bands may also occur for energies that correspond to a 

gap in one of the materials (the barrier material), howev
er, and then the auxiliary variable u,-, defined via 

coshu,- = |cosg, — a,qj sing,I, t', SO (14) 

is used instead. Condition (9) still holds under the re
placement u,- — —ivr For notational simplicity we stick 
to the u variables in the discussion of superlattices below. 

For superlattice states energetically close to the 
conduction-band edges of the constituent materials, the 
effective-mass equation to solve is 

-4#« . - • * * . . 
aa6<t> = [E -E'{x)]d> . (15) 

Once more the transfer-matrix technique is used, and the 
condition for minibands, analogous to Ihe exact condition 
(9), is 

2cos l£ | ^ i )cos(p2q!)—siniptqi ) s in (p 2 ^ 2 ) 

With 6 = 0, condition U6) reduces 'o the effective-mass 

condition obtained in Ref. 1. 
The question now arises whether there exist situations 

in which the approximate effective-mass condition il6> is 
in close agreement with the exact condition i9i. ln Ref. I 
it was shown that near a band edge u, will be asymptoti
cally equal to q, l i .c . the same function of the energy £"). 
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In Kronig-Penney latlices conduction-band edges occur For energies close to the conduction-band edges the pa-
for rameter b,, defined in (12), is, to lowest nonvanishing or-

< • - . 1 1 MAI d e r i n u , . 
q,n = nv, « = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . (18) 

which corresponds to the energies 

E<=V, + iSr*~ir, . 119) 
2m 0a; 

At these conduction-band edges one finds the effective 
masses 

2ir~n~m. 

When the two conduction-band edges in question are of 
the same type, i.e., have same band index n, condition (9) 
reduces to the asymptotic form 

\a-> m-> U) a , m , "-> 
;2coslPiUi JcoslDiiii)— s in(o ,u , )s in( /? ,« , ) — — 1 - 2 
i * " " J i (Hi U i Bi m-y U\ \ \ 

for odd n, and (o 

for evun n. These conditions are to be compared with the 
effective-mass condition 116). For odd-n bands asymptot
ic agreement can only be achieved with 

0=-l and 6 = 0 . 

while for e>-i-n bands. 

0=-l and b=-\ 

(24) 

125) 

is required. It should be stressed that in order for condi
tions (22) and (23) to be valid, the energy in question must 
be close to the conduction-band edges of bolh materials. 
This can only be fulfilled if the band offset 

V,l(t= £ ' ; - £ ' , " 126) 

is small. 

B. Quantum wells 

A quantum well can be considered as the limiting case 
of a superlaltice with increasing barrier width and thus 
does not represent an independent test. We choose ma
terial 2 to be the barrier material and take the p2—*ao 
limit. The condition for a bound state is 1 

2 i h V i « i H p , M | ) = - ~ - -
b, sinu, />, sinhu; 

127) 
6 , sinhf, Oi />> sin 

The effective-mass condition is obtained analogously as 

" • ' . . f j , «j»'' m l 1 } , 
m : <?> a i m \ Vi 

where <}: is defined via the relation 

c o l l / M , 

--ffl 

Perturbation expansion of (27) in the vicinity «f the 
conduct ion-band edges and comparison with the 
effective-mass condition (28) yields, naturally, values of p 
and & in accordance with (24) and (25). To illustrate the 
asymptotic agreement, we plot in Fig. 1 (he exact and 
effective-mass quantum-well ground-stale energies, both 

v D „ 
FIG. 1. The quantum-well ground-state energy com puled ex

actly (solid) and approximately i dashed' using effective-mass 
theory with appropriate boundary conditions for an odd-n 
i n = l l and an even-n tn = 2) band. Here. B ; / J | = 1-05 and 
l/„n = 8M 1/2m, lu-jii. For n = \ we choose a, =0.5 . u.. = l. and 
use ihe boundary conditions i4) with 0*= - ! and 6 = 0 . For 
n = 2 wc similarly use a,=2, « . = 4 . 0=1. and o = - 1 The 
effective masses are ihe same in the two cases MI the discrepan
cies between ihe effective-mass results are duc lo diflercnl 
boundary conditions only The ground-state energies are mea
sured from ihe hand edge of malcnal 2 (harrier) Here. 
' ',„ =2ml,ti\V*/fil is a dimcnsionlcss offset. Data pomis corre
sponding to pi =b.7.H,. . arc shown Asymptotic agrcemeni 
bclwccn effective-mass results ami exact results is obl al ned in 
the zero-offset limit in both cases. 
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for an odd-n and an even-n band, as functions of the offset 

C. Local potential 

The last example we consider is a local potential v{x) 
localized at a heterointerface between two materials. 
Again we model the materials as Kronig-Penney Indices, 
and we choose the local potential to be a square wdl, i.e., 

\ — Yo for — s-,a-, <x Sslal 

° M = |0 otherwise. " " , 3 0 ) 

Here the width parameters 5, and s 2 are integers. The 
condition for bound states is' 

i sinU, 
2 %,—3-Ltan(j/t/,+6,)=0 , (31) 

where in addition to the definitions (10)—(14) we have 
defined 

tan6. : 
,̂5,-sinhu^ 

Q,=[2m0ar(E-Vt + V0)/#]l/2 , 

f),;=sgn(cos0r— a.g^'sing,-) , 

J 

Bl=Q~lsinQ,-alQ,"1 + alQ^1cosQ. . 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

In analogy with the superlattice case, condition (31) can 
be simplified when VQ is small and the energy of the 
bound state is close to both conduction-band edges in 
question. To lowest nonvanishing order in V, we have 
forflf 

B,= 

and (31) and (32) reduce to 

T ——tan(i (-tf,+6 ()=Q, 

1 m^-ir-r tan{sÆ+5,1=0 , (42) 

where the new auxiliary variables Q, and 5, are denned 
via the relations 

tanS, = - ? , / & (43) 

6 , - * [ 2 m / a , 2 ( £ - £ l ' + J ' 0 ) / « 2 ] , / 3 . 144) 

By setting 6=0 the condition (42) reduces to the one ob
tained in Ref. 1. 

In Ref. 1, it was demonstrated that the auxiliary vari
ables U, and Vj are close to Q, and ?,-, respectively, when 
both the band offset and ^ 0 are small. By inspection of 
the effect i ve-masj condition (42) and the limiting cases 
(38) and (40) of the exact condition, one observes that 
asymptotic equivalence only can be achieved if 0 and 6 
are chosen as in the superlattice case, namely 

-1 and 5= in+(-»)•] , = 1,2,3, . (45) 

III. HEURISTIC ARGUMENT FOR 0= - 1 
AND8=-£[I + ( -U- l 

The value of 6 just obtained is universal in the sense 
that 6 is the same for different situations as long as the 
same bands are involved. 6, however, is not generally 
universal, and this is at first glance worrisome since it is 
not obvious how to generalize to realistic situations. It 
would be useful if one could obtain some insight into why 
6 oscillates between 0 and — 1 with increasing band index 
n. Therefore a heuristic explanation is now offered. 

In standard effective-mass theory for, e.g., impurity 
states in homogeneous semiconductors, the leading term 
in the wave function is in the one-dimensional case,3 

Mx)=élx)unQ(x) . (46) 

Here, un0 is the Bloch function at the band edge labe'ed 
n. If the probability density UijeH7 should be a coarse
grained representation of lipix)'1, the periodic modula
tion un0 in (46) must be normalized according to 

| r ! i « , o ( f i p * = i . 147) 

For the Kronig-Penney conduction bands involved in the 
discussion in the previous section, the properly normal
ized Bloch states at the band edges have the form 

for odd n, and 

- a.V, 
-laais,U,+K,)-0 , 

tana, U, 141) 

for even n. 
The condition for bound states from effective-mass 

theory is 

= \/2si (48) 

when the 6-function wells are located at 0, ±a. ± la,. . . 
In the envelope-function approach4 for semiconductor 

heterostructures. solutions of the effective-mass equation 
are found for each constituent material separately, and 
the envelope functions are matched at the materia! boun
daries. This approach motivates the fallowing argument. 

Consider a heterointerface between two Kronig-
Penney materials (I and 2) with unequal lattice constants 
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a , and a2 (Fig. 21. Continuity of the true wave function 
il/ and its derivative é' requires, when the form 146) is as
sumed, that 

6,u„n, = é,u„n, (491 

bai. Is, however, one can show that the boundary condi
tions 

<£'|UnO.]+<MnO,l - <*: U

n 0 .2 + < * : u n0 .2 (50) 

are fulfilled at the heterointerface. For definiteness we as
sume for the moment that the conduction-band edges in 
question are of the same type in both materials, i.e., cor
respond to the same value of n. For odd n the value of 
u„0 at the heterointerface is V2 independent of the lattice 
constant (Fig. 21. Condition (49) thus reduces to 

éx=éz, (511 

which corresponds to the parameter values a = 0 , P= — 1, 
and 6 = 0 hee (4)]. For even n, unQ vanishes at the inter
faces, and (49) contains no information about the match
ing conditions for é- Since the inerface value of u'„Q is 
inversely proportional lo tiie lattice constant a, however, 
condition (50) requires 

<£ = -6\ (541 

ensure asymptotic agreement between effective-mass re
sults and exact results in the present test cases. The con
tinuity of (n/a)6 (531 for even n OLD follows from the 
heuristic argument above. Since unQ = 0 and 
u'n0 = V2tniT/a) at the interface, in/alé musi be con
tinuous in order for (50) to be fulfilled. 

Although these simple arguments predict the correct 
boundary conditions, a word of caution should be given, 
[f, for instance, relation (50) is taken literally for odd n, 
the condition é\=é\ is obtained. This erroneous result 
reflects that the approximate form of the wave fui.ction 
assumed in (46) has limited validity. 

When one of the n's is even and the other odd, no 
choice of boundary conditions seems to secure asymptot
ic agreement. This indicates that a simple one-band 
effective-mass theory is insufficient-

which by (4) indicates a = 0 , 0= — l, and 5 = ~ 1 . The 
d i : ontinuity of u'nQ at the interface, when a ^ a i is seen 
;.• r ig . 2. 

To illustrate further the use of this simple argument, 
we also consider the case when the t u o conduction-band 
edges in question are of different type. When two 
different odd-n bands are involved (e.g., n ] = I ,Wi=3) , 
i he boundary conditions that give asymptotic agreement 
are the same a; for nl=nl. With two different euen-n 

FIG. 2. Maichmg of Kronig-Penney conduction-band-edge 
Bloch functions ai a heterointerface between materia! I and 1. 
The interface i dashed I is modeled by joining up two Wigner-
Sciti cells corresponding to the two constituent materials. Fur 
n = l . Ihe two properly normalized Bloch lune lion* match at 
the intcifoce. For i =2. the wave function vanishes and the 
derivative is diiconiinumis at the interface- The dots reprcseni 
<Vf unci ion well*. 

IV. APPMCATION TO S T R A I I N E D 
HE TEROSTRUCTURES 

Care must always be taken when applying conclusions 
reached in one-dimensional models to realistic three-
dimensional systems. Nevertheless, such simple models 
often have provided useful qualitative insights. The 
present model calculations suggest boundary conditions 
to use in effective-mass calculations on strained hetero-
structures. 

Let us consider for defini'eness a strained quantum 
welt consisting of well material with bulk lattice constant 
aw embedded between two thick slabs of barrier material 
with lattice constant aB <a,v. We focus on well widths 
less than the so-called critical layer thickness sc that a 
dislocation-free strained l ayc will be energetically 
stable. 1 For a sufficiently thin well it is also reasonable to 
assume that all the strain will be incorporated in the well 
layer. The well material is f jrced into the tighter crystal 
structure of the barrier material in the two in-plane direc
tion, and will relax, i.e., elongate, along (he growth direc
tion I Fig. 3). The net strain in the layer plane is given by 

and similarly in the growth direction 

(551 

(56) 

Here. a'w denotes (he new lattice constant tn the growth 
direclion. For tetrahedral semiconductors e e ,: and 
since aH is set larger than aB in our example, this indi
cates a'w > QW >uB. The difference between the new lai-
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H - H - H . . . . . ;-id" 
; . - . | » i « » . . . . . 
I . j . i . i . | . ~ [ a , . . • . • 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of perfect accommodation of 
strain. The mismatched well material in fa) is squeezed in the 
in-plane directions and elongated in the growth direction (b). 

tice constant in the growth direction f a ^ ) and the barrier 
lattice constant laB) is therefore approximately twice the 
difference in pure materials. In effective-mass theory the 
strained-layer lattice constant to use in the boundary con
ditions at heterointerfaces is presumably the lattice con
stant aw, not the lattice constant of the pure material 
(awl This, enhances the sensitivity to the choice of 
boundary «.renditions. 

Which value of 8 is appropriate for realistic systems? 
The Bloch states at conduction-band edges in realistic 
semiconductor crystals typically have an antibonding na
ture " The wave function has u node between adjacent 
atoms and resembles in that respect the n = 2 case for 
Kronig-Penney lattices. In Sec. I l l the value of 8 seemed 
to be governed by the behavior of the band-edge wave 
function at the heterointerface. This suggests that the 
even-n boundary conditions 1/3= — 1,8= — 1) should be 
used for conduction-band states in strained heterostruc-
tures where both conduction-band minima in question 
are of the same type (e.g., I n t G u [ , As-GaAs systems). 

A simple one-band effective-mass theory is in general 
inadequate to describe valence-band states; a multiband 
description is usually required. However, for important 
special cases the set of equations simplifies and reduces to 
simple effective-mass equations for the hole states. 6 

Valence-band wave functions at the zone center have a 
bonding charac ter 5 without a node between neighboring 
atoms and resembles in this respect the n = 1 case for the 
Kronig-Penney lattices. This suggests that the odd-n 

'G. T Einevoll, P. C Hemmer, and J. Thomsen, this issue, the 
preceding paper. Phys. Rev. B 42, 5485 < 19901. 

; E P. O'ReilU.Semicond. Sci Technol. 4. 121 (1989). 
'See, for example. J. M. Luitinger and W. Kohn, Phys. Rev. 97, 

«69(19551 
^Sec. G Bastard. Wave Mechanics Applied to Semiconductor 

Heterostruaures iLes Editions de Physique, Les Ulis, France, 

boundary conditions, (3= -1 and 8 = 0 , should be used in 
the effective-mass description of hole states. 

Note that the utilization of the boundary conditions 
prescribed above must be done in addition to including, 
e.g., strain-induced energy terms from deformation-
potential theory in the effective-mass Hamiltonian. 7 

Note also that the assumption of abrupt changes in the 
lattice constant at heterointerfaces is an 
oversimplification of the situation encountered in many 
real systems. A more gradual change over a r ew unit 
cells can be imagined instead. Since a consecutive series 
of small changes can be viewed as a gradual change on a 
coarser scale, an effective-mass treatment involvir,, ± 
nonabrupt position-dependent lattice constant may be 
applicable to such systems. If so, the present work sug
gests that the kinetic-energy operator (2), with the 
choices of S and P stated above, should be used. 

V. SUMMARY 

A new effective-mass Hamiltonian for strained hetero-
structures has been introduced. Through comparisons 
between results from exact model calculations and 
effective-mass results, boundary conditions to use at 
abrupt heterointerfaces have been obtained. A loose 
qualitative argument, which predicts the right boundary 
conditions, indicates that the form of the boundary con
ditions is governed by the behavior of the Bloch wave 
functions at the band edges in question. Based on quali
tative similarities between Kronig-Penney band-edge 
wave functions and band-edge wave functions in realistic 
semiconductor crystals, the following boundary condi
tions for strained heterostructures are proposed: 

— ii = cont inuo_ J , —ai '=con t inuous (57) 
a m 

for conduction-band states, and 

ii = continuous, —<ft'=continuous (58) 
m 

fo- valence-band states (when a one-band theory is applic
able). 
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Abstract 

We present explicit formulas for superlattice subband energies and effective masses in 

terms of the effective masses and layer widths of the constituent materials and the band 

offset. 
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I. Introduction 

With the developaent of special growth techniques such as 

molecular beam epitaxy (HBE) and metal organic vapor deposition 

(HOCVD), tailor-made submicron semiconductor heterostructures can now 

be designed. Binary superlatticos, i.e. successive layers of two 

component materials, constitute important special cases. Their physical 

properties of foremost interest lie in the existence of narrow electron 

minibands, and it is clearly desirable to locate these minibands, and 

co determine the effective masses associated with them. 

Extensive calculations are necessary to determine these 

superlattice parameters from a microscopic theory. Our aim In the 

present note is much more modest. We assume that we merely know the 

effective masses m, and ffl2 of the component materials and the 

hand-edge offset V _ f . For given widths l t and t 3 °^ t* i e layers, 

can one estimate the superlattice miniband structure? Will, in 

particular, the (band-edge) parallel and transversal effective masses 

be weighted averages of the two effective masses m t and m 2 , and if 

so, which averages? 

We will, naturally, use effective-mass theory, insisting 

throughout however, on completely explicit formulas. This is achieved 

by a perturbative analysis of the exact effective-mass condition for 

minibands. The explicit formulas allow one to see directly how the 

miniband parameters depend upon the layer widths, the effective masses 

of the components, the offset, and the miniband number. It goes without 
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Fig. 1. Profile of conduction-band edge in the superlattice. 

saying that the qualitative and quantitative insight one gains is 

important when designing superlattices for specific applications. 

We give results for conduction-band superlattice ninibands (based 

on a single-band effective mass theory). In Sec. II the lower boundary 

of the miniband sequence Is treated. Sec. Ill gives results for the 

gaps that open up at higher energies. In Sec. IV we discuss how strain 

may perturb the miniband structure. In the final Sec. V we give some 

concluding remarks and show a comparison between our explicit formulas 

for miniband energies and corresponding exact results (within the 

effective-mass approximation) obtained numerically. 



II. Principal nlnlband edge 

Within the effective-mass approximation electronic motion is 

described by 

" T V Å) 7* + E C ( 5 I ) 0 " E* • ( 1 ) 

Here the effective mass m(x) equals n t and m 3 (assumed 

isotropic), and the conduction-band edge E (x) equals E t and E 2 , 

in materials 1 and 2, respectively. We have assumed the epitaxial 

layers to be a modulation in the x direction. 

Insertion of 

iky+ik z 
*<r) - e T z tf(x) (2) 

yields the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 

- f s roy S + [ E C<*> + S£> ( * J * H ' W - o • <3) 

Previous controversies [1] about the correct ordering of the 

gradient operator and the space-dependent effective-mass operator in 

the kinetic energy part of the effective-mass Hamiltonian are now 

apparently settled [2,3], with the result (1). (A possible exception 

occurs when the lattice constants of the two materials are different 

[4]. We postpone the discussion of this case to Sec. IV.) 

In Eq.(3) tha variation of the effective potential 

E . £ f " E°<*> + i£o <*?*£> ( 4 ) 

has two contributions, one from the band offset and one from the 

difference in effective masses. Both are periodic modulations of the 
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same type. The special caie in which there is conduction-band 

alignment, i.e. when the offset 

V o f f - Ej - E? (5) 

vanishes, has been denoted an effective-mass superlattlce, or a 

aass-modulation superlattlce [5]. In the definition (5) of the offset, 

we have arbitrarily assumed E a > E, so that material 1 becomes the 

well material and material 2 the barrier material. The situation is 

sketched in Fig. 1. 

With this simple effective potential ic is straightforward to give 

an exact expression for the dispersion relation E(k) of the system. 

The result is [6] 

cos(q li l) cos(q 2i 2) - \ f m* -Ji+ 2i a a ] s i n ( q i^sinCq,*,) -
* lml 9.2 ™2 HlJ 

where q a and q a are connected with the energy E through 

-c • — f e r + £ «* 

2n, 2a- q a (8) 

The auxi l iary variable q 3 Is purely imaginary In the most 

in teres t ing energy region E* < E < E, , ( k - 0 ) . 

The difference between (8) and (7) connects q t and q 3 : 

2 In, m,J off + 2 K «|mj » J 
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. k J + le» 

Ac conacanc k H the eight-hand sld« of Eq.(9), 

acts as an effective offset potential for transv^i^al motion, i.e., 

motion perpendicular to the material Interfaces. 

Our sain strategy is to use the offset V „ as a perturbation 

parameter. Also ky is considered small. However, as discussed in the 

concluding remarks, the perturbation can be performed at finite k|(, as 
eff long as the effective offset potential V * is small. 

The smallness of V « is measured on the energy scale fta/2m,i^ 

in material i . Thus 

v
0ff « SJI» <l - ^ 2> 

is assumed. This is important when the isolated quantum veil limit 

t 2 -» * is taken (see the concluding remarks). 

For small offsets and for energies near the band edge we txpand 

Eq.{6) in powers of q. and q 3: 

1 " \[~£* * ~m?*) Ci-i+'a»!)* 6CqJ) - coafk^+i.,)] (11) 

Eliminating q? and q| by means of (7) and (0), and expanding 

the right-hand side of (11) to second order of k , we obtain 
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E - -i>— E c + -i»- E c + Si -J-'tl*- k' + «Ti. + i>l_H-
(12) 

the principal (lowest) conduction-band edge E 0 corresponds to 

k-0 , I.e. 

E° " E° + lf&, Voff • ( 1 3 ) 

The quadratic terms in (12) yield the effective mass m for 

electronic notion parallel to the growth direction as 

i i _ _ . i, 

and the parallel effective mass mE| via 

-i - — - » - - + — - 2 - - Q51 

Thus the transversal effective mass, and the Inverse parallel mass, 

arise both as averages with the layer width fractions. This interesting 

difference implies the inequality 

* * 
Eq. (13) for the principal conduction-band edge, and Eqs. 

(14)-(15) for the corresponding band-edge effective masses, exemplify 

the type of explicit results we are aiaing at. They are lowest-order 

results, however. In order to see how the effective nasses depend on 

the offset, we must go to the next order. 



Carrying the expansion of Eq. (6) to fourth urder in the q.'s 

we generalise Eq. (11) to the following expression 

?("i? ? + -^][ i ' m ' + £ A- a i ! ? < ii»i+"^)- aff e^". 1 ». 
+ ém%- <*i">i+'3°:>>

s fill " " 5 < * . + * 2 > ^ • (16) 

We have only kept terms up to second order in k . Eqs. (9) and 

(16) constitute two equations for qf and q^ . Solving chest: 

perturbatively, we obtain the parabolic dispersion relation 

aakjj h2k2 

E - Zl + — ; + — J 
2m,| 2ra 

with the band edge 

B « + J, v „ - i?&<2.i.i5»M v» . < 1 8 ) 

*,+*, Off 6„. ( l i + i a,3 "it 

The transversal effective mass m is now given by 

"i 1,+i, L 3*»(i,*i,) 2 off] • 

while the parallel effective mass m. Is found to be 

_! i,_ i + _ J 2 _ 1 _ IfiiiSili+njIjlfl _ i ] v 

' ' " " ' " " 3*><ll+,*s)> ^ "'-1 ° f * 'l+^J «1 V < 3 "2 

With a heavier effective mass in the barrier material than in the 

well naterlal, the resultant transversal effective 



mass will be heavier, and che parallell effective mass lighter. :hnn 

the simple averages in Eq.(14) and (15) predict, and vice versn. 

III. Higher rainibands 

For higher ntinibands we cannot work quite as explicitly as -ip.ir 

the principal band ed 6-. and we choose ~o perturb in the mass 

differei.ee 

A m ~ nij — nij , 

as well as in the offset V ... off 

When Ara and V _ f both are very small, then q t ~ q r by l.q.'"' 

and the exact dispersion relation (6) shows chat the band gnps v.-ill be

in the neighbourhood of q,» q 2= q 0 , where 
ror 

Here Che inceger n is Che gap number. The band edges correspond tn 

(even n) 

(odd n) 

We now expand in the deviations 5q.- q.- q 0 • from the enerj-y 

relation (9) we find co lowest order 

4^-^]-*V^;^sski 
and Che exact dispersion relation (6) yields, again co lowest order, 

http://differei.ee
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u , S q i + M q j > * - 1 - . - . « « [ ^ • ^ p - ^ a * i ) * * (^)'( i .+i , )« 

(24) 

jap parameter. 

C - [l - (-1," cg.^. „]]'* . (25) 

will play a crucial role, as we shall see. 
We proceed by solving (23) and (24) for 5qt and inserting back 

miniband edges 

c i , « 'n»*» /< i ,+ i , ) ^ mcC 1 in * 2 2V „ , 
off "•' t,+l, off* 2(m,i 1+ni 2J! 2) - 2j^ ] m 1 a , ( j 1 + i > ) 1 nJir* [ 

(26) 

The n'th gap width Is twice the l a s t term, I . e . 

_ n.G 1 Am « 2 2 V o f f | (27) flhn y j Im.mjCi.+J,)' * n*„» | (27) 

Mote that the gap parameter G vanishes for certain width ratios (n-2 
and lL-J3, for example), and hence the gap closes up (in this 
approximation). Seemingly nonsysteraatic variations of minigap widths 
with increasing energy can be traced to the n dependence of the gap 
parameter. Ue also see that the influence of the offset, relative to 
the effective-mass difference, is most important for the low minigaps. 

By also includ 
Che same procedure 



+ *=kj n>(k - £ ) * 
E <k) - EI + — ; r 4- J-^S- , (28) 

" 2m* 2m* 

with the effective masses 

m - ± — — An + -2== . (29) 
272*11 ' 2» ! n s«* ' 

i . J.. 1 t J., i , . i. J" (30) 

.j - sign Am + -2£i . (31) 
1 2A J n 2 » 1 J 

In our perturbative treatment the parallel effective mass m« 

deviates little fron the component material effective masses, while the 

transversal effective mass m can be arbitrarily small. Comparing 

(27) and (29) we see that the transversal effective mass at a minib^nd 

edge is proportional to the width of the adjacent gap: 

m* _ + Si52iii±l»>a !!n (32) 

IV. Influence of strain 

When the lattice constants of the two materials are unequal, the 

preceding effective-mass treatment must be modLfled [3,4], Although 

often the lattice constants of the two superlattice components are 

closely equal, strained heterostructures have recently attracted 

attention because of possible applications and interesting physics [7]. 



The main effect from strain on conduction-band states In superlattlces 

is to shift the band-edge energies of the constituent materials to 

effectively change the band mis-alignroent [8]. This effect will chus be 

incorporated in the value of V « , and all results from the previous 

sections apply. 

Another effect arises from the influence of a position-dependent 

lattice constant on the effective-mass boundary conditions to use at 

material interfaces In strained superlattlces. In Ref. 4. it was 

proposed to generalise the effective-mass Schrodlnger equation (1) for 

strained superlattlces as follows: 

" f 2* 5* *7xT a"2'' a'* + E C ( X )* " E 0 ' ( 3 3 ) 

where a(x) is tba spatially varying lattice constant. It was shown, 
by comparison with exactly solvable test cases, that the appropriate 
value of S is 0 or -1, depending on the properties of the band 
edges, and It was proposed that S - -1 should be used for 
conduction-band states. 

The exact dispersion relation [6] corresponding to Eq.(33) is 
based on the following generalization of Eq.{6), 

cos<i i q i)co S<i 3q 2>- if»j Sa !b + Si. SI aaj ai„< q i i l)sin(q 2i 2) -
a, l 3 a 2 

cos[k <it+i,)] . <3&) 



Here a. and a„ are the lattice constants in the growth direction, 
after accomodation of strain, In material 1 and 2, respectively. The 
variables ql and q 3 are still connected to the energy according to 
Eqs.(7) and (8). 

With minor modifications the previous expansions can be carried 
through, and we merely quote the results. 

For the principal miniband edge we find 
. -2* 

0 > . -25 . -26 off ' ijaj + i 2a 2 

with thr: parallel and transversal effective masses given by 

Ji*i 

(35) 

(36) 

< - ^ 2 - ^ ^ ~ ka^m1+ i^l . (37) 

For 6-0 (or 3|~a3 , of course) this reduces to the previous results 
(13), (14) and (15). For £ - -1 , however, the effect of the unequal 
Lattice constants Is felt, and consists of a shift of the parallel 
(transversal) effective mass li; the direction of the mass of the 
component with the largest (smallest) lattice constant. 

For che higher minibands we find the following generalization of 
the band-edge expression (26): 

'• 1,-H, off 2<m1f1+mjij) 
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C3B) 
where we have also expanded (to first order) in the lattice constant 
difference 

Aa — a 2 — a.t 

The transversal effective mass is still given by the (now modified) 
energy gap through Eq.(32), and the expression for the parallel 
effective mass in Eq.(30) (with tj defined as the sign of the quantity 
between the absolute value markers In Eq.(38)) still apply. 

Since the relative lattice-constant deviation is usually much 
smaller than the relative effective mass difference between the 
components, this effect of strain on the miniband structure is a minor 
one. 
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25-

S 
V„„ 

Fig. 2. Superlattlce ainibeud structure for 1,-1,-1, a,-.,, and 

nj-1.25 m,. Energies are given In units of *V(n I+n,)i" 

Solid lines denote exact effective-mass results, while the 

approximate results, Eqs. (18) and (26), are shorn, as dashed 

lines. In this special case E,.(26) yields a zero-width gap 

for n-2. 



V. Concluding remarks 

We have derived explicit expressions for the miniband structure 

and the associated transverse and parallel masses for superlattices. 

Several comments are appropriate; 

(1) Since a quantum well can be considered a limiting case of a 

superlattice when the barrier width J!2 -* <a, we can treat (unstrained) 

shallow quantum wells in a similar way. We cannot take che £2 -* •» 

limit in the final expressions for superlattices, since, as noted in 
_2 

Sec.II, V „„ 2m3J£ft « 1 was assumed. Instead we take the quantum 

well limit in the exact effective-mass formulas before proceeding to 

derive explicit results. For the lowest level one finds 

Eo - E2 2 f la v
o f f

 +
 u

 v
o f f + ... . (39) 

with an associated parallel effective mass 

* —1 -2 
m|j - m7 + ml(ml-m7)a1 l\h V - f +• ... (60) 

(ii) In order to test the quality of our analytic expressions we 

compare with numerical computations. Fig. 2 shows how the miniband 

structure, derived from the exact effective-mass expression (6). 

compares with the predictions of Eqs. (18) and (26), for the case 

ii~Z2 and m 3-l,25 a t , and for varying offset. 

The figure shows chat the analytic expressions work very well. The 

closing of the energy gap for even n (when i,-^a> predicted by Eq.(26) 

is clearly seen for snail offsets 



lo 

(lii) For experiments at constant ky both the offset V .- and the 

effective-mass difference contribute to the effective offset potential 
eff V _,, Eq.(lO). For this case one can take over the explicit expressions 

(13)1(18),(19),(26),<27),(29)1(35), and (38) directly, replacing V 
eff by V -_. Correspondingly the validity of the perturbative approach Is 

eff determined by the smallness of V ,-, not V f _ and kn separately. 
(iv) A final remark concerns the quality of the effective-mass 

approach. In general it is expected to be an excellent approximation 
for energies that do not deviate too much from the bulk band edges. 
This can be (partially) checked on a microscopic model, and we refer to 
Fig. 4 of Ref. 3 for a comparison based on Kronig-Penney materials. As 
expected the effective-mass treatment gives a good representation of 
the first few mlnibands, but becomes inaccurate at higher energies. 

In conlusion, we believe that when the effective-mass 
approximation can be trusted, the cLosed-form expressions of the 
present note are useful tools for estimations of superlattice miniband 
structures. 
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The effective bond-orbital model lEBOM) is introduced as a new way of calculating binding ener
gies of acceptors in semiconductors ard semiconductor hcteroslruclures. The method combines the 
virtues of the effective-mass theory (k-pl and light-binding methods. Ii is especially useful for shal
low acceptors in hete restructures, where a proper effective-mass treatment is extremely complicat
ed, while EBOM is straightforward to apply. The method is first applied to single acceptors in bulk 
Si and GaAs, where large-size clusters with cubic symmetry including up to 438 000 lattice sites are 
used in the calculations. A scaling approximation thai reduces the sizes of the clusters required in 
the calculations is introduced to handle excited acceptor states with large spatial extensions. Com
parisons with previous calculations and experimental values for acceptor binding energies show that 
the EBOM results are as accurate as or belter than results from effective-mass calculations. The 
EBOM is also applied to a double acceptor in GaAs, where a prediction of the energy of an excited 
state is in good agreement with the experimental value. As an illustration of the method applied to 
heierostructures, we calculate the ground-state energies of spherical quantum dots (GaAs-
AL] <Gao TAs) with and without acceptors in the center. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Shallow impurities in semiconductors have so far been 
described by the well-known effective-mass theory. ' In 
semiconductors where the conduction band has a 
minimum at (he zone center and the effective mass can be 
assumed isotropic near the minimum, shallow donors are 
well described by an equation equivalent to the 
Schrddinger equation for the hydrogen atom. Good esti
mates for the donor energies are thus easily obtained by 
proper scaling of the hydrogen spectrum. For shallow 
acceptors a more complex analysis is required. Due lo 
the complicated valence-band structure a set of six (or 
four, if infinite spin-orbit coupling can be assumed) cou
pled differentia] equations must be solved, and solutions 
have so far only been found variationally. Baldereschi 
and Lipar r introduced the spherical approximation (hat 
eases the calculations and gives satisfactory results in 
many cases. The approximation does not apply, for ex
ample, lo shallow accept ors in Si where the full effective-
mass HamiItonian must be taken into account. To get 
quantitative agreement with experiments for Si. Lipan et 
itl.'A had to extend the model to include coupling to the 
split-o IT band, (/-dependent screening, and a phenomeno-
logical short-range potential. 

The development and improvement of semiconductor 
growth techniques such as molecular-beam epitaxy 
I M B E I has led to the possibility both of controlling ma
terial composition and of intentionally incorporating im
purities on the atomic scale. The change in impurity 
binding energies due to confinement efforts has been «in
serted in phoioluminescence* ' and Raman-scattering 

40 

experiments 8 q on impurities in quantum wells. Stimulat
ed by the interest in the physics and technological appli
cations of two-dimensional heterostructures, researchers 
are now beginning to fabricate and investigate quasi-one-
dimensional structures (quantum wires) and quasi-zero-
dimensional structures (quantum dots). Theoretical in
vestigations of impurities in heterostructures have so far 
been within the framework of effective-mass t h e o r y , " 1 " ^ 
but complications arise due to (he positional dependence 
of the material parameters and band edges, Effective-
mass theory is on a solid footing for impurities in bulk 
semiconductors ' where the theory is asymptotically exact 
in the limit of infinitely slowly varying impurity poten
tials. With a non-negligible offset present ( i.e., the band 
edges in the two materials are not aligned), effective-mass 
theory will not be asymptotically exact in the same lim
i t , 1 ' but this <<oes not exclude the possibility (hat the 
effective-mass approximation may give quantitatively 
reasonable results. For systems where effective-mass 
theory is applicable, the boundary conditions for one-
band problems li.e., donor problemsi seem to he well es
tablished. ' 1 r For (he acceptor problem (he boundary 
conditions based on continuity of probability current 
hav.- been worked out," 1 but they are complicated and 
hard to include in impunly calculations. As far as we 
know, no calculaitons of acceptor binding energies in het-
erostruclures which take into account the full valence-
band degeneracy and match the wave functions ai the 
boundaries have been reported. So even if effeclive-mass 
theory in principle gives a good description of a svsiem, 
the actual calculations are messy, complex, and un
pleasant to do (if possible at all). 

9683 c 1989 The American Physical Society 
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In 'his article we switch framework and introduce the 
bond-orbital model as a way of calculating energies and 
wave functions for bound acceptor states. Harrison 1 9 in
troduced the bond-orbital model to relate a wide range of 
properties to a few parameters of covalent and polar 
solids. The model is tight-binding-like, and Harrison in 
his original paper obtained the interaction parameters 
from atomic properties and the static dielectric screening. 
Although useful for many purposes, this model gives a 
poor description of the energy bands close to the zone 
center. The present version of the model, introduced by 
Chang, :" represents a link between the effect i ve-mass 
theory and empirical tight-binding methods by fitting the 
interaction parameters to make the bond-orbital model 
predict the correct band structure close to the zone 
center. Instead of trying to find these parameters by mi
croscopic considerations, the experimentally observed 
band structure close to the zone center is imposed on the 
bond orbitals. ft is not to be expected that the true bond 
orbitals interact like these effective bond orbitals, but 
since the effective bond orbitals predict the correc* band 
structure near the zone center, they can be used in calcu
lations on electronic states that involve small wave num
bers. To avoid confusion we introduce the name effective 
bond-orbital model lEBOM) for this version. The EBOM 
may be regarded as a discretized version of effective-mass 
theory with the grid spacing given by the lattice constant. 
The main advantage of the EBOM method compared to 
effective-mass theory is that the boundary conditions at 
the interfaces in hecerost rue lures are straightforward to 
implement in the calculations. The EBOM method is not 
restricted to impurity states It is, in principle, applicable 
to all kinds of localized states 'e.g., hole confined in a 
quantum don. 

In Sec. II we first quickly review the EBOM formalism 
and the determination of the parameters (also see Ref. 201 

(R.tiH R ' . O ' ) = £ P & R . R A , . « * 2 6 R - R . - I £ » - - , V 

to second order in k. :ind requiring equivalence with the 
effecilie-mass < k p- Hamiltonian. In terms of the hand 
parameters in Ret' 22. une linds 

K -A\ •*/;"., -4£.. . 

L = £ , , u : . 

M='E„ + £ . . K J : / 2 , 

. V - £ „ « : . 

and then describe how group theory is utilized to find the 
optimum set of basis functions to be used in variational 
calculations. A scaling approximation is introduced to 
extend the applicability of the method to bound states 
with hole wave functions with large spatial extensions. 
In Sees. Ill and IV we apply the method to single accep
tors in bulk Si and single and double acceptors in bulk 
GaAs. We focus on even-parity states and compare with 
experiment and previous calculations. As an example of 
applications to heterostructures, in Sec. V we calculate 
the energies for acceptors in spherical quantum dots 
[spherical balls of GaAs embedded in Al„ [Ga,, -As J with 
and without acceptors located in the center. Concluding 
remarks are given in Sec. VI. 

II. THEORY 

A. Bond orbitals 

The states near the valence-band edge represent a good 
basis in which to expand the hole wave function for shal
low impurities. We therefore consider a valence-band 
model where only the three topmost valence bands 'in the 
absence of spin-orbit rouplingl are included. For dia
mond and zinc-blende crystals there are two atoms in the 
unit cell. A bond orbital is defined as the proper linear 
combination of atomic orbitals in a unit cell which best 
describes the valence-band states near the band edge. 
The bond oroitals are p-like 'labeled x.y.z > and assumed 
orthonormal. and we use the notation R,a } for an a-like 
orbital located at site R. The bond orbitals are assumed 
to be sufficiently localized so that the interaction between 
orbitals separated farther than the nearest-neighbor dis
tance can be ignored. For a face-centered-cubic 'fee lat
tice the interaction between orbitals R,«) and R'.«'> is 
given by-' 

where /-' is the valence-band ediie. [Note thai misprints 
in Eq. 5 ' ni Ref. 20 are corrected.] 

When spm-orhit interaction is non-negligible, «huh is 
the case tor most scinuMiidiictors of interest, a more suit
able boiid-orhn.il basis is ihc so-called spin-orbn-voupled 
bond orbitals >SOBOV This basis consists of linear com 
bmations of products of/i-like orbitals and electron spin 
and can be written as 

R.««>= 2 0«.<r;./..l/> R.(i>u . i4) 

where £",,, £,,., and E.. are three independent nearest-neighbor interaction parameters and Ep denotes the on-site ener
gy £„ „ is the interaction between an a-like orbital at the origin and an «'-like orbital at < I. I.0)a /2. where a is the lat
tice constant. The sum over r covers the 12 nearest-neighbor position vectors, aiid r, denotes the a component of r in 
units of u/2 ( [ r l . r l . O ] , [ - I .O . r l ] , [0 . r l , * l ] ) . £ „ , £,, , £,.. and Ep are determined by expanding the corre
sponding tight-binding Hamiltonian 

H,,.,tiki = Epb,,_a + Jlé
ilEJVTltTa^[iE„-E,ytTi + E„ll-r:li)6,li, < <2l 

6„„ - i - M f , , - , - £ . . ' I - " ' ] « , „ l • ' I ' 

http://boiid-orhn.il
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TABLE I. Coupling coefficients for p-like states to the electron spin in th» angular-momentum con
vention. 

u] i - 1 / V 2 -i/vl 0 0 0 0 
u\\ 0 0 2/V6 - I A 6 -i/vb 0 
u ' f . I /V6 -i/v'b 0 0 0 2/V6 
u '- j . 0 0 0 I/v-2 - 1 / V 2 0 
«| ; j 0 0 - 1 / V 3 - 1 A 3 - i A 3 0 
«'•f: - I / v l i A 3 0 0 0 1/vJ 

where J = 4. It .W = ~J •/. and \ a , a = 4, — I . denotes the electron spinors. The coupling coefficients 
Cla,a;J,M) in the angular-momentum convention (u{ {) are listed in Table I. By including spin-orbit coupling we ob
tain the interaction between two SOBO'sas 

(R,u{f\H\R'.u{r) =M - ±)b&jMj-MbR,R+ 2 C'ia,ir:J.M)Cla',a;j;M')<K.a\H\R'.a') , 15) 

where A is the spin-orbit splitting. By doing a Taylor ex
pansion in k for the tight-binding Hamtltonian in the 
SOBO basis, omitting terms higher than second order in 
k. one obtains the effective-mass lk-p) Hamiltonian 1 with 
a one-to-one correspondence between the Luttinger pa
rameters mid the bond-orbital parameters, namely 

(fa) 
^ . = l ; ' | - » r : ' « ( 1 . Er=Er-l2yiR„. 

Here, R„ fr/2ma~, where in is the free-electron mass 
and E, refers to the hand edge of the heavy- and light-
hole hands. 

For the interaction due to a single impurity located at 
I he origin, we assume 

RI 'O <7l 

where -e:/tr is a screened Coulomb interaction. The 
screening is, in general, q dependent, and a Fourier trans
form gives a position-dependent dielectric function to he 
used in Eq. l7>. The impurity interaction between (wo 
SOBO's on ihc impurity site. 6',,, is treated as an empiri
cal parameter which depends both on the acceptor im
purity and the host material. U,} is determined by cali
brating the method to an expcriii.cutal value of the ener
gy of one bound acceptor stale; for example, the ground 
state of the acceptor in a homogeneous semiconductor. 

rhc hole wave function can he thought of as ,i linear 
combination of 'missing» SOBO's located at sites on the 
Ice la Hue in the MCIHIU of the impurity sue. Since holes 
represent the absence of electrons, (he inleractmn param
eters in I'i) 't» Mini the salue for the spin-or hit split ling 
A < must N* multiplied h> I When dealing Willi holes 
.mil .meplors , it is Liimi-mciif io turn the enei vale 

upside down, and we use this convention with the zero of 
energy chosen at the valence-band edge. 

B. Choice of basis 

The energy eigenvalues and the corresponding wave 
functions can now, in principle, be determined using the 
standard variational method of expanding (he hole wave 
function as £ , F,',tl;) using a sufficiently large cluster of 
SOBO's as basis functions, i.e., .•/',) = Rlf >.u/ r ( i i>. The 
expansion gives a set of coupled linear algebraic equa
tions, 

2 < < * , . i / / ! ^ ) + ( i f r , . i l / ! ^ > - £ W - , *, >iF. = 0 . illi 

where H represents the kinetic energy and U represents 
the impurity potential, or, in a more compact form. 

2l / / 1 . ,+U/ . , -£5 1 - , 1 ) / \=0 • | q | 

in obvious notation. The contents of the matrices in Eq. 
(°l are given by Eqs. (51 and (7). By solving i he general
ized eigenvalue problem in Eq. Ci, estimates of the ener
gies for the lowest-lying stales are found. The dimension 
of the matrices equals the number of SOBO basis func
tions in (he cluster, which, in turn, is diclated by the 
range of the hole wave function. For shallow acceptor 
impurities where effective Bohr radii are t>picall\ 20-50 
A. the required number of basis functions exceeds i In
capacity of presenl-day computers b> several orders of 
magnitude. By u n h u n g the Ihcory of poini groups, how
ever, ihe si /c of the basis can he vastlv reduced. 

We lirsi consider impurities in hulk semiconductors. 
Zinc-blende crystals, which hau* two .iionis m ihc mill 
c-.ll. h a w the symmetry of the tetrahcdr.il poml croup 
l'j. The effective hond'orhual method iiiir-nl-tecs .m 
artiticialK hii*h s i m m c i n h\ ignoring: ihc '•iniciiiie 
•A it lim ihe unn cell .ind has the s sminc tn <<f the tull net.i-

http://c-.ll
http://tetrahcdr.il
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hedral group Oh. The addition of the spherically sym
metric impurity potential does not reduce the group. 
Since Oh can be considered as the direct product of Td 

and the group of inversion tOh = TjXH, the group-
theory ireatment is done more transparently by assuming 
the group Td and imposing even or odd parity on the 
hole wave funclion afterwards. The valence-band sym
metry may be deduced by coupling the p-like band with 
the .v — I electron spin. In Td the /j-like band states trans
form like r ? and the s = ± spinor like PV Group theory 
gives thai r , x r n = r 7 + I"*. The 1% solution iJ = ±l is 
fourfold degenerale for k = 0 while splitting into the two
fold Kramers degenerate heavy- and light-hole bands for 
nonzero k. P . !./ = -!•) corresponds 10 the twofold-
degenerate split-ofTband. An acceptor impurity will give 
rise to two series of localized acceptor states, one with r K 

symmetry and one with T T symmetry. 

Since we will use the group-theory tables in Ref. 23, we 
prefer to use the corresponding Koster-Dimmock-
Wheeler-Stalz convention (u \. ) for the SOBO's instead of 
the more commonly used angular-momentum convention 
i u{,). The relations connecting the two conventions are 
"•• : = I U -J :• u i ' 2 = ~ ' « - 3 - j . u -i,z — ~lu\.-l- u - 3 . : 
= iu\ 3, U] :=iu\',], and u S]/2 = « / ' ' / , ; . 

In the following we seek basis functions on the form 
2 , C, R(y Ku^ij 1) to use in the generalized eigenvalue 
problem in Eq. (°>. We use the theory of point groups to 
determine the sets of coefficients | C y I that give the basis 
functions the desired symmetry. The strategy is to first 
group the sites into shells consisting of sites connected by 
symmetry operations in the group, and then use projec
tion operators to generate sets of cnefficienls for sires in a 
shell representing snecific symmetries. Finally, these 
coefficients are coupled lo SOBO's to give the desired to
tal symmetry, namely the symmetry of the hole wave 
function 

Wo represent each site in the fee lattice by its position 
vector [,V. Y.Z] < in units o l i / / 2 i . where the impuriiy site 
is defined as the origin Sole that in ihe fee lattice the 
sum of the integers V, >', and Z is always an even num
ber The sues can he viewed as transforming into each 
other by the symmetry operations of the pninl group As 
an example, ihe site {3,2.1] <or. more accurately, a 6 func
lion located ai (3.2.1 p is transformed inio ( ~ S. - 2 , 1 | by 
a rotation of 1140° around the 2 axis. It turns out thai half 
of the sites 111 ihe lattice can he reached hy applying the 
symmetry operations of T4 on sites [X.Y.Z] with 
.V ? Y * Z •*<) The other half 'which is reached by the 
operations in O,, not in f, • is taken into account hy im
posing i**en or odd parity on ihe wave function. For the 
set of Mies reached by applying all the symmetry opera-
lions of ihe g rmipnn a site [X , ) ' ,Z | '.V. lY tZ, >0>. 
we use ihe (erm shell and represent the shell by 
!.V . ) ' , / I Note thai all sites in a shell have the same 
distance u> the origin, but two sites in iwo different shells 
may have the s.ime distance also As an example of the 
Litter, sites (4..1.1) and [5.I.O] are both '. 26 on uitils of 
j 2- .ivvav (mm the impurity, hut the sites are not con-
nccicd b> .my n m m e m operation in t , The possible 
1.1'iiiribuitoiis tn the hole wave (unction from .1 shell arise 

by assigning proper linear combinations of SOBO's on 
the sites within the shell to obtain the desired total sym
metry. The spatial or angular distribution of sites is de
scribed by a set of real coefficients, one for each site in ihe 
shell, and the set is denoted a site function. For the sym
metries reflected in the site functions we use the labeling 
r s l t e , . The total symmetry is given by the direct product 
of the representations for the spatial symmetry of siies 
and ihe symmetry of the SOBO's. i.e., 

While ihe treatment and definitions above are quite 
general, we now focus on Py-like slates. The 
modifications needed for T—like slates 'see next section 
and Appendix) are straightforward, however. To get all 
possible contributions 10 r\- l ike stales, all possible direct 
products of ihe representations of ihe spatial symmetry 
and the SOBO symmetry which give r „ musl be laken 
into account. Using the tables in Ref. 23. we find, for the 
group Tj, 

(r1-rr.-*-r, + r 4 +r\)xir . - i -r , )=ior\ . HDI 
To generate site functions which transform like the irre
ducible representations I",, I" :. J",. l"4, and T,, we use 
the projection o p e r a t o r 4 

'/>/" = — 2rici ; f" /»ici . <n> 
g a 

Here, d„ is the dimension of the irreducible represenia-
tion p. g is the number of elements in the group i24 for 
Tj J, r / ' ' C ? ) is Ihe / th - row andyth-eolumn component of 
the matrix representation of ihe symmetry operator G, 
while PtG) applies ihe symmeiry operation G on func
tions. The sum goes over all elements m ihe group, f, 
and r ; are one-dimensional representations, so the ma
trix representations 111 these cases are JUSI the character 
tables. T., T 4 , and T,, however, are multidimensional 
and the matrix representations must be worked out. This 
is done by _checking how the basis function-. 
2.- : t : - y - \ i V i : - r - ' ' for T „ S..S .S. for I",, and 
x.y.z for r \ iransform under the symmeiry operations nf 
ihe group S,.S . 5 . iransform like \.y.: for all symme
try operations that do mil involve improper roialioiis or 
reflections, in winch case 5", ,St ,S. are opposite 111 sign 10 
x.y,2 With the representations worked out. the pioic.-
tion operator readily projects out the necessary site luna
tions. The site functions <V < R 1 are only defined on lat
tice sues As an example, the spherically symmcinc A 
has euual weight, i.e.. the same coefficieni. on alt -;u-s m 
the shell While the oue-dimeiiMonal reprceiiUMons I 
and T have a maximum of one corresponding: SIIV- func
tion for each shell. Ihis is generally MOI the case f.ir 
r „ r 4 . and T. To illustrate this poini. we consider the 
site functions iransforming like T for the shell ' . 2 .1 
With ihe sue {3.2.1) as starling point. / ' ' proitvis om ,1 
tunc in m .5, belonuini: 10 the !ii%i nn\ .it F !> IN 
eight silos with non/cro coefFici^nis If [I ; . 2 | .> usu, .!> .1 
.larting point, anoilier function 0 iiivnlwiii: t u l a mhci 
sues .s goner-ued ("or shells \.) ./ whole 
V • Y •/. tl I hero .ire iwo disiiiki p.urs 01 •.no imu -
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r 3 r 

lions transforming like rj[(tfu<*2,*>. ft = 1,2], three 

distinct triplets for r 4 [ ( t * /^ , ^ 4 . * , ^**) , ft = 1,2,3], 
and, similarly, three distinct triplets for T 5 

[iéx\,år\,é:l), k = 1,2,3]. For other shells involving 
fewer sites, the situation is simpler. Shells like |4,2,2} 
have no é : , one Tj pair, and two sets of T 4 and f\ trip
lets. This reflects that |4,2,2j contains only 12 distinct 
sites as compared to the 24 sites of (3,2,1). The shells 
can be grouped into eight shell types, namely 
\X,Y,Z\, \X.Y,Y\, \X,X,Y\, \X,X,X\, 

where the notation «AriwT > means 2R«* r(RHR,u[! >, 
where the sum over R is over all the sites in the shell. 
The number of shell functions of the form in Eq. 112) con
tributing to the hole wave function for shells like 13,2,11, 
taking into account the multiple sets of site functions, is 
24. In the naive method 48X6 <48 sites and six SOBO'sl 
basis functions would be necessary. Thus group theory 
has reduced the size of the basis by a factor 12 without 
introducing am approximations. The reduction factor is 
12 for the other shell types also iwith i0.0,0[ as the only 
exception-. Even with j reduction of (he basis size by a 
factor 12. however, the size of the secular matrix is still 
ion large, and an appro Mm a lion is called for. 

The fact thai one expects ihe wave function to be 
smooth and slo»I> varying far away from the impurity 
suggests an expansion of Ihe long-range tail of ihe wave 
fanciion in terms of the so-called cubic harmonics 
' K '•' These functions transform according to the irre
ducible representations of the symmetry group O,,. The 
presupersenpt L refers to the order of Ihc cubic harmon
ic analogous IO the order of spherical harmonics. The 
coupling lo ihe SOBO's is the same as for ihe single-shell 
function in Eq.'12' The long-range analog lo iV :>, is. 
for example. 

\X,Y,0\, |*,AT,0|, |* ,0 .0 j , and 10,0,0), where 
X>Y>Z>0. Shells within the same shell type essen
tially have the same set of site functions. 

The necessary site functions thus generated are easily 
coupled to SOBO's to give composite functions, called 
shell f unctions, with the desired r„ symmetry. The [% ac
ceptor states are fourfold degenerate (v=4, i , — 4-, —4). 
As it makes no difference which state we choose, we will 
consider the r^ ' 1 states. From Ref. 23 we have, with the 
subscript ft suppressed, 

v 2 

- ^ - L ^ T ' l R i R.u r ' , ,> .13. 
v 2 

The cubic harmonics for L < 6 are listed in Rel. 2? The 
radial function for the long-range tail is expressed as a 
linear combination of a sufficiently large set of exponen
tial functions with fixed exponents. To avoid a d^con
tinuity in the wave function at the boundarv of the clus
ter, a slowly varying cosine function, which has a node ai 
the boundary, is superimposed on Ihe exponentials The 
nth basis function for the long-range tail is ihus of the 
form 

a - " . . . 

x ' " i f ! - , i R i > r „ , . . •!*• 

where / s J u Is the radius ol' Ihe cluslcr. and Ihe sum user 
R voters all Mies oulMde a v'hosen inner sutnn" radius 
A,...! F o r , h , : ^•J" ^l° s , J "» 'he impunlv R - R , m r f •. 
where one e\,ieels Ihe mo\t rapid sanation in the isase 

, , r . S , r i l r < \ I . r < \ - I r ' l r « \ i / " \ ' ±r« r < S-L. ' J r > i r » \ 

ié,;2)c=i '|U)/2>. ! t f j / ! '4 = * " !«-l/2>. I*J/!'C = -^|-*I !«J/2> + 7 J * ! ' t « - l / s ) . 

*J^>J = - 3*5 , l u l / : ' ~ "75 , S S , J U l . ! ' " , " "7 | " ' i S . l " ! "2> • 

,r, . |V5 ,r„ r, , , i ,r , t r, 1/5 ,r„ r, , 1 ,r„ r. . i .r,, r, 
v 12 ' V10 ' v-12 " v 20 ' v 15 -

,'. , i .r,, r, . li r, r, . | r,, r, . 2_ . r , . r, . i ,r., r, 
' - / v-5 * >'- i / |5 V5 i v 15 " - v 15 " 

,r, . i ,r,. r. , i vi ,r. r, l r,. r s . v'3 r,, r, . i*~3 r,, r, 
i/-,,\> = ^ = < t I «_,/s> ~xx<iJ u,,', > =^s*/ a-3/s) := t fv u,U > —<*. '« -, . > , 

- ' i 20 ^20 V20 ' v-20 ' " v'5 " 

,r, , .i", r- . , r, . _ i r„ r. . 1 r4. r. . , ii/2 ,r 4 l r. . 
!»,.;),=<», U-,,;>, i * , / !> , -p | -* i , »i/:> + -j^-*sN.iii,:) + - ^ y * 5 , l « - i . : ' . 
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function, the separate shell functions listed in Eq. (12) 
represent basis functions by themselves. The number of 
basis elements for the long-range tail is the number of 
different angular functions (built up of cubic harmonics 
and SOBO'sl times the number of radial exponentials, 
while the number of basis functions for the inner part, of 
course, depends on R m n t r 

Since inversion is a symmetry operation in the point 
group of the model, the acceptor wave function will have 
a definite parity, and this simplifies the numerical treat
ment. For states with, for example, even-parity envelope 
functions, only the even-parity versions of the site func
tions and cubic harmonics with even L are needed in the 
basis. 

To sum up, we have constructed two types of basis 
functions to be used in the variational calculations: in
dependent shell functions to be used close to the impurity 
site, and functions based on cubic harmonics to deal with 
the smoothly varying long-range tail. The number of in
dependent shell functions possible to include in the calcu
lations is limited by the computer time available to solve 
the generalized eigenvalue problem, while the limiting 
factor for the number of cubic harmonics is the time 
needed to generate Ihe contents of the matrices in Eq. i9). 
In general, the number of independent shell functions and 
cubic harmonics needed to achieve a certain accuracy 
will depend both on Ihe host material and the impurity 

C. Scaling approximation 

Although the EBOM method is feasible for many cases 
of practical interest using the basis functions outlined 
above, a scaling approximation which reduces the sizes of 
clusters needed in calculations can he utilized to extend 
ihe applicability of the method or 10 reduce the computa
tion lime without substantial loss of accuracy. 

The EBOM method may be regarded as a way of solv
ing the continuous effect ive-mass equation on a grid or 
lattice where ihe grid spacing is given by ihe lattice con
stant When solving differential equations numerically, 
rapid variation of the solution function requires a dense 
grid «small grid spacingi, while slow variation allows for 
larger grid spacing, which, in turn, implies fewer compu
tations. This suggests a scaling approximation to reduce 
the required computer time, making the grid less dense 
by changing the length scale in Ihe problem. The 
effective-mass equation without a phenomenological 
short-range potential or spatially dependent screening 
'see. e .g , Ref H has the following scaling property. Re
ducing the length scale by a factor v. 

f - F A . . I ? ' 

and making the substitutions 

Es: *E. - " - < : . A s ; -A . ilfii 

give an equivalent equation with r a* independent vari
able The scaling property of l b ; elective-mass equation 
reflects theabienec of a microscopic length in ihe theory. 

In the EBOM method, where the lattice constant is expli
cit, scaling is not an exact property, but may be assumed 
as an approximation. In EBOM calculations, for accep
tors with a scaling factor s > 1, a smaller cluster will 
suffice since the wave function will be more localized. 
The scaling, however, also increases the gradiems of the 
envelope functions, and a smaller grid spacing is required 
to maintain the accuracy. Since the grid or the lattice is 
unchanged, the accuracy is actually reduced. The scaling 
approximation is expected to be besi for states with slow
ly varying envelopes. It is especially useful ior calcula
tions on weakly bound states where the wave functions 
have large spatial extensions. Given the EBOM s« lutions 
for (he scaled problem, the energies and wave functions 
for the original problem are easily determined by the rela
tions in Eqs. (15) and U6J Inclusion of a short-range po
tential or spatially dependent screening causes, in princi
ple, no problems. 

The scaling approximanon is used in Sec. IV to calcu
late excited states of acceptors in GuAs and in the 
quantum-dot calculations in Sec. V. 

111. ACCEPTORS IN BLI.K Si 

With the basis functions and interactions worked out 
in the preceding section, we are ready to apply the 
method to acceptor problems. As a first application, we 
consider even-parity acceptor states in Si. both f\- and 
rVlike, and compare with experiments and previous 
theoretical treatments within the effective-mass Iheory. 
Here the parity refers to the envelope function only, and 
we use the notation r\* if"-' i to denote the even-parity 
T s T - ) stales. While shallow acceptors in many semi
conductors of practical interest le.g., GaAs, Gc> are satis
factorily described by the infinite spm-orbil-eouplmg ver-
sion of the spherical approximation."' acceptors in Si 
demand more elaborate calculations To gei quantitative 
agreement with experiments, the full effective-mass Hani-
iltonian must be considered, coupling to the split-off band 
and g-dependenl screening must he taken into account, 
and a phenomenological short-range potential musi he in
cluded. 4 Inclusion of (/-dependent dielecinc screening 
corresponds lo a spaliallv dependent dielectric function 
Ctrl. In the following EBOM calculations we use the 
fornv" 

- ' - = - - + ,le ' " + 1 1 - •)>.- '*- - r ' . «17. 
£"•> d, f,. 

where ihe values of the parameters are 
I I 175. (i 1.4.11 Å '. /* = (). 540 Å '. and 

;• 3 Shi A .see footnote c m Table II in Rcf :tn In 
effect ue-mass theory I lie results lor the ground-stale en
ergies are quite sensitive to the choice o\' dielectric 
screening, i v.. values nf I. it. {], and ; r he .hsiaiuvs 
where Ihe devration between or > and the stalk value t , 
is significant i - l - ^ A i j r e small compared to ihe 
nearest-neighbor distance i3 K A i. Hence in the EBOM 
musl of the effect of the (/-dependent sereenii'i' is ab
sorbed in ihe on-site impurity, potential ('„ Sine* I'„ is a 
fitting parameter, we do nut expect the E:.IK)M to be ver> 
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sensitive to the choice of dielectric screening. Note that 
the adjustment of U0 to fit the ground-state energy is 
equivalent to the introduction of a phenomenological 
short-range potential to distinguish between different ac
ceptors in effective-mass theory. 4 

We use the material parameters listed in Ref. 26: 

v , = 4 . 2 8 , y , = 0 . 3 7 5 , y 3 = 1.45 , 

A = 4 4 m e V , « 0 = 1 1 . 4 . 

The lar ce constant is set to a = 5 . 4 3 A . 2 7 Since we are 
dealing with even-parity states, we only need even cubic 
harmonics for the long-range tail, i.e., even values of L. 
The most accurate effective-mass calculations to date 3 " 4 

have taken all relevant contributions ip to and including 
L=b into their basis, and here we choose the same trun
cation. L m a A = 6 corresponds to 28 different angular 
functions for the long-range tail. A cluster of 3000 shells 
is necessary to deal with the I V ground states < 1 ["„* > of 
the B, Al, Ga, In, and Tl acceptors in Si. This corre
sponds to a cluster radius of 106 A or - 126000 lattice 
sites. With this cluster size the required computer time is 
- 2 0 min on a Cray X-MP/48 ICTSS). The time con
sumption grows roughly quadratically with the number 
of angular functions, so going beyond Z . m j s = 6 is compu
tationally undesirable. The innermost 30 shells 
1 d i n n e r - 1 9 Å) are represented in the basis by 372 shell 
functions of the form in Eq. 112). Note that the time-
consuming evaluation of the matrix elements in the gen
eralized eigenvalue p<-oble: i : n Eq. (91 just needs to be 
done once, while the minor task of solving the eigenvalue 
problem must be repeated for each acceptor 'different 
values of {/„). 

In Table El we compare the convergence of the EBOM 
method with increasing Lmax with the results of the 
analogous effective-mass calculations (with no phenome
nological short-range potential) as listed in Table I of 
Ref 3. £/„ is set to give the same ground-stale energy as 
the effective-mass result for LmM = 6 (which is close to 
the experimental value for Ga acceptors) to make the 
comparison more transparent. The results in Table U 
show that the EBOM converges faster than effective-mass 
theory, and this is presumably mainly due to the in
clusion of the independent shell functions for the inner
most shells in ihe basis. In Table \\ we also show the 
convergence for the realistic impurities. (The fitted 
values of U,, are listed in Table III.i The convergence 
(measured in meVi is rougnly the same for all acceptors 
'except for B, where it is betleri, so the percentage error 

TABLE til. Calculated energies for the IT'-1T-' transition 
compared with experimental results (Ref. 29) for acceptors j n Si. 
The values of U„ listed fit the EBOM method 10 ilii; experimen
tal values of £ . iRef. 28). All energies and C(, ure in meV. 

*,r.-V El . - • • * « • ; 

Acceptor v„ E'r; EBOM Expt. 

B -1655 -45.8 23.8 23.4 
Al -2645 -70.4 22.6 
Ga -2711 -74.2 22.3 
In -S315 -156.9 17.7 
Tl -3757 -247.7 14.5 

in truncating at , e.g., Z . m a , = 4 is less for the deepest ac
ceptors. This is understandable since more of the hole 
wave function for these acceptors is inside R,nn„, where 
the basis is exact (includes all values of L l. 

With no shell functions in the basis (i.e.. RinatI^0t. 
one has an effective-mass-like version of the EBOM 
method. The difference in calculated energies between 
this version and the full EBOM method with 372 shell 
functions is minute ' = 0 . 0 5 meV) for B. which is ihe shal
lowest acceptor with £ | f . = —45.8 meV, : H but are more 

pronounced for deeper acceptors like In > = 5 meVi, 
where E . = — 1 5 6 . 9 m e W * This indicates ihat the 

EBOM is a better method than effective-mass theory for 
strongly bound acceptors. 

With Un fitted to give the right [%* ground-state ener
gies, the TT* ground-state energies can be predicted. The 
structure of the appropriate basis functions is outlined in 
the Appendix. Instead of the maximum of 24 shell func
tions fo ra shell needed for I V , no more than 12 is need
ed for r T~. Likewise the number of angular basis func
tions for L m a , = 6 is reduced by a factor 2, from 28 to 14. 
This reduction allows for an increase of the cluster size to 
5000 shells \Relu = 127 Å), which is necessary for ihe [V 
ground state ( I I Y ' f o r B acceptors. As in the 1% calcu
lations, the innermost 30 shells are represented by in
dependent shell functions. The calculated energ) 
differences between HV and l i y and comparison with 
available experimental results are shown in Table III. 
We also list the fitted values of U„. The I r ; . | J".* transi
tion has only been observed in Raman measurements on 
B-dopcd samples. ; Q The EBOM predicts 23.8 meV. onl> 
0.4 meV uff the experimental value of 23.4 meV. The 
transition energy has been calculated in the effective-mass 

TABLE II Cnmpanson of convergence of estimates for ihe IV ground-stale energies with increas
ing i , J t bciwecn the EBOM method and effec live-mass theory (EMTl iRcf. 3> The convergence of the 
EBOM estimuies for ihe IV ground-Mate energies of ihe realistic jeeeptors m Si, with V, sei 10 til the 
cipcrimenul ground-slate energies (Ref. 2Si for Lmji =6. is JISO <thi>wn. All encrgiesjirc in meV 

i . , , EMT EBOM B Al Ga In Tl 

- f t . )K - .1*» 5 - S H 4 - f t l 7 - 144 0 - :>« i 
h*)"> 4 4 3 -t>?2 - *OH - 1510 M 4 « 

- 7 i : 4 * It - i n 4 ' 4 2 - 1 ?h " 2 4 7 -
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approximation with no phenomenological short-range po
tential, 5 where a transition energy of 23.8 meV is found 
for the isocoric IAD acceptor. The same effective-mass 
calculation predicts a gound-state energy of 
E _ . = — 73.2 meV. For this T% ground-state energy 

Ihe EBOM predicts a l F V - i r 7 * transition energy of 22.4 
meV. 

The finite size of tht clusters, 3000 shells for IT 8* and 
5000 shells for W? . unavoidably involves unphysical 
confinement energies, and the EBOM will predict ener
gies which are slightly too high. The effect is obviously 
most important for the B acceptor, which has the most 
extended wave functions. For the aforementioned cluster 
sizes, the finite-size errors are estimated to be less than 
0.3 meV for the B states. Since U0 is set to compensate 
for the finite-size error for the i r„* state, the finite-size 
errors in the predicted 11V energies are expected to be 
much smaller and probably do not afFect the results tabu
lated in Table III. For In the finite-size error in the esti
mate for the ground states is practically zero, and we 
even get a decent estimate for the first even-parity excited 
srate 2F," . The EBOM finds - 18.2 meV, which is only 1 
meV higher than the experimental value. 2 1 1 

To increase the size of t! _ cluster to include excited 
slates is generally computationally hard since the number 
of shells land sites! grows as Ihe cube of the radius of the 
cluster. A scaling approximation is called for, but the 
rapid spatial variation of the ground-state wave func
tions, especially close lo the impurity site, makes the va
lidity of the scaling approximation uncertain for accep
tors in Si. If done, however, the change of length scale 
musi also be incorporated in the formula for the spatially 
dependent screening in Eq. (17). 

The hole wave functions are readily plotted out using 
the resulting eigenvectors from the generalized eigenval
ue problem in Eq. i9l. The normalization constant for 
r , - l ike states has the form 

<* , " : , * , ;> = 2 F ; ;<RJ . (18) 

where the sum goes over all sites in the cluster. While 
F< . (R l does noi have the cubic symmetry of ihe model, 
the sum over the four degenerate states 2 , 7 ^ , 1 R) 
* i = r — T ' does. '" Jo illustrate (he anisotropy of 
the hole wave functions, we plot the quantity 
R" S i J ^ . ' R'- n e r e called Ihc mean hole density, along 

the high-symmetry directions [1,0,0], [1,1,0], and [1.1,1]. 
If the probability amplitudes of the wave functions were 
spherically symmetric, the mean hole density would cor
respond to a radial density function. In order to calcu
late / " i / j tR l , f - 1 / 2 ( R t . and f _ J / : t R l , some of the 
group theory must be redone [different coefficients in Eq. 
(12)], but the eigenvectors obtained by solving ihe gen
eralized eigenvalue problem are the same for all values of 
v, so the main calculation does not have to be redone. 
The relations / " l , , I R ) = F _ - , , : ( R ) and F , : I R ) 
= F - l . : ( R ) further simplify the task. To calculate the 
mean hole densities for the doubly degenerate H—like 
states, naturally only F ^ I R I and F _ | . : ( R ) are needed. 

The plots are made by interpolating the calculated 
values of the mean hole densities on the lattice sites along 
the specified direction- In practice, the SOBO's have a 
finite spatial extension, and this is possible to take into 
account by assuming, for example, Gaussian or Lorentzi-
an shapes of the SOBO's. This will tend to smooth out 
the mean hole densities and give a smaller anisotropy. 
Also, the predicted probabilities of finding the hole on the 
impurity site .listed in Table IV) will be reduced. Since 
the shape and extension of the effective bond orbitals are 
unknown, we use the bare results and emphasize that 
care should be taken if the mean-hole-density plots or the 
results in Table IV are used in quantitative discussions. 

Figures Hat and libl show the 1IY and IT-" mean 
hole densities for B acceptors along the three high-
symmetry directions [1,0,0], [1,1,0], and [1,1,1]. The an
isotropy is pronounced in both cases, but comparatively 
more so for the W~ wave functions. This reflects that 
i r ? " has two dominant contributions: T- 'split-off) 
SOBO's with an isotropic s-1 ike envelope < F T X F , , L = 0 ) 
and r „ (heavy- and light-hole) SOBO's with anisotropic 
rf-like envelopes [ r \ X l r , + r y . L=l\. The smaller an-
isotropy of the 1JY wave function indicates thai the d-
like contributions to it are relatively less significant. Fig
ure lie) shows the same three curves for the IT," wave 
function for an In acceptor. For In the envelopes of the 
I F - and i r s * wave functions are more similar than lor B 
since the T- SOBO's with s-like envelope become more 
dominant for deeper I T - states. The spatial dependence 
of ihe contributions involving T, SOBO's and F - SOBO's 
to the If-' wa\e function for the B acceptor is illustrated 
in Figs. 2ta> and 2>b). These two panels show the two 
components of the mean hole density along ihe [1.0.0] 
direction and [1.1,0] direction, respeeiively For *.hon 

TABLE IV Percentage of hole wave function including F.-like SOBO's and T-like SOIlO's fur the 
I",' and V- ground Mates for accepiors in Si The probability P of (hiding ihe hole on the impunt> sue 
is also listed 

7.2 12.S 1.0 54.st 
111.0 '•0.0 5.-1 M.l 
11)2 89.8 6 1 b5l) 
11.6 88.4 ;o.o '1 8 
11.3 88.7 MI.: 7-18 
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distances the s-like envelope of T T SOBO's is dominant, 
while the rf-like envelope of T 8 SOBO's takes over at 
large distances. The relative importance of the two com
ponents in the 1P 7* and i r g

+ wave functions is listed in 
Table IV. For the T g

+ ground states typically 9 0 % of the 
hole wave function involves fB SOBO's, while for the f'f 

ground state for B acceptors only 5 5 % of the wave func
tion involves T 7 SOBO's. In Table IV we also list the 
probabilities of finding the hole on the impurity site. As 
expected, this quantity is highest for the deepest impunty 
states. 

The old puzzle of the nonexistent lines in Raman spec-

Pj> ground s ta te for B acceptor in Si 

r I A) 

FIG I. ai Mean hole densilv |R" 2 . 1 ^ ' ^ ' ) h , r 'he I",' ground state fur the B acceptor in Si along the three directions [l,0.O|, 
[1.1.0|, and 11.1.1]- bl Mean hole density (R- £ , ',/•". I R>| for (he T-" ground slate for the B acceptor in Si along the three directions 
[1.0.0]. [I. l / l j . and {I.I,]]. ic'Saine as<ai for the (V ground Mate for the In acceptor 
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t r a J I corresponding to transitions from l l Y to i r 7

+ for 
all single acceptors in Si except B is not resolved by our 
results. The qualitative features of the I P f and IT& 
wave functions for B and, for example, the wave func
tions for Al and Ga f are the same. 

T-, ground stale for 8 acceptor in Si [l.O.O] 

T- ground slate for B acceptor in Si {l.l.O] 

FIG. 2 U> Contributions in the mean hole density 
[R" 2 . if . ' R 'I Tor the I'-' ground slate for ihe B acceptor in Si 
frum i he hcuvv and light-hole hunds i IVIike SOBO'st and the 
split-off hunds i r.-hke SOBO'O alon," the f 1.0.0} direction. <b> 
Sjme JS iai jhing the [1.1,0} direction. 

IV. ACCEPTORS IN BULK GaAs 

In this section we consider acceptor impurities in 
GaAs . The r 8 *-!ike ground states and ihe even-parity ex
cited states are studied for single and double acceptors. 
The r 7 - l i ke states are either very weakly bound or in the 
continuum of Bloch states and will not be considered 
here. 

A. Single acceptors 

With GaAs as host material some simplifications can 
be made. First, the spin-orbit coupling is large, A = 340 
meV, 2 7 so the split-off bands ( Fyi ike SOBO's) can be as
sumed decoupled and hence be ignored in the calcula
tions on Tg-like acceptor states. Second, the successful 
application of the spherical approximation within the 
effective-mass framework to acceptors in GaAs iRef. 2) 
indicates that fewer cubic harmonics are needed in the 
basis compared to the Si calculations. In fact, the in
clusion of cubic harmonics with L 5 2 provides a 
sufficient basis. For r a* states this means only three 
long-range angular functions, one .s-like T , i for £ . = 0 
and two dAiV.it i r „ r \ ) for L = 2 . , ; Similarly, we ignore 
the shell functions in Eq. (12) that involve r . - a n d r 4 - I ike 
functions. This, together with the decoupling of the 
split-off band, reduces the maximum number of shell 
functions for one shell from 24 to 9. The present treat
ment goes beyond the spherical approximation since we 
couple SOBO's to cubic harmonics and not to spherical 
harmonics, and include independent shell functions for 
the innermost sites. 

For the dielectric screening we use the static value e„ 
(for ' Ri = 0 1 . " The material parameters are taken to be" 1 

> ' ,=7 .65 , r ; = 2.41, y , = 3 . I8 . e„= 1 2 . 3 5 , 

and a = 5 . 6 5 A. The single acceptors in GaAs are shal
lower than in Si, so larger clusters are called for. In the 
ground-state calculation we include 10000 shells 
( a 438 000 lattice sitesl, which corresponds to a cluster 
radius of 168 Å. The innermost 50 shells (R i n n e r = 24 Å) 
are represented by 299 independent shell functions The 
required computation time is - 4 min on a Cray X-
M P / 4 8 (CTSS). The mean hole density for the ground 
state of a C acceptor [ £ | f . = - 2 6 . 0 meV iRef. 351] 

along the three high-symmetry directions [1.0.0], [1.1.0]. 
and [ I, I. I ] is shown in Fig. 3, illustrating the much small
er anisotropy compared to acceptors in Si. Figure 4 illus
trates the relative importance of the t-like \ T, > and </-like 
l r , , r 5 ) contributions by showing the two components in 
the mean hole density in the [1.1.0J direction. 72<r of the 
wave function is i-like and 2 8 T is i-like. This ratio is 
roughly the same (within l^ri for (he six shallowest ac
ceptors in GaAs 'see Table Vi and is close to Ihe ratio 
predicted hy j n effective-mass calculation ' 7 4 ^ .ind 
26C£-).-h The expectation value of R is found to he 3h 
A. For the v- and (/-like components the corresponding 
expectation values are 28 and 57 A, respective!) All 
three expectation values ure in very good agreement with 
effective-mass calculat ions. : n 

http://dAiV.it
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r<A> 

FIG. 1. Mean hole density l ^ S . y f . i R » ) for the I*.' 
ground Mate for the C acceptor in GaAs along the ihree direc
tions [I.U.OJ, [I.I.0|. and [1.1.1|. 

Ground stiile for C acceptor in GaAs Jl.1,0] 

r ( A ) 

FIG. 4. The i-like <r,i and (/-like li",,!",» parts of (he mean 
hole density [R : S . i ^ ' . ' R ' ] for the f,' ground state for the C 
acceptor in GaAi along the [1,1,0] direction. 

TABLE V. Calculated energies for the 21%' state for accep-
lots in GaAs compared with experimental values iRef. 33». The 
values of U„ lisied lit the EBOM method to ihe experimental 
values of E , . All energies and U„ are in meV. 

£ : r - E;-
Acceptor U, E[f. EBOM Expt 

C - 8 0 -26.0 -7 .9 - 7 . 4 
Be -I3I>2 -28.0 -8 .2 -S .2 
Mg -1522 -28.4 -8 .3 -8 .3 
Zn -2163 -30.7 -8 .b -8 .9 
Si -2121 -34.5 -9 ,0 -0 .3 
Cd -2748 _ -34.7 -9 .1 -9 .4 

In calculating the energies of the first even-parity excit
ed states 2Ta*. we use the scaling approximation outlined 
in Sec. El to make the computations more feasible. A 
scaling factor of 2 I s = 2 i is used, and this corresponds to 
the double-acceptor problem. Results for calculations in
volving 10000 shells and 299 independent shell functions 
for the acceptors C, Be, Mg, Zn, Cd, and Si are shown in 
Table V. The energies listed for 21",' are corrected with 
the estimated finize-size error of 0.1 meV. The finite-size 
error is estimated by extrapolating results for a set of 
different cluster sizes. The results are seen to be in good 
agreement with experimental values, and this increases 
our confidence in the scaling approximation. The EBOM 
is in perfect agreement with the effective-mass results for 
an ideal (pure hydrogenic) acceptor impurity 
[ £ ] r = - 2 7 . 0 meV, £ \ r = - 8 . 1 meV (Ref. If]. 

Compared to the ground-state energies of impurities in 
Si, the results are loss sensitive to the choice of inner ra
dius of the long-range tail. The results listed in Table V 
are for calculations involving 299 independent shell func
tions, but the predicted values for £ , f . with no shell 

function, are within 0,05 meV for C, Be. and Mg, and 
within 0.If) meV for Zn. Si. and Cd. In Table V we also 
list the values of i'„ which calibrate the EBOM to the ex
perimental value for the ground-stale energy (with no 
scaling, i.e., s = 11. 

With a scaling factor of 4 the energies for ihe 3F,," 
states can be calculated- Experimental values are avail
able for the acceptors C < £ i r - =—3.fj meVi and Zn 

' £ i r . = - 4 . 0 meV>." By filling l/„ to give the experi
mental value for the ground-state energy i E i r - ». ihe 
EBOM predicts - 4 2 ;ind - 4 . 4 meV, respectively. A 
helter .iltcrn.iti\ L- IS ti< lit i'„ to give the experimental 
value for E., which g n e s energies 0.25 meV for C and 

0.0? meV t'tir £n closer to ihe experimental values for 
/: A jcneral problem with fitting U„ lo the ground 

slate when calculating higher-order, even-parity excited 
stales i 31".' . 4 r , ' , . . . u s that the large scaling needed for 
the spatially extended excited stales may be a poor ap
proximation for the more rapidly varying ground stale. 
When E,f . is known experimentally las above). l/„ can 

http://iltcrn.it
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be fitted to this value, but if only the experimental value 
of the ground state is given, the following iterative pro
cedure is preferable. First, one chooses a proper value of 
the scaling parameter s to predict the 2 T s* state with Va 

fitted to the r," ground state. Afterwards, this predicted 
value of £ \ r - is used to fit V() in a eaIcula(ion of £ \ r . 
with a higher value of s suitable for the 2Tf state and the 
3 I Y state ibut maybe not the ground state). This scheme 
can (hen be repealed to predict energies of excited states 
of even higher order. 

B. Double acceptors 

The so-called 78-meV double acceptor in GaAs, which 
possibly corresponds to a G a atom on the As site, has re
cently been shown to have a singly ionized ground state 
of - 2 0 3 meV, i.e., one hole in the 1T^ level. 3 7 The neu
tral double acceptor with two holes in the degenerate 
l f Y level has a higher energy [—78 meV) due to 
Coulombic repulsion. Raman-scattering experiments 3 8 

revealed a peak 159 meV above the — 203-meV state, 
which suggested an excited state corresponding to a sing
ly ionized acceptor with one hole in the 2 T ^ s ta te . 3 ' The 
EBOM predicts 2 r s " to be 161 meV above the ground 
state. The good agreement with the experimental value 
supports ihe suggested interpretation of the Raman line 
and indicates that the EBOM may be applicable for 
strongly bound acceptor states also. 

V. SPHERICAL QUANTUM DOTS 

Quasi-zero dimensional heterostructures are now made 
which exhibit quantum confinement in all three dimen
sions. These structures consist of a microcrystallite of 
well material, called a quantum box or quantum dot 
|QD>, embedded in barrier material. As a consequence of 
the confinement, energy levels are discrete. The existence 
of these atomic I ike states may be utilized in future 
lasers'" where laser properties can be tailored by proper 
choices of well and barrier materials as well as sizes and 
shapes of ihe QD's . Studies have been done on systems 
with typical Q D sizes ranging from 10 A (Ref. 40) to 
thousands of angstroms. 4 1 Theoretical investigations 4* 
have tndtcaled that the kinetic energies due to 
confinement effects dominate interparticle Coulomb 
effects for (JD's with typical dimensions less than 
- 200 A. For smaller QD's the neglection of interparti

cle interactions is expected to be a good approximation, 
while they hau- to be taken into account in the so-called 
mesoscopic regime where the QD's are larger than 
~20Q A. Attempts to observe confinement optically for 

s> stems in the mesowopic region have been reported, but 
so far no characteristic series of isolated peaks due to 
discrete states have been observed in ihe spectra. 4 1 

As M\ application of the EBOM mel hod. we oaleulaie 
single-particle energies for holes confined in spherical 
QD's nith radii less than 200 A T h e Q D N are conceived 
as spherical halls of the well material GaAs embedded in 
the barrier material A l . G a , ,As . The larger QD's will 
have crystalline hchavior, but as (he size decreases (he 
surface becomes more important, and one expects a tran

sition from crystalline behavior to the behavior of a 
molecular cluster. The minimum size for which the QD 
can be assumed to have crystalline behavior is difficult to 
estimate. For Si a minimum of - 1000 atoms 'radius 
— 17 A l has been suggested. 4 . We assume bulk proper
ties for all QD"s in our calculation, but this may be a du
bious approximation for the smallest sizes. 

The inclusion of the spherical QD does not reduce the 
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, so the group theory in the 
preceding sections apply. We use the same set of cubic 
harmonics and shell functions us in the GaAs calcula
tions. The r 8 " ground-state energies for QD's with and 
without acceptors located in the center are calculated for 
Q D radii up to ZOO A. The binding energy is defined as 
the difference between the two energies and is always pos
itive. The quantum-confinement effect is due to the offset 
between the valence-band edges £,. in the well and bar
rier material, fn this calculation we take A£, 
= 0 . 3 5 A £ 1 ! ( J C l , 4 4 where AE?ix ) is the difference in band 
gaps at k = 0 between GaAs and A l , G a , _ , A s . SE^x) is 
taken to be 1247x meV (recommended for .T C O ^ S ) . 4 4 

We focus on the alloy with x = 0 . 3 . For GaAs we use the 
same material parameters as in Sec. IV, and for AlAs we 
use the parameters 3 4 

) ' , = 4 . 0 4 , y , = 0.78, ] '.,= 1.57, e 0 = 9.80 . 

For the alloy we use a linear interpolation between the 
GaAs and AlAs parameters. We use the standard ap
proximation of neglecting image-force effects due to the 
abrupt change in e 0 at the interface 4* The interactions 
between any two bond orbitals located in the same ma
terial are taken to be the same as those in bulk. The in
teraction between two bond orbitals in two different ma
terials (i.e., on each side of the interface) is taken to be 
the average of the corresponding interactions in the bulk 
material. This is a natural choice, but the validity is un
certain. 

We use a scaling factor of 2 (.s = 2), and the clusters are 
large enough to avoid finite-size errors. The scaling is 
equivalent to the scaling in the bulk GaAs calculations, 
but additionally A£, is enhanced by a factor s : and the 
Q D radius, R,}D, is reduced by a factor s. Our calcula
tions are for C and Be acceptors and as in the preceding 
section V is fitted to give the correct ground-state ener
gy for bulk GaAs i £ " | r = - 2 6 0 meV for C and 

Eyr. = - 2 8 . 0 meV for Be). The ground-state energies 

for QD's with and without acceptors are shown in Fig 5. 
where the GaAs valence-band edge is chosen as the zero 
of energy The corresponding binding energies are shown 
in Fig 6. In the EBOM. as opposed to effective-mass 
theory R,JD is a discrete variable. Results for a set of ra
dii are interpolated to give Ihe curves shown in Figs 5 
and b For very small QD's *RW - 25 k or less' the en
ergies become sensitive io Ihe details m (he geometrical 
structure of the Q D If results fot all possible Q D radii 
had been used in the interpolation procedure, the new 
and more rippled curves would have deviated slightl) iup 
to - J meVI from the smotnh curves in Figs. 5 and o for 
the smallest QD's . A detailed study of (he ripples in the 
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0 a M 15 100 « 5 J50 17S 200 
Qii.inLum Dal Had i us ( A) 

FIG. 5 Energies of the f,' ground states of GaAs-
Al., .Gi i -As spherical quantum dots without an acceptor, wiih 
a centered C acceptor, and with a centered Be acceptor as func
tions of I he radt UN of the quantum dot. 
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spectra is solely of academic interest, [f done, however, 
EBOM calculations without scaling must be performed. 

T o our knowledge, no measurements of binding ener
gies for the C and Be acceptors in Al„,jGa„ -As have been 
reported. Assuming the same value of [/,, as for GaAs, 
we find binding energies of 33.3 meV for C and 37.7 meV 
for Be. and these values are used in the extrapolation to 
zero Q D radius. As expected, the error due to the scaling 
approximation increases with decreasing QD size, but the 
deviation in the calculated binding energy was found to 
be less than \% when comparing with results obtained 
without scaling is = 1) for R O D = 2 8 A. 

The binding-energy curves with single maxima for 
Æ I J D = 2 2 A are qualitatively similar to the well-size 
dependence of binding energies for acceptors in a single 
quantum wel l . 4 4 Note that there are no bound states for 
QD's without acceptors for K O D < 15 A, and this ciuses 
the characteristic cusp in the curve in Fig. 5. The only 
calculation reported to date on impurities in QD's is a re
cent calculation within the effective-mass framework on 
donor states in a spherical GaAs-Al ,Ga , _ ,As struc
tu re . 1 2 The results for the energies are qualitatively simi
lar to our acceptor results showing the same characteris
tic dependencies on the Q D radius. 

In EBOM calculations without scaling <s = 1> we find 
the energies to be very sensitive to (he choice of boundary 
conditions. For example, by choosing pure well parame
ters or pure barrier parameters for the interactions across 
the interface in the calculations for a Q D i without accep
tor» with R()0 = 5 7 A, the energy is lowered by 2b meV 
and raised by 12 meV, respectively, compared to the 
average boundary-condition value uf .18 meV. Due to 
partial cancellation the effect on the binding energy is less 
dramatic 'down 13 meV and up 7 meV, respectively, for a 
C acceptor), but still substantial. The sensitivity is 
highest when the wave function has a significant value at 
ihe interface, so the variations are expected to be smaller 
for larger QD's . As an example, the deviations in the en
ergy for a Q D 'without an acceptor) are less than 4 meV 
for R,)n-\yt> A The absence of isolated sharp peaks 
due to confinement in optical spectra has so far been at
tributed to i he in homogeneities in the sizes and shapes of 
the set of QD's in a sample. The high sensitivity to the 
boundary conditions suggests that, even if improvement 
in fabrication techniques for microstruclures leads to 
small variations in the sizes and shapes of ihe QD's . the 
different interface configurations in a set of small' QD's 
may give a hroad interval of energies and smear out the 
peaks We expect the smearing effect to be less 
significant in quantum wires and even less so in quantum 
wells since the interfaces plav a relative!}, smaller rule 
and current fabrication techniques allow for interfaces of 
higher quality in these structures. 

vi. roM'i.i n iv; REM \RKS 

In ihis article we ha\c calculated energies ,ind corre
sponding hole wave functions for even-p.irn> .icceptor 
sljtes in bulk semiconductors and grouiul">t.ilc energies 
for sphenc.il quantum dois with ami without jcceplors 
using the effective hoiid-orhiial model ' l 'H(>\ | i Where 

http://sphenc.il
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experiments exist the agreement is generally good. Com
parison with results from effective-mass theory indicates 
that the EBOM method is as good as or better than 
effective-mass theory for acceptors in bulk impurities. 
The main advantage of the EBOM method, however, is 
the straightforward application to hete restructures, in 
contrast to [he difficulties associated with the position-
dependent material parameters in the effective-mass 
method. 

The EBOM is easily extended to states with odd-parity 
envelopes. Some group theory must be redone, but the 
backbone of the method remains the sume. En fact, ener
gies of odd-parity states should be easier to calculate 
since they are independent of the on-site impurity in
teraction £/<). This is expected to make the scaling ap
proximation even more applicable, since we can choose a 
scaling suitable for each excited state separately without 
worrying about fitting UQ. 

For impurities in small-gap semiconductors (e.g., InAs. 
InSb, H g ^ . C d j T e i and corresponding heterostructures 
the coupling to the lowest conduction band must be tak
en into account. This causes no conceptual difficulty. 
The interaction parameters analogous to those in Eq. (6) 
have been worked out and can be found in Ref. 20. 

The EBOM naturally can also deal with problems 
where only the conduction band is important 'e.g.. donor 
impurities». This version of the EBOM may be especially 
useful in heterostructures with complicated geometries, 
which make even one-band effective-mass calculations 
unattractive. 

We expect the EBOM method to be better than 
effective-mass theory for double and other multiple ac
ceptors One reason for (his expectation is the possibility 
of including independent shell functions in the basis. 
Another reason is the more realistic band structures pre
dicted by ihe EBOM for higher values of k due to the un
derlying lattice (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 20). A large probability 
of finding the hole on the impurity site for the deeper ac
ceptors raises questions about the applicability of the 
EBOM method. A natural improvement of the treatment 
of deep impurities is to take the structure within the unit 
cell seriously and build up the impurity wave function 
with atomic orbitals las in the empirical light-binding 
method) 

We think that the effective bond-orbital model will be a 
powerful and versatile tool in dealing with localized 
slates in present and future heierostructures. The good 
results using the scaling approximation are especially en
couraging iincc this approximation substantially in
creases the feasibility of the method. Calculations for 
heieroviruciurc* with a point-group symmetry lower than 
r , will be computationally harder since the possible 
reduction of the basis by utilizing group theory is propor
tional to the number of elements in the point group. 
Nevertheless, many of the most important heterostruc
tures <eg . quantum wells and quantum wires with impur
ities located at high-symmetry pointsi have sufficient 
svmmcirv to alio» for an EBOM treatment on present-
dav computers 
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APPENDIX 

Using the Tables in Ref. 2J. we find, analogous to Eq. 
110), 

ir, + r \ -r , -r 4 -r \pxtr- -r .»=5r-
The T- states are doubly degenerate. We consider the 
r~ * states The coupling coefficients are found in Ref. 2} 
and, analogous to Eq. "12*. the r--like shell functions 
have the form 

The basis functions for the long-range part ot the »a*e 
function .ire constructed hv Mihsmuiint; cubic lur monies 
for ihe ' i t e functions in the shell functions hsicd above 
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The novel effective bond-orbital model (EBOM) is used to calculate energies of shallow acceptors 
in GaAs-AI, Ga, , As quantum wells and superlattices. The model is tight-binding-like, and the in
teractions between bond orbitals located at sites in the face-centered-cubic lattice arc fitted to make 
EBOM predict the right bana structure close to the valence-band edge. Symmetry-adapted func
tions consisting of proper linear combinations of bond orbitals located at sites in the vicinity of the 
acceptor impurity are used as basis functions in variational calculations of energies of acceptor 
states. First, we calculate energies of both ["„ (hcavy-holel and I"? (light-hole) ground states and first 
even-parity excited states for C and Be acceptors centered in the well material of single quantum 
wells. When comparing EBOM results with results from previous multiband effective-mass calcula
tions, we generally find good agreement for the ground-state energies and the corresponding binding 
energies, while ihe estimates for the exciled siates vary substantially. Comparisons with recent ex
periments, where two independent experimental techniques are used to measure energies of transi
tions involving the excited stales, favor the EBOM results. The deviations of the effective-mass re
sults are thought to reflecl inherent shortcomings in (he effective-mass method, absent in the 
EBOM. namely the culculational difficulty of properly incorporating position-dependent material 
parameters and the practical limitations on the flexibility of trial wave functions in actual calcula
tions. Finally, the EBOM is used to calculate binding energies of acceptors in superlaitices. Up to 
11 wells arc included in the model for the thinnest superlattices in which coupling of adjacent wells 
is essential. In order lu compare with recent phoioluminescence experiments on C acceptors in 
narrow-barrier superlattices. ihe corresponding EBOM calculations for both well- and barrier-
centered accepmrs in superlalticcs are performed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recent advances in crysial-growth techniques such 
as molecular-beam epitaxy iMBE) and melalorganic 
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVDi have triggered ex
tensive studies on artificial superlatlices and quantum 
welts. The ability of controlling material composition 
and intentionally incorporating impurities on the atomic 
scale has led to numerous expenmenlal studies of elec
tronic energy levels for shallow impurities embedded in 
hclerostructurcs These measurement , which include 
phoiolumincscenee. * Raman sca t te r ing , 4 " * magnetos-
peciroscopy. ' " and far-infrared jbsorpnon. ' ' have so far 
mainly focused on impurities in GaAs-AI ,Ga, ,As sys
tems 

All previous iheorvhcal calculations have heen within 
the framework of circctivc-niass theory In a pioneering 
paper Bastard 1" calculated energies of donor slates in 
quantum wells assuming infinite burner height. The 
binding energy, defined j s the difference between the 
ground-Mate energies with anil without a donor centered 
in ihc well, was found lo increase mnnotonicully with de
creasing well width In more realistic calculations which 
included finite barrier heights, the binding energy was 

found to have a maximum at a finite well w i d t h . l u : For 
the well width corresponding to the maximum, the 
confinement energy for the pure quantum well is substan
tial, while the impurity, to a large extent, manages to lo
calize the wave function within ihe well material. As the 
well width approaches zero, the impurity wave function 
leaks more and more into the harrier, and the binding en
ergy will eventually go lo the hufk value for the barrier 
material. 

Acceptor calculations are generally more difficult due 
to (he complicated valence bands. Masselink vt al.'' cal
culated the energy spectra for acceptors in GaAs-
AI, Ga, ,As quantum wells with finite barrier heights, 
taking ihe top four valence bands of both the well and 
barrier material into account The resul t i r j tiding en
ergies showed the same characteristic dependence on well 
width and were also found to he in good agreemenl wnh 
j \ ailahle experimental data. 

In practice, quantum-well measurements are done on 
( I U A N - A I , ( J J , , A S supcrlatticcs with sufficiently high 
and wide barriers to avoid coupling between adjacent 
we)K For superlaltices involving low 'i.e.. small fraction 
of aluminum in the barrier alloy i or narrow barriers, in-
terwell coupling may be substantial and cannot he 
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neglected in calculations. To allow for interwell cou
pling, Chaudhuri14 included the two neighboring wells in 
a calculation of donor energies. Setting the barrier width 
and well width equal, the binding energy as a function of 
well width was found to have two maxima. The primary 
peak was found to be shifted towards larger well widths 
compared to the binding-energy curve for single quantum 
wells. The secondary peak, corresponding to very nar
row wells and harriers, was attributed to the breakdown 
of the approximation of including only three wells in a 
model for short-period superlattices. 

While effective-mass theory is on a solid footing for im
purities in bulk semiconductors,15 the extension of the 
theory to heterostructures is nontrivial, with complica
tions arising from the position-dependent material pa
rameters. The theory is not asymptotically exact in the 
limit of infinitely shallow impurity potential for hetero
structures with nonzero offsets (i.e., band edges are not 
aligned),16 but this does not exclude the possibility that 
effective-mass theory may give good results. For donor 
problems, where one-band effective-mass theory is ap
propriate, the boundary conditions for the matching of 
envelope functions at abrupt material interfaces seem to 
be well established.1"'21 Boundary conditions based on 
continuity of probability current have been worked out 
for degenerate-band effective-mass theory (k-p)," but 
they are complicated and hard to include in acceptor cal
culations. To our knowledge, no calculations on accep
tors in heterostructures which take into account the full 
valence-band degeneracy and match the envelope func
tions at the interfaces have been done. In fact, most re
ported calculations on the much simpler donor problems 
have been on models where the position dependence of 
material parameters is ignored or treated in an approxi
mate way So, even in the cases where proper effective-
mass treatment, in principle, gives good results for im
purities in heterostructures, the complicated implementa
tion of the method severely reduces its feasibility. 

In this article we use the novel effective bond-orbital 
model lEBOMl to calculate energies for acceptors in 
quantum wells and superlaitices. Harrison*' introduced 
the bond-orbital model to describe properties of covalent 
and polar solids and obtained the interaction parameters 
using atomic properties and the value of the static dielec
tric constant. The model was reformulated by Chang24 to 
be used in calculations on electronic states involving 
small wave numbers in semiconductors and semiconduc
tor heierostructures. Instead of trying to estimate the in
teraction parameters from microscopic considerations, 
these parameters were fitted to predict the experimentally 
observed bulk band structure close to the Bnllouin zone 
center. The first applications of the method were in cal
culations of superlattice band structures for both 
large-band-gap and small-band-gap heierosruc-
tures.:4 ; J 

In a recent paper" the author* introduced the model 
as a new framework for calculating properties of local
ized Males and used the method to calculate energies for 
acceptors in bulk semiconductors and acceptors embed
ded in GaAs-AI.Ga, ,As spherical quantum dots. The 
term tfftctm bond-irbttal model was introduced to avoid 

confusion with Harrison's version and to stress that the 
real bond orbitals are not expected to interact tike these 
effective bond orbitals. The usefulness of the effective 
bond orbitals lies in their ability to describe both extend
ed and localized electronic states with wave functions 
with slowly varying envelopes. 

The EBOM may be viewed as a discretized version of 
the effective-mass theory with the grid spacing given by 
the lattice constant. In the EBOM the positional depen
dence of material parameters is straightforward to in
clude in the calculation, and this feature makes the 
method more applicable to problems involving impurities 
in heterostructures than effective-mass theory. 

In Sec. II we first quickly review the EBOM formalism 
before we show how group theory is utilized to obtain an 
appropriate set of basis functions suitable for variational 
calculations. The group-theory treatment is similar to 
the treatment in Ref. 26 for acceptors in bulk semicon
ductors and spherical quantum dots, but the presence of 
a quantum well (or superlattice) has lowered the symme
try of the problem. At the end of the section a very use
ful scaling approximation which reduces the computer 
time needed in the calculations is described. In Sec. Ill 
we apply the method to acceptors located ai ihe center of 
single GaAs-AI„ iGa,, iAs quantum wells. Ground-state 
energies, corresponding binding energies, and energies of 
even-parity excited states are calculated and compared 
with experiments and previous multiband effective-mass 
calculations. In Sec. IV we first study acceptors in 
short-period GaAs-AJ„ ,0a,, -As superlattices where cou
pling between adjacent wells become important, includ
ing up to 11 wells in the calculations. Comparison of 
qualitative features of energ> spectra with preuous donor 
calculations are made. In order to compare with recent 
photoluminescence experiments by Skromme et al.,':~ 
where coupling of wells is important, we also perform 
calculations of binding energies for acceptors centered in 
the barrier and well material, respectively, for a set of su
perlattices with compositions according to the samples 
used in the measurements. 

II. THEORY 

This section is divided into three subsections. In ihe 
first subsection we swiftly describe the bond-orbital for
malism and provide the formulas for the interactions 
needed in the calculations. For more details, we refer to 
Refs. 24 and 26. In the second subsection we utilize the 
theory of point groups to construct basis functions ro be 
used in variational calculations. A scaling approximation 
is described in the last subsection. For more discussion 
on this approximation, we refer lo Ref. 26. 

A. Bond orbllals 

Diamond- and zmc-btende-struciure crystals consisi 
of a unit cei' containing two atoms located at the sues of 
the face-centercd-cubic 'fee lattice For acceptors in 
large-gap band-semiconductors or hetcrost rue lures made 
of targe-gap band-materials, a bond-orbital model which 
includes only the topmost valence bands is sufficieni A 
bond orbital is. in this context, defined as the proper 
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linear combination of atomic orbitals in a unit cell which 
best describes the experimentally observed band structure 
close to the zone center. If spin-orbit coupling is negligi
ble, the bond orbitals are p-like (labeled x,y,z). They are 
assumed to be sufficiently localized so that only on-site 

and nearest-neighbor interactions have to be considered. 
We use the notation |R,o) for an a-like ia=x,y,z) bond 
orbital located at lattice site R. The general form of the 
interactions between two bond orbitals is known from 
symmetry considerations to be2 8 

<K,a\H\R\a'> = EpbRtKba^+^br.KJEvTaTaU-aa^i + [EXJIii+Eail-^)]Sttia^ . (1) 

Eaa- denotes the interaction between an a-like orbital at the origin and an a'-like orbital at (l,l,0)a/2. Ep, EXK, ETy, 
and E^ are four independent interaction parameters, and the sum over r covers the 12 nearest-neighbor position vec
tors. ra denotes the a component of r in units of a/2. 

With a non-negligible spin-orbit coupling present, which certainly is the case for GaAs-AI^Ga^^As systems, the 
spin-orbit-coupled bond orbitals (SOBO's) represent a more practical basis. In the angular-momentum convention the 
SOBO's have the form 

(2) lR ,« i )=2C(a , f f ;J f W)|R,a>^ 

where J = jA. M = —J,—J + \,... ,J, and xa, <r = r,— 4. denotes the electron spinors. The coupling coefficients 
Cta,o;J,M\ are known from group theory and can be found, e.g., in Ref. 26. With the spin-orbit coupling included, 
the interaction between two SOBO's is given by 

<R,u£|/rlR>£> = iy-j)A5j w , j . i M .5 R > R .+ 2 Cmla.o;JtM)Cia'toiJ\M'XK.a\H\K\ar) . (3) 

where A is the spin-orbit splitting. 
The interaction parameters in Eq. (1) are determined 

by doing a Taylor expansion of the tight-binding Hamil-
tonian in the SOBO basis to second order in k and requir
ing equivalence with the effective-mass (k-p) Hamilton]-
an. 1 1 A one-to-one correspondence between the Lut
ringer parameters24 and the interaction parameters is 
thus established, namely 

(4) 

Ep=E„-l2rtR0. 

Ev refers to the band edge of the heavy- and light-hole 
bands and RQ=tf/2mal, where m is the free-electron 
mass. 

The contribution to the interaction from a shallow im
purity located at the origin is taken to be 

{«..;;-£ •••..£) 

e 0,R' • W i r * * . r . Rl*° '51 

where -e'/t,/ is a «creened Coulomb interaction. The 
impurity interaction between two identical SOBO'» on 
the impurity sue. Vn. a treated a* an empirical titling pa
rameter A recent report10 has indicated that the effect of 
spatially dependent screening, where r is a function of the 

distance from the impurity, cannot be neglected in 
effective-mass calculations for acceptors in GaAs-
AI.Gai-jAs quantum wells. In the EBOM, however, 
the effect will be absorbed in the parameter U0, and we 
use the static value for the dielectric screening c 0 in Eq. 
(5). 

In the application of the EBOM to heterostructures, 
we take interactions between any two bond orbitals locat
ed in the same material to be the same as the bulk values. 
For two bond orbitals in different materials, i.e., on each 
side of an interface, we take the interaction to be the 
average of the interaction in each material. For the static 
dielectric screening in Eq. 15), we use the. bulk values for 
fo, which are different in the well and barrier material, 
and neglect image-force effects due to abrupt changes in 
£0 at material interfaces.3I 

We choose the z direction to be the confining direction, 
i.e.. normal to the quantur *• II or su;xrlattice inter
faces. When discussing ace,, or states, it is practical to 
use the hole picture, and throughout this paper we use 
this convention. The energy scale is inverted, with the 
zero of energy chosen to be at the bottom lin the hole pic
ture) of the bulk valence bands of the well material, and 
the interactions between holelike SOBO's correspond to 
the electron interactions listed in Eq. (4) multiplied by 
- I 

B. Bails nweiioM 

Bulk GaAs has the symmetry of the tetrahedral point 
group T4. In T4 the/Mike valence-band states transform 
like r, and the J - j »pinor like IV and group theory 
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gives that r s x r 6 = r 7 + r t [ . An acceptor in bulk GaAs 
will thus give rise to two series of bound states, a I"7 

series associated with the twofold-degenerate split-off 
band and a T s series associated with the heavy- or light-
hole bands which are fourfold degenerate at lt = 0. 

The presence of a quantum well (or a periodic superlat-
tice) reduces the symmetry from Td to D2d. In Dld the 
p-like valence-band states transform like the T 4 and T 5 

representations, while the s=\ spinor still transforms 
like r 0 . Group theory gives " t r 4 + r 5 ) X i \ = r B + ' r 7 

+ J T T . We use the Koster-Dimmock-Wheeler-Sratz 
(KDWS) convention iu[\ in Ref. 32, which is different 
from the angular-momentum convention l a / , ) used in 
the preceding subsection. To stress the difference, we la
bel the s = j spinors é " instead of \. In the K D W S con
vention we have the following SOBO's: 

R . u [ " , \ ) » - 4 r R , J c ) * [ . * 1 / 2 + - V 1 R ^ >*-*!/! . 

16) 

vi • vl " -

and 

R. 'u["" ;> = - r R , z )<*!":, , 

R, l u r " , . ) = i R , : ) / " , , . 
i7t 

R. *-u\\ >=-*=• K.x>ér.", , - - ^ - R .y>* r " i , . 
v 2 v 2 

R. : u r ", ,)=— R.* >«*[;,-«-4=r R,>>U[,\ 

The large spin-orbit coupling of GaAs and A I ( G a , . , As 
alloys suggests the replacement of the above T- SOBO's 
by two new sets of T- SOBO's, namely 

R . u [ \ > = - - i = - R , . < > / " ( , - * - — R,y)ér.\ . 
vb ' • vd l • 

+ t-L R,Z)A\\. 
v b 

'81 
R .u ' " , , ) = — - - R,.x >4h\+ ~ R, v ><*!', 

v ft • - v ft 

- i - ^ R . r» / " , . 

j lid 

R • / ' . R . , ' * ' - ' . R . ; V' 

R . v R , < • * - R . . •<.* 
- . i i * 

* - ' -- R . J>d ' " , . 

The tpm-orbil coupling lift:, the energies of the r , 
SOBO'4 in Eq «» with A compared to the f\ SOBOS in 
Eq 'hi and the r . SOBO't in Eq. (Bl. For GaAs-

A l x G a ] _ x A s systems where A is —0.3 eV, it is a good 
approximation to assume that R ^ w , ^ a n d 
|R, , , 0 , « J j / i ) in Eq. 19) are decoupled from the rest, and 
we will neglect them in the present calculations. The T h 

SOBO's are equivalent to heavy-hole SOBO's iJ = ±, 
M = 4 , — y) in bulk (see, e.g.. Ref. 26), and states with 
this symmetry are thus often said to be heavy-hole-like. 
Correspondingly, the T T SOBO's in Eq. (8) are equivalent 
to light-hole SOBO's l . / = j t A f - 4 , - 4 > in bulk and are 
said to be light-hole-like. 

Energy eigenvalues and corresponding wave functions 
for acceptor states can now, in principle, be found by ex
panding the wave function as a linear combination of 
holelike SOBO's of the form in Eqs. (6) and 18) located at 
sites on the fee lattice in the vicinity of the impurity, i.e., 
* > = 2 , C r ' * l > = 2 , C , R l i J . u J i i ) ) . Using the stan

dard variational method, we obtain a set of coupled linear 
algebraic equations, 

2 < U , ffitf, > + <*,-•£/:*, > -£<!* , • i/', > > c , = o . HOI 

where H represents the unperturbed Hamiltonian and I' 
represents the impurity potential, The matrix elements in 
the generalized eigenvalue problem in Eq. ' i0 l are given 
by Eqs. il), i4)-i6), and l8). The numerical values for the 
interaction parameters in Eq. i4) naturally depend on 
wherein the heterost rue ture the bond orbitals are located. 
The dimension of the matrices in Eq. ' 10) is governed by 
the number of sites necessary to include in the calcula
tions, which, in turn, depends on the spatial extension of 
the wave function for the acceptor state. For shallow ac
ceptor impurities, where effective Bohr radii in bulk semi
conductors are typically 20-50 A. the required number of 
sites in the cluster implies matrix sizes in the generalized 
eigenvalue problem which drastically exceed the capacity 
of present-day computers. The task is therefore to find a 
smaller, but sufficient, set of basis functions to be used in 
the variational calculations, and this is most easily done 
utilizing the theory of point groups. 

In the EBOM calculations for acceptors in bulk semi
conductors and spherical quantum dots.- 1" ihe sues in ihe 
cluster was grouped into shells consisting of sites con
nected by ihe symmetry operations in Td Projection 
operators were then used lo generate coefficients fur Mies 
in a shell represenlmg desired spatial symmetries, and 
these •-ets of coefficients were ihen coupled to SOBO's to 
z\\<: the desired :oi.il • .wnmem. nameK the *>mmeir> >t 
•'•..' i. ,7i .T - U i o ti\ UM:IH these .'.Mil- -;r.- ' IIICT: I S , 

a . 'in' •iiimK" ') *hei! tiniclions needcii . i ' n , '>JSI-, \ ,. 
loo Inch, and cubic t u r m o t u e s " were introduced .is .in 
j p p r o u m a l i n n In the .ictual calculations sites close to 
ihe impurity were represented by independent shell func
tions while cubic harmonics multiplied with radial ex
ponentials were used us basis functions for the long-range 
p a n of the acceptor wave functions ll turned out thai 
while inclusion of independent shell functions in the basis 
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may be important for acceptors in bulk St, they can, as a 
good approximation, be left out of the basis for acceptors 
in bulk GaAs. 

The presence of a spherically symmetric impurity po
tential due to an acceptor centered in the well material 
(or barrier materi?' in superlattices) does not change the 
point group of the model. Centered acceptors will thus 
give rise to both I V and rVlike bound states. A conceiv
able procedure would therefore be to construct shell 
functions with the appropriate Tb and T 7 symmetries to 
use as basis functions. The construction of these shell 
functions in D:d follows the recipe outlined for Td in Ref. 
26. Since we are dealing with acceptors in GaAs-
A I , G a | _ r A s systems, however, no independent shell 
functions will be included in the basis. Note also that 
since D2d contains only one-third of the elements in Td, 
the benefits from using shell functions instead of separate 
SOBO's will be correspondingly smaller. 

The EBOM introduces an artificially high symmetry by 
ignoring the structure within the unit cell and corre
sponds to the larger point group Dih. Dih contains in
version, and parity is a good quantum number. We 
prefer to use the notation of 0 ; j in the group-theory dis
cussion below and add Iabelinr før the parity of the slate 
afterwards. To be consistent with the notation used in, 
for example, previous effective-mass calculations, we la
bel the states by the parity nf the envelope function. 

In this article we focus on acceptor states with even-
parity envelopes leg. , ground slates). As an approxima
tion we include only s- and a!-like angular functions in the 
construction of the set of basis func t ions . ' 1 " 6 Thespher i -
calh symmetric t-like envelope is trivial, but the rf-like 
conn munns are more complicated since a d state splits 
into r . +• T, ^ T j - I", m the group Dld. 

We first consider the iwofold-degenerate Tft" acceptor 
states i the lube! * stands for even-parity envelopes). The 
r j ' and T„ ' • series are equivalent, and we choose to 
focus on states with f', ' symmetry. By considering ihe 
appropriate product of SO BO symmetries and envelope 
symmetries i f„ *• T - I X I f, *• f\+• r 4 +•1" , ) , using the 
tables in Ref .*2, we find six distinct angular functions, 
namely 

, z : - i.v :- r'i , 
« V . i R i K - - • R . u , \ > 

• éi-

* ! ' . | R ) > - * ' V - 1 " R . a [ \ > . -Hi 

: H 

* | M R I > , ; i A Y . R . M ! ' . > . 
/•'• 

, < . . „ . , _ I IYZ XZ n i . , 

rf.I-.iR»>,- L ' ^ ^ R V * , . ) .12. 
v 2 H' 

V. Y. and Z are the components of R, and 

jil= •R\l = X1+Y1 + Zz. The first entry in Eq. I l l ) (la
beled a) is s-Iike, the rest are rf-Iike. i t f - . ^ lRl ) , in Eq. 
112) turns out to be decoupled from the dominant terms a 
and b in Eq. (11) and can, as a good approximation, be 
left out of the basis for the T 6 ' states. 

Similarly the necessary angular functions for T- ' : ac
ceptor states are found to be 

I * _ \ / 1 l R ) > . = i R , u ! ; , / 2 > , 

r- Z2~UX2+Y2) r 
\t*-\,,lR))h = : — : !R,« ." , . , ) . 

l / . - , , I R , > , = f ^ i R , / _ V : > . 

H3) 
]/:w2lR\)d = ~\R,urJi/2) , 

, ,r; . 1 iYZ+XZ,„ rn . 

' V2 ft2 

• tf_",/2lR)> 
vl R1 

- R .u \ > . 

Foi the IV states the d-Iike contributions are more im
portant, and we keep all angular functions lis lod tn Eq. 
(13) in the basis. 

In the calculations we use a cylindrical cluster nf sites 
on the fee lattice with the cylinder axis in the : direction 
(the growth direction). The basis functions for the r,1, : 

states IT- 1 , : states are completely analogous! have the 
form 

'; > = 2 COS 

" / :'' "' /MRD , 

where 2 Z J U and fltlll are the height and radius of the cy
lindrical cluster, respectively, and the sum over R coders 
all the sites in ihe cluster excepl the impunlv sue flic 
slowly % arving cosine functions are included tn a \md ,I 
discontinuity in the wave function at the cluster hnund-
ary The a\ ure chosen to cover a broad range, .md lnr 
each n we select an appropriate value fur ihe aimniropy 
parameter ft. The parameter fi allows for compression 
inr elongatumi of ihe wave function in the - directum 
Proper values for the ti\ and ft\ arc found for each ac
ceptor stale separately- Fur wide quantum wells ihe .u-
ceptor wave functions are qualitatively smular lo r lie c v 
ponential functions characteristic lor acceptor stale 1 ' in 
bulk In narrow wells, where confinement elleels .ire sub
stantial, the wave functions reser.ible the cosiiiclikc wave 
functions for pu;e quantum-wt ' l siatcs. For stronglx 
confined slates the extension of i ,e cluster in ihe : direc
tion, which alfects (he shape of the wave function via the 
cosine factor in Eq. '141. is manually adjusted to nhiam 
the best 'i.e.. lowest) estimates for the acceptor energies 
In addition I» seven sets of n 's . which give .1? hjsis func
tions fur r„ ' and 42 basis functions for I"-'. the appropri
ate bond orbital on the impurity sue is included separate-

http://rf.I-.iR�%3e,-
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ly to give a total of 36 and 43 basis functions, respective
ly. 

In order to make the method computationally feasible, 
we base the algorithm of the computer program on shells, 
i.e., sites connected by symmetry operations of the point 
group, instead of single sites. The basis functions of the 
form in Eq. (14) can equivalcntly be written as a much 
s nailer sum of shell functions. By considering shell func
tions instead of single SOBO's when calculating the con
tents nf the matrices in the generalized eigenvalue prob
lem, only one site in each shell has to be included in the 
double sums. Another crucial simplification follows from 
the fact that the interaction between two SOBO's does 
not depend on their absolute positions, only their position 
relative to each other. Due to this feature, there are a 
limited number of possible values of interactions between 
shell functions. In the computer program these interac
tions are calculated once and stored for reuse. These ma
jor simplifications allow for the large cluster sizes re
quired in shallow-acceptor calculations, and up to 
630000 sites for well-centered and 1.9X10" sites for 
barrier-centered acceptors arc included in the calcula
tions reported in this article. 

C. Scaling approximation 

With a maximum of 43 functions in the basis, the.ro/u-
dan of (he generalized eigenvalue problem is a minor 
tjsk. Even when applying the tricks described above, 
however, the evaluation of the matrix elements in Eq. 110) 
generally requires much computer time. To reduce the 
sizes cif the clusters needed in the calculation without 
substantial loss of accuracy, we use a scaling approxima
tion. The implementation nf the approximation in the 
EBOM method is outlined helow 'see Ref. 26 for more 
details'. 

The effective-mass equation for an acceptor in a single 
quanium well 1 1 or superlattice 'without any phenomeno-
logica! short-range potential I has the property that reduc
ing the length scale by a factor v, i.e.. r ' = r / s , and mak
ing the substitutions 

£ * - ' - £ . - - - - - , A£, r - A £ , . 
f« *<\ 

(15) 
L H A — LH, LH/s-~lB . 

give an equivalent equation with r' as independent vari
able. \E is the confining well poiential due to valence-
band offset and LH and LB is the well width and barrier 
width, respectively Note that ihe scaling behavior of the 
spin-orbn coupling is irrelevant since we have assumed 
the spht-olf states to he decoupled. 

Due to the underlying imucc. this selling behavior is 
noi an exact properts in the EBUM, bul may bt. laken as 
an approximation In EBOM calculalions for acceptors 
wuh a scaling faetm v • I, a -mailer cluster will suffice 
Miice the w.ue function is more localized in space Given 
the solution fur the scale acceptor problem, the energies 
•and corresponding wave functions' for the original prob
lem may be determined using ihe relations in Eq '15 ' . 
The approximation i\ expected to he best for bound states 
with slowly varying envelopes. 

Alternatively, the scaling procedure may be viewed as 
choosing a larger land unphysical) lattice constant isa) 
and using basis functions consisting of SOBO's located at 
sites in this coarser lattice in the calculalions. From the 
listing of the interaction parameters in Eq. (4), we see 
that the interactions between the new SOBO's are in
versely proportional to the square of the scaling factor 5. 

The scaling approximation with s=Z is used in most of 
the calculations of acceptor states in quantum wells and 
superlattices in the next two sections. For some of the 
narrowest heterostructures (narrow wells and /o r bar
riers), however, unsealed calculations (,v=li are done to 
achieve a desired higher accuracy. 

III. ACCEPTORS IN QUANTUM WELLS 

In this section we study C (carbon) and Be (beryllium) 
acceptors located in the center of the well material in 
CaAs-AI,) jGa„ 7 A s single quantum wells. We calculate 
energies of the V^ (heavy-holel and T-T (light-hole) 
ground states and first even-parity excited states for a 
wide range of well widths Energies of the T h and T- sub-
band edges, which are required to find estimates for bind
ing energies, are provided by a separate hand-structure 
program within ihe EBOM formalism. We compare with 
previous effective-mass calculations and available experi
mental data. For illustration purposes, we also -.how 
some plots of wave functions along high-symmetry direc
tions within the quantum-well plane. At Ihe end of the 
section we briefly discuss the validity of the choice of 
boundary conditions at the material interfaces. 

The Luttiuger parameters and dieleciric constants are 
taken to be 

r , = 7.b5. y ; = 2.41, ; ' i = 3.28. £,,= 12.35 

for GaAs, and 

r , = 4 . 0 4 . - / , = 0 . 7 8 . ; • ,= I 57, £„ = *>.8U 

for AlAs. u For the Al„ iGa„ -As alloy we use a linear in
terpolation between GaAs and AlAs parameters The 
lattice constant a is set to 5 65 A for both the well and 
barrier material. The depth of the quantum well ts deter
mined by the offset between the valence-band edges £ , . 
and we use the formula A £ =0 .35A£ b , ' x i , ! ' where 
A£ k .i.x' is the difference in band gaps at k ~ 0 between 
GaAs and A l .Oa , ,As ±Eftx\ is taken to be I247x.< 
meV, " with % set to 0.3 

In the calculations of the 1 ("„'. I V- , 2f*„'. and 2T -' 1 
and 2 denote the ground state and first excited Maie. re
spectively), a scaling factor of 2 * v ~ 2 ' is generally used. 
The only exceptions are for the ground slates for the nar
rowest wells ' L r i ' 40 A ' , where scaling is not applied 
Large cylindncally shaped clusters containing up in 
380000 Mies .ire used in the calculations. The as t ipu la 
tion for this duster si/e takes approximate!) 3 nun on a 
Cra> Rewarch IIIL X-MP 4X <l N K ' O S ' supercompiner 
for a r\ ' state /.'., is tilted to make the EBOM pr^Lcr 
the right ground state ' I T , ' ' energies for the acceptors in 
hulk GaAs, i.e.. in an infinite!) wide quantum well 
The experimental bulk values are A" . = -26 .0 meV for 

http://the.ro/u-
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C and Eir. = -28.0 meV for Be. i b 

As a check on the validity of the scaling approxima
tion, we calculated the IT b

+ and 1T7

+ energies for 
1^=28 Å, i.e., inside the well-width interval where scal
ing regularly is not applied, using a scaling factor of 2. 
Deviations of -0.9 meV for 1TB

+ and -0 .6 meV for 1T7

+ 

were found upon comparison with results obtained from 
calculations without scaling. The error due to scaling de
creases with increasing well width, and for Liy=59 A we 
found the differences for the l lY energies to be reduced 
to -0 .3 meV. 

The energies of the i r 6

+ , i r , + . 2 r j f and 2r 7

+ acceptor 
states for well widths up to 300 A are shown in Figs. 1(a) 
and Kb) for the C and Be acceptors, respectively. To 
make comparison with future experiments easier (for not 
overly narrow wells), we use a smaller energy interval 
when displaying the Be spectra in Fig. Kb). The zero of 
energy is chosen at the bottom of the well, i.e., the GaAs 
bulk valence-band edge. Since the well width, L 
discrete variable in the EBOM, the results for a set of 
widths are interpolated to give the curves. Zero well 
width corresponds to acceptors in the barrier material 
Alr, jGap 7As> f° r which, to our knowledge, no experi
mental data exist. By assuming the same values of U0 as 
for GaAs, binding energies of 33.3 meV for C and 37.7 
meV for Be, respectively, are found.26 These values are 
used in the extrapolation of the curves to zero well width. 
From Fig. I we see that for well widths larger than ~200 
Å the ground-state wave functions are essentially 
unaffected by the presence of the barrier, and both the 
r£ and rT*" ground states have energies close to the bulk 
value. The more spatially extended wave functions of the 
excited states "feel" the barrier, even for the widest wells 
included in the spectra (300 A). 

In Figs. 1(a) and Kb) we also plot the rb and T7 sub-
band edges, which are needed to estimate binding ener
gies. The subband edges are calculated in a separate 
EBOM program for band structures in quantum wells 
and superlattices described in detail elsewhere.24 The T̂ " 
(r 7*) acceptor binding energy is denned to be the energy 
difference between the r f l (T 7) subband edge and the lY 
(F," I acceptor ground stale. Figure 2 shows the r£ and 
IV binding energies for C and Be, respectively, as func
tions of well width. The curves, with their characteristic 
single-peak shapes, have maxima for Lty~'\2 A for T^ 
and Lw - 32 Å for FV Compared to the analogous cal
culations for GaAs-Al0 .Goo 7As spherical quantum 
dois,J* the maxima are lower, and this is plausible since 
the confinement effects are expected to be stronger in het-
erostructures with confinement in more than one direc
tion. As expected, we find the central-cell shift, i.e., the 
difference between ground-state energies of Be and C ac
ceptors, to increase due to confinement. The shift is 
found to be largest for well widths close to the maxima of 
the binding-energy curves. A shift of up to 5 meV is ob
served, and this value should be compared with the bulk 
value of 2 meV. 

Our EBOM results are generally in very good agree
ment with the equivalent effective-mass calculations of 
Mosselink ft at.n for the ground states and binding ener-

z C Acceptor in Quantum Weil 

s | — % ( a ) 
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0 I \ r7 
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IB v x \ "'"•• 
\ \ \ ^ * ^ _ """'"--..._ Subband Edges 
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? 
\ X Excited States 
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; \ \ \ r? 
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FIG !. Energies of ihe ground states 11 r„ ' . IT-* '. first even-
parity excited stales (2IY,2rv ). and subband edges as func
tions of well width for la) C acceptors and (b) Be acceptors cen
tered in GaAs-Alo iGa» -As quantum wells. The valence-hand 
edge of bulk GaAs is chosen as the zero of energy. The arrows 
in (bl indicate ihe transitions measured by Holt/ ft ul. iRef. 4). 
Solid squares represent Raman data, whiltf open circles 
represent results from two-hole-transition measurements. 
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AccepLor in Quantum Well 

a fill 100 ISO 200 250 300 

Well Width ( Å ) 

FIG. ~. Binding energies for C and Be acceptors centered in 
GaAs-Al„ ,Ga,, -As quantum wells as functions of well width. 
The r," i T-' i binding energy is defined us the energy difference 
between the FV IT-' ground state and the P f t i f - i subband 
edge 

gies. Small deviations are found when comparing binding 
energies for the narrowest wells, howevei, and the EBOM 
predicts lower maxima in the binding-energy curves cam-
pared to effective-mass results. The differences are found 
to be much larger for the excited states, especially for 
2 I V , and they increase with decreasing well width. 
While the EBOM estimates for 2IV are typically 3-5 
meV lower than corresponding effective-mass results for 
I n < 150 Å, the EBOM predicts energies 4, 7, and 15 
meV lower than effective-mass theory for 2T,* for 
Lu = 141, 96, and 51 Å, respectively. 

Upon comparison with photoluminescence experi
ments for r„* binding energies, Masselink et al. found 
their results to be in good agreement, and tins applies for 
our EBOM results as well. More recent data from photo-
lumineseence experiments by Liu et al. * are similarly 
cloie to the EBOM 'and effect i ve-massi results. 

Alihuugh experimental investigation of impurity levels 
in heierostructurcs should, in principle, not be more 
difficult than in bulk, pectra from quantum wells have 
generall\ been harder to interpret and predictions of en-
erg) levels have often been less accurate. In a recent re
port, however, Holtz et al ' applied two different experi
mental techniques I Raman scattering and selective photo-
lummescencei to measure energies in Be-doped GaAs-
Al„ ,Ga„ ,As quantum wells 70 A wide. Two transitions, 
interpreted as i r h ' - 2 r v and I F"B' -2IV . were observed in 

both methods. Raman-scattering measurements gave 
transition energies of 29.0±0.5 and 36.5=0.5 meV, re
spectively, while two-hole transitions observed in selec
tive photoluminescence gave 28.5±1 and 37,5:rl meV. 
EBOM calculations predict slightly lower transition ener
gies, namely 27.6 meV for i r„*-2IY and 34.8 meV for 
i r o * - 2 r T

+ . We have, for illustrative purposes, indicated 
the transitions in Fig. Kb) and marked Raman data by 
solid squares and tw-j-hoie-transition data by open cir
cles. The corresponding results from effective-mass cal
culations by Masselink et a / . 1 3 are given for a so-called 
ideal acceptor (pure Coulomb impurity potential) with a 
bulk binding energy of 27.1 meV and must be corrected 
before comparing with experiments on Be acceptors. By 
assuming the same central corrections as in the EBOM, 
transition energies of —32 meV for i rV-2r„~ and 
— 4 4 - 4 5 meV for \r^-ir~ are obtained. Comparisons 
with the experimental values favors the EBOM, and we 
thus generally expect the EBOM estimates for the excited 
states to be beiter ihan ihe effective-mass r.-sulls. The de
viation in the latter may be due to the following. In this 
paper we use exponential Trial wave functions with 
different values of /j for different a*s, whereas in Ref. 13 
Gaussian trial wave functions and a single value of fi for 
all a ' s are used. Furthermore, in the present EBOM cal
culations the extension of the cluster in the £ direction is 
manually adjusted to minimize the acceptor energies for 
narrow wells. Since the matrix elements in Eq. 110) are 
not evaluated analytically in the EBOM, there are no 
practical restrictions on the form or complexity of the tri
al wave function, in contrast lo effective-mass calcula
tions. For the I V states a small fraction of the deviation 
is due to the absence of the angular function labeled f in 
Eq. (131 from the basis in the calculations in Ref. 13. In 
addition, the approximate way of incorporating position-
dependent material parameters necessitated by the com
putational complexity of (he effective-mass method may 
account for part of the difference. 

When solving the generalized eigenvalue problem in 
Eq. 110) to estimate acceptor energies, the wave functions 
are found as a by-product. The normalization constant 
has the form 

R 

where F l R ) = F | . ; i R) = F , ; i R > and ihe sum covers all 
sites in the cluster. The quantity F< R i is analogous lo 
the square of ihe envelope function m efrecme-mass 
theory To illustrate the in-plane amsotropv. i.e.. the de
viation from cylindrical symmetry, we plot the quanniv 
R FtR.Z=i)\ (R =[.V. V)l. here called the m-plain-

hole density, for different stales of C acceptors ccmcred in 
quantum wells The plots are made bj interpolating 
values of the in-plane hole density at points along •.pecitic 
directions, assuming the SOBO's to be iioiimerlapping 
The validity of the assumption of InghU localized 
SCBO's is uncertain, so care must he taken if ihe plots 
are used in quantitative discussions The tn-plune hole 
density in the [100] and [110] directions for ihe I IV . 
IfV 2 I V , and 21".' states for a C acceptor centered in a 
73-A-widc quantum well are shown in Figs liai. Jib>. 
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N, l (A) IR-I(A) 

FIG. i. The in-plane hole density ( m , , f (R,, Z - 0 1 ] in Ihe [100] and [110] directions for lol the IT.' state, (bi the IT-' Male, if) 
thc2fY state, and Id) the 2fV stale o f a C acceptor centered in a 73-Å-wideGaAs-AI,, iGa,, tAs quantum well. The curves are based 
on calculations wiih a scaling facior of 2 and are made by interpolating values of ihe in-plane hole density at points in the given direc
tions. 
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3(c), and 3(d), respectively. This well width, which arises 
from scaling with s~2 according to Eq. (15), is, strictly 
speaking, unphysical, but the qualitative behaviors of the 
corresponding hole densities for similar physical wells 
(e.g., Lw = l\ or 76 A) are expected to be the same. A 
notable feature is the stronger anisotropy of the rV wave 
functions compared to IV- The anisotropy, which 
reflects the importance of rf-like contributions is strongest 
for the r f excited state. Note, also, the larger spatial ex
tension of the wave function of the 2r 7

+ state cowpared 
to 2IV- For the ground states we find the hote, on the 
average, to be closer to the acceptor than for a C accep
tor in bulk (< |R1 >~31 and - 2 9 Å for 1T6

+ and l i y , re
spectively, compared to —36 Å for bulk26). When com
paring the excited states with the corresponding 21"̂ " 
bulk state (<|R|>~ 107 Å), we find the hole, on the aver
age, to be closer for 2T^ but farther away for the 2Tf 
state. 

To check the sensitivity to the choice of boundary con
ditions, we calculated, without scaling, the r£ ground-
state energy for a C acceptor in a 59-A-wide quantum 
well using a set of different boundary conditions. With 
pure GaAs parameters for the interactions across the 
boundary, the ground-state energy is lowered by 13 meV 
when compared to the average-boundary-condition value 
of —17 meV. Similarly, this energy is raised by 5 meV 
when pure A1Q jGao.7As parameters are used. The good 
agreement found earlier in this section when comparing 
EBOM results with experiments indicates that the aver
age boundary conditions probably are close to the right 
boundary conditions for high-quality quantum-well or su
perlattice interfaces. 

IV. ACCEPTORS IN SUPERLATTICES 

In this section we first study acceptors in superlattices 
meliorating several wells in the model. The effect of 
the coupling of adjacent wells is studied and the calculat
ed energy spectra are discussed and compared with re
sults from similar donor calculations within the effective-
mass framework. Finally, EBOM calculations are com
pared with data from recent measurements on a set of 
samples where acceptors are embedded in both well and 
barrier maleria), and the barriers are sufficiently thin to 
make coupling of adjacent wells important. 

First, we focus on C and Be acceptors centered in the 
well material of GaAs-Aln jGa*, 7As superlattices with 
equal well and barrier widths \LW=LB=D. We calcu
late the energies of the IV and IV ground states using 
the same material parameters as in Sec. HI. As in the 
quantum-well calculations, a scaling factor of 2 is used 
for LW>AQ A- Coupling between adjacent wells in
creases as the well and barrier widths decrease, and up to 
II wells are included in (he calculations on the superlat
tices with the shortest periods. To calculate the Tb' and 
r i binding energies, the r„ and 1% subband edges are 
needed, and. as for (he single quantum wells, they are 
provided by a separate EBOM program. 

Figure 4 shows the (*„* and IV ground-stale energies 
for a C acceptor and corresponding subband edges as 
functions of the thickness of the well lor barrier). In ihe 

C Acceptor 

SuperiaLtice 

Quantum Well 

V Ground State 

0 35 50 75 100 125 150 

Well IBarrier)Width(Å) 

FIG. 4. Energies of the ground stales (117,11","") for C ac
ceptors centered in the well material of GaAs-A^Ga^As sin
gle quantum wells and superlattices, respectively, as functions of 
well width. The T6 and PT subband edges are also shown. For 
the superlatlices the well widths and barrier widths arc equal. 
The valence-band edge of bulk GaAs is chosen as the zero of en
ergy 

extrapolation to zero thickness for the ground-state ener
gies, we use the average of the energies for the acceptor 
in bulk GaAs and Al0.jGa0.7As. For the zero-thickness 
value for the subband-edge energies, we u<; half the value 
of the valence-band offset, i.e., the offset between GaAs 
and Alo.ijGao.sjAs. The corresponding energy spectra 
for a single quantum well are shown with dashed lines to 
illustrate ihe importance of coupling of adjacent wells. 
The interwell coupling is strongest fur the V-, states. 
Since the acceptor confines the hole to the vicinity of the 
impurity, we expect the inierwell coupling to be relatively 
less important for acceptor states compared to the ex
tended Bloch states corresponding to the subband edges. 
This is indeed observed. For the acceptor ground states. 
we see from Fig. 4 that ihe wells are essentially decou
pled, i.e., there is no difference between energies for ihe 
superlattice and quantum well, for widths larger than 
— 30 A. For the r T subband energy, however, the effect 
of coupling is seen in superlaiiices with well lor barrier) 
widths up 10 75 Å 

The corresponding Th' and IV binding energies for C 
and Be acceptors are shown in Figs. Sla) and 5(b). respec
tively. For comparison, we show wiih dashed lines the 
binding-energy spectra for ihe same acceptors centered in 
a single quantum well. The maxima in the super latt ice 
spectra are seen 10 be lower and shifted towards higher 

http://Al0.jGa0.7As
http://Alo.ijGao.sj
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C Acceptor 

Superlatlice 

q u a n t u m Well 

(a) irj 
Superiattice 

Quantum Welt 

Well 'BarnenWidth ( A) 
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Be Acceptor (b) 
- Superiattice 

Quantum Well 

(b) 
Superiattice 
Quantum Well 

Will R imer 'Wid th f AJ 

H(< * Binding energies, lor (a> C acceptors and hiBeucccp-
ii'i-, i HIL-ICU in i he well material 01' CijAs-AL, ,Oa, IAS tingle 
qti.tnium «elk and supcrlatticc*, respectively, 4* function* >-f 
wc'l «.idih. For r he sur* r Unices «lie well width* and burner 
widths drc equal The T.' T- 1 binding energy u denned as the 
energy difference between the T." ' P.' 1 ground «ate and the 1% 
< Til subband edge. 

^ < A ) 

FIG. 6. f i R i , defined in Eq. <I6), in (he [<Xllj direction fur 
HI the tr»" Main and <bi the IT- state* or a C acceptor cen
tered in the well material of an 8.5-A-wide single quantum well 
and a tuperlalticf with well and barrier widths of / ? A. respec
tively F'R> n analogous 10 (he square of the <n\ elope function 
in effective-mau theory. The vertical doited lines represent the 
interfaces between the well and barrier in the quantum well (and 
abo the interface* closest to the acceptor impurity in I he survr-
latucet The plan are made by interpolating calculated salues 
of f IRI at point* on the z a*i*. 
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TABLE I. r„* (heavy-hole) binding energies for C acceptors centered in '.".«; well material in GaAs-
Al ,Ga, - ,As superlattices. x is alloy composition, Lw is well width, Lg is barrier width. Ew is the FY 
binding energy for well-centered acceptors, and Ex is the estimated binding energy for heavy-hole 
(1%) excitons. The experimental values of Ew are found by adding the estimated values of Ex to the 
measured values of £»• — Ex . All samples are grown by MOCVD. except sample 3, which is grown by 
MBE. For samples 1-4 ihe listed EBOM results are found by linear interpolation between values for 
Ew from calculations with Lu- = 76and 82 A. All energies arc in meV. and all widths are in V 

Sample Ew-Ex Ew Ew 

no. -x Lw LB Expt. Ex Expt. EBOM 

1 0.1 
0.3 
0.3 

30 26.8 
27.1 
27.9 
25.8 
23.8 
20.8 

4.1 30.9 29.9 
31.6 31.7 
32.4 31.7 
30.9 31.9 
29.0 28.4 
25.9 27.2 

well widths. When comparing with Chaudhuri ' s [single-
band) effective-mass donor calculat ions. 1 4 we lind the 
same qualitative behavior, except for the thinnest struc
tures. As expected, the sharp maximum for small widths, 
which is found in ihe donor calculations involving only 
•'-i.-e wells, is nonexistent in our extended model involv-
ii:y 11 wells. 

To further illustrate the coupling of w«lls, we plot the 
quantity F<R\, as defined in Eq. (16), along the z axis 
(growth direction) for the ground states of a C acceptor 
centered m the well material of a superlattice with 
LH -Lg = 8.5 A and a single quantum well with the same 
well width, respectively F(0,0,Z) for the !*„* and T-* 
ground states are -ihown in Figs. 6ial and 6lb). As in Sec. 
[[I. discrete values of Ft R) , assuming pointlike SOBO's. 
are interpolated to give the smooth curves shown in Fig. 
6 The superlatuce wave functions are observed to be 
more extended in the z direction than the quantum-well 
wave functions, due to interwell coupling. Note, also, the 
larger extension in the z direction of the FY wave func
tions compared to !"„'. 

Recently, Skromme et al. made photoluminescence 
measurements on a series of super la Mice samples, 
predominantly MOCVD grown, with thin b a r r i e r s . v r 

Peaks interpreted as transitions involving bound states of 
residual C acceptors centered in the well and barrier ma
terial, respectively, were observed in the spectra. We 

have performed calculations of binding energies for well-
and barrier-centered C acceptors in these superlattices. 
The parameters describing the superlattices in the calcu
lations are naturally chosen according to the composition 
of the samples used in the measurements. In the experi
ments the difference between the r n~ acceptor binding en
ergy and the binding energy of !"„ (heavy-holei excitons is 
measured, and estimates of the binding energies of these 
excitons are thus needed to facilitate comparison with the 
EBOM results. These estimates are found using the k-
space-samphng method, introduced by Chu and Chang, 
on an axial effective-mass model including only one con
duction subband and one valence subband. ' The result
ing exciton binding energies are listed in Table I land I I I 
Due to the neglect of coupling to other subbands, we ex
pect the predicted values for the exciton binding energies 
to be slightly too tow. The deviation is presumably larg
est for the samples with the widest wells, where separate 
subbands are energetically close. 

In the calculations for acceptors located in the barrier 
material, we assume the same value of L'„ as in the well 
material. For most of the superlattices used in (he mea
surements, the EBOM results are insensitive to 'reason
able) variations in 6',,, so the correctness of the choice of 
this parameter is generally not important for barrier-
centered acceptors. The only exception is sample I in 
Table I <and II), where the central-cell shift is roughly 

TABLE II Same as Table I for C acceptors centered in the barrier material in G U A S - A I . O J , , As 
superlaHit:ev En is the r„" binding energy for barner-cenlcrcd Jt«p_lors. 

Sample E, - E, EB EH 

no -i /.» L, Expt £ , Expt EBOM 

1 0.1 «0 20 
0.3 HO 20 
03 *0 20 
0.5 HO 20 
0.3 180 20 
0.3 :so 20 

9 } 4 I 

) 2 
5 I 

116 
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half of the corresponding bulk value. 
The scaling approximation is not used in the calcula

tions. Larger clusters are generally needed in EBOM cal
culations for acceptors centered in the barrier than for 
acceptors centered in the well. The maximum number of 
sites included in these calculations is 1.9X10" sites for 
barrier-centered and 630000 for well-centered acceptors. 
For well-centered acceptors in samples 5 and 6, the 
confinement effects are minimal, and the single-
quantum-well results in the preceding section apply. 

For the valence-band offset we use the same formula as 
in Sec. HI for the alloys j t = 0 . l , 0.3, and 0.5, i.e., 
Af., = 0 . 3 5 x 1247 X.t meV. although this formula, strict
ly speaking, is only recommended for x < 0 . 4 5 . , 4 

The experimental data and the corresponding EBOM 
results for the r o " binding energies for well- and barrier-
centered acceptors are listed in Tables I and II, respec
tively. The agreement is found to be quite good for the 
well-centered acceptors, where the deviations are less 
than 1.5 meV for all samples. The agreement for the 
barrier-centered acceptors is not as good. Deviations a t? 
typically 1-2 meV. with (he exception of sample 1, where 
a deviation of 3 8 meV is observed. However, it is known 
that due to the growth technique employed, the actual 
sample parameters differed significantly from the nominal 
values listed in the t a b l e s . w This may affect the compar
ison of EBOM results and the experimental data. Addi
tional experiments are in progress to measure more accu
rately the actual sample parameters to permit a better 
comparison with theory." 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have studied acceptors in quantum wells and sti-
perlattices using the effective bond-orbital model 
<E BOM) . : i , : " The agreement with available experimental 
data is generally good. 

The EBOM method has several advantages in acceptor 
calculations as compared to I he effective-mass theory: 
the positional dependence of the material parameters is 
straightforward to incorporate in the calculations, more 
Flexible trial wave functions can be used in the variational 
calculation*, and more complicated heterostruciures (e.g.. 
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several coupled quantum wells) can be handled. For ac
ceptors centered in single quantum wells, the results from 
the EBOM are in good agreement with previous 
effective-mass results (and available experimental data) 
for the r „ + and J~f ground states, but the results for the 
energies of the first even-parity excited states diff r. 
Comparisons with recent experiments, where twu 
separate experimental techniques are used to measure 
transition energies involving these excited states, favor 
the EBOM results. The discrepancies between the 
effective-mass results are presumably mainly due to the 
first and/or second shortcoming mentioned above. In the 
calculations on acceptors in superlattices with thin bar
riers and wells, we were able to include l l wells in the 
model without calculational difficulties. The inclusion of 
only three wells in the analogous effective-mass calcula
tions for donors was partly due to the calculational com
plications of incorporating more wells in the model. 

Since the EBOM assumes no lattice defects and perfect 
interfaces, we expect the results to be in closest agree
ment with measurements on high-quality samples. When 
the EBOM is applicable, we also expect the appropriate 
boundary conditions to be close to the average boundary 
condition used in this article. 
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Abstract 

Recently reported experimental values for transition energies between ground states 

and excited states of beryllium acceptors centered in GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As quantum wells 

are compared with results from different theoretical studies. The results from using the 

novel effective bond-orbital model (EBOM) are observed to be in good agreement with 

experiments and are found to be as good as, or better than, results using multi-band 

effective-mass theory (k • p). 
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RecentJy Holtz et al.1 reported results from an experimental study of transitions be

tween the ground state and excited states for beryllium (Be) acceptors in GaAs-Alo.3Gaa.7As 

quantum wells. A comparison of measured transition energies with theoretical predictions 

by Masselink et al.2 based on multi-band effective-mass theory (k • p) showed substantial 

dicrepancies for all samples in question. Recently we reported results from a theoretical 

study3 of the same system, where these transition energies were calculated using the novel 

effective bond-orbital model (EBOM). Since this report was published simultaneously with 

Ref.l, a comparison between the experimental results and our theoretical results has not 

yet been done. After publication of these reports, Fraizzoli and Pasquarello have reported 

theoretical results on this system, within the framework of multi-band effective-mass the

ory. 4 In the present note we compare the experimental data of Holtz et al. with our EBOM 

results and with the effective-mass results of Refs.2 and 4, and comment on the accuracy 

of EE * compared to effective-mass theory. The description of the calculational schemes 

is here reduced to a minimum, and we refer to Refs.2-4 for complete accounts. 

The experiments were performed on quantum wells, intentionally doped with Be accep

tors in the central 20% of the well, with well widths in the range 50-138 Å. Two indepen

dent spectroscopic techniques, two-hole transitions and resonant Raman scattering, were 

applied. Peaks in the photoluminescence spectra, interpreted as transitions between the 

heavy-hole ground state (11^) and the first heavy-hole and light-hole excited states with 

even-parity envelopes ( 2 ^ and 2rx), were found in both cases. The experiments thus 

provided two independent measurements of the iTg-2rj and 1 ^ - 2 ^ transition energies. 

Since the density of acceptor states is maximal in the middle of the wefJ,J the experimen

tal peaks arc expected to correspond to transitions involving acceptors centered in the 

quantum well. 

In our study3 we calculated transition energies for Be acceptors centered in GaAs 

http://GaAs-Alo.3Gaa.7As
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Alo.3Gao.7As quantum wells variationally using an effective bond-orbital model involving 

four valence bands in both the well and the barrier material. In a previous calculation Mas-

selink et a l . 2 used an equivalent multi-band effective-mass theory in a variational scheme 

to calculate these transition energies. To make the calculation feasible, the position de

pendence of the material parameters was treated in an approximate way, and the set of 

symmetry-adapted basis functions was similar, but more restricted than the one used in 

the EBOM-calculations. Fraizzoli and Pasquarello"' took a different approach when solving 

the coupled set of effective-mass equations. They applied the so-called axial approximation 

and were able, as in our EBOM treatment, to take into account the mismatch between 

the Lut I inger parameters and dielectric constants of the welt and barrier materials. They 

expanded the acceptor wave function in a basis set consisting of products of eigenfunc-

tions of the impurity-free quantum well and two-dimensional functions in the plane of the 

quantum well. The quantum-well eigenfunctions were chosen to satisfy so-called current 

conserving boundary conditions. In order to obtain accurate binding energies for the ac

ceptor states, quantum-well eigenfunctions corresponding to energies in the continuum had 

to be included. 

Comparisons between the experimental and theoretical results for the 1 ^ - 2 ^ and 

lTe -Sr* transition energies are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The experimental 

da la are taken from Ref. I except the data points for the 70 A wide quantum well which 

are taken from an earlier spectroscopic s tudy. 5 The EBOM curves are extracted from the 

results displayed in Figure lb in Ref.3. 

Generally speaking, we observe in Figures I and 2 a good agreement between exper

iments, the EBOM results, and the results from the multi-band effective-mass theory by 

Fratzzolt and Pasquarello. The effective-mass results by Massel'nk et al. are seen to overes

timate the transition energies substantially. The new and improved effective-mass results 

http://Alo.3Gao.7As
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by Fraizzoli and Pasquarello show that the substantial discrepancies in the effective-mass 

results of Masselink et al. are due to the necessary simplifications involved in solving the 

coupled set of effective-mass equations and not to inherent shortcomings in effective-mass 

theory. While for the ir£-2r£ transition the results from EBOM and from Fraizzoli and 

Pasquarello are seen to agree equally well with experiments, the EBOM results are in bet

ter agreement with the experimental values for the ir$-2rf transition energies There is 

also a slight tendency for EBOM to improve relative to these effective-mass results when 

the well width decreases. The conclusion one can draw from the comparison is that for 

the present quantum well system the EBOM is as g od as, or better than, multi-band 

effective-mass theory. 
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Figure 1 

Comparison of experimental data from Holtz et al. 1 , 5 with theoretical values for transi

tion energies between the ir$ and 2T$ Be acceptor states in GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As quantum 

wells. Results From two-hole transition measurements (filled dots) and resonant Raman 

scattering measurements (open dots) are shown. The soiid line corresponds to our EBOM 

results,3 the dashed line to the effect i ve-mass results of Fraizzoli and Pasquarello,4 and the 

dotted line to the effective-mass results of Masselink et al..2 
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Figure 2 

Comparison of experimental data from Holtz et al . I , s with theoretical values for transi

tion energies between the \V$ and 2r7 Be acceptor states in GaAs-Alo.3Gao.7As quantum 

wells. Results from two-hole transition measurements (filled dots) and resonant Raman 

scattering measurements (open dots) are shown. The solid line corresponds to our EBOM 

results,3 the dashed line to the effective-mass results of Fraizzoli and Pasquarello.4 and the 

dotted line to the effective-mass results of Masselink et al..3 
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Abstract 

This is a theoretical study of excitons and holes bound to a single tellurium (Te) 

impurity in bulk ZnSe and centered in ZnSe-Zni_rMnrSe strained quantum wells. We use 

the novel effective bond-orbital model for the holes in order to account for the complicated 

valence-band structure, and the spherical effective-mass approximation to describe the 

electron. The mutual Coulomb interaction is included, and solutions for the two-body 

system are obtained using the variational method in an iterative scheme. The strong 

lattice-relaxation effects present in the binding of the hole to the Te impurity are absorbed 

in the value for the localized hole-attractive potential at the site of the impurity. This 

value is determined by titting the experimental value for the binding energy of the bound 

exciton. The oscillator strengths, the extension of the bound-exciton wave functions, and 

the energies of bound holes are then predicted. We observe a discrepancy between the 

fitted value for the localized impurity potential for the bulk case and the quantum well 

case. A new experiment to probe our conjectured reason for the discrepancy is proposed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An isolectronic impurity is an impurity which has the same valence-electron structure, 

but different core-electron structure, from the atom it substitutes. Trapping of excitons 

by isoelectronic impurities is a phenomenon which often must be taken into account when 

explaining optical spectra from semiconductor samples. One of the most studied cases is 

galliumphosphide doped with nitrogen (GaP:N). The N impurity is attractive for electrons, 

and the binding of the exciton is commonly visualized as follows1: An electron is trapped in 

the short-range isoelectronic potential of the impurity, and a hole is bound in the Coulomb 

field resulting from the electron. This description suggests that an exciton cannot be 

bound by the impurity unless the electron itself is bound. The situation turns out to be 

more complicated however (see Ref. 2 and references therein). While for GaP:N the bound 

exciton has a binding energy of 28 meV, which is considerably larger than the free-exciton 

binding energy of 20 meV, a detailed theoretical study found the electron to be barely 

bound with a binding energy of less than 1 meV.1 This suggests that systems may occur 

which display bound excitons even if the electron does not bind by itself. 

Another system which has attracted considerable interest is tellurium-doped zinc se

len ide (ZnSe:Te) where Te acts as an isoelectronic impurity attractive for holes.3"* De

pending on the Te concentration this system exhibits different trapping mechanisms. For 

large impurity concentrations no distinct gap between localized and delocalized excitons 

is observed, and the focalized exciton states seem to be best described in terms of binding 

lo a random potential due to large-scale compositional fluctuations.3 For small Te con

centrations photo luminescence spectra reveal isolated peaks which are best understood in 

terms of localization of excitons at small clusters of Te atoms.1"*-7 Ina recent experimental 

study Lee et al.7 performed photoluminescence measurements on single crystal ZnTe^Set., 

with J cr 0.01, for a set of different temperatures. Two broad peaks, red-shifted by more 
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than 100 meV compared to the free-exciton peak, dominated the spectra. The peaks were 

explained as resulting from recombination of excitons bound to single and neighbouring 

pairs of Te atoms, respectively. Later, Fu et al.8 extended the study to ZnSe-Zni_rMnxSe 

strained quantum wells with Te impurities in the middle and, in addition to confirming 

previous findings in Ref. 7, demonstrated that the hole wave function is strongly localized 

around the Te sites. The peak assigned to excitons bound to single Te atoms was also ob

served in earlier photoluminescence studies by Naumov et al. 3 and Reznitsky et al.."* The 

interpretations of the peaks differ, however. Citing cathodoluminescence work by Akimova 

et al.,5 Reznitsky et al. assigned the same peak to recombination of excitons bound to a 

cluster of three Te atoms. Furthermore, a small spectral feature at the high-energy side 

was assigned to excitons bound to pairs of Te atoms. A generally accepted understanding 

of the physical situation thus seems lacking. 

The qualitative picture that has emerged for bound excitons in ZnSe:Te is a hole 

strongly bound to a short-range isoelectronic potential with an electron bound in a larger 

orbit in the Coulomb field from the hole. The exciton trapping involves electron-p ho non 

interactions which induce a locally distorted lattkp around the Te impurity. 

A determination of the shape and strength of the short-range isoelectronic potential 

from microscopic considerations is very difficult and has prohibited accurate first principle 

calculations of the exciton binding energy. The most elaborate calculations on isoelectronic 

traps so far were performed on GaP:N. Masselink and Chang1 calculated the exciton bind

ing energy of this system taking in'o account the band structures for both electron and 

hole and their mutual Coulomb interaction. The short-range potential was fitted to give 

the experimentally observed exciton binding energy, and the electron binding energy could 

thus be predicted. The method was later extended to include bound exciton molecules.3 

In this article we present results of a theoretical study of excitons and holes bound to a 
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single Te impurity in bulk ZnSe and a single Te impurity centered in a ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se 

strained quantum well. We use the novel effective bond-orbital model (EBOM)9 for the 

holes i/i order to account properly for the complicated valence-band structure. The electron 

is described by the spherical effective-mass approximation. The mutual Coulomb interac

tion is included, and solutions for the two-body system are obtained using the variational 

method in an iterative scheme. The strong lattice-relaxation effects are absorbed into the 

value for the localized potential at the site of the isoelectronic impurity. This value is 

determined by fitting the experimental value for the binding energy of the bound exciton. 

Other quantities such as the binding energy for a bound hole, the oscillator strength, and 

the extension of the bound exciton wave function are then predicted. 

In Section [1 we describe our method. In Sections III and IV we present results for 

bound excitons and holes trapped by Te impurities in bulk ZnSe and ZnSe-Zn]_^MnfSe 

quantum wells, respectively, and compare with available experimental data. Discussion 

and some concluding remarks are given in the final Section V. 

II. THEORY 

In the present work we calculate properties of bound excitons in bulk and in quantum 

wells. Since bulk can be regarded as a special case of a quantum well, it suffices to 

consider excitons and holes bound to a Te impurity centered in a quantum well. The 

model Ha mil Ionian we use for an exciton bound to an isoelectronic impurity in a quantum 

well is 

H = HK{VK,tK) + l'(r*J + HAV,.r.) + v[\rH - r.|) (1) 

where //* [Ht) is the HamjlIonian for a hole (electron) seeing the quantum well potential 

only, and V'lr*) is a short-range attractive potential for the hole due to the Te impurity 

http://ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se


at the center of the well. The analogous repulsive potential for the electron is ignored in 

the present calculations.10 The last term in Eq.(l), V(|I"A — r e | ) , accounts for the attractive 

Coulomb interaction between electron and hole. 

The bound exciton energy E is found by minimizing 

< # ( r . , r * ) | / f | * ( r . , r ( k ) > = £ < * ( r . I r 4 ) | * ( r . , r A ) > (2) 

using a self-consistent Hartree scheme ignoring the electron-hole exchange interaction. 

The two-particle wave function is assumed separable, i.e. *P(re,rA) = øe(re)øft(i*A). This 

approximation is best for situations where the hole is strongly localized at the impurity. 

For GaP:N the error introduced by assuming separability was estimated3 for a simpler 

model by comparing results using a separable wave function with results using a more 

complicated (non-separable) trial wave function which exhibits the correct limiting form 

for very shallow impurity potentials (free-exciton wave function). For situations where an 

isolated electron is bound by the isoelectronic N trap, the error introduced was found to 

be less than 6%. 

With a separable wave function (2) simplifies to 

< MHh + V\ii>h > < ø.|fl«|ø, > j < MMi'^H > _ E ( 3 ) 

< ØAIØA > < ø«|& > < ØA|ØA X Ø*|Ø« > 

The bound exciton energy is found iteratively by consecutively minimizing, by solving 

secular equations for appropriate sets of basis functions, 

<W\Hk + v + v;if\w> 
<*M> = * 4' ( 4 ) 

where 

with (ø ; - 1 > fixed, and 

^w^Vglg;';. ( 5 > 

T^ufz— " E' • ( 6 ) 



Vh = Vitr ) = < n W n > (7) 

with ji/^ > fixed until the values for Eh and £,. have converged. Here |^" > (tø'JJ >) 

is the electron (hole) wave function after the nth iteration, and V*g (K^) is the so-called 

Hartree potential felt ty the hole (electron) due to the electron (hole) charge density. After 

convergence the exciton binding energy is given by 

E=£h+Ee- < y ^ e > , ( 8 ) 

The binding energy for the hole alone is found by solving Eq.(4) without the term due to 

the electron-hole interaction. 

The rest of the theory section is organized in four subsections. In II. 1 the evaluation of 

the matrix elements involving Hh + V in Eq.{4), which corresponds to solving the pure hole 

problem, is described. The formalism involved in describing the electron is outlined in II.2 

while the incorporation of the electron-hole interaction is given in II.3. The separate pieces 

from subsections II.1-II.3 are joined together in II.4 to give a procedure for calculating 

cxcilou binding energies. Our study also includes calculations of oscillator strengths and 

average hole and electron distances from the impurity, and a brief description of how to 

extract these quantities is also included in 11.4. 

II. 1 Holes 

We first discuss how a hole interacting with a single isoelectronic impurity centered 

in a quantum well is described within the EBOM formalism. The EBOM has previously 

been used to calculate binding energies of acceptors centered in quantum wells,13 and this 

treatment is readily extended to the present application. In the presentation below we will 

briefly mention the idea behind the EBOM and review the formulas needed in the present 

calculation. For more details we refer lo Refs. 9 and 12. 
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The EBOM is a tight-binding-like model with the interaction parameters determined 

by requiring the model to predict the experimentally observed bulk band structure close to 

band edges. The model, which may be regarded as a discretized version of effective-mass 

theory, is particularly useful for describing electro.-ic states in semiconductor heterostruc-

tures. Both ZnSe and ZnrMnj_^Se (for the values of x encountered here) have a zinc blende 

structure 1 3 with a basis containing two atoms located at the sites of the face-centered-cubic 

lattice. In a large-gap material like ZnSe {E3 2= 2.8 eV 1 3) a bond-orbital model which in

cludes valence-bands only, is sufficient. In this context a bond-orbital is defined as the 

proper linear combination of atomic orbitals which best describes the states near the cen

ter of the Brillouin zone. We use the notation JR., a > for an a-Hke (a — x,y,z) bond 

orbital located at a site R in the fee lattice. The bond orbitals are assumed orthonormal. 

i.e. < R',o/ |R,a >= 6R,R'60#' , and sufficiently localized so that only nearest-neighbour 

interactions have to be taken into account. The general form of the nearest-neighbour (and 

on-site) interactions are 9 

< R , a | / / | R \ c r ' > = Ep6n,R.6a„, 

+ E f « ' - « . ' i V a v ( l - &**•) + [E„TI + £„(1 - T*)]6aM,}(9) 

where Ea#- is the interaction between an a-likeorbital and an o'-like orbital located at the 

origin and at (1.1.0)a/2, respectively. Ef, EtJ, En, and E„ are four independent inter

action parameters, and the sum over r covers the 12 nearest-neighbour position vectors. 

ra denotes the a component of r in units of a/2. The independent interaction parameters 

are determined by expanding the tight-binding Hamiltonian. /7(k), based on Eq.(9). to 

second order in k and requiring equivalence with multi-band effective-mass theory. This 

scheme is thoroughly discussed in Ref. 9, and we merely quote the results. In terms of the 
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Luttinger parameters 71,72, and 73 the interaction parameters are found to be 

Ex„ = 673/fo, 

Exx = (7i+-i72)/?o, 

EXI = (71-872)^0, 

Ep = Ev-12-nRo . (10) 

Here fto = &2/{2ma2) and Ev denotes the band edge of the heavy-hole and light-hole 

valence bands. Since the Luttinger parameters are material dependent, the interaction pa

rameters are in principle different in the well and barrier materials. In the present applica

tion, however, the Luttinger parameters 71,72, and 73 for the barrier material Zn_.Mn,_rSe 

are not known, and we assume the ZnSe values for these. In an unstrained quantum well 

the confining well potential comes in only through the position dependence of E„ in the 

last equation in f 10). 

The short-range hole-attractive potential from the isoelectronic trap is assumed to be 

non-zero only at the impurity site which is chosen as the origin.14 i.e. 

< R V | P ( r * ) | R , a >= ~V0 W J W A * ' , III) 

where V0 is an unknown parameter. Hole attractive-impurities correspond to negative 

values of V0. K> is determined by fitting experimental data for the bound-exciton bind

ing energy. All lattice relaxation effects are thus incorporated in the value of the single 

parameter %. 

The large spin-orbit coupling of ZnSe, t\ = 0.45 eV,li is exploited to reduce the size 

of the problem. The quantum well has the symmetry of the point group Dj*, and a 'IV 

impurity in the center does not alter this. In Du the p-lifce valence orbital» transform 

according to the f* and I \ representations, while the electron spin (s = J) transform* a» 



r 6 . According to group theory (I\, + T5) x F6 = F 6 + 'TT + 2T7. The p-like bond orbitais 

and the electron spin thus combine to a Te-like and two different r7-like pairs of spin-orbit 

coupled bond orbitais (SOBO's). The F7-like pairs can, however, be decomposed into two 

pairs of SOBO's where one of which is lifted with the energy A compared to the other. 

As an approximation we only include the energetically favored pair in our calculations, 

and this corresponds to neglecting the coupling to the split-off band . Using the Koster-

Dimmock-Wheeler-Statz (KDWS) convention16 we have the following SOBO's: 

|R,»J.> = - L | R , x > ^ . + ^ | R , ! / > , r . , 

|R,„[>, > = -l|R,x > <f + -L|R,, > $ + iA|R,, > ̂  , (,2) 

where ^ r* denotes the electron spinor. The T$ (rV) SOBO's are equivalent to heavy-hole 

(light-hole) SOBO's in bulk (see e.g. Ref. 17) and are thus said to be heavy-hole-like 

(light-hole-like). 

Optical studies of undoped ZnSe-ZnrMni-,Se quantum wells have revealed that the 

system is highly strained. l 3 , 1 8 , 1 9 The effect of strain is readily incorporated in our EBOM-

formalism by adding a strain Hamiltonian H4trQ,n, and the EBOM has already been used 

in band-structure calculations for strained Im-,Ga*As-InP quantum wells.30 From defor

mation potential theory we have the following30 : 

< R\u£| / /„„, , , , |R.u5 > = <-AV„ + D)6R.R.6m,m. . 

< R , , u t | l / - ( M l l l | R , t t I l » > = (-WH-D)Sa.H>Sm,m. (13) 

where 

• i l« = L>|«i+ai)(l -Cl2/Clt)H (U) 
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and 

£ = &(2C12/C„ + 1)£||. (15) 

Here C\\ and C12 are elastic constants while ai ,a 2 , and 6 are deformation potentials. The 

biaxial strain is given by €\\ = (a, — a^)/au where au is the unstrained lattice constant 

(bulk) and a„ is the lattice constant in the plane of the heterointerface after accomodation 

of strain. The well material ZnSe has a smaller lattice constant in bulk than the barrier 

material Zn rMni_ xSe," and £|| is thus positive in the well. Since the deformation potential 

6 is a negative quantity2 2 (and Cn and C12 are positive), D will be negative. Thus the light-

hole-like valence states in the well will be higher in energy compared to the heavy-hole-like 

valence states. This splitting is reflected in results from photoluminescence experiments 

on certain ZnSe-ZnrMni_TSe superlattices where the light-hole free exciton is observed to 

be lower in energy than the corresponding heavy-hole exciton. , 3 The influence of AV// 

is merely to shift the energy gap and barrier height. The valence-band offsets for the 

present system are not accurately known, but they seem to be small and dominated by 

contributions from the lattice mismatch strain.* We will return to our choices for SV'H 

and D in Section IV. 

The SOBO's in Eq.(I2) could now in principle be used as basis functions in a variational 

calculation, but by further exploitation of symmetry a large reduction of the size of the 

computation can be achieved. According to group theory the localized hole states split 

into two symmetry types: Pr-like (light hole) and Ta-like (heavy hole). States of different 

symmetries are decoupled and CAR be treated independently. An appropriate set of angular 

functions to use as basis functions for ff '-like states with even-parity envelopes i s u 

iv[yR>>. « IR.HI/J > . 

k[' siR)>» . < z , - i ( X ' + r ,)>//i ,iR.i«!/|>. 

http://ir.hI/j


IV'['.(R)>C = ^ ( j f a - n /Æ» IB 

|*['j(R)>d = iXY/R2\R,ur_^>, 

|^',(R)>. = -±=(iYZ + XZ)/R2\R,u, > . (16) 

Here the r-direction is defined as the growth direction, i.e. normal to material interfaces, 

X,Y, and 2 are the components of R, and iP = )R|2 = X2 + Y2 + Z2. In Ref. 12 

an additional angular basis function was included in the basis set, but in the present 

application this basis function turns out to be superfluous. Similarly, the necessary angular 

functions for f|-Iike states are found to be 

Iifrj-(R)>- = |R ,«£ 8 > , 

\^'(R)>„ = (Z2-±(X2 + Y2))/R2\R,urS>, 

\t\'(R)>c = ^(X2-Y2)/R2\R, »<•>>, 

\^(R)>d = -iXY/R2\R^>t 

|^(Rj> e = -~(tYZ-XZ)/R2\Ry_^> . (17) 

(For definiteness we focus on the VT * and T| states of the Kramers-degenerate IV like and 

Tr-like pairs.) 

In the calculations we use a cylindrical cluster of sites in the fcc-lattice with the cylinder 

axis set in the growth direction. The angular functioiia in Eqs.(16) and (17) are combined 

with radial exponentials to give basis functions of the form 

l*.r >- E " • « I / - ' « - * 7 J T ± ^ ) « - ^ ' * " * f c * , K ( R > > • US) 

where 2Z c ( u and ReiM are the height and radius of the cluster, respectively, and the rlowly 

varying cosine factors are included to tame an artificial discontinuity in the hole wave 

function at the cluster boundary. The sum over R dors not include the impurity site. The 
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impurity-site bond orbital with the proper symmetry is included separately in the set of 

basis functions. Seven appropriately chosen a's and anisotropy parameters fi are used in 

the calculations to give a total of 36 basis functions. The interested reader is referred to 

Refs. 12 for information about how the calculation of the hole matrix elements is efficiently 

implemented on a computer. 

II.2 Electrons 

The conduction band of ZnSe has its minimum at the zone center, and a simple spher

ical effective-mass approximation including a quantum-well potential gives an adequate 

description. We thus use the Hamiltonian 

ff' = " é ^ + W ! ) (19) 

where me is the spherical effective mass and 

{ 0 for |*| < t / 2 

(20) 
V§„ for|*|>£/2 

Since the effective mass m e for the barrier alloy is unknown, we assume for simplicity the 

well value throughout the heterostructure. 

The quantum well potential VgtvU) includes both offset due to differences in band gap 

for unstrained materials and offset due to strain. The effect of strain on the conduction-

band states is given in standard deformation potential theory as 2 0 

AVfc = 2c , ( l -C„/C„)en (21) 

where c ( is a deformation potential, C*n and C» are elastic constants, and t\\ is defined 

in the previous subsection. The strain will thus modify the barrier height from the "un

strained" value with the difference betv/een the barrier and well value of AVfc. We shall 

return in Section IV to the choice of V§w in our calculations. 
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For analytical convenience we use as basis functions in the variational calculations 

spherical harmonics Y\m multiplied with Gaussians, i.e. 

iMr)"'1 = — (~S'e-d^la'2 *WM) , (22) 

where a' is the effective Bohr-radius for the electron. We are interested in the ground state 

where the contribution from the s-like spherical harmonic Voo is dominant. The present 

model has inversion symmetry around the impurity site in the middle of the well, and 

parity is thus a good quantum number. Therefore only even-parity spherical harmonics 

couple to Voo- To ease the numerical calculation we restrict ourselves to a (/ = 0) and 

d (I = 2) spherical harmonics in the basis. The kinetic term in Eq.(19) does not couple 

different spherical harmonics, and the only spherical harmonic of d-type which is coupled 

to VQO via the quantum-well potential is Vao-23 Thus only two spherical harmonics, Voo a nd 

V'20, are included in the set of basis functions. The evaluation of the matrix elements 

< *;J,|w« W ' >=< •/>;•'•! - ^ + v q w ( z w / ' > = 

and overlaps 

< ^ ' I t f j ' j >= J<Pr - L ( ^ ) ' , + ' ' e - , A + f l ' ' r a ' t t *Xotf ,o (24) 

needed in the variational calulations is straightforward but tedious, and we refer the reader 

to Appendix 1 for the resulting expressions. Seven different ft': are used in the calculations 

to give a total of 2 x 7 = 14 electron basis functions. 

To check the flexibility of the present set of basis functions, we applied the set in a 

variational calculation on donor states in a quantum well. The resulting energies were 

compared with results from a study involving different trial wave functions by Oliveira34 
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for parameters which resemble the current quantum well system. The deviations in the 

predicted binding energies were found to be typically 0 — 2% which is accurate enough for 

the present application. 

II.3 Electron-hole interaction 

The mutual electron-hole interaction is modelled as a statically screened Coulomb in

teraction, namely 

v(\rh-re\) = - / (25) 
coir* - r e | 

where e0 is the static dielectric constant. 

With the electron wave function given, the evaluation of Vfe in Eq.(5) is in principle 

straightforward. The electron wave function is represented by a linear combination of basis 

functions, i.e. ø e = Y.i C ^ ' ' , where rfcl*1, is of the form shown in Eq.(22). The set of CVs is 

output from the previous solution of the electron equation (Eq.(6)) in the iteration scheme. 

With a normalized electron wave function as input, one has from Eqs.(5),(22) and (25) 

Kff(rh) = < tMr , ) | t / ( | r * - r e | ) hMr e > 

= ~Y,C:C>ViA*K) 126) 

(27) 

where 

In order to obtain numerically tractable expressions for l^fr*), the factor \u — rh/a'i'1 

is expanded in a sum of spherical harmonics. For details about the evaluation of (27) we 

refer to Appendix 2. With Vfg{r\) given and by applying the following simplification 

< R,o|V£(r*) | l l \o ' >= V:ff(R)6RM.6a^ , (28) 

the matrix elements for the Coulomb interaction in Eq.(-l) can be calculated. For the 

approximations involved in Eq.(28) to be valid. V*g{r/,) should be slowly varying on the 



scale of the lattice constant. This is presumably well fulfilled for the relatively extended 

electron wave functions encountered in the present calculation (a" — 29 A in ZnSe). 

The analogous expression for Veff(re) to use in the electron equation (Eq.(6)) is obtained 

in a similar way. The hole wave function is given as a linear combination of basis functions, 

W>/,>=I;AI</ 'F>. (29) 

where \ij>[ > is either of the form shown in Eq.(18) or a single bond orbital located at the 

impurity site. The set of DCs is output from the previous solution of the hole equation 

(Eq.(4)). This wave function may be written as a sum over individual SOBO's 

| & > = £ G , ( R ) | R , « & , > , (30) 
RJ 

where F, is T8 or TT and rn, = ±~. This gives the following expression for the normalization 

constant 

< «*!** >= E \Gj(R)\2 = L fiR) • <31) 
Rj R 

F(R) describes the probability for the hole to be at site R. A natural approximation for 

the probability density Pfr/,) is thus 

P{r,,) = Y.F(R)6(R-rh). rø 
R 

With a normalized hole wave function, i.e. 

ld'Thp^ll) = Y.fm = i. rø 
1 R 

we find 

* * > - ~ ? l i ^ -
f(RI 

|r. - R| 

The matrix elements to be used in the electron equation are then found to be 

< <c:J-iv.>ir.)ie'' >= -—. E fiRHuiR) rø 
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where the sum naturally includes all sites in the cluster. In the evaluation of V^g we treat 

a hole in a bond orbital centered at R as a point charge there. Also this approximation is 

justified by the reasonably large extension of the electron wave function. 

Note that the presence of the electron-hole interaction, as it is included in the present 

calculational scheme, does not break the symmetry which underlies the symmetry-induced 

simplifications of the variational calculational scheme. Since F(R) has quantum well sym

metry, 2 5 the only spherical harmonic coupled to Voo via Vfø is Vao-23 Vice versa, with only 

Voo and Y20 included in the electron basis, V^fr*) has quantum well symmetry and does 

not reduce the symmetry of the pure hole Hamiltonian. 

II.4 Bound-exciton calculations 

Subsections II.1-II.3 contain recipes for calculations of all matrix elements needed to 

pursue the iterative scheme outlined in the beginning of the theory section. In practice 

the scheme is initiated by minimizing Eh in (4) in the absence of an electron, i.e. Vfg •-- 0. 

Afterwards, the resulting hole wave function is used as input in the electron equation (6), 

whose output in turn is used as input for a new execution of the hole part. This loop 

is men repeated until the predictions for the energies have converged to within a preset 

tolerance. Typically four or five repetitions are sufficient. 

In addition to predicting energies, we use the resulting (normalized) wave functions to 

calculate expectation values for the electron and hole distances from the impurity, i.e. 

<|r*l> = EF|H)|R|, (36) 
a 

<|r.|> = j <PTM.M\2\T.\ • (37) 

Our study also includes calculation of oscillator strengths for the bound exciton. The 
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oscillator strength of a radiative transition for light with polarization e j , say, is 2 6 

/ . = - T H < / | e x - p | i > l 2 , (38) 

where EQ is the energy of the transition, p is the momentum operator, and \i > and \J > 

represent the initial and final states, respectively. Within the effective-mass formalism the 

oscillator strength for the bound exciton has the form27 

/ . = - 4 - £ I < "«olPrK, > P I /«Pr<Mr)vj(r)| J (39) 

when a separable wave function for the bound exciton, i.e. 

*(r„r*) = (£tfi(ifc)"2o(r*)) x ^ ( r e ) U c 0 ( r e ) , (40) 
i 

is assumed. Here û o is the T-point conduction-band Bloch function in bulk, u^, denotes a 

T-point valence-band Bloch function with the same symmetry as the SOBO |R, UrA, >. and 

tl'e and vj, are envelope functions. Since we use EBOM to describe the holes, Eq.(39) must 

be modified correspondingly. In Appendix 3 it is shown f hat the appropriate expression 

for the oscillator strength for a ./-like (Te or ^ J bound exciton is 

f' = -L-\< UrtWiiio > | J V" n |£C,(R)«c,(R) | J . (41i 

where V'n is the volume of the primitive cell. The quantity | < ttcalprWio > \2 « given 

in terms of the Kane matrix element En- Examination of the symmetry of the Blorh 

functions uio shows that | < u^PtW^a > \2 «fual* n m ^ K ^ o r ' ' 8 n l h0'** (Tr) and -niEh 

for heavy holen (Fa), respectively.** The Anal expression for the oscillator strength for light 

polarized in the /direction is thus 

fimei^l'ol£Cj<RH-.(R>|a. ( « I 
i Eo t 

where c} * \ for light-hole bound exriton» and c, • I for heavy-hok hound exritun* 
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III. BOUND EXCITONS IN BULK ZnSe 

In this section w focus on bound excitons in bulk ZnSe. For the material parameters 

we use a = 5.67 Å for the lattice constant,21 £o = 8-66 for the static dielectric constant,29 

m e = O.I6m0 for the electron effective mass,15 and 7J = 3.77,72 = 1.24, and 73 = 1.67 for 

the Luttinger parameters.30 This parameter choice gives a bulk exciton binding energy of 

~ 20 meV, 3 1 in good agreement with experimental values,15 To avoid finite-size effects on 

the hole wave function clusters involving up to 1.3x10s sites are used in the calculations. 

A small finite-size effect, however, will mainly affect the absolute values of the energies and 

not the energy difference between a bound exciton and a bound hole. Since VQ is fitted to 

predict the experimentally observed energy for the bound exciton, the predicted value for 

the bound hole is rather insensitive to a small finite-size effect. 

In zinc blende structures the bulk ground state of the hole bound to a localized poten

tial has r» symmetry with four-fold degeneracy (two heavy-hole states and two light-hole 

states). The four ground-state wave functions are not identical, however, and the heavy-

hole and light-hole states have different spatial distributions of the hole density. Even 

within our present calculational scheme in which the electron-hole exchange interaction is 

omitted, the different hole densities couple differently with the electron .0 give an energy 

splitting between heavy*hole-like and light-hole-like bound excitons in bulk. This energy 

splitting is observed to be very small, however, and within the accuracy of our calcula

tional scheme we find the heavy-hole-like and fjghC-hoJe-like bound excitons to have the 

same energy. 

The d- like members of the electron bub functions are found 10 be essentially decoupled 

from the dominant *-like part and can as a good approximation be left out of the basis in 

the bulk case. 
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In Figure 1 we show the ground state energies for a bound exciton and a bound hole, 

respectively, as functions of the depth of the isoelectronic potential V0. The dominating 

j. 'a!k in the photolumlnescence spectra for bulk ZnSe:Te has its maximum located 120 

meV below the free exciton peak.3,7 Given that the interpretation in Refs. 7,8 is correct, 

namely that the peak is due to recombination of excitons bound to single Te impurities, 

the value of V0 corresponding to this physical situation is VQ = —2640 me V. For this value 

of Vo, marked with a vertical dotted line in Figure 1, a bound hole alone has 27.7 meV 

higher energy than the bound exciton. Since the lattice relaxation energy involved in the 

self-trapping of the hole presumably is not much affected by the presence or absence of 

the electron, one can assume the same value of VJ> for the bound hole as for the bound 

exciton. With a free exciton binding energy of 20 meV, a bound hole level at — — 112meV 

is thus predicted in ZnSe:Te. As we mentioned in the introduction, the question of the 

interpretation of the photoluminescence peaks is not fully settled. In Refs. 4,5 a smaller 

feature located 25 mtV below the free-exciton peak was observed and interpreted as due 

to cxcitonfl bound to pairs of Te impurities. For completeness we briefly comment that 

this spectral feature corresponds energetically to an exciton bound to a single i -npurity 

with V0 = -2275 meV. 

The results in Figure 1 also show thai for such small values of |Vol that a hole does 

not bind, an exciton may still be more deeply bound than the 20 me V'14 for a free exciton. 

For Urge negative values of V0 the hole is deeply bound and strongly localized around the 

impurity «tr In the»c cases the electron thus effectively «ee»a positively charged impurity. 

and the difTerrncr between the energies of the bound rxciton and the bound hole i» <k*w 

lo thr rhVctive-inaiM donor binding energy of 290 mtVV 

The »hnntukgr of the hole wave (unctwr with increawng potential depth w illustrated 

m Fisjuiv 2 where the mean distance» fr>m lb* impunly *it* for thr rleetron and 1-ulr 
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constituting the bound exciton are plotted. (Note that Figures 2,3, and 4 contain results 

of both bulk and quantum well calculations. The latter calculations are described in 

Section IV.) While the hole distance is seen to be small and continously decreasing with 

increasing jV0J, the electron distance is much larger and slowly varying and approaches 

the effective-mass donor value of 43 Å 3 2 in the large |Vo| limit. For VQ = —2640 meV, 

which corresponds to the dominating peak in the photoluminescence spectra for dilute 

ZnTe»Sej_, (x ~ 0.01), < |rft| > is found to be 4.8 Å for the bound exciton. Note, 

however, that this is a slight underestimate. A substantial fraction of the hole charge 

density is located at the impurity site, and the contribution from this site to the averaging 

sum in Eq.{36) is, inaccurately, set to zero. An interesting feature is that < \TK\ > for the 

isolated bound hole for V0 = —2640 meV is 4.9 A, slightly larger than the bound-exciton 

value. This is an illustration of the extra binding of the hole in the bound exciton due to 

Coulomb interaction with the electron. 

The strong localization of the hole is further illustrated in Figure 3 where the probability 

of finding the hole in the bound exciton on the impurity site, F(0), is plotted as function 

of V0. Por V0 m -2640 meV we observe F(0) = O.Z*. 

The oscillator strength for a light-hole-like bound exciton for light polarized in the 

•/•direction, / J \ a* function of VQ is diipUyed in Figure 4. The corresponding oscillator 

»trength tor the heavy-bole-like bound exciton, /]**. u a factor three higher. For the Kane 

matrix element we uae £# m 24.2 meVr° We observe a decrease in the oscillator strength 

with the increase of |VQ| (and thus increase of the bole binding). This is expected mnce 

the oscillator * tren gib reflects the overlap between the electron and hole wave function», 

which decreases when the difference in Kale between the electron and hole wave functions 

increases. 
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IV. BOUND EXCITONS IN STRAINED QUANTUM WELLS 

In this section we extend our study to strained ZnSe-Zni_xMnrSe quantum wells with 

single Te impurities centered in the well. The main motivation for this is the recent 

experimental study of this system by Fu et al..8 They performed optical measurements 

on 44 A wide ZnSe-Zni_rMn*Se [x ~ 0.21) quantum wells with a monolayer sheet of Te 

impurities incorporated in the center of the well. The monolayer of ZnTe is subject to 

both interdiffusion and strain. The lattice mismatch between ZnTe and ZnSe is very large, 

approximately 7%, but a defect-free epitaxial structure is still expected.8 Two peaks, 

interpreted as due to recombination of bound excitons located at single Te atoms and 

pairs of Te atoms, respectively, were observed in the photoluminescence spectra. The 

dominance of these two peaks was explained by interdiffusion of Te atoms to make singles 

and pairs the most frequently occuring cluster species in the distribution of Te clusters. 

From magneto-optical measurements Fu et al. concluded thai the bound exciton hole wave 

function is strongly localized around the Te impurities while the electron is bound to the 

hole in a donor-like fashion. The strong localization of the hole around the Te impurities 

and the assignment of the two peaks to exciton localization al single and pairs of Te 

impurities, respectively, indicate that the single impurity case, as a first approximation. 

can be modelled by assuming one single Te impurity located at the center of the quantum 

well. 

The band offsets and the energy splitting between light-hole-like and heavy-hole-like 

valence- band lUtes arr not precisely known for this system. Optical studies of Zrio TrMno j-i-V 

«nd ZnSe single crystal films have revealed a total band-gap difference of 1 \Qtntl' for ilw* 

unstrained hrterojunction for x • 023,** and we use this value for our structure with 

x m 021. A targr «train modifies thn value substantially and also raw* a «putting of 

thr light hoi» and hravy hole valence-band edges. The lattice rumla"! for «ingle «ry^Ul 

file:///Qtntl'
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Zni^Mn^Se has been measured by Yoder-Short et al..2 1 For x = 0.21 they predict the 

lattice constant to be 0.85% larger than in the well material ZnSe. The barrier material 

thus imposes on the well material a tensile strain parallel to the interface and a compressive 

strain normal to the interface, and £\\ is thus positive in the well. Since values for deforma

tion potentials and elastic constants are known only for the well material ZnSe, we assume 

these values for the barrier material also. For the ratio between the elastic constants we 

use C12/C11 = 0.605. , 5 For the deformation potential b we use the experimental vaiue 

•1.2eV.31 The deformation potentials ai,a 3 and Cj are not known individually, but the 

sum (at + a2 + ct)t often called the hydrostatic deformation potential, is experimentally 

found to be -5.4 eV.72 Therefore we cannot calculate &Vc and AVH independently, only 

their sum. Since the well is much narrower than the barriers, which are typically 500 A 

wide or more,33 we further assume that all strain is accomodated in the well material. 

This means that the common in-plane lattice constant in the quantum well structure is 

identical to the bulk lattice constant of the barrier material. (We shall come back to this 

point later, j With the present choice of material parameters we then have D — —22 meV 

And ±Vc + ±VH = -36 meV in the well and zero in the barrier Inspection of Eq.(13) 

show» that the light-hole-like band edge in the well is raised in energy in the presence of 

the strain Thus the light-hole-lik* valence «tales become energetically favorable relative 

to the heavy-hole-like slates in the well. Moreover, the band gap will be reduced. To spec

ify the hcterostructure completely we must choose a value for the light-hole-like valence 

band offset. Pu ct al.* tuggesled ^BLH "* 30 meV. based on previous optical studie» of 

ZnSe-Zn|.,Mn,Se quantum well» of similar layer tbickncM*» and Mn concentration* and 

found thin value to be compal ib te with tbetr own magneto-opt tea J «ludie» Pie effect of 

ttram €*a be incorporated m "effective" band edge» la bgbt bole» and heavy hole*, and 
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with the choice of Fu et al. for A •,# these effective band edges are 

£ L * " = 0 , Efyrier = -30meV , 

£ j $ = - 4 4 m e K , £fø" e P =-30meV . (43) 

The conduction-band offset follows from subtracting AELH from the sum of the "un

strained" band gap, \AVc + AVfr|, and \D\, and we find V§w = 138 meV. One notices 

that the system is predicted to be type II for the heavy holes. The band line-up is schemat

ically illustrated in Figure 5. 

To check the correctness of this set of parameters, we investigated the implications 

on the energetical positions of the light-hole and heavy-hole free excitons and compared 

with experiments. The splitting between the type I light-hole and type II heavy-hole 

exciton was calculated using an extension of the multi-band effective-mass formalism of 

Sanders and Chang34 as modified by Wu and Nurmikko.15 We discuss our method in 

Appendix 4. We obtain 29.5 meV and 12.3 meV for the light-hole and heavy-hole exciton 

binding energies. Since the structure is type II for heavy boles, the electrons and holes 

are ipatially confined in different regions. This significantly reduces the binding from the 

mutually attractive Coulomb potential Even though the lowest heavy-hole single-particle 

state (-30 mtV) is only 10 mtV lower in energy than the lowest light*hole subband edge 

(19.6 mtV), the exciton splitting is (bund to be 27.6 mtV with the parameter values 

above. This «ems to be consistent with what is experimentally observed by Fu et al. In 

their phototurmnescence excitation spectra a small and broad peak » observed at the high-

energy nd* of the dominant exciton peak, lis siae and shape support the interpretation 

that the peak » due to type II be»*y-bc4e excitor». In type I structures the heavy-bole 

peak» are usually lar get than the tight-bole peak, but when the structure ts type II for the 

heavy hoten, the reduced electron and hole omtap may change lb» completely Optical 
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transitions involving spatially separated states also tends to have a smoothing effect on the 

spectra, and the identification of the onset energy for the transition is not always clear.36 A 

rough value for the experimentally observed splitting between the light-hole and heavy-hole 

exciton is ~ 30 — 50 meV, somewhat higher than our theoretical value of 27.6 meV. 

Competition between the strain-induced reduction of the light-hole energy gap and the 

confining well potential decides whether the light-hole free exciton is red-shifted or blue-

shifted compared to free excitons in bulk ZnSe. The photoluminescence spectra at 6.5 K 

for a ZnSe epilayer exhibits a dominant free-exciton peak at *» 2800 meV.19 With a bulk 

exciton binding energy of 20 meV 1 5 this gives at fundamental band gap, Eg, of 2820 meV 

in bulk ZnSe. To give an estimate of the position of the light-hole free-exciton peak in 

the present quantum well structure, the electron and light-hole subband edges are needed. 

These energies follow from solving the standard "particle in a potential weir-problem37 

which gives 45.3 meV (or the electrons and 19.6 meV for the light holes (mix/mo = 

(li + 2-)j} - 1) for the present 44 A wide quantum well. Using the scheme for calculating 

exciton energies described in Appendix 4, a binding energy of 29.5 meV a predicted. With 

the previously listed values for D and AV\ + AV,, this adds up (o a light-hole exciton at 

2797 meV. In the photo luminescence excitation spectra of Fu et al..* measured at * K, 

the low»! peak, presumably due to the light-hole exciton. i» located al -- 2818 mt\ . 

The 20 meV discrepancy may be due in part lo uncertainty in the deformation po

tentials. The discrepancy between the theoretical and experimentally observed value Tor 

the predicted blue-«hilt of the free light-hole exctlon can also to tome extent be accounted 

for by aaftumiftg a «mailer «train in (he ZnSe well material, i.e. 70-40% of the full «train 

This would raise the «trained ZnSe gap and thus the energy of the light-hole free exrtiun 

/Vitiuming the «ame in-plan* Ulike constant in the «I rained well and barrier material». 

rrducrd t«nait* «train in the well will imply comprnMivr «train in the turner matrmi 
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This will lower the predicted energy splitting between light-hole and heavy-hole excitons 

and make the agreement with experiment less good in this respect. At first glance it may 

seem that this can be remedied by assuming a larger value for AEw The problem is 

that this would make the structure "less" type II for the heavy holes. This implies an 

increase of the heavy-hole exciton binding energy and thus a reduction of the predicted 

exciton splitting. However, if we assume the presence of non-uniform strain in the barrier 

or some free-carrier distribution (due to unintentional doping), then the resulting band 

bending may be sufficient to localize the heavy hole far away from the interface. Thus the 

exciton associated with the highest heavy-hole subband may become unobservable, and 

the observed high-energy exciton peak in Ref. 8 may be attributed to excitons stemming 

from unconfined heavy-hole subbands (which would be more localized in the ZnSe layer). 

Evidence for such "unconfined" excitons has been observed previously.38 We suspect that 

the unidentified structure observed in Ref. 19 (the rightmost bump in the PLE spectrum 

of Fig. 1 of Ref. 19) is also due to excitons stemming from unconfined heavy-hole states. 

Despite the uncertainties mentioned here, our results for the bound excitons and the com

parison with experiment would not be significantly altered by assuming a slightly different 

strain distribution. 

In Figure 6 we show energies of the light-hole-like bound exciton ground states for 

a 43 Å wide ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se quantum well with a centered Te impurity as function 

of VQ. This well width corresponds to 15 atomic layers in the well. The energy gap in 

(strained) ZnSe is chosen as the zero of energy. For comparison we also plot the energy of 

the corresponding bound hole plus the energy of a free electron at the lowest subband edge. 

The difference between this energy and the bound exciton energy corresponds to the energy 

gained when an electron binds to an impurity-bound hole. To compare our results for the 

bound exciton with experiment, the energy of the light-hole exciton is needed. Using the 

http://ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se
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scheme in Appendix 4 an energy of 37 meV is found, and this energy is also marked in 

Figure 6. The dominating bound exciton peak in bulk spectra with an energy 120 meV 

less than the free-exciton peak, is seen in Ref. 8 to be 100 meV below the free exciton 

peak in the spectra for the present quantum well. This bound-exciton peak must be due to 

recombination of the light-hole-like bound exciton, and corresponds to Vo t —2530 meV 

in Figure 6. This value should be compared with VQ = —2640 meV predicted by the bulk 

calculations. We will comment on possible reasons for this substantial discrepancy in the 

next section. 

For completeness we mention that the smaller feature observed 25 meV below the free-

exciton peak in photoluminescence on bulk samples,4'5 is seen to be 45 meV below the free 

exciton in the quantum well spectra. This corresponds to Vo = —2315 meV in Figure 6, 

in good agreement with the predicted value from the bulk calculations. The bulk value for 

Vb (Ki = —2275 meV) corresponds to a binding energy of 38 meV, i.e. 7 meV less than 

the experimental value. 

The average electron and hole distances from the impurity, < | r e | > and < |rfj >, 

for the light-hole-like bound exciton are plotted as functions of V0 in Figure 2. When 

comparing with the results for bulk, we observe that < |r e | > is substantially reduced by 

the confining quantum well potential which makes it energetically favorable for the electron 

to localize closer to the impurity in the middle of the well. The strongly localized hole 

wave function is much less affected by the presence of the barrier. For Vo = —2530 meV, 

which is experimentally relevant, we find < [re| >= 29.6 Å and < |r/,| >= 5.5 Å. 

In Figure 3 the probability of finding the hole in the light-hole bound exciton at the 

impurity site, F(0), is shown as function of V0. We see that F(0) is slightly increased 

when comparing with bulk results (for the same VQ), and this is mainly due to confinement 

by the valence-band well potential. The confinement of the electron by the quantum well 
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potential is also reflected in the enhancement of the oscillator strength as seen in Figure 4. 

A different choice for the light-hole valence-band offset does not alter our results sig

nificantly. For Vo = —2530 meV less than 1% of the hole probability density is in the 

barrier material. By choosing, for example, AEIH = 44 meV instead of 30 meV for this 

value of VQ, the energy of the bound light hole is shifted with 0.1 meV. The energy of the 

light-hole-like bound exciton is reduced with 2; 2 meV due to the accompanying lowering 

of the well potential seen by the electron (from 138 meV to 124 meV). 

We also calculated for VQ = —2530 meV the energies of the heavy-hole-like (Te) bound 

hole and bound exciton and found the binding to be reduced with 22 meV compared to 

the corresponding light-hole-like states. This difference is only one half of the difference 

between the light-hole and heavy-hole effective band edges in the well material (44 meV) . 

This illustrates the substantial mixing of heavy-hole and light-hole SOBO's in the bound 

hole and hound exciton wave functions. 

V . D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U D I N G R E M A R K S 

In the present work we have calculated properties of bound excitons in Te doped bulk 

ZnSe and ZnSe-Zni_ t Mn r Se strained quantum wells. The value of the ho le-at tractive 

potential V0, which includes self-trapping effects, has been determined by fitting experi

mental values for the bound exciton binding energy. A substantial discrepancy between 

the fitted values of Vo for the bulk case (VQ = —2640 meV) and the quantum well case 

(Vo = —2530 meV) is observed, and possible reasons for this discrepancy are discussed 

below. 

In our calculation we have studied binding to a single Te impurity in the middle of 

the quantum well, and not to a plane containing numerous Te impurities which is the 

experimental situation. Although the strong localization of the hole wave function around 
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the single impurity suggests that these situations are not so different as far as binding 

of bound excitons is concerned, we are inclined to believe that this is the main reason 

for the observed discrepancy. Since the lattice mismatch between ZnTe and ZnSe is large, 

additional strain occurs in the region around the impurity sheet. ID addition to introducing 

new potential terms in the bound-exciton Hamiitonian, this strain will also modify the self-

trapping and the accompanying lattice relaxation and therefore change the appropriate 

value to use for the impurity potential VQ. 

The strain induced on the the ZnSe well material by the Z n i _ r M n r S e barriers may 

also influence the hole self-trapping and thus effectively change the appropriate value to 

use for V0. Likewise, the results may have been influenced by the uncertainty connected 

to the choice of material parameters, the accomodation of strain, and the approximations 

involved in the solution of the bound-exciton equations. However, we do not believe that 

these effects can account for a substantial part of the observed discrepancy. 

The strong localization of the hole wave function around the Te impurity for interme

diate and large values of |Vol may raise a question about the applicability of the EBOM 

to this system. However, the previous success of EBOM in the description of acceptor 

states with similarly large binding energies and probabilities of finding the hole on the im

purity site as in the present case , 1 9 indicates that the EBOM offers a reasonably accurate 

description. 

To probe our conjecture for the reason for the observed discrepancy, we suggest an 

experiment in which single Te impurities in quantum wells can be studied unambiguously. 

This can be achieved through dilute doping of Te impurities in the central region of the 

quantum well so that strain effects due to the ZnTe monolayer and interactions between 

adjacent impurities are definitely avoided. 

The calculated oscillator strengths in Figure 4 will hopefully be used to calculate re-
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combination lifetimes of the bound exciton to compare with experimental lifetime mea

surements, assuming that such will become available, to shed further light on the physics 

of these interesting systems. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The form of the electron basis functions are shown in Eq.(22) where 

Y- - Æ 

The kinetic energy operator does not couple Voo and Y2o, and the matrix elements 

1 fr 

^J*M-hY'-*''-'Y>»*'&•'-''''''''*'' <«> 
are found to be 

ft2V2 

< ø:-°! - -5^7 W ° > = ^„(6ft /(2,f t + ft)-4/J?/(4,ft + ft)) 

< # 2 | - | ^ H * j 2 > = £S,(14/9,-/(6,A- + ft-)-4/J?/(8,ft + ^-)) (46) 

where Em

ny = *'/(2m«o"a) and 

7(n,/3) = j~du u"e-"" ! = I fT=¥ r ( H ± I ) . (47) 



Here T denotes the r> f unction. 

Similarly the overlaps are found to be 

< *J A \¥S> > = /{2 + /,- + /,-, 0i + fy)6Uj. 

The matrix elements from Vgw(*) are slightly more cumbersome to evaluate an 

obtained as follows: 

vhere 

< ti*\VQw(zMfl > = -/(O.ft + ft)2 f ° du VQw(uci-)e (A+|3,W ; 

-(|},+<J,)u> 
< ti»\ VQW(ZM-3 >=~ [j^J. / . " d u "*VQW(ua), 

~^/ftTft / ( 2 ' f t + ft) XI r f" W"<Oe-"w' )" 2] 

i07T [ Pi + p3 J-oa 

-8 J^j-/(2,ft + ft>X" du u^yiua-je-^"^ 

x f" du VQW(ua')e-<M'>'''] 

£juVqw(ua-)e-^ = l ^ i l (l - er/(£,v /̂(2a-))) 

-(l-er/fi^^o-))) 
J — > 3 0 

'gir 
v ^ " 

2a-i}' 

2 

- J L J / ( 4 a ' 3 ) 

^i( l -er / ( i v /5/(2a-))) 



and 

er/(x) = -?= f*due-*3 . (51) 
ø r Jo 

APPENDIX 2 

To obtain a numerically tractable expression for Vjj(R), defined in Eq.(27), we use the 

following standard expansion40 

^ i = 4 T L ? - , ^ T i l r ^ ( n " w " ' ( n R ) - ( 5 2 ) 

Hereu> = mai{|u|, |R|/a*) and a< = mm(|u|, |R|/<T), respectively. Insertion into Eq.(27) 

gives 

Vi 'y(R) = 4* £ 57—r/.C,ft + ft, |R|) £ «™(nB.)/n(i, 'm, j) (53) 
i=0 *' + L m=-l 

where 

/ u(/,/3,|R|) = f°du •%*?*-** (54) 

hihlmj) s JdSlY£YtmYjQ. (55) 

The integral /„ is given in terms of incomplete T-functions which are available as standard 

functions in numerical libraries. The integral /Q is given in terms of products of 3j-symbols 

(see, for example, Ref. 41). 

APPENDIX 3 

In the effective-mass approximation the oscillator strength for light polarized in the 

j-direction is (see Eq.(39)) 

/* = - | r £ I < «rflftlxio > l2l / <Pr « ( r} fe ( r ) | 2 . (56) 
mho i J 
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The quantities involved are defined after Eq.(39) in the main text. The Bloch functions 

Uco and u^j = 1 , . . . , 4) are normalized according to 

f <Pr\u(T)\2 = Vu (57) 

where V« is the volume of the primitive cell. The link between the bond orbitals and the 

Bloch functions is given by the identity 

«io(r) = E » i ( r - R ) . ( 5 8 > 
R 

valid for Wannter functions Wj.42 To get the proper normalization of the Bloch functions 

we set 

« i i ( p - R ) = > / % | R . t i J > • (59) 

Using Eqs.(58) and (59) we can transform the EBOM hole wave function 

I VA > = Ei A-|øf > = 2 j Cy(R)|R, «i, > to the effective-mass picture as follows: 

Rj Kj v^n 

; R i 

Here ø£(r) is a smooth function which interpolates GJ(B.)(\JVQ at all lattice points and 

corresponds to the effective-mass enveJope function. The overlap integral in Eq.(56) can 

now be evaluated as 

J R 

= V n l ^ G i W W R ) ! 2 - (61) 
R 

The expression for fx thus turns into 

/ • = - 4 r " n £ 1 < "«IfrKo > l 2 l £ G ; ( R ) « R ) l 2 • (62) 
m £ 0 ^ R 
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For symmetry reasons only the basis functions labeled a and b in Eqs.(16) and (17) will 

contribute to the sum in Eq.{62). This is because only these angular basis functions belong 

to the same irreducible representations (for the point group of the quantum well) as the 

electron basis functions. The expression for the oscillator strength for a j-like (T 6 or F 7) 

bound exciton to use in our combined EBOM and effective-mass approach thus simplifies 

to 

fl = - 4 - 1 < «co|p*|«io > | 2 VnlEGi(R-)^(R)P , (63) 
mc,o jj* 

which is Eq.(41) in the main text. 

APPENDIX 4 

The band offsets given in Eq.(43) imply that the ZnSe-ZnMnSe quantum well under 

consideration is weakly type II for the heavy holes and weakly type I for the light holes. 

Therefore, the single-particle states for the holes may not provide a good basis for solving 

the Schrodinger equation for the heavy-hole and light-hole excitons. In this Appendix we 

extend the formalism by Sanders and Chang,34 as modified by Wu and Nurmikko,35 to 

treat weakly type I and type II excitons. 

The Hamiltonian for the exciton is H = He + Hh+v, where He and Hh are the effective-

mass Hamiltonians for the electron and hole, including the strain-induced changes in band 

offsets, and v is the Coulomb interaction. The single-particle hole states are calculated 

with a multi-band effective-mass theory (k • p), while the electron states are treated 

within the spherical effective-mass approximation. The material parameters are given in 

the main text. Because the heavy-hole single-particle states are spatially extended due to 

the type-H character of the band offset, they do not provide a useful basis for solving the 

excitonic Hamiltonian. Similarly, although the light hole is type I, the confinement is quite 
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weak. However, in the presence of the electron-hole interaction, the single-particle hole 

states are better confined. We thus choose for the hole basis the set of hole eigenstates of 

appropriately chosen "artificial" quantum wells. This is done by modifying the heavy-hole 

and light-hole "effective" band edges by adding, in general, different potentials 6VLH and 

SVHH t o t h e hole part of the Hamiltonian when solving for the hole basis functions. 

According to the standard method,34 we obtain the following Schrodinger equation for 

the exciton in a two-band model, including one electron and one hole subband. 

^ K n , ( ^ k , | l k [ | ) G n m ( k [ | ) = £(MOG n m (k| ,}. (64) 
k t i 

where SV symbolizes 6Viu anåSVtjH- Herei?|j(k||) is the single-electron energy, E^{6VM\\) 

is the expectation value of i//, in the hole basis which is in general different from the single-

hole energy. Vnm.{8V, k|j, kfj) is the corresponding Coulomb matrix element, and Gn T n{k||) is 

the excitonic envelope function. Gnmfkji) is expanded in a set of 15 gaussians with widths 

covering a broad physical range: 

G„m(k„) = E Cl(27r/J i )-" 2 exp ( - i ) . (65) 

8VHH a n ^ ^V't// are varied to give minimum ground state energies for the light-hole and 

heavy-hole excitons. The exciton binding energies are found by subtracting the exciton 

energy from the sum of the single-particle electron and hole energies at the zone center 

(k|| = 0). (For the type II heavy-holes the single-particle energy corresponds to the barrier 

energy.) 

The strain splits the heavy-hole and light-hole band edges by 44 meV'. Thus, the results 

of our calculation for the light-hole are close to those obtained by neglecting the band 

mixing. Because of the presence of strain, the heavy-hole stales lie within the continuum 
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of the light hole when the additional band offset SVHH is included. As a result, the heavy-

hole single particle states interact with a continuum of light-hole states. This leads to 

fictitious resonances for the heavy-hole states. Nevertheless, because the heavy hole and 

the light hole are decoupled at the center of the Brillouin zone, it is sensible to think 

in terms of a heavy-hole subband, even though it lies in the light-hole continuum. A 

proper treatment of the band-mixing with a continuum is beyond the scope of this study. 

Therefore the heavy-hole exciton is calculated neglecting the band mixing. 
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Figure 1 

Ground state energies of a bound exciton (solid) and a bound hole + a free electron 

(dashed) localized at a single Te impurity in bulk ZnSe as functions of the depth of the 

isoelectronic impurity potential VQ. The zero of energy corresponds to a hole at the valence-

band edge and an electron at the conduction-band edge in bulk ZnSe. The horizontal 

dotted line indicates the energy of the free exciton in ZnSe while the vertical dotted line 

at VQ = —2640 meV represents the position of the dominant bound exciton peak in the 

photoluminescence spectra of dilute ZnSe:Te. 
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Figure 2 

Average distances from the Te impurity for the hole and electron in the bound exciton, 

as functions of the depth of the isoelectronic impurity potential VQ. The formulas are given 

in Eqs.(36) and (37). Solid curves represent excitons bound to single Te impurities in bulk 

ZnSe while dashed curves represent light-hole-like bound excitons localized at a single Te 

impurity centered in a 43 Å wide ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se strained quantum well. 

http://ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se
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Figure 3 

Probability of finding the hole in the bound exciton at the impurity site, -F(O), as 

function of the depth of the isoelectronic impurity potential Vo- The solid curve represents 

excitons bound to single Te impurities in bulk ZnSe while the dashed curve represents 

light-hole-like bound excitons localized at a single Te impurity centered in a 43 A wide 

ZnSe-Zno.T9Mno.21Se strained quantum well. 

http://ZnSe-Zno.T9Mno.21Se
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Figure 4 

Oscillator strengths of a light-hole like bound exciton for light polarized in the j -

direction, /f r, as functions of the depth of the isoelectronic impurity potential Vo- The 

formula for /£ 7 is given in Eq.(42). The solid curve corresponds to excitons bound to single 

Te impurities in bulk ZnSe while the dashed curve represents bound excitons localized at a 

single Te impurity centered in a 43 Å wide ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se strained quantum well. The 

small oscillations on the bulk curve are due to inaccuracies in our variational calculation 

and do not have a physical origin. 

http://ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se
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Figure 5 

Schematic illustration of the band line-up (in the electron convention) for the present 

quantum well structure according to (43). The dashed and dotted lines correspond to 

the light-hole and heavy-hole "effective" band-edges, respectively, after accomodation of 

strain. The filled dot symbolizes the hole-attractive Te impurity. 
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Figure 6 

The ground state energies of a light-hole-like bound exciton (solid) and a light-hole

like bound hole + a free electron (dashed) localized at a single Te impurity centered in 

a 43 Å wide ZnSe-Zno.79Mno.21Se strained quantum well, as functions of the depth of the 

isoelectronic impurity potential V0. The zero of energy corresponds to a hole at the light-

hole bulk valence-band edge and an electron at the bulk conduction-band edge in ZnSe 

after accomodation of strain (as described in the main text). The horisontal dotted line 

indicates the energy of the light-hole-like quantum-confined free exciton in the quantum 

well. The vertical dotted line at V„ = -2530 meV represents the position of the dominant 

bound exciton peak in the photoluminescence spectra of Fu et al. 8 
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Abstract 

A theoretical study of exciton confinement in small CdS and ZnS quantum dots is 

reported. In our calculational scheme the hole is decribed with an effective bond-orbital 

model which accounts for the valence-band degeneracy in bulk semiconductors. This ac

curate hole description is compared, for a test case, with the extensively used, although 

not justified, single-band effective-mass approximation. The electron is described with a 

single-band effective-mass approximation. The confining quantum dot potential is mod

elled as a spherically symmetric potential well with finite barrier height. The electron-hole 

Coulomb attraction is included and exciton energies are obtained variationally in an itera

tive Hartree scheme. Exriton energies for dot diameters in the range 10-80 A are calculated 

and compared with e:.perimental data and other theoretical results. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Effects of quantum confinement of excitons in semiconductor crystallites have been ex

tensively investigated in the recent years.1"6 As the size of the crystallite, or, alternatively, 

the quantum dot, becomes smaller and approaches the Bohr radius of the bulk exciton. 

quantum confinement effects become apparent, and a blue-shift in the exciton energy can 

be observed. Experimentally a wide variety of systems have been studied/ In particu

lar, small crystallites of CdS and ZnS with diameters between 10 and 60 A have been 

obtainf i . 2 , 5 , 8 ' 9 Maybe surprisingly, they generally exhibit the same zinc blende structure 

as in bulk (except possibly the smallest crystallites5). Optical absorbtion spectra have 

revealed that exciton energies are blue-shifted compared to the value in bulk, and this has 

been explained in terms of quantum confinement of the exciton. 

On the theoretical side most studies have been based on the effective-mass approxima-

tion. 1 , 3 , 6 ' 1 0 In these calculations both electron and hole have been described with single-

band effective-mass theories with spherical effective masses. The attractive Couloumb 

interaction has been included in addition to spherically symmetric cmfining potentials due 

to the (spherical) quantum dot. With one exception only,6 the confining potentials for the 

electron and the hole have been assumed infinite outside the quantum dot, i.e. hard walls. 

The effective-mass equation has been solved variational^ with different choices of trial 

wave functions. There are two limiting cases depending upon the ratio between the radius 

of the quantum dot R and the effective Bohr radius of the bulk exciton a*. For R/a' ^ I 

the exciton can be envisioned as a quasiparticle moving around inside the quantum dot 

with only little energy increment due to confinement. In the opposite limit, R/a' -C 1, 

confinement effects dominate, and the electron and hole should be viewed as individual par

ticles predominantly in their respective single-particle ground states with only little spatial 

correlation between them. In this regime, often called the strong-confinement regime. 
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Kayanuma found the following approximate expression for the confinement energy 3 : 

k2 1 1 IT2 e 2 

I me rrih n? eti v 

Here me and mf, are the electron and hole effective masses, respectively, and t is the 

dielectric constant. The effective Rydberg is defined as 

E-R„ = 13605.8meK • - A ^ + ^ ° ) " ' , (2) 
* e* rnt Trih 

where mo is the free-electron mass. The first term in (1) corresponds to the sum of 

the single-particle ground-state energies, the second term to the Coulomb attract ion, and 

the third term to spatial correlations between the two particles. Defining the strong-

confinement regime by the absence of appreciable electron-hole correlations, Kayanuma 

found that this is not limited to Rjc" •< 1, but remains valid up to about R = 2a". 

The approximation of assuming an infinite potential in the surrounding medium, called 

the barrier material, in which the quantum dots are embedded, must break down for 

sufficiently small dot sizes. In realistic systems the wave function will penetrate into the 

harrier, and, in the zero-radius limit, the exciton energy will approach the bulk value in 

the barrier material. To account for experimental data for the smallest crystallites, finite 

barrier heights must be incorporated in the model. In a very recent study Kayanuma" 

included this in the effective-mass Hamiltonian and found the effect of leakage of the 

wave function outside the quantum dot to be substantial for experimentally relevant CdS 

crystallites. 

Lippens and Lannoo 4 used a tight-binding approach to study the single-particle electron 

and hole energies for small CdS and ZnS crystallites. Their scheme corresponds to infinite 

barrier heights. In their largest calculation 2500 atoms were included in a spherically 

shaped cluster with a radius of ~ 25 Å. When comparing with effective-mass results (with 

infinite barrier heights), they found generally smaller shifts in energy due to confinement. 
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[n the present study we calculate exciton energies for small quantum dots, i.e. dots in 

the strong-confinement regime. We go beyond the single-band effective-mass approxima

tion for holes by describing them within the formalism of the effective bond-orb.tal model 

( E B O M ) . 1 1 Since the bulk valence bands are degenerate at the zone center, a single-band 

effective-mass approach is in general not able to give a quantitatively accurate description. 

In fact three parameters, the so-called Luttinger parameters 71,72, and 7 3 , 1 2 are needed 

to decribe the valence bands close to their tops. In previous calculations the use of the 

single-band theory has been motivated only by the formidable technical simplifications 

in the calculational scheme, and no justification has been given. In the EBOM, which 

is a tight-binding-like model, the interaction parameters are fitted to the experimentally 

observed bulk band structure around the valence-band maxima. The model can thus be 

viewed as a discretized version of the multi-band effective-mass approximat ion 1 3 (with the 

grid given by the lattice constant). In our scheme the electron is described with the single-

band effective-mass approximation. Finite barrier heights, both for the electron and the 

hole, are accounted for in the model. The Coulomb attraction is included, and a variational 

iterative Hartree scheme is p u r e e d to calculate exciton energies. 

In section II the calculational method is outlined. In section III we compare the EBOM 

description with the single-band effective-mass description of a single hole (i.e. no electron 

present) for a test case (spherical ZnS quantum dots with hard walls at the dot boundary) 

and comment on the accuracy and applicability of the single-band effective-mass approxi

mation. In section IV we calculate energies of excitons in spherical CdS quantum dots with 

radii between 6 and 40 Å, for a set of different barrier heights. Our results are compared 

with experimental da ta and previous theoretical results. 
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II . CALOULATIONAL METHOD 

In Paper IX in this thesis we report a study of excitons bound to isoelectronic impurities 

in bulk ZnSe and in ZnSe-Znj-rMnxSe quantum wells. The calculational scheme used in 

Paper IX resembles the scheme pursued in the present exciton study, and the description 

below is therefore reduced to a minimum. For a more complete account of t H method we 

refer to Paper IX. 

The model TIamiltonian we use to describe the exciton localized at a quantum dot is 

H=Hh(Vh,rh) + He(Ve,re) + v(\rh-re\), (3) 

where Hh (He) is the Hamiltontan for a hole (electron) seeing the quantum dot potential 

only, and u(|r/, — r c | ) accounts for the attractive Coulomb interaction between electron and 

hole. The exciton energy E is found by minimizing, with respect to E, 

< tf(re,rA)|/WrB,rA) >= E < $ ( r e , r f c ) |* ( r e t r f c ) > (4) 

in a self-consistent Hartree scheme. The two-particle wave function ts assumed separable, 

i.e. $(r e ,r/,) — ^ e(r e)^/i(ri,). Since we are in the strong-confinement regime where cor

relation effects are relatively small, this should be a good approximation. The separable 

form of the wave function naturally splits (4) into two parts, a hole part and an electron 

part, which are coupled via a Coulomb term (see Paper IX). The hole and electron parts 

are treated consecutively, by solving a secular equation for a given set of basis functions, 

with the the wave functions from the previous solution used as input. Typically four or 

five iterations are needed to acquire the desired accuracy. 

Both CdS and ZnS are large-gap semiconductors (Eg 2; 2.5 eV for CdS and Es 2- 3.7 eV 

for ZnS4), and for the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian the electron and hole can be assumed 

decoupled.14 As for ZnSe in Paper IX we use a version of EBOM which includes four spin-

orbit-coupled bond orbitals to describe holes in ZnS and (cubic) CdS. 1 5 This corresponds 
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to a multi-band effective-mass description which incorporates the heavy-hole and light-

hole valence bands. The interaction energies between bond orbitals (on-site and nearest-

neighbor sites only) are given in terms of the Luttinger parameters and the energy of the 

valence-band edge. For simplicity we assume the barrier material to have the same zinc 

blende structure and the same Luttinger parameters as inside the crystallite. Although 

this is certainly not so in realistic systems, the error introduced should not be too severe 

for large confining potentials, since for finite, but high, barriers the wave functions barely 

penetrate into the barrier material The confining quantum dot potential for the hole, 

denoted l^, is accounted for via misalignment of the valence-band edges». Tbe energy of 

the bulk valence-band edge, Ev, which is input in the EBOM, has different values on tlie 

inside [Ev = 0) and outside (Ev — VJ,) °f t b e dot boundary. 

We use the same set of angular basis functions |VjI*(R-) >i for the holes as in Paprr IX 

(Eq.(17) in Paper IX 1 6). A spherical cluster of sites in the face-centered-cubic lattice is 

used in the calculations. The angular functions ace combined with radial exponentials to 

give basis functions of the form 

l*F >= E c o 3 ( | v / - Y ' + / ' + .̂) e-°.V^KW?,m f ( 5 ) 

where Rciu is the radius of the spherical cluster. Rcfu is either equal to (in the hard-wall 

case) or larger than the quantum dot radius R. The origin is chosen to be at the center of 

the quantum dot. The cosine factor is included to tame an artificial discontinuity at the 

cluster boundary. The sum over R does not include the central site (0,0,0), and the bond 

orbital at (0,0,0) (with the appropriate symmetry) is included separately in the basis.1 7 Up 

to seven appropriately chosen ct's are used in the calculations. The anisotropy parameters 

/i, are all set to unity except for the smallest quantum dots with hard walls where other 

choices lower the energy slightly. 



The radius of the spherical quantum dot is defined b y 1 8 

*-(£)'•• 
where a is the lattice constant, and N is the number of sites in the quantum dot. 

The electron is described within the spherical effective-mass approximation, i.e. 

H- = -&X' + VQD[T)' ( 7 ) 

where me is the spherical effective mass and 

{ 0 for |r | < R 
(8) 

V, for | r | > R 

is the dot potential. A set of Gaussians is used as basis functions for the e lectron, 1 9 i.e. 

# ( r ) = e-»"' . (9) 

The matrix elements of He, i.e. < il>)\Hv\il>{ > , and overlaps (< ii>\\ti>i > ) are easily 

evaluated analytically. Seven appropriately chosen 0's are used in the calculations. 

The electron-hole interaction is assumed to be of the usual Coulomb form, i.e. 

P ( | r h - r « | ) - - fi2 , (10) 

e|rA — r c | 

where t is the dielectric constant. The incorporation of this interaction in the calculational 

scheme is described in detail in Paper IX. 

As for the Luttinger parameters, we use in the barrier the bulk values for the crystallite 

material for both the electron effective mass m e and the dielectric constant e. 

III. H O L E S I N ZnS C R Y S T A L L I T E S 

In this section we calculate energies of single holes in ZnS spherical quantum dots 

assuming an infinite barrier potential. The aim is to compare the EBOM results with 
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results from the simple single-band effective-mass approximation in order to shed light on 

the applicability of the latter, strongly simplified, description. In EBOM the infinite barrier 

potential i& imposed by forcing the wave function to be zero at, and outside, the boundary 

of the quantum dot. We also compare with results from the tight-binding calculations of 

Lippens and Lannoo.4 

The Luttinger parameters are taken from Lawaetz20: 

7i = 2.54, 72 = 0.75, 73 = 1-09 . (11) 

To compare with the single-band effective-mass approximation we need an "equivalent" 

spherical effective-mass m^. It has been suggested4 that the so-called density-of-states 

heavy-holt mass20 

mu = m0(7i - 7m)"'(l + 0-057k + 0.0l64-,2

hf'3 , (12) 

where 

7™ = (27? + 273 2) 1 / 2, 

7- = 6 ( 7 | - 7 l ) / ( 7 m ( 7 l - 7 m ) ) , (13) 

should be used. For the present Luttinger parameters one finds a density-of-states heavy-

hole mass of I.78m0 which turns out to be completely inadequate when comparing with 

EBOM results, A much better choice is rrih = 0.61mo deduced from the tight-binding 

band structure of Lippens and Lannoo.4 The single-band effective-mass expression for the 

ground-state energy of a hole confined in a spherical quantum dot with hard walls is J 1 

In Figure 1 we compare the EBOM, the single-band effective-mass approximation (for

mula in Eq.(l4) with m* = 0.61m0), and the tight-binding results of Lippens and Lannoo. 
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The EBOM results are given for a selected set of dot radii. A simple interpolation would 

not give a smooth curve for the smallest sizes. This is mainly due to the different surface 

geometries of the different clusters. 

Generally, good agreement between the EBOM results and the effective-mass results 

is observed. For the smallest clusters, however, the EBOM predicts a lower confinement 

energy. 

The tight-binding results show an oscillatory behavior with changing dot radius. This 

is explained in terms of qualitative differences between clusters where the group of outmost 

atoms are cations and anions, respectively.4 (In EBOM the smallest unit is a "molecule" 

consisting of an anion and a cation, and this oscillation is absent.) The hole confinement 

energy predicted by the tight-binding scheme is always lower than the EBOM value. This 

discrepancy presumably reflects the different bulk valence-band structures inherent in the 

two methods.4 

In conclusion, we have found the simple single-band effective-mass description, with 

an appropriately chosen spherical effective mass, to give a reasonably accurate descrip

tion compared to our more extensive EBOM treatment. The density-of-states heavy-hole 

effective-mass is found ti be completely inadequate. At present, apparently no simple 

formula exists for the "appropriate" value of the spherical effective mass, with Luttinger 

parameters as input. 

IV. EXCITONS IN CdS CRYSTALLITES 

We now go on to calculate exciton energies in CdS crystallites for which several ex

perimental studies have been reported. 2 , 5 , 9 Ekimov et al.2 has measured the confinement 

energy for a set of small CdS crystallites embedded in glass material. These measured 

high-energy shifts are smaller than predicted by (single-band) effective-mass theories as-
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suming hard walls at the dot boundary, and finite barrier heights must be incorporated 

in the model to account for the experimental da ta . 6 This finding has been confirmed by 

a later experimental study of Wang and Herron 5 who used a set of different techniques 

to fabricate CdS crystallites with diameters between 10 and 60 A. Even though neither 

the shape and surface structure of these crystallites nor the properties of the surrounding 

medium are well known, we believe that insight can be gained with our model. 

For the CdS material parameters we adopt me = 0.18m o ' ' and c = o.o. 5 Since bulk 

CdS most often is found with hexagonal structure, Luttinger parameters for CdS with zinc 

blende structure are apparently not available. Lippens and Lannoo estimated the appro

priate spherical effective mass for the hole to be m^ = 0.53m o based on the valence-band 

structure obtained within their tight-binding scheme. In Lawaetz 2 0 the ratios between the 

Luttinger parameters for Zn- and Cd- based semiconductors are observed to be similar. We 

expect the appropriate value for the spherical effective mass to be roughly inversely propor

tional to the Luttinger parameters , 2 2 and thus adopt for CdS the Luttinger paramters of 

ZnS in E q . ( l l ) multiplied with the ratio between the values of the spherical hole masses in 

Lippens and Lannoo, i.e. m/ l (ZnS)/m/,(CdS)=0.61/0.53. The Luttinger parameters used 

for CdS are thus 

7i = 2.92, 72 * 0-86, 73 = 1.25 . (15) 

With the values given above for m e ,m/ , , and t we find the effective Bohr radius a" 

to be 22 Å, In the calculation we restrict ourselves to crystallites with radii less than 

40 Å. Thus R < la* for all cases considered, and Kayanuma's criterion for being in the 

strong-confinement regime is fulfilled. 

In Figure 2 we show, with solid lines, the exciton confinement energy for a set of 

different barrier heights. The curves are obtained by interpolating results for a discrete set 
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of quantum dot radii. As in Ref. 6 we have assumed the confining potentials to be equal 

for electron and hole (although justification for this choice is lacking). The uppermost solid 

curve corresponds to infinite barrier heights. In this case the electron basis functions (9) 

do not fulfill the hard-wall boundary conditions (i/>e(/2) = 0), and we use the barrier height 

which gives, for our set of Gaussian basis functions, the correct single-electron ground-state 

energy in the hard-wall case (Eq.(14) with me instead of m/,). In all cases considered this 

(artificial) barrier is much larger than any realistic barriers. 

To compare with experimental data for CdS crystallites in silicate glass 2 we plot the 

exciton energy for Ve = V/, = 2250 meV. This value correspond to an energy gap of 

~ 7 eV which has been roughly estimated for silicate glasses . 6 , 2 3 The experimental data 

are marked with filled squares. A good agreement between theory and experiment is 

observed, especially for the two smallest crystallites. 

The experimental data of Wang and Herron, 5 marked with circles, correspond to lower 

barrier heights. Note, that there is uncertainty connected to the experimental values for 

the crystallite radii due to size dispersion (~- 20%) of the crystallites in the sample. 5 The 

crystallites are embedded in organic materials, not in glass. 5 It is thus expected that the 

appropriate values for Vt and Vf, will differ from the glass values. The curve corresponding 

to Ve = Vh = 500 meV fits the experimental data well. Note, however, that the crystallites 

in the experimental study were fabricated differently. The two largest crystallites (marked 

with filled circles) were produced with one technique, the intermediate-sized crystallites 

(half-filled circles) with another, and the smallest crystallite (open circle) with a third. 

The smallest crystallite was believed to have a pyramidal shape, and the "radius" refers 

to half the distance from the base to the top . 5 It is thus not certain that the appropriate 

values for Vc and VJ, are the same in these three cases. 

In Figure 2 we also show results obtained by the tight-binding scheme of Lippens and 
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Lannoo. This curve, which corresponds to infinite barrier heights, is found by adding the 

second and third term in Eq.(l), due to the electron-hole interaction, to their calculated 

single-particle energies. The oscillatory behavior of the single-particle energies, seen ex

plicitly for holes in ZnS in Figure 1, is smoothed o-'t. The curve lies significantly lower 

than our in finite-barrier-height curve, Since both the EBOM and the effective-mass ap

proximation assume dispersion relations which lie above the realistic dispersion relation, 

the exciton energies predicted by us are expected to be too high. This effect is most im

portant for small quantum dots with high barriers, for which the wave function is most 

strongly localized and contain components with large wave vector k. On the other hand 

the tight-binding scheme of Lippens and Lannoo underestimates the energies of the first 

conduction band and is thus expected to predict too small exciton energies.4 

The experimental data by Ekimov et al.2 for CdS crystallites in glass seem to favor 

our results compared to the tight-binding results. The experiments by Wang and Herron5 

may indicate that the tight-binding results are better, but may alternatively be accounted 

for in our model by assuming finite barrier heights. However, for the smallest crystallites 

where details in the surface become very important and where the wave function penetrates 

significantly into the surrounding medium, both calculationai schemes will be inadequate. 

In our calculation we have, with no justification, assumed Ve = V/,, If a different 

ratio between the valence-band and conduction-band offset is used, the predicted exciton 

energies will be different. Since the electron is lighter than the hole, a larger fraction of 

conduction-band offset will generally increase the confinement energy and thus the exciton 

energy, and vice versa. 

The dotted line in Figure 2 corresponds to Kayanuma's limiting formula (1), based on 

single-band effective-mass descriptions of both hole and electron and on the assumption 

of infinite barrier heights. When comparing with our results (for infinite barrier height). 
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good agreement is observed. The difference between the exciton energy and the sum of 

the single-particle energies is commonly called the binding energy. The binding energy 

as function of dot radius is plotted in Figure 3 for the same set of barrier heights as 

in Figure 2. In our combined EBOM and effective-mass scheme the binding energy is 

found by subtracting the exciton energy from the sum of the single-electron and single-hole 

energies. For comparison we also show results from Kayanuma's formula for the binding 

energy (absolute value of the second and third term in (1)). A nearly perfect agreement 

with our in finite-barrier-height results is observed, and this indicates that Kayanuma's 

expression for the binding energy is valid also when the bulk valence-band degeneracy is 

accounted for. As expected, the binding energy is found to decrease with decreasing barrier 

heights. This is due to increased penetration of the wave function into the barrier with 

a resulting smaller Coulomb attraction.2*1 In the zero-radius and infinite-radius limit the 

binding energy approaches the bulk binding energy for excitons in the barrier and well 

materials, respectively. In the single-band effective-mass approximation the bulk binding 

energy is identical to the effective Rydberg energy in Eq.(2) which with our choice of 

material parameters is ~ 60 meV (in both the well and barrier material). Although our 

calculational scheme is different, 60 meV is probably a good estimate for the bulk exciton 

binding energy in our model also. For dot radii in between the binding energy is larger, 

and the curve thus exhibits a maximum for a finite dot radius. The same feature has 

previously been seen for the acceptor binding energies in quantum dots (Paper VI) and 

quantum wells (Paper VII). 

An experimental observation on ZnS crystallites has also been reported. For 10 Å 

crystellites in methanol solution, a high-energy shift of of 0.7 eV was observed.9 Lippens 

and Lannoo predicted a shift of 0.3 eV in their tight-binding scheme. With me — 0.42mo"
1 

and e = o.2 4 , 9 (and the Luttinger parameters (11)) we find in our model 0.93 eV assuming 
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an infinite barrier height. Finite barrier heights will of course reduce the predicted exciton 

energy and improve the agreement with experiment. 
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Figure 1 

Calculated ground-state energies of holes in spherical ZnS quantum dots with infinite 

barrier heights. The filled circles are our results obtained with EBOM, the crosses refer to 

the tight-binding results of Lippens and Lannoo,4 and the dotted curve corresponds to the 

spherical effective-mass approximation (formula in Eq.(14) with rrih = 0.61mo). 
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Figure 2 

Ground-state energies of excitons in CdS quantum dots. The soJid curves correspond 

to results within our combined EBOM and effective-mass scheme. The confining potentials 

for the hole and electron are set equal, i.e. Ve = V». Results for infinite barrier heights 

(marked with co), V, = Vb = 2250 meV', V, = Vh = 1000 meV. and V, = \\ = 500 mel' 

are shown. The dashed curve represents the tight-binding results of Lippens and Lannoo4 

(which correspond to infinite barrier height). The dotted curve shows the results from 

Kayanuma's formula (I). The experimental data of Ekimov et al.2 (marked with filled 

squares) and of Wang and Herron5 (circles) are indicated. Results marked with filled, half-

filled, and unfilled circles correspond to quantum dots fabricated with different techniques. 
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Binding energies of excitons in CdS quantum dots. The solid curves correspond to 

results within our combined EBOM and effective-mass scheme. The confining potentials 

for the hole and electron are set equal, i.e. Vt — Vh. Results for infinite barrier heights 

(marked with oo), V. = Vk = 2250 meV, V« = Vh = 1000 meV, and Ve = Vh = 500 meV 

are shown. The dotted curve shows the binding energy according to Kayanuma's formula 

(absolute value of last two terms in (1)). For zero and infinite dot radii, the exciton binding 

energies correspond to the bulk values in the barrier and well materials, respectively. In 

the single-band effective-mass approximation the bulk binding energy (Eq.(2)) is 60 meV 

with our choices fo; the material parameters (both in the well and barrier materials). 
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rOC mixing in superlattices - an exactly solvable one-dimensional model 

1. Introduction 

The effective-mass approximation (EMA) is in general only applicable to semiconductor 

heterostructures when the constituent materials have their respective band extrema located 

at the same point in the Brillouin zone. For heterostructures which are such that widely 

separated extrema (different wave vectors k) are involved in the heterostructure wavefunc-

tion, the EMA in its conventional form is unable to account for the mixing between the 

various extremal points.1 The AlxGai_j:As-AlyGai_!,As heterostructures represent an im

portant class of systems in which effects of this mixing may be observed. In AlxGaj_ rAs 

alloys the conduction band exhibits two local minima, called X-valleys, along the [001]-

direction in the vicinity of the zone-boundary (X-points). In addition a local minimum is 

located at the centre of the Brillouin zone (F-point). In GaAs the lowest minimum is at 

the T-point while in AlAs the minima in the X-valleys are lowest. For a certain Al content 

(x «- 0.4) the minima in the X and r-valleys have the same energy.2 In GaAs-AlAs super-

lattices T-Iike electrons will predominantly reside in the GaAs slabs while X-like electrons 

would like to be in the AlAs slabs. In superlattices where the IMike and X-like states are 

close in energy, the states will mix and cannot be described independently. Mixing (or cou

pling) effects have been observed in optical experiments on superlattices and in tunneling 

experiments on double-barrier structures.3 To circumvent the deficiencies of the EMA in 

treating systems exhibiting T-X mixing, Ting and Chang4 studied such superlattices using 

a one-band Wannier orbital model. The parameters of the model were fitted to correctly 

describe the conduction band of the bulk constituents over the entire Brillouin zone. The 

calculations showed that substantial mixing between T-valley and X-valley states can occur 
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in AlGaAs-based super latt ices. Recently, attempts have been made to extend the EMA 

to describe F-X coupling.2>5,6 The extensions have been of an ad hoc nature and have not 

been satisfactorily derived from an underlying, more fundamental, description. Also, the 

extensions have been made at the expense of adding new parameters to the EMA theory. 

Accurate values for these parameters, which are not directly measurable in experiments, 

are difficult to extract. 

In this Appendix we study a one-dimensional analogy to the F-X coupling in three 

dimensiona, using an exactly solvable model for a semiconductor superlattice. The aim 

is to shed light on the possibility of applying extended versions of the EMA to systems 

exhibiting such coupling. In the EMA version applied by Ando et al. 2 to describe F-X 

mixing in AlGaAs-based superlattices, envelope functions corresponding to three valleys 

(two X-Iike and one F-like) were solved for in each slab and connected at material inter

faces. The boundary conditions (BCs) for the envelope functions and their derivatives 

were given in terms of a 6 x 6 interface matrix. For the present simplified model we find 

an EMA treatment with a single envelope function to be sufficient to obtain asymptotic 

agreement between EMA and exact results for sufficiently small superlattice band offsets. 

This requires, however, qualitatively different BCs from the simplest, and most common, 

version of EMA. 

2. Exact results 

For analytical simplicity we model, as in papers [II and IV in this thesis, the constituent 

materials as one-dimensional Kronig-Penney materials consisting of a lattice of 6-function 

wells. We focus on binary superlattices, and, as in papers III and IV, the periodic super-



lattice potential is given as 

V(X)=\ ^ - S & E S ^ - C n - J ) * ) f o r O < Æ < P i a i ^ 

I H - ^ E £ . i * ( * - ( n - i ) a 3 - p i a i ) fo r P l a i < x < pxax -fp 2 a 2 

in the first superlattice unit cell (0,piai + P2<*2)- The binary superlattice and the periodic 

potential are sketched in Figures 1 and 2 of paper III. The trace of the transfer matrix for 

the complete superlattice unit cell, T„, acting on the state vector 

/ .,. \ 
(2) 

fl;^' 

was found in paper III to be 

/ rinhn «in Ti< n, n, mn ?/~ \ I 
(3) 

*2"2 0 1 " u t / I 

where the auxiliary variables «1,1*2,61,62,171 and 172 are defined through 

. _ . L . . , . . , . . , ./0262sinui aj6isinusal 
|*rT s | = 2cos(ptui)cos(p2U2 -7?i7?2«n(Piui)sin(p2U2) I —7—. + , . 

J \ai0isin«2 (i202Sinut/[ 

cos«i = J cos f i -Qiqflsinqi\ , 0 < u,- < — , i = 1,2, (4) 

6,- = qfl sin qi—ctiqf2+ aiqf2 cos qi , i = l , 2 , (5) 

ty = sgn(cosg,- — a.gf'sing,) = ±1 , i = 1,2, (6) 

*£?«? = * - " " « - 1 ' 2 - ( 7 ) 

According to the discussion in paper III (and elsewhere) minibands exist for those energies 

where the trace in Eq.(3) does not exceed 2 in absolute value. 

In most systems of practical interest the energies in question are close to the band edges 

of the constituent materials. This is one of the requirements that must be fulfilled in order 

for the EMA to be valid. In the constituent Kronig-Penney materials conduction-band 

minima occur for 

<?U = "."•» "• = 1.2,3,... (8) 



which correspond to the energies 

h2 

£ f n = ^ + « 5 n ? » 2 . "i = 1,2,3... . (9) 

The minima for even n occur for k = kc — 0 while the minima for odd n occur for 

k = ke = ir/a. With the same labelling as in three dimensions the even-n bands thus 

have minima at the T-point while the odd-n minima are located at the X-point, In paper 

II,III, and IV we restricted ourselves to heterostiuctures with minima of the constituent 

materials located at the same point in the Brillouin zone. To study the analogy to T-X 

mixing we here focus on model superlattices where the energies in question are close to 

an even-n band edge in one of the materials and an odd-n band edge in the other. This 

can be achieved by adjusting the potentials between the ^-function wells in the constituent 

materials (Vi and V2). To be definite we set n\ to be odd and n^ to be even. To compare 

with results from the EMA we expand the exact expressions in Eqs.{3)-(7) in the vicinity 

of the band edges. The perturbation expansion around the band edges is equivalent to the 

expansion in paper III, and the approximate condition for miniband states is found to be 

| 2 e M ( p , » l ) c a . ( B » , ) - r i n ( f t M « ) « a ( f t » , ) ( " ^ " ' ^ • + - " - " ^ " l ) | < 2 ( 1 0 ) 

where 

E = v+Srf> + - • ( 1 1 ) 

Here mi and m 2 axe the effective masses at the band minima of the constituent materials, 

namely7 

m , = n , ° ^ - ( 1 2 ) 

As before, note that the energies in question must be close to the band edges in both 

constituent matenajs in order for the expansion to be valid. This can only be fulfilled if 



the offset 

Vog = El-E\ (13) 

is small. 

3. Effective-mass theory 

In papers II-IV we considered heterostructures where the conduction-band minima of 

the constituent materials were of the same type, i.e. nj = n?. In paper IV we considered 

the effective-mass equation 

- )-h2maa64-Tn0a-264-™'''*6<t> = [E ~ Ec{x)]</> (14) 
2 ax ax 

where Ec[x) is the position-dependent conduction-band edge, and m and a is the, in gen

eral, position-dependent effective mass and lattice constant, respectively. For heterostruc

tures with abrupt material interfaces the form of the kinetic operator in Eq.(14) is reflected 

in the BCs to be imposed on the effective-mass envelope function 4> at the interfaces. From 

Eq.(14) it follows that the conditions 

maa (ft = continuous; m0a~26-^maas4> — continuous (15) 
ax 

must be fulfilled at the heterointerfaces. In paper IV the transfer matrix technique was 

used to find solutions of Eq.(14), and the BCs above was taken into account by transferring 

the state vector across the interface by means of an appropriately chosen interface matrix. 

The interface matrix which transfers the state vector 

(16) 

across an interface from material i to material j according to the BCs in Eq.(15) is 

( r a i / m , ) » ( 0 | / 0 , ) ' 0 
tj, = | | . ( 1 0 

0 (m,/m,r +"(<i l/ a j)-' !-' 
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We found asymptotic agreement between effective-mass results and exact results in the 

limit of vanishing band offset V0g if, and only if, a = 0,0 = — 1 and 6 = 0 (for odd-n 

bands) or -1 (for even-n bands). 

In the present case where n^ ^ n2 the interface matrix in Eq.(17) is no longer appli

cable. The question arises, however, whether any choice of interface matrix may provide 

asymptotic agreement in this case. Ando et al. recently considered the interface matrix 

from a more general point of view.5 They found that due to th*. requirement of density 

flux conservation at the interface, the interface matrix must fulfill8 

d e t t , . ^ ^ . (18) 
m,- a,-

It is readily seen that the interface matrix in Eq.(17) satisfies this requirement for all values 

of a, 0 and S (since 2ct -"- Q = —1). Ando et al. further found that for symmetry reasons 

the interface matrix must be purely off-diagonal when bands of different symmetries are 

connected. For the present case where 7ij is odd and U2 is even the bands have different 

symmetries,9 and we are thus led to the following restricted class of interface matrices: 

l-SK.1 o) 
This form of the interface matrix means that the envelope function on one side of the 

material interface will be connected to the derivative of the envelope function on the other 

side. Also, unlike the interface matrix for «i = n-i in Eq.(17), this interface matrix, 

applicable for abrupt heterointerfaces, does not correspond to a specific kinetic operator 

for non-abrupt heterostructures (as in (14)). 

With the interface matrix given, it is straightforward to evaluate the effective-mass 

condition for min i bands in superlattices. Following the recipe outlined in paper HI, one 
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finds the condition 

— J cosfaqtjcosipiqi} - [c31cnqiq3 + ^ - I sin(piqi) sin{p2q1)\ < 1 
Oi/ \ cuC2iqiqi/ | i\Ci2 rW2 a2 C 2 1 m l a l 

(20) 

where 

£ = £< + 2 ^ ' t = U - < 2 1 ) 

4. Comparison 

Eqs.(ll) and (21) show that near a band edge u; will be asymptotically equal to q;, i.e 

(ui/qi)2 —• 1, when the band edge is approached. Comparison of (10) and (20) identifies 

choices of C21 and Cu which assure asymptotic agreement between the effective-mass con

dition and exact condition in the limit of vanishing band offset. The BCs to impose at the 

material interfaces then follow from the interface matrix in Eq.(19), and one finds10: 

* - iirsS-* - ( 2 2 ) 

4 = - ^ ^ , • (23) 
mo 02 

The BCs which assure asymptotic agreement between the EMA and exact conditions for 

minibands ir, superiattices are general in the sense that they do not depend on the well 

and barrier widths. They are given solely in terms of bulk parameters of the constituent 

materials. What is worrysome, albeit not surprising, is that, unlike the case ni = «2, 

the BCs are not expressible solely in terms of the experimentally measutable quantities 

effective mass m and lattice constant a. Therefore it is not clear how these BCs can be 

generalized to realistic heterostructures with abrupt interfaces, if at all. 

In a recent study Trzeciakowski11 derived BCs for one-dimensional heterostructures in 

terms of matrix elements of transfer matrices of the constituent materials. For the present 
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model with Kronig-Penney materials these BCs are equivalent to the ones we have found 

here. 

5. Summary and conclusion 

The one-dimensional analogy to T-X coupling in binary semiconductor superlattices 

is investigated. An effective-mass approach involving a single envelope function is found 

to ensure asymptotic agreement between effective-mass and exact results in the limit of 

vanishing band offset for a one-dimensional model with abrupt interfaces. The boundary 

conditions to impose at the material interfaces are given in terms of bulk parameters of the 

two constituent materials only. Unlike the usual case when the two band edges in question 

are of the same type, the boundary conditions are not given solely in terms of directly 

measurable quantities like effective masses and lattice constants. 

The present work thus indicates that extended versions of EMA can account for T-X 

coupling, but with new parameters added to the EMA description. These new param

eters must presumably be found from realistic calculations of the hulk properties of the 

constituent materials in question. 
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Abstract. We show how the exact interface free energy F for the Ising anuferromagnet on 
the triangular lattice with infinite first-neighbour and finite second-neighbour interactions 
can be determined analytically. From considerations of the angular dependence of the 
interface free energy we conclude that the transition is not second order. An upper bound 
for the transition temperature is given. 

The Ising antiferromagnet with nearest-neighbour isotropic interactions 3{ on the tri
angular lattice is the prototypical example of a fully frustrated spin system. The large 
number of ground states corresponds to a finite zero-temperature entropy per spin. By 
addition of next-nearest neighbour interactions J 2 a phase transition at finite tem
peratures can occur, and Slotte and Hemmer (1984) attempted to localise the phase 
transition through a carefully chosen solid-on-solid set-up. Their numerical results, 
which include also anisotropic next-nearest-neighbour antiferromagnetic interactions, 
are summarised in figure 1. The fact that the curves are linear for Ji<zJ\ shows that in 
the limit 7, - » * the calculated critical temperature stays finite: 

lim *T c (7, ,y 2 ) = (const)y!. (1) 

In this Letter we show that it is possible to evaluate the solid-on-solid interface 
free energy analytically for the limiting case 7, -» =°. While analytic results are always 
preferable to numerical values, our motivation has in this case a different origin. A 
recent study by Shi and Wortis (1988) on the shape of rock-salt crystals contains a 
conjecture for the exact solution of the J\ -»=o model with next-nearest-neighbour 
antiferromagnetic interactions. The numerical value for Tc of their conjecture (A TJJ: = 
7.11...) is very close to the extrapolated Slotte-Hemmer numerical value (kTJJl = 
7.12). As will be demonstrated in the first part of this Letter, our present analytic re-
evaluation of the latter shows complete agreement with the Shi-Wortis conjecture! In 
the second part of the Leiter, however, we show through an exact evaluation of the 
interface free energy that the assumption underlying both the previous calculations, 
namely that the transition is second order, is not correct. 

At criticality the interface free energy F vanishes,i.e. the interface partition function 
Z - exp( - F/kT) equals unity. The partition function is in this case the sum over height 

0O22-3719/88/16O61J + 07 $02.50 © 1988IOP Publishing Ltd L615 
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differences r, = (x,, v() between nearest-neighbour solid-on-solid columns with the cor
responding energy 

£ = 2 [2J1[6{yi + 4) + 0(x, - J) + \x, +y,\ + | * j + 1 +y,\] + 4/JJ 

- 2^2t ( b i + * . > ! +>.+i + 1 l + k- +y i+* i+ i I)}- (2) 

Here fl(n) is the usual signum function, and/2i> J22, J23 are the antiferromagnetic 
exchange constants between next-nearest neighbours in the three lattice directions. We 
refer the reader to Slotte and Hemmer (1984) for details of the solid-on-solid set-up, 
and the derivation of equation (2), which is their equation (5). (Note that a misprinted 
sign is corrected in our equation for E). 

i.of 
t / 

0 0.2 O.i 0.6 0.8 

1-2 l(] 

/ 

o.a f : 
f / 

0.2 r/ 

0 0.2 O.t 0.6 0. 0.2 (U 0.6 0.8 

Figure 1. The transition temperature, according to Slotte and Hemmer (1984), for the 
antiferromagnetic triangular lattice with first- and second-neighbour interactions, J\ and J:. 
with ft = JJ(J, + Ji). The temperature is given in units of ( / , + / : ) /A. (a) Isotropic second-
neighbour interactions, [b) second-neighbour interactions acting in two lattice directions, 
(c) second-neighbour interactions acting in merely one lattice direction (two alternative 
solid-on-solid set-ups). 

Tne partition function is evaluated by the usual transfer matrix technique, and the 
transition is located by equating the maximum eigenvalue A of the transfer matrix to 
unity: 

A = 1. (3) 

The transfer matrix must be chosen with care. The obvious choice which is suggested by 
equation (2) is not expedient for taking the limit/, -*• * since matrix elements diverge, 
and the symmetrised version used by Slotte and Hemmer for their numerical work 
suffers from the same difficulty. The following choice, however, is tailored to the limiting 
process Ji-**>. With Kt = JJkTand K^ = J^jkTvtsset 
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T(r, / ) = exp{-X, [hB(x - i ) + iS(jc' - J) + JØ(y + i) 

+ ifl(y' + i) + I* + y\ + \x' + / | + 2\x' + y|] 

- 4Ar 2 2 -2K 2 3 ( | y + * '+y ' | + |jr + y + Jc'- l | ) 

+ 2K a ( |y + *' + / + 1| + \x+y+x'\)} (4) 

and check that 

exp(-£//cr) = I lT(r i ,r , + , ) -

Now we can take Jx —* °°. Apart from diagonal elements, only five non-diagonal 
elementsremainfiniteinthislimitjandtheyinvolvethematrixindicesr! = (0, — l),r 2 = 
(0,0) or r3 = (1, —1). Thus the eigenvalue problem reduces to rinding the maximum 
eigenvalue of a 3 x 3 matrix. The explicit form follows from equation (4). With 

r«=T(r„r,) i , / = l , 2 o r 3 (5) 

we find that Ta vanishes as exp(-2/Ci) in the /|-»*> limit and that the other eight 
elements are independent of J,. 

Taking first isotropic second-neighbour interactions (K2l = K22 - f?z3 = K2), w e 

have, with x = exp(-4K 2) 

lx2 x2 x2\ 

T = lx2 x 0 (6) 
\x2 x2 x). 

The critical condition that the maximum eigenvalue equals unity, gives the following 
equation: 

x6 - 2xs + 3xl - 2x3 + 2x - 1 = 0. (7) 

Factorising the left-hand side as (x3 - x2 + l)(jr3 - x2 + 2x - 1) all roots are easily 
found. The positive zero of the second factor can be written 

K2c = iln[(J + V T % ) " 3 + ( J - V i & ) " 3 ] . (8) 

One has to check that this is the relevant root of (7). The numerical value corresponds 
to 

* r c =J2/KU = (7.112386. ..)J2. (9) 

This is identical to the value conjectured by Shi and Wortis to be the exact transition 
temperature. 

The models with anisotropic second-neighbour interactions are easily discussed in 
the same way. With A, = 0. y 2 2 = Ja = J2 (next-nearest-neighbour interactions in two 
lattice directions) we get, withy = exp(-K ;) 

(10) 

The maximum eigenvalue is unity fory6 = J, or 

kTc = 6/ 2 / ln2 = (8.65617. . .)JZ. (11) 
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Second-neighbour interactions in one direction correspond to 7 2 1 = J& = 0, or to 
J2i - In — 0. which gives 

T = (12) 

respectively. In both cases the principal eigenvalue equals unity for 

kTc = 2/ 2/ln[i(V5) + I] = (4.15617 . . .)J2. (13) 

The results (11) and (13) are in good agreement with the corresponding extrapolated 
values from the Slotte-Hemmer calculation. 

We will now turn to a more fundamental determination of the / , = °° interface free 
energy. The bulk ground state consists of parallel alternating lines of up-spins and down-
spins, such that the weakest second-neighbour interaction (here / 2 i ) acts orthogonal to 
the direction of these lines. Thus the ground state is doubly degenerate. Forcing the 
spins at the boundary of the upper half of a rectangular domain to belong to one phase, 
the boundary spins in the lower half to belong to the other phase, an interface must 
necessarily be present (figure 2). 

The spin configurations that can occur in the interior of the domain are severely 
restricted when Jl = =». All but one of the spins in the layer adjacent to the left-hand 
boundary are uniquely determined, taking negative values in the upper half and positive 
values in the lower half of the domain. One spin (marked x in figure 2) can be either up 
or down. The effect of this spin being positive is that the interface effectively moves 
upwards, and we associate an auxiliary variable c, = 1 with this upward deflection of 
the boundary. For a given value of the spin in question, only one spin in the next column 

Flfwe 2. The boundary condition which produces [he separation of Ihe two phases. Here N 
is an even integer. The directions of the second-neighbour interactions are also shown. In 
column 1 only the spin at x is not determined by Ihe boundary condition (when J] = * ) . 
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can be oriented freely, etc. In this way the spin configurations allowed by the Jt = » 
condition correspond to a unique boundary which can be described by a sequence 
(CTI,C 2 . . . aN), such that Oj = 1 (-1) when the boundary is deflected up (down) at the 
ith column. 

The second-neighbour interaction gives different weights to these boundary con
figurations, and it is easy to find the energy associated with a boundary (CT, . . . aN): 

£(<r, , . . . , aN) = 2 [-/jiC/fff-, + ( / a -Ja)a, -J2i + 3Ja + a / B ] . (14) 

To match the right-hand-side boundary condition of figure 2 we must have (iV even) 
N 

2 o< = 0. (15) 
( = i 

Consequently 
.v 

E = - 2 (Jn a,a,. ,+Jn- 3 7 2 - 3Ja). (16) 
i= i 

Thus we are led to a one-dimensional Ising model, and its free energy is easily 
determined. The similarity with the Shi-Wortis calculation has now become evident. 
The calculation is a solid-on-solid one, but in this case not by assumption. Since J, = =, 
bubbles and overhangs are simply too costly in energy to be present. 

In the N—**> limit the restriction of zero magnetisation has effectively no further 
influence since (16), without any restriction, yields zero average magnetisation. We find 

-F,/NkT= K21 - 3Ka - 3Ka + ln(2cosh K2l). 

This interface free energy vanishes when 

exp(3/f j , + 3*3) = 1 + exD^tfj!). (17) 

For the isotropic case this is equivalent to the critical condition above, i.e. the Shi-Wortis 
conjecture. 

One might believe that this constitutes a verification of the Shi-Wortis conjecture, 
but this is not so. The reason is the following: the interface free energy dependsin general 
both on the temperature and on the macroscopic orientation of the interface. By the set
up in figure 2 only a horizontal interface is considered. Other directions may be studied 
by forcing the boundary spins on the right-hand side differently, i.e. replacing (IS) by 

,v 
AT1 2 ff, = m = (V3) tan 0 (18) 

where 9 is the angle relative to the horizontal direction in figure 2. 
The direction with the minimum interface free energy Fm (at a given T) is the direction 

which is selected by the unrestricted Ising model. Fm is determined by the maximum 
eigenvalue of the transfer matrix corresponding to the energy expression (14) in the 
usual way. We find 

Fm = -MtrinIexp(2K,, - 3 K r - 3Ku){cosh(Kv, - K^) 

+ [sinh :(K :, - Ka) + exp(-4K 2 , ) |" 3 , l . (19) 
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t 

Figure 3. The dimensionless temperature kTJUn +Ju + Ja)asa inaction of the exchange 
interactions. Pour isotherms are shown. In the diagram each interaction variable x, = / $ / 
{h\ +J?z+ Jx) ranges from zero to unity. 

This minimal free energy is positive below a temperature T0, determined through the 
condition Fm = 0, or 

2exp(-3ATv, - 3ATa)sinh(2/V:,) + exp(3^ n + lKa -2K2I) 
= 2 cosh(KI! - Ks). (20) 

In the three special cases, considered in the first part, the corresponding values of Tv are 
identical to the temperatures (9), (II) and (13), respectively. One can show, more 
generally, for arbitrary interactions that the/! = =° Slotte-Hemmer free energy vanishes 
at a temperature given by (20). Figure 3 shows Tc as a function of the interaction 
parameters. 

For other directions F will exceed Fa. As an example we see from (17) that when 
h\ =Ja = 0 the interface free energy in the horizontal direction vanishes at kT = 
3/23/ln 2 • 4.328.. .J23, slightly higher than the temperature (13) at which Fm vanishes. 
Moreover, when the directions 6 = ±;r/6 is reached (all a, = +1 or -1) Fdoes not decay 
at all with increasing temperature. 

The main conclusion is that since the interface free energy for different directions 
does not vanish at the same temperature, the transition is not second order. The tem
perature To is then merely an upper bound for the transition temperature. One may 
consider the Monte Carlo calculations by Glosli and Plischke (1983) as evidence that the 
isotropic model has a first-order transition, at least for finite J,. (For the isotropic case 
considered by these authors, with J, = \0J:, the transition temperature is roughly 10% 
below the Slotte-Hemmer value.) While both the Shi-Wortis approach and the Slotte-
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Hemmer set-up yield the exact minimum interface free energy, the nature of the tran
sition precludes an identification of the transition temperature. 
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